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End separation anxiety 

Congratulations on your latest 

audio- post creation. If only the 

delivery wasn't so complicated. 

You know the drill. Generate 

separate multitrack audio tapes. 

Hand them off with the videotapes. 

Then wait—for sync hassles, 

editing-inducEd audio artifacts, and 

maybe even a one-of-the-tapes-is-

missing call. Talk about audio- post-

partum anxiety. 

Fortunately, relief is at hand. 

Dolby E lets you deliver up to eight 

channels of superb-sounding digital 

audio on just two tracks of a digital 

videotape, using any standard 

frame rate, even 24P. 

With Dolby E, audio and video 

frames are perfectly aligned. That 

means no sync problems. No pops 

or clicks when editing. No fretting 

about separated tapes. Dolby E can 

also route eight-channel audio 

across stereo tie-lines— plus save 

you loads of server and storage 

space. How's that for an elegant 

solution? 

Letting go of your creations might , 

Inever be easy. But with Dolby E, 

at least you can let go of the worry. 

www.dolby.com/DolbyE 

DOLBY 

Dolby E Delivery 
Now Specified by 

NBC 

FOX 

PBS 

Bravo 

Discovery Channel 

HBO 

Showtime 

Starz Encore 

EchoStar's Dish Network 

Astral Television 

Belt ExpressVU 

The Movie Network 

Supereiannel 

IN Demand 

Cablevision 

Dolby Laboraunes. In.. 

o Potrero Menue 
San Fuincisco. CA sr-T*4813 
Telephone 45-558-o2 
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Legendary SSL Sound Quality 
Total DAW Control 

The new Solid State Logic AWS 900 

Analogue Workstation System 

The compact SSL analogue 
console that the world has 
been waiting for. 

• Legendary SSL sound 
quality 

• Identical SuperAnalogueT" 
technology to SSL's flagship 
XL 9000 K Series console 

• Greater bandwidth than 
192kHz recorders 

• Ultra low-noise dual 
impedance mic amps 

• Full monitoring system up 
to 5.1 surround 

• Flexible signal routing 

• Twin curve SSL E and G 
Series 4-band parametric 
equalisation 

• Assignable SSL dynamics 
section with gate, expander 
and compressor/limiter • 

• G Series Stereo main mix 
buss compressor • 

• Flexible processing order 

• Metering on all channels 

and main outputs 

The powerful and intuitive 
DAW controller that the 
industry needs. 

• Direct access to all major 
DAW mixing, editing and 
automation parameters 

Direct control of Plug- In 
settings 

Dedicated control CPU to 
maximise performance 

Integral colour TFT display 
with dedicated control keys 

User definable controls on 
every channel 

High quality motorised 
faders to write/replay level 
moves in your DAW 

Simple switching between 
console layer and DAW 
control layer 

Full remote control 
implementation 

Operation independent of 
platbrm - works with 
Prc -ools, Nuendo, Logic 
Aud.o, etc. 
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Command. 

..ae4 1..1 aisle 

56 inputs and 4 stereo returns, 24 mix outputs, 8 matrix 
outputs, 96kHz 32-bit processing, 8 stereo effect processors, 
12 graphic EQs, 4-band parametric EQ with dynamics and 
delay on all inputs, 8 band parametric EQ with dynamics and 
delay on all outputs, time code event automation, hundreds 
of scenes, recallable head amps... 

The newest evolution in Yamaha digital mixers. A fusion of PM1D's 
core elements with the advances realized in DM2000 and 
PM5000. But with a unique ability to control outboard DME 
processors directly from the PM5D. True system integration. 

eff401$ One point o 
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Control. 

DME24N and DME64N 

24 channels channels of I/O in DME24, c anne s o in 1\ < Numbers 
up to 10 of Yamaha's newest 96kHz DSP processors, new 
software allows direct control of crossovers, EQ, and delays 
from the PM5D digital mixing console, cont-ol via Ethernet, 
CobraNet USB, RS232/422 or MIDI, four models of remote 
control panels, cascade ports, GPI, Euroblcck connectors... 

The power of Yamaha digital technology harnessed into the 
world of programmable black boxes. An intricate network of 
DSP. Robust intuitive software. True integration of aud.o and 
control with PM5D. 

A processor that puts the console in mmand. 
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Yamaha Corporation of America • P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-6600 
For additional information, please call ( 714)522-9000 • www.yamaha.com 

t2004 Yamaha Corporaton of Menu 
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All in one box. 

The most widely used program of its kind for professional 

music creation and audio production is now more attractive 

than ever before. The new Logic Pro 6 contains all Emagic's 

superb plug- ins and software instruments, making it not only 

the best-equipped music production software available, but 

also the one with the most unbelievable price/performance 

ratio. Emagic's considerable expertise and experience in 

music composition, audio recording, sound generation, nota-

tion editing and publishing, post production, and film scoring 

is now all in one box — in Logic Pro 6. 
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C, 2003181 Professional 

THX ond pm3 ore trademarks or registered trademarks of 1NX Udilkll rights , served. 

Adjustable Power Seat 
Featuring unprecedented control over response at the mix position, JBL steps forward with the new LSR6300 Studio 
Monitors, the first complete solution to tackle problems in the room. Our exclusive RMCm Room Mode Correction 

system, including a hand-held acoustic analyzer (shown above in your seat), accurately measures boundary-induced low 
frequency modes so you can adjust the speaker's 1/10th octave parametric equalizer and correct the problems in the 

room. Designed from the ground up, the LSR6300's deliver ultra-flat response (+ 1/-1.5 dB), an exceptionally wide sweet 
spot free of spatial anomalies and an incredibly accurate window on your mix. Shielded, mountable, and THX® pm3® 

approved, for stereo or multi-channel, music or post, the LSR6300's truly put you in the power seat. 
See your JBL Dealer today for a demo of this extraordinary new monitoring system. 

LSR6300 Studio Monitors — Mix Without Boundaries. 

Learn more about the power of the LSR6300 Studio Monitors at www.ibipro.com/LSR 

IL 1  

H A Harman International Company 



On the Cover Studio A at 
Pressure Point Recording 

Studios in Chicago was de-

signed by Kierkegaard and 

Associates and features an 

isomorphic wall and an 

abundance of natural light. 

For more, turn to page 38. 

Photo: Paul Natkin. Inset: 
Manna Chavez. 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO AND MUSIC PRODUCTION 
June 2004, VOLUME 28, NUMBER 7 

features 

32 Life Is Peachy 
Inside Atlanta's Music Recording Scene 

While Atlanta's music scene has been pigeonholed as R&B- and hip hop-

centric—especially with OutKast's soaring success—and thought of as a 

second-tier music market, it is home to numerous rock, blues, jazz and clas-

sical musicians who spend their time in top-echelon recording environ-

ments, both private and commercial. Mix digs into Atlanta's bustling music 

scene by taking advantage of Southern hospitality, studio- style. 

38 Class of 2004 
The Year's Hottest New Studios 

Every June, Mix devotes special coverage to facility design and acoustics. 

This year's "Class" showcases some of the most impressive new and re-

worked rooms to open since last summer. 

44 Homeward Bound: The Move to the Small Studio 
Part One: Isolation Issues and Speaker Placement 

Acoustician Bob Hodas takes into account complaining neighbors, a shoe 

box—designed home studio and the laws of physics to provide tips and 

techniques for professional studio design in a home studio environment. 

52 Packaged Surround Monitoring Systems for Studios 
The old adage that great things come in small packages may not hold true 

for surround monitors. Increasingly, studio monitor manufacturers are offer-

ing complete 5.1 systems, be it designed from the ground up or " re- pur-

posing" already existing models. Mix showcases what's available for all 

budgets and needs. 

62 NAB 2004 Show Report 
From April 17-22, nearly 98,000 audio, video, film and broadcast pros were 

in attendance for the anrual National Association of Broadcasters Convention 

in Las Vegas. The Mix editors combed the floor for the hottest new audio 

products. 

Check Out Mix Online! http://www.mixonline.com 

Mix (Volume 28, Number 7) is 02004 by PRIMEDIA Business Magazines & Media, 9800 Metcalf Ave., Overland Park, KS 66212. Mix (ISSN 0164-9957) is published monthly except semimonthly in Jan-
uary One-year ( 13 issues) subscription is $52. Canada is $60. All other international is $ 110. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Mix, PO. Box 1939, Marion, OH 43306. Periodicals Postage Paid 
at Shawnee Mission, KS and at additional mailing offices.This publication may not be reproduced or quoted in whole or in part by printed or electronic means without written permission of the publishers. 
Printed in the USA. Canadian GST # 129597951; Canada Post Publications Mail Agreement #40597023. Canada return address: DP Global Mail, 4960-2 Walker Rd., Windsor, ON N9A 61S. 
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Is there any piece of equipment in your studio 

that is more than 20 years old 

and still the best? 

The DPA 4006 
is still the best microphone in its class. 

In 1982, the 4006 was designed by Ole Brosted Sorensen, then a design engineer at Brtiel & Kjaer, 

now the Technical Director and Co-owner of DPA Microphones. 

The omnidirectional condenser in its distinctive slim black livery was the first studio microphone to 

be released by B&K, the first model in the celebrated 4000 Series. The technical innovation of the 

4006, giving precise performance and natural-sounding clarity in a mic of outstanding stability in 

any recording environment, has kept it a favorite among professional audio engineers. 

D  PA._ . 
//1‘\ 

MICROPHONES 
For more information call 1.866.DPA.MICS or visit www.dpamicrophones.com. 

DPA Microphones, Inc. info-usa@dpamicrophones.com JUST ADD TALENT 
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U 
NEW! 
S-2400 

The award-winning DAW controller 
with 2.5 motorized faders per finger. 

Now you 

can use your 
mouse and 
keyboard for 
interfacing 
with on-
screen CUls 
— and use 
the wide-tody US-2400 for 
what its good at — mixing 
and hands-on control. 

ci Mute, Solo and 

Select Duttons on 

El every channel bea-_ 
E l the heck out of try-

ing to mouse and 
click on-screen icons. 

Touch-sensitive * "-
motorized faders 

have lo- bit resolu-
tion — FOUR times 

finer than many competi-
tors'contrc I su daces. Ye u 
get ultra-smooth fades. Pit 

the FLIP button and use tie 
faders for writing autcmat-
ed pan or aux send moves 

wh le accessing channel 
levels on the LED rotary 
encoders. 

CO-IXVEOPED WITH 

SANE 
WAVE 

0 e LED ring  encoders g ve 
you han;-oi 
'analog' af 

your DAW's pan arc aux 
sends. A special chan lei 
strip mode and meters 
are provided for DAWs 
that support these 
functions. 

049,2 73.9e• 

With 24 
hanas-or 

channel 
•14.....2• faders, Dark 

switching is kept to a 
minimum. But for reolb, 
big projects, the LS-24C0 
is ready to control ur tc 
192 channels! 

Footswi:ch 
jack for punch-iis 

I> In/Out point buTbrns 

I> Mac' OSX and Win-
dows XP compatible 

etiMibOtiireeCièfia *OS , 

Adjust DAW software 
parameters such as 4-
band EO via the rotary 
encoders 

tnat.4 TASCAM All Rights Reserved. All specifcat ions are subject to change without 
notice:HUI is a registered trademark of Mack e >signs Inc. Mackie isa registered trade-
mark of _oud Technologies. SaneWaie is a trademark of some mad scientiMs lurking; irn 
the basement Jf aniold building in the Northwest logging town of Siroolecrnisho 

Twenty-five, 100mm 

touch-sensitive, high-

resolution motorized 

faders. 

Twenty-four com-

plete channel strips 

with rotary encoders 

plus 

Mute, 

Solo and Select buttons. 

The new US-2400 

is fully mapped for 

instant use with any 

DAW that supports 

HUI® or Mackie® 

Control protocols. 

For more info on the 

first DAW controller 

with enough faders to 

handle a typical record-

ing session without lots 

of bankswitching, e-

mail us for a brochure at 

tascamlit@teac.com or 

visit a TASCAM dealer. 

Joystick for 
surround 
sound 
panning. 

Assignable Func-
tion keys can be 
set to Autopunch, 
Record arming, 

Undo, etc. 

CORecessed — 
jog/shuttle 
wheel and 

solid-feeling trans-
port controls. 

MD( 
CERTIFIED 

hit 
At 2004 Winter  
NAMM, the editors of 
Mix magazine select-
ed their"hits of the 
show." We're proud 
that our US-2400 was 

one of them. 

TASCAM 

CONTRACTOR 

www. 
tascam 
.com Di AND 

PRODUCER 

PERSONAL 

CREATIVITY 



A)  FROM THE EDITOR 

Acoustic Paramedics 

M ost of us took some kind of first-aid class, where we learned about applying 
direct pressure to a deep cut and whether we should put ice or heat on a bad 

sprain. But what happens when you're working in the studio and your mixes don't 

sound right: too bass heavy, too shrill or with vocals that are too loud or too soft? 

You could immediately call in some master acoustician to revamp the facility, but that 
might be like going to the emergency room for a zit, which is only permissible in the 

case of teenagers on prom night. 

Assuming that you're not mixing on consumer speakers, your monitors are decent 
(a pretty big assumption) and you can actually hear (perhaps an even bigger as-
sumption), the problem is most likely your mix environment. Unfortunately, your room 

can't tell you when it's sick, but before you call in the pros, here are some things to 
check out first. 

The speakers are the heart of the matter, so make sure they're working properly. In 

a three-way system, a couple of blown tweeters won't be so obvious to the casual lis-
tener, but will definetely lead to overly bright mixes as you try to compensate for the 

"dullness" in your tracks. Also, make sure that the speakers are appropriate to the space: 
Huge monitors can easily overwhelm a small room. And beware of the " near-field 
myth": an urban audio legend that states that when listening to small speakers, the 

acoustics of the room are unimportant. True, the room effect is greatly diminished when 

listening in the near-field, but the space's acoustics are still a major factor in the sound, 

particularly when monitoring at high levels and/or using subwoofers. 
Another myth? Low-frequency sounds lack directionality, which is true, leading to 

the false conclusion that subwoofer placement is unimportant. Putting the sub in the 
wrong spot can create all kinds of problems. These range from uneven bass response 

due to room nodes, phase problems when the LF energy in the crossover range from 

the mains and sub combine in the room at slightly different times, and too much bass 
when the sub's output couples with floors, corners and walls. Take some time to ex-
periment and find the spot that works in your room. 

Monitor placement is equally—if not more—important, and probably the worst 

place to put them is in the traditional console-top location. In many cases, speaker 

stands behind the console provide better results and offer more flexibility for optimum 

placement, especially in avoiding the first reflection from the console surface from 
reaching the listener. In my studio, the near-fields are mounted above the console and 

placed upside-down so the tweeter is exactly at ear level. Hey, it looks funny, but it 
works in my room. 

Look around your room. Do you have unbroken parallel walls/ceilings that cause 

unwanted echoes? Do your monitors aim directly into a reflective hard surface? Does 

the mix sound the same at the sweet spot as it does from the couch in the back of 

the room? Here, the fixes aren't as easy as sliding a neoprene wedge under your near-

fields, but armed with a little common sense and a basic understanding of acoustics, 
some small fixes can often produce big results. 

George Petersen 

Editorial Director 

Mir 
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Oh,we forgot something. 

The New ISA 430ma 
Producer Pack 

When we designed the original ISA 430 Producer Pack we wanted to include all 

the best features and circuits from the Focusrite ISA product family since 1985. 

And so we did! However, in the past three years we have had a few more great 

ideas. So the ISA 430 MkII is born. Have we forgotten anything? All we can 

think to add is a cherry on top! 

Principle feature set: 

• Classic ISA transformer-coupled mic-pre; now with four switchable input impedances and 

inductor-induced "air". Extended version of the original ISA 110 EQ. 

• Multi-format Compressor; a vintage optical circuit, as well as Focusrite's transparent 

VCA design. 

• Unmatched flexibility with an incredible variety of insert points, "split" modes (for 

separating modules), and variable signal path arrangements. 

• Superb De-esser employing optical technology for transparency and lower distortion. 

• 'Listen' feature for precise control over compression, gating, expansion and de-essing. 

• Soft Limiter to sensitively avoid digital overload. 

• Optional Stereo A/D 24-bit, 192kHz. 

• More features than the original and at a great new price. 

«17.0 
Focusrité 

For a demo, call toll-free 1-866-FOCUSRITE 

or visit vnvw.focusrite.com for further information 

NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTOR 

www.digidesign.corn 



SCHOEPS has been the industries best kept secret for high quality 

recording since 1948. Top professionals have counted on 

MICROPHONES in studios, broadcast facilities and on feature film 

sets worldwide to capture the finest details of critical audio. 

A secret so good you almost don't want to tell anyone. 

THE SECRET'S OUT. 

REDDING AUDIO 

97 S. Main Street, # 10 
Newtown, CT 06470 
(203) 270-1808 

For additional information 

and dealer locator, go to: 

www.reddingaudio.com 

SCHOEPS 
Mikrofone 

www.schoeps.de 

CONSIDER. QU 

T-Series Instrument 
Connectors 

• 
email: amphenol@penn-elcom.com 

wvvvv.amphenol.com.au 

rhe. oileitccom 1.866.242.1704 
ardwao • nod raster, •.rlutions 

local: 714.230.6231 

call toll free: 
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Four! 

INTRODUCING THE NEXT GENERATION OF 

THE WORLDWIDE STANDARD IN 

PROFESSIONAL PITCH CORRECTION 

C  ince its introduction in 1997. 
Auto-Tune has stood alone as the 

overwhelming tool of choice for 
professional pitch correction. 
Featuring transparent processing, 
superb audio quality, and an easy-to-
use interface. Auto-Tune is used daily 
in thousands of commercial, project, 
and home studios around the world 
to save editing time, ease the 
frustration of endless retakes, save 
that otherwise once-in-a-lifetime 
performance, or create unique 
special effects. 

Now, with Auto-Tune 4, we've added 
a host of new features that are 
designed to provide powerful new 
capabilities, while at the same time 
actually streamlining operation. 

WHEE THE FLTU RE'S 

STILL WHIT IT USED TO BE 

KEY NEW AUTO—TUNE 4 
FEATURES INCLUDE: 

• 192kHz compatibility (host and 
hardware dependent) 

The ability to specify target note 
behaviors in individual octaves 

• Virtual keyboard for realtime pitch 
display and target note control 

Improved Targeting option 
for problem vibratos 

• Enhanced Vibrato functions for 
more realistic (or wacky) vibratos 

A Hold function to help analyze 
pitch errors in Auto Mode 

Larger Graphical Mode Pitch 
Editing Display 

Seriously expanded and reworked 
Graphical Editing Tools 

Multi-level Undo/Redo 
(up to 20 levels) 

Vibrato Scaling for modifying the 
depth of vibrato while maintaining 
its shape and character 

• Streamlined Graphical Mode 
navigation controls 

Selectable Edit Display color schemes 

• And lots more... 

Auto-Tune 4 will be available in a 
veritable plethora of formats for 
Mac and PC. Upgrades are available 
for registered Auto-Tune owners.* 
Check it out at your local Antares 
dealer or come to our website for 
more details and a fully functional 
10 day trial version. 

*if you puichase any ver.ion of Auto-tune 3 after 

December 1, 2003, you will be entitled to a free 

upgrade to Auto-Tune 4 See our web s.te for details 

STURGEON seves: • 
"SON ,ETIMES MORE IS MORE)' 

4.01 ANTARES AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 231 Technology Circle, Scotts Valley, CA 95066 USA 
voice: 831 461 7800 I info@antarestech.com I www.antarestech.com 
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DAW PROGRESSION/REGRESSION 

I wonder how many people see the introduc-

tion of Digidesign's ICON [April 2004] as the 

complete failure of computer-based editing 

and mixing? We have had analog mixers for 

decades and digitally assisted mixers for quite 

a while. When computer-based mixing came 

along, instead of breaking ground, all we ever 

saw on our screens was a drawing of the analog 

mixers we already owned. 

Sure, the image was familiar, but the model 

was also inherently limited. A handful of faders 

couldn't be grabbed at once without grouping 

them. Knobs couldn't be turned, so we learned 

to type in values. Now that the limitations of the 

audio console onscreen have been fully discov-

ered, Digidesign (and others) have offered us a 

true regression—back to hardware. Are we re-

ally that limited in our imaginations that we can't 

devise a new and wonderful way to take better 

advantage of what computers can offer us? 

Barry Hufker 

Hufker Recording 

MIXER VS. MIXER 

Dear Chris Arbisi, 

What you don't know about making the 

Grammy® Awards happen could fill the Staples 

Center. You ask Fin " Feedback," April 2004], 

"With technology so advanced and productions 

so well-practiced, why do we still experience 

major flaws in our audio productions?" At the 

Grammys, the crew was given four days to put 

together one of the largest live TV music shows 

ever. The Broadway musicals you compare this to 

have months to prepare, they do the same show 

over and over again, they're not in a sports arena 

and aren't broadcast live on TV. They do not have 

multiple bands, do not have speeches from ce-

lebrities and do not have 30 IV cameras. 

Let me inform you as to the true magnitude 

of the music portion of the Grammys: [ It 

featured] 14 bands, none of whom have less 

than 40 mics onstage, some having upward of 

80. It was mixed simultaneously in both stereo 

and 5.1 surround. There was sometimes less 

than three minutes between musical acts for 

an entire band's gear to be rolled out onstage 

and plugged in. Each band and its crew get to 

rehearse their act only once or twice in four 

days. Additionally, there is an entire part of the 

show that is not music that also needs to be 

rehearsed in the same four days and has its own 

massive audio requirements. I won't even get 

into the cameras, lights, sets and talent issues 

that arise. 

Some of the very best engineers and crew 

in the world work on the Grammys every year. 

Every year it gets more complicated, and every 

year they are given less time to put it together. I 

am insulted by your comment that these people 

"can't run a mixing board." If you had any idea 

what you were talking about, you would know 

that there is much more to putting on a show 

like the Grammy Awards or the Super Bowl than 

just running a mixing board. The very same crew 

has been successfully making this show happen 

year after year, and you show them no respect 

for getting it right nine times out of 10. 

Without realizing it, you've heard these en-

gineers mix literally hundreds of TV shows. They 

do it every day. They are without a doubt the 

best in the business and they get little recogni-

tion for it. If you think you or anyone else could 

do better, I suggest you give it a try sometime. 

Max Feldman and audio crew 

Grammys and the Super Bowl 

GRAMMY CLARIFICATION 

Shure has always enjoyed the exciting talent 

and production delivered through the years by 

the annual Grammy Awards. The technical dif-

ficulties experienced at this year's show were a 

disappointment for many viewers, but to clarify 

comments referenced in the letter from Mr. 

Arbisi, Shure was not involved with the produc-

tion errors of this year's event. Though audio 

equipment manufacturers often provide equip-

ment to the production company, the setup and 

operation of such equipment is handled by the 

audio pros hired by the production company. 

I agree with Mr. Petersen that it's often very 

chaotic when an event of this grand scale is 

produced, and there's limited time to ensure 

everything is perfect. We all hope that next 

year's Grammy broadcast will be free of techni-

cal gremlins. 

Michael Pettersen 

Director; applications engineering 

Shure Incorporated 

LITTLE DISC, LOTS OF EXTRAS 

With the record industry hurting in overall sales, 

it seems odd that two articles in the March issue 

never mention that bonus [tracks] exist. First off, 

the incomparable Ken Scott was interviewed in 

"Classic Tracks" in regards to David Bowie's Ziggy 

Stadust album. I purchased the 2003 multichannel 

SACD 5.1 mix a week prior to receiving the March 

issue. Ken Scott executed this incredible 5.1 mix! 

Never was this mentioned in the article, though. 

I know "Classic Tracks" is about original sessions, 

but if you're talking with the original engineer who 

also just remixed the session for discrete surround 

sound, why not mention and promote that, too? 

Secondly, in " Cool Spins," the long-lived pro-

gressive rock group Yes had its Going for the One 

remastered CD reviewed. This article never men-

tioned the fact that it's been remastered with more 

than 30 minutes of bonus material, which took 

almost as long to mix as the original recording. 

The industry is trying to give consumers additional 

materials in the form of high-bandwidth discrete 

surround and additional bonus tracks, and not 

mentioning these points isn't helping the future 

growth of the industry. 

Gary Pahler 

Louisville, Ky. 

SILENCE? GOLDEN. 

A few years ago, I took a trip to Thailand where 

I hiked into the hill country to record the sounds 

of nature. While I could never entirely escape the 

occasional chainsaw or the sound of some dis-

tant villager's AM radio, I did find some very quiet 

places. So quiet that I could not only hear my 

blood pulsing through my ears, but for the first 

time, I discovered that my watch's second hand 

made a noise as it ticked off time. It was an amaz-

ing experience and made me realize how many 

details in our lives are missed because of our 

overstimulated, inherently noisy environments. 

I hope Paul Lehrman's article " In a Silent 

Way" [March 2004] gets more people thinking 

about silence as something instead of the lack 

of something, and to recognize silence as an ex-

perience worth preserving. The Nature Sounds 

Society (www.naturesounds.org) thinks of quiet 

places as endangered habitat, and I encourage 

anyone interested in the preservation of these 

places to look them up. 

Paul Lackey 

Sammy Studios 

Send Feedback to Mix 

mixeditorial@primediabusiness.com 
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SATISFACTION 

At GENELEC we believe that communication and 
creativity go hand in hand. 

For twenty five years we've listened to our clients and 
developed the finest and most complete product line of 
active monitors in the professional audio industry. 

With thousands of qualified installations, both large or 
small, loud or soft, we're ready to guide you through 

that all important monitor decision. A trip to our web 
site puts a wealth of detailed information at your fin-

gertips. A phone call gets you GENELEC's special indi-
vidualized attention, necessary to make the right 
choice. 

We create great speakers because we listen to our 

customers. You communicate your needs, we build the 
speakers that satisfy. Call GENELEC today. 

www.genelec.com GENELEC® 
International inquiries: Genelec 0y, Olvitie 5, FIN- 74100, lisalmi, Finland T +358-17-83881, F +358-17-812267 

In the USA: Genelec Inc., 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760 T 508-652-0900, F 508-652-0909 Email: genelec.usa@genelec.com 



CuRRENT PROFESSIONAL AUDIO NEWS AND EVENTS 

XLOGIC DEMOED AT CONWAY RECORDING 
More than 100 people made their way to Hollywood's Conway Recording to 

see a live demo of the new SSL XLogic SuperAnalogue rack gear; XLogic deal-

er GC Pro hosted the event. The XLogic product line comprises the XLogic XL 

Channel, XLogic 5.1 Multichannel Compressor, XLogic 4-channel SuperAna-

logue Mic Amp, classic G Series Stereo Compressor and a Mic Amp Remote. 

Since its release at AES 2003, 600 XLogic units have been sold. For more 

information on XLogic, see the "Field Test" in Mix's May 2004 issue. 

JAGGED EDGE 
BRINGS IN HIP HOP HEAVYWEIGHTS 

o 
o 

Producer Melvin Coleman (left) and chief 
engineer/production coordinator Joey P. 
working in Studio A at 101 Studios 
(Atlanta). Inset: Dale "RamBro" Ramsey 

Jagged Edge was recently in JOT 

Studios' (Atlanta) A room to work 

on their latest release, Hard. Chief 

engineer Joey P. and co-chief en-

gineer Dale "RamBro" Ramsey 

tracked and mixed the album to 

Pro Tools MD(Plus. Vocals were 

recorded via Neumann U87s into 

an Avalon 737 preamp/compressor 

and then straight into the Pro 

Tools 888 interface. The produc-

tion team also included mixer Phil 

Tan and producers Melvin Coleman, 

Bryan Michael Cox, Jazze Pha and 

Tha Corna Boyz. 

According to Ramsey, "Jagged 

Edge came to us to rescue the al-

bum. They had already cut 16 

songs on Pro Tools and they were 

well on their way to finishing the 

record. Joey and I came in and cut 

an additional 40-plus songs." 

Joey P. added, "We used a 

bunch of different boxes to get the 

perfect vocoder sound. After a 

while, I decided to go out to my 

car and grab the old Roland VS-

880 that I had in my trunk. I con-

nected it to an SM57 and a Korg 

Triton, and then producer Melvin 

Coleman sat down and gave it a 

shot. As soon as Jagged Edge 

member Brian Casey heard the 

sound, he quipped, That's it, man! 

That's the sound!" 

For more information on the 

two engineers, visit www.JoeyP 

.com and www.DaleRamsey.com. 

For more information on the band, 

visit www.jaggededge.net. 

Pictured from left: Buddy Brundo, Conway Recording Studios owner; Tom 
Menrath, GC Pro director of business development; Gene Jo/y, Guitar 
Center senior VP, technology merchandise manager; David Angress, Guitar 
Center executive VP; Bryan Bradley, Guitar Center recording buyer; Phil 
Wagner, SSL senior VP Western operations; Rick Plushner, SSL president 
North America; and Don Wershba, 551 senior VP Eastern region 

LIVINGHEAD AUDIO 
CELEBRATES 15 YEARS 
"Go back and hit the sec-

ond chorus again, Jeff. 

That felt rushed to me," 

David Nichols said into 

the talkback mic atop 

his Focusrite/Digidesign 

Control 24 console. Be-

hind the glass at Living-

head Audio Recording 

(Phoenix), the renovat-

ed industrial warehouse 

tracking room is plas-

tered with posters, 

strung with Christmas 

lights and full of vintage 

instruments. Out in the 

middle of a Persian rug, 

Jeff Taylor (singer/song-

writer/multi-instrumen-

talist) plays his Strat 

through a Marshall half-

stack, into a Schoeps 

tube mic, through an API 312 mic 

pre, a Manley Van-MU and one of 

two brand-new HD 192 I/Os into 

Pro Tools 6.2.2. 

At this session, Taylor and 

Nichols are tracking guitars on 

Taylor's upcoming release, a col-

lection of songs that marks Liv-

Nothing but good times. Pictured in back 
row (L-R): Rex Anderson (producer), Grace 
Royce (staff engineer) and Bridget Gardiner 
(director of operations). Pictured front row, 
from left: Andy Beisner (senior engineer), 
Mike Hissong (senior engineer), Jeffrey 
Taylor (artist) and David Nichols (studio 
owner, producer and senior engineer) 

inghead's venture into independ-

ent record labels. Fifteen years in 

the studio biz, Nichols has built 

his world-class recording environ-

ment from home studio begin-

nings, focusing on local Arizona 

and independent artists while al-

so catering to national acts. 
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COMPILED BY SARAH BENZULY 

POST OPENINGS 
AUDIOENGINE, NEW YORK CITY 
Audio post-production com-

pany audioEngine (www.audio 

engine.net) unveiled its 

fourth room, Studio D, a 5.1 

mixing and recording studio 

that is home to mixer/co-

owner Rex Recker. The room 

was designed by Jim Maher 

of Soundhouse Design, who 

created a "mixer-in-the-

round" environment: a spe-

cially designed console 

placing the mixer in the cen-

ter of the space with seats 

on all sides. Mixing, record-

ing and editing are centered on a Digidesign 

Pro ToolsIHD3 system. 

Studio D's construction marks one of 

the first times Dolby has worked with a 

commercial audio company to create a 

Dolby-approved 5.1 studio. Placing the vo-

cal booth in the front of the room made 

correctly implementing the Dolby surround 

system a major issue for the design team. 

When the booth is in voice-over mode, the 

5x7-foot glass is in view. When the sur-

Acoustical reflections in audioEnginei control room and vocal 
booth were handled by covering the windows with 7-foot-tall, 
clear Plexiglas diffusers. Seated: Rex Recker 

DALLAS AUDIO POST 
Audio production studio 

Dallas Audio Post's new 

6,000-square-foot home 

features three 5.1-ready 

control rooms and recording 

booths and a 3.5-terabyte 

storage area network. Fea-

tures include a digitized 

music library, a centralized 

editing system, office and 

entertainment areas and a 

DVD/surround television 

lounge. 

According to studio 

owner Roy Machado, "We're 

now targeting the large ad-

vertising agencies in Dallas because many 

don't know the quality of our work or that 

we can handle whatever broadcast pro-

round session begins, the center speaker 

raises into position on a motorized plat-

form that includes a false wall with all of 

the acoustical absorption to equal the right 

and left speaker environment. 

Audio is monitored through a 5.1 main 

system comprising JBL cinema speakers pow-

ered by Crown and Hailer amplifiers, KRK V4s 

for near-field stereo and the built-in speakers 

of Sony's KV-32H5510 for consumer television 

reference. 

Dallas Audio Post owner Roy Mamado ¡oins a producer and 
voice talent in one of his new cortrol rooms. 

duction needs they may have." Hispanic 

production is another target for the stu-

dio, as its entire staff is bilingual. 

LITTLE KIDS 
JUST WANT TO ROCK 

Pictured at Manhattan Center Studios are, from 
left: Victor Burks, engineer Bonzai, Liberty DeVitto, 
Brian Hardgroove, Dave Wish (Little Kids Rock's 
founder, seated) and solo artist Paul Brill 

Little Kids Rock, a nonprofit music education program 

that provides free instruments and instruction to 

public school children, has completed anether 

recording session for Little Kids, Big Fans: Stars Unit-

ed For Music Education. Two tracks were recorded at 

New York City's Manhattan Center Studios. 

The new CD features high-profile artists covering 

versions of songs written by Little Kids Rock's stu-

dents, including new tracks with Liberty DeVitto, per-

cussionist for Billy Joel; Public Enemy's Brian 

Hardgroove; and Victor Burks of the Fine Arts Militia. 

"It is so fulfilling to work and record with these 

creative and dedicated children," DeVitto said. "It's 

really great to see their eyes light up as their ideas 

and songs come to fruition." 

Who: Ken Thornhill, Bennett 

Studios ( Englewood, NJ) 

studio manager 

Main responsibilities: 

overseeing promotion and studio bookings, and 

day-to-day management of the three-room facility 

Previous Lives: 

• 1996-2004, record production manager at 

Soundtrack Studios (New York City) 

The one profession that I would like to try would 

be...a tour guide on a motorcycle. 

If I could be a part of any recording session, it 

would have been Mites Davis' " Bitches Brew" as a fly 

on the watt. 

The one object in my office most like my 

personality is...a quartz crystal. 

Currently in my CD changer: Soultly, Tool's Aenima, 

Bob Marley's Rastaman Vibration and Rage 

Against the Machine's The Battle of Los Angeles. 

When I'm not in the office, you can find me... 

riding my motorcycle. 
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CURRENT 

BERNIE'S ALL HEART 
Heart's Ann and Nancy Wilson re-

cently mastered their first new stu-

dio album in almost a decade, 

Jupiter's Darling, at Bernie Grund-

man Mastering ( Hollywood). 

Heart's new album is slated to be 

released this month on the Sover-

eign Artists label. 

Pictured (L-R): assistant mastering engineer Scott Sedillo, mixer Patrick 
MacDougall, producer/songwriter Nancy Wilson (foreground), 
co-producer/songwriter Craig Bartock and mastering engineer Brian 
"Big Bass" Gardner 

STEINBERG MEDIA 

CELEBRATES 20 YEARS 
Founded in 1984 in Hamburg, Ger-

many, Steinberg set the MIDI se-

quencing scene with its Pro 16 

(pictured) sequencer for the Com-

modore 64 computer; this program 

would later become the Pro 24 for 

the Atari platform. From these 

roots grew Cubase Atari in 1989 

and Cubase for the Mac in 1990 

and then to Windows in '92. Stein-

berg continued to offer revolu-

tionary products with the 1996 

introduction of VST for Apple's 

then-new PowerMac processor and 

two years later for Windows. In 

2000, Steinberg geared up the sur-

round and post communities with 

Nuendo, whose code was soon 

ported over to Cubase SX and SL. 

Last year, Steinberg was bought by 

Pinnacle Systems, bringing Stein-

berg technology to the digital 

video prosumer. 

Check in next month's "Current" for 

more companies celebrating their 

anniversaries. 

Rich Nevens 

WORKING ON THE EAST SIDE 

Pictured from left: Co-producer Lo fey, assistant engineer Stephen Joseph, 
Mariah Carey, co-producer Ah  Dee, studio co-owner Fran Cathcart and 
engineer/music supervisor—and American Idol judge— Randy Jackson 

Co-producer Lofey and crew are currently at work on Mariah Carey's 

forthcoming album at New York's EastSide Sound, which has re-opened 

its new facility after spending 32 years at its old locate—only a few 

blocks away. The new studio can be found at 150 Forsyth St., New 

York, NY 10002, 212/226-6365, www.eastsidesound.com. 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

The NSCA membership elected a new Board of 

Directors: Randy Vaughan, president; Nancy 

Emerson, VP; Andy Musci, secretary/treasurer; 

and boardmembers Keith Jones, Mike Bradley 

and Al Kesler....Guitar Center (Westlake Vil-

lage, CA) promoted Gene Joly to senior VP, 

technology merchandise manager...With more 

than 16 years of Akai Pro (Pomona, CA) experience, David Whittle has 

been promoted to the company's general manager... Previously with Eu-

phonix, Rich Nevens joins Digidesign (Daly City, CA) in the newly ap-

pointed position of director of worldwide console sales and will be based 

in Los Angeles...Shure ( Niles, IL) has created a Personal Audio Busi-

ness Unit (PABU) and a Personal Audio Portfolio Management group 

(PAPM), two teams responsible for sales, marketing and product man-

agement of the company's consumer products. Personnel involved in 

these two groups include Shawn Stahmer, general manager, PABU; Bri-

an Woodland, director of sales, PABU; and Scott Sul-

livan, category director, PAPM...Audio-Technica 

(Stow, OH) announcements: Glenn Roop, director of 

professional product sales; Kal Mullens, director of 

strategic account sales; Global Sales Management 

(Miami), exclusive rep for the Latin American market; 

and the exclusive U.S. and Canadian distributor for 

Garwood Communications (Philadelphia)...New York 

City- based Sterling Sound hired Scott McConville as 

Gene July 

its chief technical engineer... FORM ( Los Angeles) has 

signed Anthony M. Bongiovi as a director for future high-def DVD pro-

ductions of music performances and videos, and TV commercials. LOUD 

Technologies (Woodinville, WA) appointed Mark Madison to group man-

ager for the newly created EAW Commercial group. In other company 

news, Tony Rodrigues fills the newly created role of business develop-

ment manager. 
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Must—Have Wireless: Senn euser 3000 & 5000 Series 
In Real Life, there are no second takes. That's why you need 
Sennheiser 3000 and 5000 Series systems and components. Our 
benchmark products have garnered praise from every corner of the 
industry and an Academy Award® for our wireless technology. 
We've brought you such innovations as the Neumann KK105 
vocal capsule and the SK5012 - the world 's smallest professional 
bodypack. But more than that, Sennheiser gives you the best RF link 
and the most durable, dependable gear on the planet. When you: 
life depends on reliable wireless, choose Sennheiser. 
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Sennheiser Electronic Corp., 1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA • Tel: 860-434-9190 • Fax: 860-434-1759 

Latin America: Tel: 52 55 5639-0956 • Fax: 52 55 5639-9482 • Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013 Fax: 514-426-3953 



CURRENT 

Virgin Nooks Up With MusicNet 

Virgin Digital has partnered with digital music provider MisicNet to bring 

a digital download store and subscription music club into the Virgin Digi-

tal service, www.virgindigital.com. With more than 70,000 tracks offered, 

consumers can purchase music a la carte or through a smell monthly fee 

(amount undisclosed). Each payment option will be available on the Net, 

in its retail stores and on mobile phone/CE devices. "Passionate music fans 

have made it clear that they went their music when they want it, where 

they want it and how they want it," commented Sir Richard Branson, 

founder of the Virgin Group of companies. "Well, we've heard them. We're 

going to redefine the. way that our custome:s relate to their music." 

Online Conservatory Gets a Fresh Look 

Jordan Rudess' Online Conserve:dry (www.jordanrudes3.com/oc_splash 

.html) has expanded the site's exercises, which were developed via pri-

vate lessons with students and ir articles for various magazines. Im-

ANGEL MOUNTAIN 
BRINGS IN BET 
Angel Mountain Productions ( Bethtehem, Pa.) was tapped to host two 60-

minute tapings for BET Jazz Network's weekly show Studio Jams. Each show 

features different jazz greats (Larry Carlton‘ Pat Martino, Béla Fleck, Joey 

DeFrancesco and others) gathered in a studio environment while perform-

ing and improvising to some of theii favorite tunes. Producer Tom Emmi, 

who is in the second season of the series, recently worked with guitarist 

G.E. Smith, drummer An-

ton Fig, electric violinist 

Tracy Silverman, saxo-

phonist Jeff Kashiwa, 

guitarists Chuck Loeb and 

Joe Bonamassa, Demetrios 

Pappas (piano/keyboards), 

Edgardo Cintron (percus-

sion) and electric bassist 

Chico Huff. Audio engi-

neers Carl Cadden-James 

and Dave Arellano tracked 

in Control Room A on an 

SSL XL 9000K Series con-

sole, while the camera 

crew taped the shows in 

proved portions if the 

site inclide enhancing 

the section on stanc:arc 

keyboard fundamentals; 

adding hundreds of M:DI, 

notation and MP3 files; 

and reva:rping the Nota-

tion secticn with Sibelius 

notation software (allow-

ing the viewer to dispay 

a separate window with 

the notation in pdf for-

mat). The site was co-oe-

veloped with Progressive 

Transcriptions 

GEM 

Pictured from left: Chico Huff, Joe Bonamassa, Tracy Silverman, Anton Fig 
and Demerrios Pappas 

the scoring stage. 

"Musicians love [the show]," commented producer Emmi. "They love 

the challenge and the freedom they have to take the music in the direc-

tion that feels right at the time. We purposely try to mix it up a little each 

time and invite players who will bring an interesting and unique perspec-

tive to the sinsion." 

Comments from the players included those from guitarist Loeb 

("The place is very beautiful and well-equipped, and the staff was re-

ally amazing, very accommodating and helpful.") and saxophonist 

Kashiwa ("This is one of the best studio rooms I have ever recorded 

in. The room responds very well acoustically."). 

Plans are underway to release a Best of Studio Jams compilation DVD 

with performances from many of the first season's episodes. 

MIX LA. OPEN GARNERS SPONSORSHIPS 
The Ninth Annual Mix L.A. Open charity golf townament, scheduled for Mon-

day, June 14, 2004, at the Malibu Country Club, is being strongly support-

ed by the audio industry. Confirmed sponsors include Absolute Music, 

Audio-Technica, Design FX, Harman Pro/JBL Professional, KRK Systems, 

Moonlight Mastering, Record Plant, Shure Incorporated, Warner Brothers 

Studios and Yamaha Corporation of America. A limited number of playing 

spots are stilt available. Call Karen Dunn at 925/939-6149 or visit www.mix 

foundation.org. 
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SONARS 
PRODUCER EDITION 

Inspiration > Speed > Precision 
In today's fast-paced production word, it's not enough to have all the features at 

your fingertips. SONAR 3 offers a complete software-based production environment 

that expands your creativity with fast, intuitive controls that capture and excite your 

inspiration; and powerful, precision tools for true real-time editing. And SONAR 3 

provides unpa-alleled customization, allowing you to fine-tune you studio to match 

your workf.ow. Take your music to new heights with SONAR 3 today. 

Completely redesigned Ul 

Cutting edge mixing environment 

Advanced MIDI routing & synth layering 

Integrated per-channel EQ and assignable FX controls 

Universal Bus Architecture 

Smoother audio engine with gapless effects patching 

ACID'" loop & MIDI Groove Clip support 

DX, DXi, ReWire, VST, VSTi support 

Integrate MIDI-compatible control surfaces 

Import/export OMFI & Broadcast WAV 

VSampler 3.0 DXi multi-format digital sampler 

Ultrafunk Sonitus:fx audio effects suite 

Lexicon Pantheon Reverb 

ASIO & WDM compatibility 

Multi-port MTC transmission 1111.1e— 

Confidence recording 

Full plug-in delay compensation 

Multiprocessor optimization 

$719 MSRP 

Eakewark 
Get more information & download the trial version at: http://www.SONAR3.com/mix 

Or call 888.CAKEWALK ( 617.423.9004 outside the U.S.) 



THE FAST LANE  
BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

Four For '04 

The St.Croix Cool Toix Awards 

L
et's get right to it. These are my less than $1k tech 
toy winners. Have fun—next month I start my 
long-threatened series on virtual everything. 

First off, let me establish that none of us, you the read-

ers nor me the perpetrator, are geeks. None of us are 
nerds. We are cool people who have a minuscule but pro-
fessionally cultivated geek component in our personali-

ties. We are strong, socially sought-after individuals who 
are confident enough in who we are to openly admit our 

preferences for the finer absurdities that techno-society 

offers. We may choose 4 gigaliz over 3, 24 bits over 16, 

blue LEDs over red—we choose the technically superior 

solution. And let's admit it: We like toys. So here are some 
toys to like. 

BEST CONTROL-THE-UNIVERSE DEVICE 

ho needs another universal teinote ALtually, who even 
needs to read about one? 

Well, this one is different. In fact, the Harmony SST-

659 is so different that it has achieved what all the others 
promised but never delivered. It has become my only re-

mote. All the others (and no, I am not revealing how 
many there were) are now on vacation in the closet. 

This remote is not a slick, color holographic touch-
screen voice-command networking monster. It's not even 

that cool-looking, except for its impressive backlighting. 
In fact, it's pretty simple, and that simplicity is what makes 
it work. 

To start with, it is properly shaped. It fits in your hand, 

something you can't say for the high-dollar touchscreen 

units. 

Second, and perhaps this is its greatest feature, there 
is no touchscreen. It has real buttons. This means you can 

learn to use it by feel, just like you used to back when 

you only needed one, two, five or eight remotes. 

The button layout is clever, and their functions never 
change. Fast-Forward and Play are labeled as such, and 

perform predictably for your TiVo, VCR, DVD or 128-track 
DAW. 

There is an LCD screen with six physical soft buttons. 

Many things happen here, including TV listings if you 

want them, help, gear-specific functions and anything 
else you might want to put there. 

But the real innovation lies in two unique ideas. First, 

it knows what's going on. They call it Smart State Tech-
nology. I called and thanked them. 

Like a lot of you, I have too many video devices and 

my A/V switcher has too many inputs. Add scalers, au-
dio processors and RF switchers, and it quickly becomes 

unmanageable. Or so I thought. This remote actually 

keeps track of all of the input and output states on every 
device in the rack and flies off huge properly timed macro 

chains that make complicated switching and setup a sim-

ple one-button deal. 
And how does it learn all this? Well, that's the mon-

ster innovation. All your neighbors teach it for you. 

You buy the remote, bring it home, go online to har-
monyremote.com, tell them what gear you have, plug 

your remote into your Mac or PC's USB port, and you are 
done. A huge database of all the gear anyone else has, 

along with all the timing quirks that show up when you 

try to control all this gear, is used to program your re-

mote. As new gear comes out, the Harmony people learn 
about it from other users and build a database. Amazing. 

You can even manually teach it IR commands by aiming 

your other remotes at it if you need, and there is a place 

We are strong, socially 

sought-after individuals 

who are confident enough in 

who we are to openly 

admit our preferences for 

the finer absurdities 

that tech no-society offers. 

online to edit and modify equipment definitions to your 
heart's content. I even have it controlling my old Quan-

tec reverb. If you do get lost, customer support is beyond 

top-notch. 
There are several models, including a new 688. Check 

them out. 

BEST FIND-A-WAY-AROUND-THE-UNIVERSE DEVICE 

Zaphod Beeblebrox could have used this 
If you go anywhere improbable, you should have a 

Gannin Street Pilot 2600 Series GPS/navigator. These 

things are by far the best portable automotive units you 

can buy. They have an insanely bright touchscreen inter-

face that is so intuitive it's almost scaly. They work the 

way you think they should. They just make sense. 

They have every feature you could want, including 

heads up in both nay and map mode (what you see on-
screen is what you see out the windshield), something 

the others don't offer. The screen displays are user-de-

finable and tell you the next street before you can see it. 
The woman inside speaks real English (no hokey fake 
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THE FAST LANE  

speech) clearly enough to understand on a 

Harley. 

I use a 2610. It's totally portable—you 

just plug it into a cigarette lighter and stomp 

the gas. It even has a beanbag mount that 

actually sticks to your dashboard during 

questionable cornering exercises and ni-

trous-assisted acceleration. 

And when you get home, you can of-

fload the day's insanities into your PC and 

print out maps, tracks, exact speeds, vectors 

and times to take to court. In fact, this thing 

was on my bike when I was hit, and two 

months later, it happily showed a track of 

me instantly decelerating and beginning a 

new airbom vector in the opposite direction. 

Nauseating, actually. 

And that brings up another point. These 

things are well built. This one went through 

my face and still works perfectly. 

If you are considering adding a nay to 

your car, this is the one. 

BEST COMMERCIAL-ELIMINATION 

DEVICE (AUDIO) 

1 have repeatedly said that I never listen to 

radio. This is—well, was—accurate. Every 

car audio system that I have built in the past 

15 years was built sans RF. Cassette, DAT, 

MD, CD, DVD, MP3, AAC—sure. But radio? 

Of course not. Lame audio and screaming 

commercials for stuff I don't want guaran-

teed that. Same at home. 

But change is the only constant. I now 

listen to the radio all the time. I even put a 

muffler on a straight-pipe V8 so that I could 

better hear RF tunes. And what brought this 

about' Digits, my friends. Ones and Zeroes, 

in exactly the right order. 

I have been both an XM and Sirius sub-

scriber for many months now, and I love 

them. I feel like I did when I was 10, walk-

ing around in the Arizona desert with my lit-

tle GE AM radio up to my ear. Except I don't 

look quite as stupid now, and this time, 

there is audio below 4 kHz and above 6. 

Neither XM nor Sirius are perfect, but at 

least both save their most nasty compression 

for speech and make some effort to preserve 

music. Not CD-quality, but absolutely good 

enough for rock 'n' roll, both have now 

switched to totally commercial-free music. 

Mostly. No noise, no static, rare dropouts. 20 

to 20, no waiting. Way too many channels. 

Every song displays artist and title while 

playing. 

The programming and attitudes differ, as 

do the features. XM is a bit more like radio 

Real Tube 
Guitar Tracks. 

used to be, with jocks who know their stuff 

and tell you interesting little details while 

simply skipping all the commercials. They 

have regional traffic reports, live 800 request 

lines and refer to the East and West Coasts 

as different sides of town. They tell you 

about live gigs. There are little jingles. It feels 

like the old days—only much, much better. 

Sirius is a bit more...oh, I hate to say this, 

serious. It has NPR and other "intellectual" 

programming, along with a very different 

feel. It is more like an infinite iPod. The 

songs of your chosen genre just keep com-

ing, endlessly, with almost no talking at all. 

Nobody tells you stories. The programming 

feels damned-near perfect. Feels like the 

new days. 

XM or Sirius, choose your poison. Either 

makes radio fun again. Better yet, skip the 

heavy metal channels altogether. 

And speaking of the radio itself, check 

out the new Roadie. This little cassette-

sized XM receiver can be used both in your 

car and in your house with your home 

system. 

It offers more user presets than almost 

all the high-dollar dash built-ins, and has all 

their cool genre search functions. It even 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 155 

Introducing the revolutionary Egnater designed all tube RM4 modular guitar preamp, and MIDI channel 
switching tube power amp. Why sacrifice pure tube tone for digital convenience, when you can now 
simply select and slide in any combination of the available 13 vintage to modern voiced tube preamp 
modules. Pair the RM4 with the RT2/50 and power those modules with either or both 6L6's and EL34 
power tubes. Track with any tube tone, all without leaving the console. 

Contact us directly to find out how we can put you on the fast track to great tone. 
E-mail us: mts@randallamplifiers.corn, or Call (847) 949-0444 ext. 5137 

www_randallamplifiers_com 

Modules: 

BLACKFACE 

SL+ 

DIX 

MODERN 

REM 

TWEED 

JTM 

ULTRA 

ULTRA LEAD 

TOP BOOST 

BROWN 

RECTO 

CLEAN 
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EWIRE-STREAMING, VST-COMPATIBLE, PRO LOGIC-CONTROLLING, MASSIVELY MASSIVELY EXPANDABLE OX13. 

Otj 

Seamless computer integration. ForwitIrd-

looking architecture. Uncompromising 

sound. And dramatically faster production. 

These are the basic ideas behind Mackie's 

breakthrough clX13.200 and dX1).400 High-

Definition Production Consoles. 

Joràk. 
Winner. Pro Audio Reivew 

excellence award. AES 2003 

Designed in a joint partnership bctw en Mackie .ind 

SaneWave Engineering, the award-wmning dXb is not 

only the most powerful and versatile digital console in 

its class. It's the first digital console to deliver features 

previously found at more than ten times its price. 

Everything about the dXb interface-from its dual 15" 

touchscreens to its 100mm Penny +: Giles' motorized 

touchfaders—was designed for the precise response and 

intuitive operation commonly associated with analog 

buttons and switches, not "virtual" ones. 

So you can quickly make the dXb the 

centerpiece of your existing studio without 

re-learning what you already know. 

Considering features like 24-bit/I92kHz 

operation, streaming audio via FireWire 

I/O. the ability to route any input to any output, 

VST plug-in compatibility, full Surround capabilities, 

a giant rear-panel card cage, and integrated control 

of Pro roolsTM, LogicTM, NuendoTM and more, the 

dXb.200 and dX13.400 consoles are ready for action. 

And considering their starting price thousands of 

dollars less than any comparable console in the 

world, you will be too. 

Meet the futtuie at www.mackie.com. 

800.258.6883 • • ,. 11 U.S.) 
425.487.4333 (Outside U.S.) 

• info mackie.com 
www.mackie.com 



INSIDER AUDIO  
BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

Loud and Louder in London 

How to Build an Audience for New and Newer Music 

ILLUSTRATION JACK DESROCNER 

I
just flew in from London, and boy are my ears tired. 
No, not because I was packed into a five-across 

coach seat for six hours with 31 channels of 

supremely lo-fi audio. It's because during the six days I 
was in England, I went to one of the loudest and most 

interesting concerts I've been to in a long, long time. 

And masochist that I am, I went to it twice. 
Actually, I was there by invitation, as there was a 

piece on the program that I had something to do with. 
The group doing the inviting was the London Sinfoni-

etta, probably the top avant-garde "classical" ensemble 
in the UK, who had joined forces for the event with elec-

tronica label Warp Records. The concerts were part of a 
two-week electronic music festival called Ether, which 
also featured shows by Tangerine Dream, 1Craftwerk and 

legendary jazz producer/psychedelic composer David 
Axelrod. Opening night took place at the 2,800-seat 

Royal Festival Hall, which from the outside looks like an 

airplane hangar, but on the inside is gorgeous. It's on 
the south bank of the Thames, right next to the Millen-
nium Eye, the huge, incongruous Ferris wheel that is re-

placing Big Ben as a symbol of downtown London; the 

Tate Modem Museum, housed in a gigantic former 

power plant; a circular IMAX theater that cari be seen 

for miles; and the new Salvador Dali museum in the old 

County Hall. Quite a neighborhood. 
After the opening concert, the show hit the road, 

with performances in Coventry, Basingstoke, Brighton 
and Liverpool. The first, fourth and fifth shows were sold 
out, the others nearly so. Alas, I could only stick around 

for the first two because I couldn't afford to take so 
much time away from my teaching day gig. 

The concert featured music by some of the great 
avant-garde composers of the 20th century—John Cage, 

Edgar Varèse and Steve Reich—and live performances 

by two of today's innovative electronic artists: Tom Jenk-

inson, who goes by the name Squarepusher, and Jamie 

Lidell. Every piece had a visual component: Square-

pusher and Lidell were producing live video while they 

played, while the other works had films specially made 

for the occasion projected behind the ensemble. Pre-
sumably, these were for the benefit of those younger au-
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NSIDER AUDIO  

dience members who are not used to the 

idea of experiencing music without some-

thing—other than the players—to look at. 
They worked. 

And, oh yes: They were also perform-

ing a new version of George Antheil's 1924 
Ballet Mécanique for player pianos, per-
cussion and sound effects, which I had re-

alized and edited to match the film of the 

same name, by French Dadaist Fernand 

Léger and American cinematographer Dud-

ley Murphy. The two Ballet Mécaniques 

were originally conceived to be presented 

together, but because the technology to 

sync them didn't exist at the time (among 

a lot of other problems), they never were. 

That's why I was there: It was the first time 

David Sheppard, the principals at Sound In-
termedia who work with many avant-garde 

groups in the UK and Europe, hadn't even 

run the video yet. But when they got 
around to doing so at the next day's re-

hearsal, all they needed to do was find the 

timecode number of the film's first frame, 

line up the first beat of the sequence and— 

as for some reason they like to say over 
there—Bob's your uncle. 

The players, some of London's top per-

cussionists, were nothing short of astound-

ing. David Hockings, the lead xylophonist 

(yes, when you have four xylophones, one 

of them has to be lead), asked me whether 

a particularly tricky scale, which had 20 

notes fitting into three quick beats, could 

The two Ballet Mécaniques were originally conceived 

to be presented together, but because the 

technology to sync them didn't exist at the time, 

they never were. That's why I was there: It was the first time 

this version would be performed, synched to the film, 

by a professional ensemble, and they wanted me to be 

around in case there were any problems. 

this version would be performed, synched 
to the film, by a professional ensemble, and 
they wanted me to be around in case there 
were any problems. 

Which, in fact, there weren't. Compared 

to some of the other pieces on the program, 

Ballet Mécanique was a logistical piece of 

cake. Usually, the piece requires up to 16 

MIDI-controlled player pianos, but to keep 

things simple (and because the audience's 

attention would be on the film), the Sin-

fonietta and their intrepid electronic music 

and sound consultants, Sound Intermedia, 
arranged to play those parts on a rack of 

Kurzweil, Roland and Akai samplers. The 

film was on Betacam video, and its time-
code track fed a SMPTE- (actually EBU-) to-

MTC converter, which, in turn, was hooked 
up to a G4 PowerBook. The PowerBook 

ran a Digital Performer sequence that con-

tained all of the player piano parts and trig-
gered a Reason bank that contained the 

sound effects (sirens, bells and airplane 

propellers) and a click track for the con-

ductor, all of which emerged from the com-

puter via a MOTU 896 audio interface. 

When I arrived in London three days be-

fore the first concert, Ian Dearden and 

be played as a glissando—one mallet 

stroke sweeping across the keys—or 
whether they should try to play the indi-
vidual notes. I told him that in all of the 

previous performances, the players had 

taken the easy way out and g,lissando'ed, 

but he just smiled and ripped off a perfect 

20-note scale. And then the whole section 
did the same thing in unison. 

Most of the time when it's played, the 

Ballet Mécanique is the most complicated 

work on the bill, but that was not at all the 

case here. The stage was literally packed 
with hardware. Between the Antheil and 

other pieces on the program, an enormous 
array of instruments was required: four xy-

lophones, two grand pianos and four bass 

drums for the Antheil; a "water gong" (a 
gong lowered into a bathtub), a thunder-

sheet (an old highway sign boasting a large 
white-on-green arrow) and another dozen 

instruments for Cage's First Construction in 

Metal; six marimbas for Reich's Six Marim-

bas; a couple dozen instruments for an in-
strumental transcription of music by Aphex 

Twin; and some 37 noisemakers for 

Varèse's Ionisation. The producers wanted 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 156 
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Lexicon has taken a whole-system approach to desktop 

recording. Omega Studio is an integrated computer 

recording system that includes the Omega 8x4x2 USB 

I/O mixer, Pro Tracks Plus 32-track recording software 

and Pantheon world-class Lexicon reverb plug-in. 

Omega Studio contains all of the components neces-

sary to transform your computer into a professional 

24 bit recording studio. 

Whether you're working on your first demo or your 

fifth gold record, Omega has the performance to pro-

duce your masterpiece. 

Maybe you don't have the coin to record in the city of 

Westminster on Abbey Road, but that's no reason your 

music shouldn't sound like it. 

Visit your local Lexicon dealer today and see what 

Omega can do for your studio. 

RECORDING STUDIOS 

Omega 8x4x2 USB I/O mixer 
Differentiating itself from standard computer 
I/O boxes which are typically based on a 

patch-bay paradigm, the Omega 8x4x2 USB 
I/O mixer is based on a mixer paradigm and 

includes input, output and mixing functions that support a variety of 
tracking/monitoring applications while requiring no additional mixing hardware. The I/O mixer is 
packed with professional features such as ultra-transparent, high resolution A/D converters, 
extremely low-noise mic preamps with 48-volt phantom power and active balanced line level inputs. 
MIDI and S/PDIF ports allow connection to a variety of digital equipment. 

Pro Tracks"' Plus PC Recording Software 
Pro Tracks Plus is an easy-to-use, comprehensive 32-track recording 
suite that includes all the modules you'll need to track, edit, process, 
sequence and mix your masterpiece. Not only does it include intuitive 
non-linear editing, plug-in support, and acidized looping features, it 
contains a full featured MIDI sequencer with outstanding event editing 
and powerful automation features as well as soft synth support. 

BIAS Deck"' 3.5 SE Mac Recording Software 
BIAS Deck 3.5 SE turns your Mac into a full-fledged recording 
studio. Easily record up to 64 tracks, with Full CD quality and then 
edit your work instantly, while atWays being able to revert to your 
original recordings 

Pantheon." Reverb Plug-in 
From the name synonymous with "world's best reverb", Lexicon brings 
you Pantheon. With 35 factory presets, 6 reverb types and a simple 
yet powerful user interface, Pantheon is an indispensable tool for your 
recording studio 

Lvason! 
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Life Is Peachy 
BY STROTHER BULLINS 

Inside 

Atlanta's 

Music Recording 

Scene 

Ruby Red Recordings owner Butch Walker has manned his SSL-equipped 

Studio A for his projects and those for major-label artists. 

n a deceptively quiet street located in 

a pleasant neighborhood near down-
town Atlanta, Butch Walker is staying 

ultrabusy at being loud. The suddenly 

ubiquitous, simultaneously incognito Walker—a 

successful rock producer, engineer, songwriter 

and artist has spent the afternoon listening to his 

work with pop idol Avril Lavigne, discussing his 
upcoming Epic solo album and reminiscing about 

recent productions for Sevendust, A Simple Plan, 
Midtown and Default, all while deftly dodging a 

ringing mobile phone. Walker makes it clear that 

Ruby Red Recordings—his impressive two-studio, 

SSL-equipped recording spot—is not for everyone. 

"This place will never be an advertised, fully 

commercial facility," explains Walker. "It's going to 

be an invite-only studio. If I don't get a good feel-

ing from someone, then they're not coming here." 

Think that's an interesting business plan in this new 

recording industry? Don't question Walker, because 
it's working well for him in his favorite town. 

Walker's is only one of the unique stories 
within Atlanta's music recording market. After vis-
iting a variety of Atlanta studios, it quickly became 

clear that virtually every studio in town has an 
equally original compelling theme, each featuring 

an entertaining cast of creative, passionate char-
acters. From the city's unusually large number of 

private production facilities (OutKast's Stankonia 
Recording and Dallas Austin's DARP Studios, to 

name a few) to vibed-out, fully commercial stu-

dios with conscientious business plans, Atlanta is 

a recording city unlike any other. 

ATLANTA'S MUSICAL DIVERSITY 

The impetus behind Atlanta's unique recording 

market has always been its dynamic music scene. 

Although most have R&B and hip hop in mind 
when thinking about the music of the An (an idea 
recently reinforced with the worldwide success of 

OutKast), the city boasts and hosts a huge collec-
tion of talented artists of all genres. While urban 

music producers glean lots of media attention in 

Atlanta, rock producers such as Brendan O'Brien 

also call the city home and frequently bring high-

profile superstar artists like Pearl Jam, Korn and 

Bruce Springsteen to town. (The majority of 

Springsteen's Grammy"-winning album, The Ris-

ing, was recorded in Atlanta.) 

By being the unofficial "capital" and culture 
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center of the South, Atlanta also attracts a variety 

of independent musicians specializing in blues, 

jazz, classical and every other style imaginable. 

While the recording scene isn't as large as it is in 

cities such as Los Angeles or New York City, the 

music created in Atlanta is arguably as diverse and 

does not perpetuate preconceived notions of mu-

sical style like, for instance, Nashville might. Sim-

ply stated, there's more going on in Atlanta than 

you're probably aware of. 

Atlanta's role as an important secondary mar-

ket for music recording poses interesting chal-

lenges to each of its studios. It is clear that this 

city has proven to be a hotbed of innovative and 

financially lucrative musical productions, but for 

the town's studio scene, operating like facilities in 

New York, Los Angeles or Nashville isn't, and 

never was, an option. As a result, the biggest com-

plexes feel strangely "grass roots" when com-

pared to equally built and equipped rooms in 

larger markets. On the flip side, smaller facilities 

seem to operate on a grander scale. 

At Tree Sound Studios, one of Atlanta's larger, 

multigenre facilities, sessions run the gamut of 

possibilities: Superstar lockouts by folks such as 

Elton John and Whitney Houston happen along-

side spec-deal sessions with unsigned local talent. 

At Tree Sound, you'll find just about anybody 

music-related walking into its Studio A. 

View from the fishbowl: ZAC Recording's 5SL-equipped 

Stonehenge room 

From record label to studio owners: Patchwerk's owners have seen a flood of hip 

hop and R&B clients. 

Sonica Studios' control room, where you'll often find engineer John Briglevich 

working on any and all protects. 

At Tree, you can find private production rooms leased to independent 

engineers and producers, and on Tree's second floor, Atlanta-based A&R 
reps, management companies and other industry-related businesses in-

habit offices. 

This, according to Tree studio manager Nina Baldridge, helps make 

the studio a synergistic place to work. There's more to it than the room 

and the gear," she explains. "There's a community of music profession-

als here and it benefits everybody. [Local producer/engineer] Rick Beato 

was originally considering building a studio in his house. After thinking 

about it, he told me, Let's do it here instead.' It's a place where every-

body is scratching everybody else's back." 

A somewhat similar arrangement is happening over at ZAC Record-

ing, engineer Jim Zumpano's recording community, located near trendy 

Buckhead. While the studio was originally conceived as a fully com-

mercial, multiroom facility. Zumpano has allowed his business plan to 
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evolve. "During the years that I've built this 

place, the business model of recording stu-

dios has fallen apart, from the label structure 

all the way down to kids making their first 
recordings. I built my place on the old 
model." Acknowledging this, Zumpano is 

leasing three studio spaces to indie engi-

neers, while continuing to book his large 
SSL-equipped studio and a mid-size Pro 

Tools/ProControl room. "So I'm still 'com-

mercially' working it, although I'm not the 
one out there searching. I've got the rooms 

rented, and I've become a bit of a landlord." 

Even the Adanta recording studios with 
more traditional business models seem to of-
fer more than "big room, big console" ap-

peal. Legendary studio Southern Tracks has 
been rocking for more than 20 years, and 

studio co-owner Mike Clark considers the 
studio's unpretentious, relaxed environment 
as important as its extensive classic micro-

phone and outboard gear collection. "It's not 

corporate," Clark says, "and things aren't so 

palatial, like, 'Oh, don't touch that.' I hate to 
use the word 'vibe,' but that's what it is." 

Southern Tracks' comfortable environment 

obviously works well for many; according to 
Clark, the one-studio facility with a 2,800-
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square-foot tracking room stays booked 300 

days a year. 

In 1995, Atlanta Falcon Bob Whitfield 

and business partner Curtis Daniel III 
founded Patchwerk Studios shortly after 

launching their own record label. The duo's 

I don't know about other 

studios, bsut I feel that we're 

all friends. It's just one big 

community and we all 

feed off of each other. 

—Ruby Red's Christie Priode 

studio quickly became the commercial facil-
ity of choice for many hip hop and R&B 
clients recording in the city, and has since 

hosted a wide variety of very successful proj-
ects. In Atlanta, a city with an unusually large 
number of private, producer-owned pro-

duction rooms, Patchwerk built its reputa-

tion on being a world-class studio for every-

one and is always ready to do what is nec-
essary to make its clients happy, as many of 

them—or their producers have facilities of 

their own. "This is everybody's studio," de-
clares Daniel. "And even though some of 
these artists have their own studios, they 

work here, too. It's all in the name: Patch-

werk; we're ready to work. That's our image." 

A perfect example of a premier Atlanta 

private facility is R&B superproducer Jer-
maine Dupri's Southside Studios. Originally 
built for Dupri by Sony Records, the studio, 

with a reported $5 million price tag, is more 
like "a cool hangout," according to studio 

manager Brian Remenick. Besides its Studio 
440 design and an SSL 9K console, South-
side boasts creature features such as a 

scale indoor basketball court, two bedrooms 
and a private garage. "Since we don't take 

outside clients, Jermaine can just pull into 
the garage, walk in and start working with-

out having to see anybody," Remenick says. 

The private setup is similar at Ruby Red 
Recordings, albeit on a slightly smaller 

scale—and without an indoor basketball 

court. "Honestly, it's the same basic situation 

for both me and Jermaine, except we're 

The elements of style, distilled into 
functional, ergonomic, and aesthetically 
pleasing objects that inspire.the heart 
as well as the studio. 

www.argosyconsole.com 

studio furniture 
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from two different worlds musically," Walker 
says. "We just work on more of an 'indie' 

rock budget, which goes to show how much 

money is in R&B and how much is in rock 

'n' roll!" 

However, Ruby Red is not so private that 

Walker doesn't find ways to get involved 
with Atlanta's up-and-coming musicians and 

bands. The studio's full-time engineer, Rusty 
Cobb, is a producer in his own right, and 
works at the facility on non-Walker produc-

tions when scheduling allows. "Half the rea-
son I got this place was to give bands a place 

to record using their own money," says 
Walker. "I give special rates to struggling 

musicians whenever there's time available." 

While not private, engineer John Brigle-

vich's Sonica Studios is a place where the 

owner is often involved in the sessions. If a 
client is working at Sonica, you can bet that 
Briglevich is interested in the music. "I'm not 

the absentee owner," he claims. "I'll do 
whatever it takes, from playing on records 
to helping out with the engineering. I have 

a lot of pride in this place, and it is basically 

a reflection of me." 
While this sort of owner involvement in 

a studio usually happens in smaller, project-

type studios, Sonica is far from a project fa-
cility. It features a custom API console, large 
rooms and mounds of classic gear, amps and 

microphones—all of which are proudly "not 

on lockdown," according to Briglevich. This 

laid-back philosophy echoes the recurring 
theme of the relaxed, yet serious Atlanta stu-
dio: "In Atlanta, we know where our place 
is. It's a secondary market and none of the 
studios are ostentatious. They are all predi-

cated on function, first and foremost." 

SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY IS REAL 

No matter who you talk to, if you're dis-

cussing Atlanta's music industry, the subject 
of "Southern hospitality" will arise. It clearly 

isn't just a cliché, because many involved in 

Atlanta's studio business find it to be one of 

the most appealing aspects of working in 

their town. 

"Southern hospitality is real," exclaims 
Baldridge, a veteran of the Los Angeles 

recording scene. "LA. has a real clique as far 
as studios are concerned, and while there's 

a clique here, there's a big difference in how 
we deal with each other. For instance, I 
know that I can call Mike at Southern Tracks 

if I need something. I'm here for him, and 
he's there for me. Also, I may say to some-

one, 'I can't get you in right now, but Jim Z 

at ZAC might be available.' We all know what 

our capabilities are as far as sessions are con-

cerned, and we all help each other out." 
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Southern Tracks chief engineer Karl Egsieker checks out the SSL 4072 G+ in the newly remodeled studio. 

The camaraderie even extends to lend-
ing each other equipment as needed, as 

both Briglevich and Ruby Red studio man-
ager Christie Priode point out. "It's always, 

'Hey man, I've got this high-profile client 

coming in. Do you have this particular mid'" 
says Briglevich. "There's a lot of that, and I 

think it filters from the top down." 
"I don't know about other studios, but I 

feel that we're all friends," says Priode. 

just one big community and we all feed off 

of each other." 
Baldridge often sees the hospitality and 

relaxed atmosphere positively affect her 

clients at Tree. "It's that vibe that totally sets 

Atlanta apart," she explains. "We sit outside 

all the time. The Indigo Girls would sit out 
on the lawn, reading books until, 'Oh, it's 

time for my overdub.' I sat out on the lawn 
and played guitar with Ed [Kowalczyk] from 

Live while they were here. That doesn't go 
down in LA.!" 

DOING BUSINESS 

IN THE NEW ECONOMY 

Of course, riot everything is peachy in the 

Atlanta studio scene. They've been dealing 

with the same economic woes and busi-
ness challenges facing other recording fa-

cilities throughout the industry. Particularly 

in Atlanta, commercial studios aren't com-

peting with each other as much as with pri-
vate facilities, many of which comprise 
artists and producers operating out of their 

homes. 
The problem isn't really about producers 

such as Dupri or Walker having their own 

recording spots. According to Baldridge, it's 

the sheer number of workstations in the 
hands of those who really aren't engineers 

(or who don't employ adept ones) in the first 
place. "When the economy shifted and when 

more people started to build studios in their 

basements, we had to diversify. It is a con-

cern now—it seems like everyone has a Pro 
Tools rig at home. Thankfully, many of those 
people realize that a professional studio en-
vironment is priceless." 

Daniel agrees: 'For the longest time, the 
standard was yourself. You're up against 

yourself until they say, 'We're going to build 

a place like this at home.' Once they get that, 
and when they have a bad experience, that's 
when they appreciate us, our work, sessions 

starting on time and real engineers." 

Filling open calendar dates became a lit-
tle easier for Zumpano when he started fo-

cusing a bit more on indie and unsigned 

artists. While he admits that his studio ig-
nored this potential income stream in the 
past, it is now an integral part of his busi-

ness. "This is now my plan for survival, and 

it helps me shield myself from the down 
time. I used to be just a label guy, a big-dol-

lar dude. The little guys couldn't afford me, 
and it didn't really matter because the label 
thing sustained me. With less of that source 

now, we've gotta do this." 
While many have re-evaluated the way 

they attract business, most feel that business 

is better in Atlanta than in other markets. 

With an ever-increasing amount of music be-

ing created and less commercial facilities 

compared to other cities, there seems to be 

a light at the end of the tunnel and, hope-

fully, enough to go around. 
"The grass-roots music industry is thriv-

ing in Atlanta," says Baldridge. "New 
bands are forming all the time, and so 

there's a 'damn the torpedoes, full speed 
ahead' kind of attitude prevalent with a lot 

of the studio owners. We're 

hanging in there to see what 

happens." 

Strotherfins is a North Carolina-based 

freelance writer specializing in the profes-
sional audio and entertainment industries. 
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Magnolia Studio 
The studio bau:ton—designed Magno-

lia Studios (Burbank, Calif.) was up-

graded and remodeled, introducing 

raised ceilings, new acoustic interiors 

and three studio suites—each with 

tracking and mixing capabilities. Oth-

er upgrades included translucent cor-

rugated Fiberglas wall finishes, a large 

skylight, velvet drapes and black 

Ardex concrete-finished flooring. The 

A room features an SSL 9000 1 Series console, a 

Pro Too'AHD system, TEC:ton sound systems 

main monitors and subwoofers with dual TAD 

TL1601b woofers, and a series of Bryston amps. 
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The Hottest Rooms 
To Open 
During the Past Year 

Pressure Point Recording Studios, Studio A 
Chicago is booming right now. Millennium Park is up and ready for 

the summer season, Trump Towers is a go, and condos and commer-

cial development are springing up everywhere. And now, right in 

the heart of the booming South Loop along the famed Record Row, 

Pressure Point has opened a world-class recording space, label and 

talent arm to revitalize the city's music in-

dustry. After purchasing the building two 

years ago, Pressure Point principals em-

barked on a massive undertaking for the 

second and third floors, adding to the stu-

dio's Amek room on the first floor. 

Kierkegaard and Associates designed the 

space, which includes two studios (the 

main room on this month's cover, featur-

ing a tunable isomorphic wall and plenty 

of natural light), a 5.1-ready SSL 9000 K 

control room with Neve 1073 sidecar and 

custom Augspurger monitors, five iso 

spaces and a lounge fit for recording royalty. Exotic woods, hand-

dyed silk, glass tiles, and granite and marble fixtures all contribute 

to the Moroccan-Indian motifs throughout. 



Icon Sound 
The Miami-based Icon Sound, designed by Ross Alexander (of Syner-

getic Services), owned by producer/songwriter Steve Morales and 

opened in March 2004, offers amenities such as a lounge, complete 

movie theater, living accommodations and a pool. The studio has 

been insulated, and custom wood wall box LF traps and slat diffu-

sors have been installed for live end/dead end effect. A large win-

dow lets natural light into the studio, which is home to a Pro 

TooIsIND system, an SSL 9000, custom three-way Alexander Monitor 

System with TAD components, and a combination o: Bryston, Chevin 

and BGW amps. The iso booth is separated from the tracking room 

by floated wood floors and multilayer wall construction. 

Beach City Studios 
Located near Orange 

County's idyllic beaches in 

the hills of San Clemente, 

Calif., is Beach City Stu-

dios' state-of-the-art 

recording and mastering facility. Opened in April 2003 

and designed by Chris Pelonis, the facility features both a 

48-channel API Legacy Plus console and Yamaha DIVI2000 

console, and Pro ToolsIHD3. The studio boasts a blend of 

high-end gear that ranges from Pelonis Signature Series 

monitors and amps to Mackie HR-824 and Yamaha NS10 

monitors, a slew of outboard gear—including from man-

ufacturers such as Avalon, Manley, dbx, API—to a mic 

closet full of B&K (DPA 4006 and 4011), Neumann (M150, 

M149, U47 and U48), Manley (Stereo Gold Reference and 

Mono Reference Gold) and Shure (SM57) models. 

Cedar Rock Studio 
Designed and built by Alan Drake, Cedar Rock Studio (Shel-

burn, Ind.) strikes a balance between down-home comfort and 

technical savvy. The 4,000-square-foot facility features 32-foot-

high cathedral ceilings, large windows, and cedar and stone 

design elements throughout. Focusing on rock, pop, country, 

blues and Christian music, the facility comprises a main track-

ing room offset by four large iso rooms that feature Auralex 

Metro and DST acoustical treatments. The control room fea-

tures a 48-frame Trident Series 80 5.1-capable console with 

Uptown 2000 automation, Dynaudio 212 and Tannoy 215 mon-

itors, and iZ RADAR Nyquist 24/192, Nuendo software and 2-

inch analog 16-track recorders. The studio's private living quar-

ters are network-equipped and video-capable. Other amenities 

are in-house graphic design capabilities, a photo studio and a 

roomful of vintage guitars and amplifiers. 

BiCoastal Music 
The Russ Berger-designed Based in Ossin-

ing, N.Y., BiCoastal Music (Ossining, N.Y.) 

was built in a wooded residential area 

close to Manhattan. Warm, natural light 

permeates the space. The control room 

features an SSL C200 console 

with 96 analog and 128 digi-

tal I/0s, and a custom Russ 

Berger Design Group 5.1 

monitor system. Recorders 

include Pro ToolsIHD3 with 

an SNS Fibre Drive Sys-tern 

and MCI analog 2-track ma-

chines. Notable outboard 

gear includes pieces from 

Daking, Manley, Millennia, 

Vintech, TC Electronic and 

Chandler. The tracking room 

boasts a 22-foot vaulted ceil-

ing, while separate drum 

and piano alcoves (inset) are 

home to a DW drum kit and 

Steinway Model A Grand Pi-

ano, respectively. 
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JA Castle Recording Studio 
The Walters Storyk Design Group 

developed JA Castle Recording 

Studio (Utica, N.Y.) over a two-and 

a-half year period, transforming 

the historic building (originally a 

Church of the Nazerene built in 

1926) into a fully functional 

recording facility. The studio fea-

tures natural acoustics in its 42x42-

foot live room, with 35-foot ceil-

ings, wood surfaces and floors that 

act as a giant bass frequency absorber. The Castle offers a mix 

of vintage and modern outboard gear, Yamaha DM2000 

console (with meter bridge), Apple PowerPC G4, Genelec 

1038A main speakers, 1031 near-field monitors and 7070A 

subwoofers, Alesis Masterlink recorder and a full mic closet. 

Todd-AO Hollywood, Stage 2 
From senior VP of engineering Bill Johnston and the Todd-AO staff comes the 

newly renovated Todd-AO Hollywood Stage 2, featuring 7.1 theatrical sur-

round mixing, HD video and film dubbing capabilities and dual Todd-AO 

70mm projection screenings. The main stage renovations added a dual-engine 

AMS DFC console, six Tascam MMR-8 recorders, eight Tascam MMP-16 players, 

six dedicated Pro Tools systems, Soundmaster synchronization, JBL theatrical 

monitoring and Bag End ELF subwoofers with bass extension. The stage also 

features in-house—designed custom furniture, a new lighting design, two new 

producer's workstation booths and modified sidewall diffusors to even out re-

flections and update the design motif. 

Studio B Mastering 
Studio B Mastering (Charlotte, N.C.), designed 

by the Russ Berger Design Group within an 

existing warehouse space, houses a Crook-

wood custom console and Pro Tools system, 

Dunlavy SC V monitors powered by Cello Per-

formance II amps and outboard gear that 

ranges from Manley to Tube-Tech to Millen-

nia and Ampex. Distinctive acoustic treat-

ments, such as the pyramid diffusers ( pic-

tured), have been illuminated with accent 

lighting, while sound isolation walls support a 

cap isolating ceiling. 

Randy Ezratty Home Mixing Suite 
Located in a secluded brownstone in New York City's 

Chelsea district, the Francis Manzella—designed Randy 

Ezratty Home Mixing Suite is a private work environ-

ment that opened in August of 2003. Engineers Kevin 

Killen and John Harris have been in working with a list 

of loyal clientele spanning various genres. Featuring Pro 

TooisIHD with ProControl, ADAM S2A monitors and 

ADAM 1 subwoofers, the studio is equipped for 5.1 

SACD production. The front wall features heavy bass 

traps and RPG Abfussors for early reflection control. 



Sonoma Mountain Studio Estate 
Located in Sonoma, Calif., on the grounds of an exclusive gated com-

pound, SMSE opened in July 2003 with a very specific client in mind: 

artists looking for privacy absolute luxury and a high-end experience. De-

signed by Art Kelm and owner Bill Zabit, and located in California's wine 

country, the studio features 20-foot cathedral ceilings with maple, black 

walnut, cherry wood and natural stone accents. The main room and its 

two large iso rooms are all visually connected. The vintage Neve 8048 

console is complemented by a host of gear, including PMC BB5A moni-

tors, Studer A827 24-track recorder, Digidesign Pro ToolsIHD3 workstation 

and Apogee converters, while a Grotrian grand piano, extensive guitar 

collection and custom Sonor drums stand by. The five-building estate in-

cludes a main house, two guest houses, tennis 

court, pool and entertainment suite, with a 

sports yacht in nearby Sausalito. 

On the Path 
Designed by Chris Pelonis and owner Alan Kozlowski (co-founder of 

Santa Monica, Calif.'s POP Studios), On the Path's meditative and organ-

ic feel lends itself as a live performance venue, 5.1 mixing stage, record-

ing studio, multimedia art gallery and event center. The facility features 

a line-up of high-end gear from manufacturers such as Digidesign, Stud-

er, Lexicon, TC Electronic and Neumann. The space also features Pelonis 

Signature Series monitors and Tannoy AMS10 near-field monitors. Archi-

tecture services provided by Bret Thoeny 

(BOTO Designs). 

Underdog Entertainment's The Underlab 
The Underlab was designed by duo R Squared (aka Reeck & 

Rietveld) and Steve "Coco" Brandon for the J Records—affiliat-

ed R&B and pop-focused production team, Damon Thomas 

and Harvey Mason Jr. The Hollywood facility comprises Studio 

A, which boasts an SSL C200, Pro Tools HDI3, Logic Version 5 

and custom Augspurger monitors. Studio B and C house Eu-

phonix consoles—a CS 2000 and CS 3000, respectively—Mac 

G4s and Pro Tools MIXPlus, and are supported by custom 

Augspurger monitors and a slew of high-end outboard gear 

and mics. Studio A has direct line of sight with the piano 

booth, while Studio B features line of sight to the vocal 

booth. An additional four writing rooms are in the facility. 

Sound Storm Cloud 9 
SoundStorm Cloud 9 (Burbank, Calif.) has a 

main structural shell that features a prefab-

ricated modular isolation system and 

acoustical interiors. Designed by Lawrence 

R Swist and engineered by Bruce Black and 

Carl Ware, the stage features a Euphonix 

System 5-F console, two 48-channel Pro 

TooIsIHD 3 Accel systems, four Tascam 

MMR-8 digital recorders, JBL ScreenArray 

Cinema Loudspeaker System with matching 

surrounds, Crown CT Series amps, Stewart 

9x16-foot microperforated film screen and 

a JVC D-ILA projector. 
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The Schools 

NYU Clive Davis Room 
The Clive Davis Department of Recorded Music 

and its Clive Davis Room are the newest addi-

tion to the Tisch School of the Arts at New 

York University (New York City). The space was 

designed by Troy Germano (Studio Design 

Group, N.Y.) and Dave Bell (White Mark Ltd., 

England); all equipment was supplied by Dave 

Malekpour of Pro Audio Design (Boston). Gear 

includes an SSL XL 9024 K Series analog con-

sole, Studer A-827 24-track analog recorder, 

Pro TooIsIHD 3 with ProControl and a 22-inch 

Apple Cinema screen. Other equipment 

ranges from KRK E8 monitors and S12 subs for 

5.1 monitoring, Eventide DSP7000, Tube-Tech 

EQ, TC Electronic M4000, GML 8200 EQ, Uni-

versal Audio LA-2A and 1176 limiter/compres-

sor, Avalon 737, API mic pre's, Sony DAT 

recorder, HHB CD recorder and a variety of 

microphones. 
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Conservatory for Recording Arts and Sciences, 
Studio D 

The Conservatory for Recording Arts and Sciences' (Gilbert, Ariz.) 

new Studio D features a Pro ToolsIHD 3 Accel workstation, includ-

ing Digidesign 192 I/O and 96 I/O, and TC Electronic System 6000 

and Focusrite Control 24. The (Jeremiah & Associates) Jerry 

Davis—designed space houses M&K 2510P speakers, MPS-5410 sub-

woofers and LFE-4 bass management controller, a Martinsound 

MultiMAX EX monitor controller, SRS Circle Surround encoder/de-

coder and Summit Audio Element 78 Mic Pre/EQ. Studio D also 

boasts twin 45-inch Panasonic HDTV rear-projection TVs and 

Stewart 11x7-foot THX electric roller Cinema perforated screen. 

University of Massachusetts, Lowell 
Designed by Bob Alach (Alactronics), the multipurpose 

recording/critical listening/surround mix space at UMass Lowell 

features a main room, an iso booth and a small guitar closet. The 

room includes 48 mic lines, a Furman 6-channel cue system and 

variable acoustics via sliding wall panels. The facility's aligned 

mains include SLS S1266 three-way monitors, Bag End D18E-I Dual 

18- inch ELF subvvoofer systems and a Bag End ELF-1 8Hz 2-channel 

low-frequency integrator. Mixing and mastering is accomplished 

via mobile production system using Yamaha DM2000, Steinberg 

Nuendo 32 I/O DAW, Genex GX9000 HD recorder and Merging 

Technologies Pyramix 8-channel DSD workstation. 



One of music's most prolific producers. 
CMA- and Gramme-Award-winner Tony 
Brown (right) has produced more than 100 
albums, and lists among the beneficiaries 
of his talents such names as Lyle Lovett, 
Trisha Yearwood, Reba McEntire, Vince Gill, 
George Strait, Jimmy Buffett, and Steve 
Earle. Now, as senior partner of Universal 

South Records, he helms the careers of up-
and-coming artists like Joe Nichols, 
Amanda Wilkinson, and Bering Strait. 

Producer/engineer and digital pioneer 
Chuck Ainlay has worked steadily as one 
of Nashville's top pro audio leaders for artists 
as diverse as George Strait, Willie Nelson, 
Mark Knopfler, Emmylou Harris, Vince Gill, 
Reba McEntire, Trisha Yearwood, Steve 
Earle, Lyle Lovett, Peter Frampton, and 
Everclear. In the process, he's collected 
numerous awards and accolades, including 
several Grammy nominations. 

For decades, these two professionals have 
lent their signatures to top artists across 
the musical spectrum, and Audio-Technica 
40 Series mics are part of that signature. 
According to Chuck, " I've been using 40 
Series mics ever since the 4050 was first 
introduced. I immediately discovered its 
flexibility and suitability for whenever I 
needed a crisp, detailed sound. The 40 
Series range has continued in this direction. 
I wouldn't go into the studio without them." 

Take the advice of a couple of Nashville 
legends and make a 40 Series microphone 
part of your unique signature. Who knows? 
You may just be making musical history— 
like they have. 

Special thanks to Sound Stage Studios, Nashville, TN 

(4) s ER IES 

Claudio:technic& 
always listening. 

Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. I 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 I 330.686.2600 I Fax: 330.686.0719 I E-mail: pro©atus.com I www.audio-technica.com 



Homeward Bound 
The Move to the Small Studio 

PART ONE: ISOLATION ISSUES AND SPEAKER PLACEMENT 

Bob Hodas is one of the top acousti-

cal consultants in the business, 

known for his 30 years of experience 

in detailed testing and measurement 

techniques, plus amazing ears to 

boot. He's first-call for studios all over 

the world, tuning rooms and tweak-

ing speakers, and he's published 

dozens of articles on the subject. 

Lately, however, he's been busier 

than ever tuning project studios: As 

more producers and engineers make 

the transition to home rooms, they 

realize how difficult it is for mixes cre-

ated at home to translate to the com-

mercial studio. For those considering 

building a studio in their existing 

space, Hodas shares his tips in this 

two-part design series. In part one, he 

discusses the unique isolation chal-

lenges in existing rooms and details 

the finer points of speaker placement. 

Next month, he breaks down room 

treatment and EQ.—Eds. 

ost people dont understand that converting a bedroom into an accurate 

recording/mixing room is more difficult than building a facility from the 

ground up. The process may not be fast or cheap, although sometimes 
we get lucky. As the audiophile community discovered long ago, you can't 
just put a pair of speakers into a room and expect it to sound good. 

There are a number of issues that engineers need to pay attention to if they 

want a professional, accurate home working environment. Home studios are 
plagued with the same problems as large facilities—and some small spaces are even 

gnarlier. If you've been reading articles in Mix or have visited my Website 

(www.bob hodas.com), some of what I say here might sound familiar, but it is all 
worthwhile because the laws of physics haven't changed much in the past 20 years. 

The most expensive issue is isolation, but we also need to look seriously at room 

orientation. Next is symmetry. First-order reflections definitely need to be addressed 
and, of course, that monster problem of how to control the bass. (I'll address these 
two topics in Part 2.) For this article, let's assume that your room has parallel walls— 
your basic shoe box. 

YES, SIZE MATTERS 

A room's dimensions are the first restriction when building a home studio. This is 
the first issue that all studio designers face when working from the ground up, but 
in most homes, you're stuck with what you've got. Designers calculate room modes 

for rooms with parallel walls, so be aware that the charts shown here are based 
on assumptions that won't always apply to every room. 

In these measurements, the assumption is also made that a room is infinitely 

contained; i.e., a concrete bunker. The less contained a room is, the more low fre-
quencies will pass through the walls. Of course, you will be subject to the first 

peaks and dips of the wavelength, but some of these frequencies (starting with the 

lowest) are going to pass right through walls and windows and just keep on go-

ing. Wavelengths that escape are not going to bounce back into the listening area 

out-of-phase to haunt you in the form of cancellations. It all depends on the stiff-
ness and density of your walls. Some studio designers even work this concept to 

control the room response by letting some bass escape. It doesn't work too well if 

you have neighbors who are on the receiving end of all the bass you just let out 
of your house without a license. Or, maybe you need isolation from your neigh-
bors—or airplanes. Depending on how they are built, walls may vibrate and ab-

sorb some frequencies. Studio designers may also use this technique, although the 

safest bet is to build your walls as stiff as possible so that they don't flex. You can 

always add strategically placed membrane absorbers once the room is scoped out. 

The mode charts also assume that the speaker is against or in the front wall. This 
works for some home studios, but obviously not many. The speaker's distance from 
the walls is going to determine reflections that will mix in with the direct signal ei-

ther in or out of phase, causing dips or peaks in the response. The seating place-

BY BOB HODAS 
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Scott Freiman's Second Act Studios, built on the third floor of a hicoric Westchester County home in Irvington, N. Y. Design: John 

Storyk,'Robert Reily 

ment determined by the mode chart isn't necessarily the 
right spot to put that chair. And don't forget that you must 

have parallel walls and floor/ceiling: No cut-off corners, no 

L shapes, no angles, no wet bar along the sidewall, no 

open walkway into the next room. A big rack of gear right 
behind the mix position doesn't help much, either. 

If your room has parallel walls, your speakers are on 

the front wall and your studio is in the basement or just 

very well-built, then there is merit to the charts here. And 

as I stated above, even if you don't fit this criteria, check-

ing these factors is not a bad place to start JBL offers a 
free, easy-to-use and accurate Excel-based calculator on its 
Website at www.harman.com/wp/index.jsp?articleId-131. 

Most home studio owners will be stuck with the exist-

ing room dimensions, but if you have the freedom to move 

a wall, consider creating a room size that fits into the 
Golden Ratio: a ratio of length-to-width-to-height that min-

imizes the effects of modes. It spaces them so that they do 
not pile up, causing large bumps or dips in the frequency 

response. There are a number of well-accepted ratios de - 

pending on the room's volume. You can play around with 
the mode calculator mentioned above to find a good ratio 

that works within your current room size restrictions or use 

a program that helps determine an ideal room size. I use 
two programs: AcousticX from Canadian designers Pilch-
ner Schoustal (www.pilchner-schoustal.com/old/acoustic-

x/index.hunli and RPG's Room Sizer. located at www. 
rpginc.com/products/roomsizer/index.htm. Once your 
room size is scoped out, it's time to see if you can make 

noise in it. 

KEEP IT QUIET 
Isolation is key: Unless you live alone, you generally can't 

make as much noise as you want at all hours of the day. 

This also applies if you have neighboring apartments. Ad-

dressing isolation in an existing house structure is a dif-
ficult issue. Most homes are not built with much sound 
isolation in mind, and the hollow walls and stud spacing 

are not ideal. Unless you are prepared to build a room 

within a room, you will never be totally isolated from the 

rest of the house or your neighbors. Many of my clients 
know their neighbors and made arrangements to listen in 

the neighbor's house while they had the music cranked 
in their studio. This will give you a good idea of how 

much work you have ahead of you. 

On the cheap, you can do several things: Replace your 
interior door with a solid-core exterior door. Make sure 

you address the air spaces around the doors with some 
type of insulation. Remember that any little air space will 

leak sound like a sieve. This also applies to your HVAC 
ducts, but most home studio budgets can't accommodate 

that. If budget allows, purchase medium-priced, mid-

quality doors that are used in home theaters, such as the 

ones available at www.owenscorning.com/around/ 

sound/productsidoor.asp. 

Basic isolation can be added to the walls and ceiling 

by simply adding another layer of mass. If you're going to 
go to this amount of trouble, instead of using X-inch 

Sheetrock, try MDF or Wonderboard. These materials have 

much more mass than Sheetrock. Be sure that when you 

install an extra layer, it is glued and screwed and that the 

new seams do not overlay the existing seams. A new ma-
terial on the market, called QuietRock and QuietWood, has 

a significantly increased amount of isolation. For more in-

formation, visit www.quietsolution.com/construction-
building.html. I recommend it, and you may find that you 

will simplify the construction process with this material. 
Any of these wallboards can be made more effective by 

floating them on a resilient channel. This creates an insu-
lating air space and isolates the new wall movement from 
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Homeward 
Bound 

the existing wall—very effective, and, of 

course, more labor and money. There are 

various forms of this channel, so shop 
around. Visit www.silentsource.com/rsic 

.html, www.kineticsnoise.com or www. 
auralex.com/sound_isolation_rc8/rc_discus 
sion.asp to get started. 

I hope I don't have to tell you that two 

or three layers of glass are better than one. 
Glass is expensive, but if your neighbors 

• 1' ION n u. 

Figure 1: Bass response of a speaker against a short wall, 8 to 200 Hz 

complain, you're history. Find a good win-
dow dealer that canjes insulated windows. 

Unless you plan on floating a floor 
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(which is expensive), you'll have to live 
with structure-born transmission. It is tough 
to control, but an alternative is to treat the 

ceiling in the room below you with Quiet 
Rock, but that will still only give you mini-

mal low-frequency isolation because the 
bass will travel throughout the house via 
supports. 

PLACING THOSE SPEAKERS 

The old wives' tale that ' tates, "having 

speakers in your face eliminates room prob-
lems" is a crock: There is no escaping the 

laws of physics. Before you can think about 

acoustic treatments, you need to optimize 

the speaker positions in your room. This is 
the single most important thing that you can 
do to improve your system response. h is 

very important that you become extremely 

familiar with your speakers. Take a good 
look at the manufacturer's frequency re-

sponse charts. Remember that these are ane-

choic measurements, and as soon as you put 
your speaker in a room, the bass response 
will start to change significantly. Bass re-
sponse will build up even more when you 

place the speaker against the wall or in a 
corner. But the response charts are useful for 
knowing the speaker's limitations. For ex-

ample, Yahama NS-10s can roll off dramati-
cally after 100 Hz, so you don't have to be 
too concerned about deep bass problems 

when positioning them. Using a wall or cor-

ner may even be to your benefit. You will 
also want to pay close attention to the rec-

ommended position for proper phase align-
ment. For some speakers, it's directly aligned 

with the tweeter; for others, it's a point be-

tween the woofer and tweeter. It depends 

on the design, so check the manufacturer's 
literature. When you position your speakers 
and listening position, make sure this align-

ment point intersects your ear position. 

Again, I am assuming that your room has 
four walls with equal spacing; i.e., the 

common rectangle--no L shapes. Step one 
is determining which wall your speakers 

should be on. If your room is square, then 
this doesn't matter. If your room is rectan-

gular, then there is no rule of thumb as to 

whether you should put your speakers on 
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You Need 
To Hear and 
Feel It All. 44e. 

THE NEW KRK V-SERIES 2 

14 
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Andrew Gouche: Noted Com?oser, Producer and Musician 

It's true••• you need to feel and hear everything you put into your 
music — from the passion of on inspired vocal track to the subtle nuances of a virtuoso 
performance. In the studio, the last link between an artistic vision and a realized dream 
are your reference monitors. For years, KRK has been that link for the world's most 
respected engineers, producers and artists. 

The new V-Series 2 monitors are precision speakers redesigned to reveal the depth and 
character of your most important projects. Available in 4, 6 and 8 inch models, the 
V-Series 2 are as precise about your music as you are. 

KRK Systems, 1.1.( • 9340 De Soto Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Learn more about the new V-Series 2 at www.krksys.com Phone: 805-584-5244 • Fax: 805-584-5233 • www.krksys.com S Y S T EMS 
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the long wall or the short wall—it all de-

pends on the dimensions. This is not an 

easy thing to figure out without an analyzer. 

It will take some time and effort, but the 

payoff is tremendous. The speaker distance 

from the front and sidewalls will also dic-
tate the listening position. This is one of 

those "chicken-or-the-egg" situations: All of 
these factors are interactive, so plan on 

moving things around a lot. 

To figure out which wall to use, place the 

speakers on two intersecting walls: one on 

the short wall and one on the long wall. 

Place the speakers at listening height in an 

approximate left or right speaker position as 

if you had stereo speakers. (Remember the 

chicken/egg problem.) Run a mono send 

from your CD player to one speaker at a 
time and seriously listen to the bass. Keep 

yourself centered between the sidewalls, 
and move forward and back six inches at a 

time. Your distance from the speaker will 

play a part in the frequency response. You 

should also move the speaker forward and 

back and side-to-side six inches at a time in 
this process. You should be able to get a feel 

for which speaker has a flatter bass re-

sponse. Remember, more bass is not neces-
sarily better! Listen for smooth and con-
nected bass from mid down to low. 

Now you've done the hard part! While 
finding the proper wall, you also found the 

proper speaker and listening position. Take 
measurements of the winning speaker dis-

tances from each wall and set the speakers 
up symmetrically. Figure 1 on page 46 and 

figure 2, above, are examples of just how 

different the walls can be and what you 
should listen for. Remember that there is no 
rule of thumb here; sometimes the speakers 

will perform best on the long wall and other 

times they'll be better on the short wall. 

Sometimes they want to be right against a 
wall. However, I've never seen a room where 

putting the speakers in corners worked. 

If you don't want to go through the 

process mentioned above, you could hire a 
guy like me to do the math, analyze your 

room and tell you where your speakers 
should be placed. Or you could buy Room 

Optimizer by RPG Inc. (www.rpginc.com/ 

products/roomoptimizer/index.htm) and try 
to figure it out yourself. While these calcu-
lations work quite well in theory, they are 

neither perfect nor fool-proof. The program 
is based on perfectly symmetrical rooms 

with walls that do not flex or pass signal. I 

normally compare the direct measurement 

Figure 2: Bass response of a speaker against a long waif 8 to 200 Hz 

results with my calculations, and have found 
that the RPG program is often very close; I 

usually only make minor changes to posi-
tions to fine-tune the system. But there are 

times when, due to construction, for exam-

ple, the program doesn't get the job done 

and an analyzer and your ears are needed. 

I can't stress the idea of symmetry 

enough. If your speakers are not placed 

symmetrically in the room, then they will 

distances from the walls, then the cancella-
tions will occur at different frequencies. You 

wouldn't put one speaker on the floor and 

the other on a stand, would you? (This is 
also true for first-order reflections above 400 

Hz, which will be addressed in Part 2.) Fig-

ure 3 demonstrates what happens to the 

bass when speakers are placed asymmetri-

cally in a room. One speaker looks great 

(red curve), but the other (blue curve) is in 

ro rogro 
rho Name. 
1 Lei, 

Delay 10.38 ms 

Thrr , h - 12.0 dPSN 

Window 

Figure 3: Bass response after speakers are placed asymmetrically in a room 

have different frequency responses. This 
means that your music will sound different 

in the left and right speakers, your center 
image will be off-center and your depth of 

field will suck. So make sure that the left 
and right speakers are equidistant from the 
sidewalls. The same applies to the speakers 

in regard to the front wall. 

Why is the above true? Below 200 Hz, 
your speakers are fairly omnidirectional. 
The signals that bounce off the walls and 

ceiling are going to mix in with the direct 

speaker signal. This delayed bounce will 

cause comb filtering. The time delay, and 

thus, frequency of interaction are depend-
ent on the speaker distance from the walls. 
If the left and right speakers are different 

bad shape. If you try to treat the above bass 

problem acoustically, you will run into trou-

ble. A treatment that works for one speaker 

will not work for the other, and perhaps 

make it even worse. 

Pay attention to the placement of your 

equipment in the room. Most people don't 

consider this factor, but having a bunch of 

gear on the right side of the room and 
nothing on the left is going to change the 

way the speakers behave. Try to design a 
layout that is balanced side-to-side as 

much as possible. Remember, it's all about 
symmetry! Next month, I'll tackle room re-

flections and acoustic treat-
ment, including the tough 

task of bass control. 
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The Choice of the Pros 
The Dual AMD Opterore Processor Platform 

COMPETING 
TECHNOLOGY 
• Doesn't take advantage of AMD64 architecture 

• Requires Memory and I/O to compete for bandwidth 

• Limits scalability by front side bus bottleneck 

AMD 

BOTTLENECK 

a MIMI 

NON-AMD64 
TECHNOLOGY 

AMD64T" Technology 
Expands Your Ability to create and produce! 

AMD64 
TECHNOLOGY AMD64 TECHNOLOGY 

• Balanced Architecture—I/0 & Memory do not compete 

for bandwidth, which results in application stability 

and performance 

• 32-bit/64-bit Capability—Screaming 32-bit 

performance today and 64-bit capability 

for tomorrow's software 

• HyperTransPort"" Technology—Capable of handling 

multiple uncompressed high-definition streams for 

professional NLE and DAW applications 

• Integrated Memory Controller—Low system memory 

latency to allow NLE and DAVV applications to work with 

an unprecedented number of plug-ins and virtual instruments 

• True Scalable Performance—Threaded applications 

take direct advantage of multiple AMD Opteron'''' 

processors with AMD64 technology without any 

code modifications or front-side bus limitations 

Integrated DDR DRAM Memory Controller 
The integrated memory controller changes the way the 
AMD Opteron" processor accesses main memory, resulting in 
increased bandwidth, reduced memory latencies, and increased 
processor performance. 

• Available memory bandwidth scales with the number 
of processors 

• I28-bit wide integrated DDR DRAM memory 
controller capable of supporting up to eight (8) 
registered DDR DIMMs per processor 

• Available memory bandwidth up to 6.4GB/s (with 
PC3200) per processor 

One AMD Place 

PO. Box 3453 

Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3453, USA 

Tel: 408-749-4000 or 800-538-8450 

TVVX: 910-339-9280 

TELEX: 34-6306 
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HyperTranspore Technology 
The AMD Opteron processor, with built-in support for up to 
three HyperTransport" technology links, provides a scalable 
bandwidth interconnect between processors, I/O subsystems, 
and other chipsets. 

• Helps to increase overall system performance by 
removing I/O bottlenecks and efficiently integrating with 
legacy buses, increasing bandwidth and speed, and 
reducing latency 

• Up to 6.4GB/s bandwidth per link providing sufficient 
bandwidth for supporting new interconnects including 
PCI-X, DDR, InfiniBand, and 10G Ethernet 

• Offers low power consumption (1.2 volts) to help reduce 
a system's thermal budget 

\I • eran ((885888)) 897442 33880000 
International 

çvçterTIS (858) 874-3838 Fax 

torm..iy R..cksay.,incorponfte www.racksaver.com 

For more information, please visit www.amd.com/amdopterondme2 
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'DYAMAHA 
"Unbeatable 32-bit performance, 64-bit 

readiness and the ability to scale to 

ever increasing processor loads 

makes AMD Opteron proces-

sors the ideal platform for 

music production facilities 

using Yamaha's sonically 

superior 02R96, 01V96 

and 01 X Digital Mixing 

Consoles.We believe 

the future of computer-

based music production is the seamless 

integration of our hardware products with high-powered digital 

audio workstations like the AMD Opteron processor-based 

DAW64 into one creative workflow environment.-

Athan Bulas, director of marketing technology products, 

Yamaha Corporation of America 
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AMD 

Welcome to the 

World of AMD64 
The ranks are growing. Who's next? 

DWEEZIL ZAPPA 

AMD 

Opteron 

Dweezii Zappa, composer, guitarist, engineer and son of early musical pio-
neer Frank Zappa, is powering the Zappa Utility Muffin Research Kitchen stu-

dio in Los Angeles with AML) Opteron processOr$. 
"I'm excited that we have rebuilt the studio. I'm also excited that during 

the process. we discovered AMID.VVe've been waiting for years for the right 
combination of power and flexibility. Now that we have it. we cant wait to 

get started on projects that we previously considered impossible." 

DWPP7Il I ISM dual AMID Opteron processor-based digital audio wOrkStatiOnS 
(DAVVs) to create new music and prepare new digital masters from the catalog of 
his father for new DVD-A surround sound formats. 

We have several digital options at our studio, but the workhorse is the 
new AMU64 technology-based DANA/64 that 
we installed. It's better than anything we've 
used before," said Dweezil."We could work 
20 years just on projects from the vault but 
I have my own projects too.The 64-bit-

capable AMD Opteron processor provides 
the computational horsepower required to 
handle huge amounts of source material, 
tons of tracks, effects and virtual instru-
ments.AMD processors are helping us cre-
ate a fully digital production pipeline includ-
ing powering our Web site...Zappa.com." 

Iferari - 
systems 

formerly Fend/Sam Incooperated 

"This isn't just deploying a 

new technology; this is leaving 

an everlasting mark on our culture:' 

Robert Murphy, 

director of marketing, 

Verari Systems 

©2004 Advanced Micro Devices. Inc All rights reserved.AMD. the AMD Arrow logo.AMD Opteron.AMD Athlon. and combinations thereof, and the AMD64 logo are trademarks of Advanced 
Moro Devices. Inc Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation io the U.S. and/or other jurisdictions. HyperTransport o a licensed trademark of the HyperTransport 
Technology Consortium Other product and company names used in this publication are for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective companies 
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Introducing 

The AMD64 Masters Group 

CHUCK AINLAY 

This machine has got untapped power and 

speed like no other computer I've ever 

worked with. Even with tons of tracks and 

plug-ins running at 96k, the AMD Opteron 

processor-based DAVV gives new meaning to 

the words 'reliable' and 'pro':' 

Credits: Mark Knopfler, George Strait, 
Mary Chapin Carpenter, Peter Frampton, 

Emmylou Harris 

ELLIOT SCHEINER 

"I've been working with the dual 

AMD Opteron processor-based DAVV 

for many months now and I've found 

it to be remarkably reliable and quick, 

and the most versatile box I've ever 

worked with." 

Credits: Steely Dan,The Eagles, 
Fleetwood Mac, Flaming Lips, Beck 

ROB HILL 

• .4 4, 

"I usually work totally ' inside the box.' 

This means lots of MIDI, lots of virtual 

instruments, and tons of effects. I have 

always pushed my computers to the 

absolute limit, With my new AMD Opteron 

processor-based system, I have not yet 

found that limit." 

Credits: Everlast, Cypress Hill, Xzibit, 
Northern State, Zayra 

PHIL RAMONE 

"AMD Opteron processors provide incred-

ible speed in a professional environment. 

System dependability is always the hope of 

uninterrupted work. It has met the new 

standards we dream of." 

Credits: Frank Sinatra, Billy Joel, Paul 

Simon, Elton John, Barbra Streisand 

RORY S. KAPLAN 

"I have been a user of computers in music 

production since the late '70s. Always an 

issue is the power and stability of a system 

that is needed to keep the creative flow. 

With my AMD Opteron processor-based 

system, I am no longer a victim of technol-

ogy. I am enjoying the creative process that 

the system allows me. It's clear that in 

high-resolution audio production. AMD is 

a must in any 

system." 

Credits: 
Chick Corea, 

Michael Jackson, 

Joe Cocker, 

Stevie Wonder, 

Herbie Hancock, 

Brian May/Queen 

FRANK FILIPETTI 

For me, it's always been about speed.T he 

main reason I moved from Mac to 

Windows - was simply, irreversibly, about 

speed.This machine has speed in spades." 

Credits: James Taylor, Rod Stewart, 

Barbra Streisand, Korn, Fuel, Courtney 

Love and Hole, Luther Vandross, Luciano 

Pavarotti, Elton John 

GEORGE 
MASSENBURG 

Jiî 

"I've had limited experience with high-end PCs, 

so I was unprepared for the performance of the 

AMD Opteron processor-based DAVV64. 

Various applications, starting with development 

environments for both Nuendo and Pro Tools, 

have moved onto the platform without a hitch. 

We were delighted to find that one of our main 

graphics applications ran incredibly fast on the 

DAVV64." 

Credits: Linda Rondstadt, Little Feat, Earth, 
Wind & Fire, James Taylor, Lyle Lovett 

FRED MAHER 

"The dual AMD Opteron processor-based system 

has provided me with unbelievable performance and 

is stable as you push it to the limit. For me, that 

means more plug- ins, more virtual instruments and 

total stability throughout the life of the project. And 

that's just in 32-bit mode!" 

Credits: Matthew Sweet, Scritti Politti, 
The Breeders, Lloyd Cole, Korn, Ice Cube 

ENDO 

steinberg 

"NUENDO hosted on an AMD Opteron 

processor-based system is the platform 

of the Pro for digital audio production. 

Superior sonic integrity, stability, produc-

tion power and an ability to host an 

unprecedented number of plug- ins and 

virtual instruments on NUENDO is a 

direct result of AMD64 technology." 

Dave Fabian, managing director, 

Steinberg North America 

AMD 

1>Opter18111 
lerari 

systems 
fonnedy FtackSaver Incorporated 

"For Verari, the AMD Opteron 

processor opened the door to a 

new business segment.VVithin a 

few months of introduction,Verari 

was supplying AMD Opteron 

processor-based workstations and 

servers to world leaders in the 

film and media industry." 

Robert Murphy, 

director of marketing, 

Verari Systems 
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Introducing 

the Digidesign ICON --

an integrated console environment 

featuring the all-new D-Control 

tactile worksurface, Pro Tools I HD 

Accel as its core DSF' engine, and 

modular HD audio interfaces for 

analog and digital I/O. The first 

truly integrated console solution 

of its kind, the Digidesign ICON 

environment empowers you to 

accomplish every aspect of a 

project - mixing, recording, 

editing, and processing ----

complete with integrated video 

and delivery. ICON provides 

unmatched control with a fully 

automated, completely recallable, 

total production system. 

For more information about the Digidesign ICON 

integrated console, visit www.digidesign.corn. 

• cilligricle 

c 3/04. Avid, D-Control, Digidesign and Pro Tools ND Accel are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc, 
or its subsidiaries or divisions. All other trademarks are the property of thee respective holders. 
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Shopping for the perfect monitors is a compli-

cated process that's unlike buying any other 

professional audio gear. One sizable challenge 

is deciding which system type will integratel best into 

a particular (or in a variety of) work environments. 

What is "required" is a proverbial can of worms in it-

self, encompassing personal taste, consideration of the 

personal tastes of others—i.e., clients—and a litany of 

other factors, both aural and monetary. Unfortunately, 

the task of auditioning monitors too often occurs in 

environments that are dissimilar to the spaces in which 

they will actually be used. After all of this—and deal-

ing with a few issues overlooked here—the best pair 

of monitors for a particular scenario can hopefully be 

found. If you're considering a multichannel monitor-

ing setup, get ready to consider a host of variables. 

The Package Approach for Studios 

To address the fact that even the most accom-

plished audio pros sometimes teeter at the edge of 

sanity before buying a new multichannel monitoring 

system, many manufacturers now offer complete sur-

round packages at one price point. Most of these sys-

tems include familiar models, while other packages 

are designed from scratch as a set. As price points 

vary dramatically from package to package, you'd be 

hard-pressed not to find something that comfortably 

fits both your needs and budget. 

Not all studio monitor manufacturers are repre-

sented in this article. While reasons vary as to why 

some don't offer all-in-one packages, many compa-

nies that opt out feel that multichannel configurations 

are best built via individually selected components. 

Nevertheless, many engineers have successfully met 

their multichannel listening needs—and eliminated a 

few headaches—by purchasing one of the innova-

tive surround packages listed here. 

The Alesis (www.alesis.com) ProActive 5.1 

($499) is an affordable, THX-approved 5.1 system. 

While it won't hold an aural candle to high-end sys-

tems costing thousands of dollars, it offers plenty 

of features, satisfactory sound and much value for 

a low amount of dough. The 450-watt ProActive 5.1 

system includes four 65W satellite monitors with a 

69W center speaker, a 188W powered subwoofer 

and the Digital SoundTouch Control Center with 

wireless remote. The SoundTouch controller has a 

LCD status screen and offers built-in Dolby Digital 

and DTS hardware decoding, gain control and 

much more. On the rear of the unit, source inputs 

include digital optical, digital coaxial, 6-channel 

analog direct inputs and a stereo analog input. 

Distributed by Transamerica Audio Group 

(www.transaudiogroup.com), ATC's SCM2OASL Pro 

5.1 package ($22,900) includes five active SCM2OASL 

Pro monitors with an active ATC Sub 1/15 Pro sub-

woofer. Combining two decades of innovative 

speaker design with the latest advances in materials 

technology, the ATC system is a unique, ultrahigh-

quality surround system that just so happens to be 

extremely portable. The three-way SCM2OASL Pro 

monitor employs ATC's Super Linear magnet struc-

ture in its 6-inch mid/bass drive unit and is coupled 

with a 1-inch tweeter. The SCM2OASL Pro's active 

two-way amplifier design incorporates separate dual 

amp blocks in each cabinet and can deliver contin-

uous SPLs of up to 108 dB measured at one meter. 

At the monitor's rear, a selector panel provides five 

LF boost settings and a flat reference setting. The ATC 

Sub 1/15 Pro subwoofer offers a custom-built 15-inch 

woofer driven by a massive, built-in 1,000W amp. 

The sub's versatile interface provides simplified setup 

with phase, level, lowpass and contour controls. 

Quickly becoming known as multichannel sup-

pliers, Blue Sky International (www.abluesky.com) 

offers the Sky System One 5.1 package ($4,245), 

which includes five SAT 6.5 bi-amplified monitors, 

the Sub 12 powered subwoofer and a BMC Bass 

ATC SCM2OASL Pro 



Blue Sky System One 

guide and is powered by two 100W 

crossovers. The SAT 6.5's frequency response is 80 to 20k Hz, ±3 

dB (200 to 10k Hz, ±1.5 dB) and offers a rear panel power switch, 

gain control with LED power indicator and balanced XLR input. 
Specifically designed to complement the SAT 6.5 monitors, the 

Sub 12 subwoofer features a cast -aluminum frame, a 12-inch for-

ward-firing driver with a 2-inch voice coil and a 200W amplifier. 

The Sub 12 has a frequency response of 30 Hz to 200 Hz, ±3 dB 

(anechoic) and a typical response of 20 Hz to 200 Hz, measured 

in a 3,000-cubic-foot room. The Blue Sky Bass Management Con-

troller offers comprehensive bass management and remote vol-
ume control, featuring fully balanced I/O, defeatable bass man-

agement, individual output mutes, individual and master 

calibration, and expandability from 5.1 channels to a maximum 

of 10.2. 
Dynaudio Acoustics' (www.dynaudioacoustics.com) AIR Se-

ries is designed for those engineers who want integrated DSP and 

networking capabilities to be a part of their monitoring system. 

All components in an AIR system are connected through the TC 
Link network, which distributes control information and audio in 

between all system components. This allows control of a multi-

channel setup from the sweet spot using the AIR Remote con-
troller or AIR SOFT software for Mac or PC platforms. The ex-

pansive AIR Series includes many models. along with a specially 

configured, 192kHz-supporting digital 5.1 system: the AIR 15-5.1 
Pack 2D192. This package includes three "Digital 6" AIR 15 mas-

ter monitors, two AIR 15 slave monitors, one AIR Base-2 dual 10-

inch subwoofer, an AIR Remote and AIR SOFT. The AIR 15 is a 

two-way active monitor featuring a 10-inch woofer and 1.1 soft-

dome tweeter. AIR master monitors have front panel LCD screens 

and data-entry buttons, and their rear panels handle one or two 

input signals. TC Link ports on the masters allow connection to 

AIR slave monitors that utilize link I/O ports. The included 200W 

active subwoofer with dual 10-inch drivers is designed for use in 

small to medium rooms with the AIR 15 monitors and uses TC 

Link for features such as integrated bass management and pre-
sets. The AIR 15-5.1 Pack 2D192 lists for $12,145. Analog and 96k 

Management Con-

troller. Using Blue 
Sky's computer-opti-

mized crossover and 

bass-management net-

works, the system is 

THX pm3-approved. 

Each shielded, alu-

minum-framed Blue 

Sky SAT 6.5 monitor 

features a 6.5-inch 

hemispherical driver, 

a 1-inch dual-concen-

tric diaphragm tweeter 

with integral wave 

amps with electronic 

By Strother Bullins 

versions of the AIR 15 5.1 kits—the AIR 15-5.1 Pack 2A and AIR 

15-5.1 Pack 2D—are priced at $11,845 and $11,345, respectively. 

Largely known for its two-way/2-channel OWL Monitoring Se-

ries that uses patented "Embracing Sound Experience System" 

technology, EMES (dist. by Synthax, www.synthax.com) has also 

chosen to embrace multichannel customers by offering two sur-

round packages. Its Pink tv 5.1 system ($4,999) includes five Pink 

near-fields and one Amber subwoofer, while the Violen HR 5.1 

kit ($8,999) includes five Violen near-fields and one Amber HR 

subwoofer. The small, lightweight Pink tv active monitor features 

two identical 80W amplifiers, matched drivers and adjustable pa-

rameters such as dip switches for sensitivity, bass and high-fre-

quency control. The Pink tv has a 5.5-inch woofer, 1-inch 

neodymium tweeter and offers a frequency response of 58 to 19k 

Hz, ±2.5 dB. The Violet HR active monitor comprises a 7-inch 

carbon-composite woofer, a 1-inch Neodyme tweeter and dual 

100W amplifiers. Completing the EMES multichannel packages, 

the Amber active subwoofer features a 10-inch, dual-coil, long-ex-
cursion driver, dual 140W amplifiers, a 80/150Hz highpass filter 

and dip switches for level and phase control. The Amber sub of-

fers 38 to 2k Hz frequency response. Similar to the Amber, the 

Amber HR subwoofer offers a slightly larger cabinet size; as a re-

sult, it has a 6Hz lower system frequency response. 

Genelec's (www.genelec.com) 1029.ISE PowerPak multi-

channel monitoring system ($4,200) is a complete 5.1 solution 

and is rapidly finding its way into studios sold on Genelec sound 

and quality. The 1029.LSE PowerPak features five Genelec 1029A 

two-way, bi-amplified active monitors, one Genelec 7060A LSE 

Series Active Subwoofer and a Genelec Acousti/Tape, a fre-

quency/wavelength measuring tape for accurate multichannel 

configuration. Also included is a setup guide, which offers 

speaker placement, wiring and fine-tuning tips. Powered by a 

pair of efficient 40W amps, the compact Genelec 1029A monitor 

has a frequency response of 

68 to 20k Hz (±2.5 dB), fea-
tures a 5-inch woofer and % - 

inch hard-dome tweeter, and 

offers front-mounted volume 

control and rear panel bass-

and treble-tilt room response 

controls, all housed within a 

die-cast aluminum case. The 

7060A LSE sub—designed 

for multichannel monitor-

ing—features a single 10-

inch proprietary driver with a 

120W power amp, has a fre-

quency response of 29 Hz to 

85 Hz (120 Hz), ±3 dB, and 

offers Genelec's 6.1 bass-

management system with an 

LFE signal input and sele( Dynaudio Acoustics AIR 15 
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Surround yourself with an award winning mix 
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Surround mixing for DVD Audio and SACD 
Mix to picture for DVD video (DTS and Dolby Digital) 
Cinematic surround mixes for game audio 

Clients include: Bruce Springsteen, Michael McDonald, 
Joe Walsh. Amy Grant, Michael W. Smith... 

sugebR9WPrns 
table 85/120Hz lowpass filter. 

Norway's GriffinAudio Design (dist. in the 

U.S. by Francis Manzella Design, www. 

fmdesign.com/fmgriffin.htm) offers the Grif-

fin 2 Surround Monitoring System ($11,750), 

featuring five Griffin 2 loudspeakers and one 

Griffin 2 subwoofer. The passive system 

showcases dual 8.5-inch magnesium cone 

woofers and a ribbon tweeter in each G2 

loudspeaker, and is capable of delivering de-
tails from ultrasoft to 115 dB SPL at three feet. 

EMES Amber HR subwoofer 

Designed to be a perfect match for high-res-

olution SACD and DVD-A work, the tweeter 

is placed in a symmetrical magnetic field and 

comes with a simple passive filter in between 

it and the two midranges. The G2's strongly 

braced X-inch fiberboard cabinets are ex-

tremely rigid and are compact enough for use 

in smaller facilities. The G2 has a frequency 

response of 40 to 25k Hz, ±1.5 dB and han-

dles 200 to 500W at 4 ohms. According to 

Genelec PowerPak system 
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Create Your Owl Environment 

The studio studio monitors you can program 

Alesis ProLinear DSP rnorntors feature 28-bit DSP for 

performance unattainable by an all-analog design. 

Bi-amplified with 120 watts of power, each incorporates 

a digital crossover for superb efficiency and time-

alignment. Use the built-in LCD interface or a PC to 

adjust parametric Ea for precise monitor tuning—even 

from a "sweet spot." in addition to eight rewritable user 

presets, eight more programs allow emulation of 

popular monitor types. Se you can create mixes that 

stand out in any environment. 

Ai IS everybody listens 

Program 

White Cone 

Pl: Flat 
P2: Hi Fi Smile 

Pri: Faux Finnish 
P5: Studio Cube 
PS. Boom Box 
P7: BBC Dip 
P8: 80Hz Hi .h Pass 

Program directly with 

LCD interface, or 
graphically with 

PC software 

• Eight emulations of popular 
speaker models 

• Link m3nitors to adjust DSP 
from one interface 

• Adjust trom sweet spot with 
included software 

• Up to 16 discreet channels of 
control—perfect for surround 

• Apply ECito compensate for 
room resonances 

• Eight editable user presets 

www.alesis.com 
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Ellipse iDland. Latest Tannoy Legend. 

Tannoy launched a revolution in recording with the legendary Dual ConcentricTM driver. 

Now, with Ellipse iDPTM we're set to do it all over again. Combining the latest generation 

of Dual Concentric drivers with WideBand and iDP Digital technology, Ellipse iDP sets 

a new benchmark for near-field reference monitors. 

Experience the legend today at select 
Tannoy Professional dealers worldwide. 
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Tonnoy United Kingdom T: + 44 (0) 1236 420199 F: + 44 (0) 1236 428230 

Tannoy North America T: ( 519) 745 1158 I F: (519) 745 2364 

E. enquiriesetannoy.com 
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Manzella, a fully active G2 surround system 

will be available by mid-summer. 

Hot House Professional Audio (www. 

hothousepro.com) offers two surround mon-

itoring packages, the ARM 265 5.1 system and 

PRM 165 5.1 system, geared toward use in 

medium/large and small/medium control 

rooms. The mid-field Hot House ARM 265 

system offers fiat-frequency, wide-bandwidth 

response provided by five bi-amplified ARM 

265 monitors, an ASB 215 Active Sub-Bass 

system driven by the SBX Subwoofer 

Crossover/Controller and the Model Two 
Thousand High-Resolution Control Room 

Griffin 2 loudspeaker 

Amplifier, a 1,200W/channel amp. The sys-

tem's monitors are available in black, red or 

golden-oak veneer. According to Hot House 

designer Richard Rose, the PRM 165 surround 

monitoring system is "ruler-flat over nearly six 

of its eight-and-a-half octaves." Along with 

five PRM 165 near-field monitors, three Model 

Four Hundred amplifiers and either an ASB 

112 subwoofer with onboard power or an 

ASB 115 subwoofer/SBX Crossover Con-

troller/M500HV amplifier combination are in-

cluded. All cabinets are finished in matte 

black. The ARM 265 system lists for $29,999. 

The PRM 165 system with the ASB 112 sub-

woofer is $14,999 and increases to $19,99() 

with the ASB 115 subwoofer. Teflon wiring 

and full-isolation mount systems are in-

cluded for both systems. 

The innovative LSR6300 Series of studio 

monitors from JBL Professional (www.jbl 

pro.com) includes two 5.1 monitoring pack-

ages: the LSR25P/5.1 ($3,315) and the 

LSR6328P/5.1 ($7,775). The LSR25P/5.1 kit in-
cludes five compact, bi-amplified LSR25P ref 

erence monitors—each featuring a 5.25-inch 

woofer and 1-inch tweeter—and a 250W 

LSR6312SP powered subwoofer. The LSR25P 

has 100W of low-frequency power and 50W 
of high-frequency power, while the 

LSR6312SP sub features a 12-inch woofer and 

a full feature set designed for multichannel 

audio production. Offering the same sub-

woofer as the LSR25P/5.1, the LSR632£3P/5.1 

kit includes five bi-amplified LSR6328P mon-

itors featuring 8-inch woofers and 1-inch 

tweeters. The THX-approved ISR6300 Series 

boasts three new technologies to overcome 

problems associated with sub-par room 

acoustics: Linear Spatial Reference, RMC 

Room Mode Correction and boundary com-

pensation. Insuring that the mid- and high-

frequency content at the mix position is ac-

curate, JBL's Linear Spatial Reference 

technology includes a t30-degree horizontal, 

±15-degree vertical radiated response engi-

neered into the system, which also happens 

to be virtually flat. RMC combats low-fre 

quency standing waves by including a circuit 

in LSR6300 Series subwoofers; once cali-

brated, low-end performance improves at the 

mix position. Finally, boundary-compensa-
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tion circuitry is included in the LSR25P and 

LSR6328P to correct frequency response and 

overcome spectral shift when the system is 

mounted on a wall, in corners or on work-

station surfaces. 

M-Audio's (www.m-audio.com) afford-

able Studiophile Series of monitoring sys-
tems now offers to those aspiring to multi-

channel projects a new option via the LX4 

Surround Sound System. By combining the 

previously available LX4 2.1 System ($349) 

and the LX4 5.1 Expander ($199), a corn-

plete 5.1 system is born. The LX4 Surround 

Sound System comprises five ported LX4 

passive satellite monitors and the LX4 sub-

woofer, which houses the system's active 

crossover matrix. The subwoofer's 125W 

power amplifier handles the entire surround 

system: 60W is designated for the sub and 

27W is allowed for each satellite. The sub-

woofer has an 8-inch woofer, and each satel-

lite monitor contains a 4-inch polypropylene 

woofer and 1-inch Mylar tweeter. 

For smaller studios, video post and DAW 

applications, NI-IT Pro (www.nhtpro.com) 

offers the M-00/S-00 Combo, a $1,749 sur-

round package that combines five of its 
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Digital Audio Routing System 

NEXUS is the integrated solution for digital audio routing: 

each 19" base device is a router, format converter and audio 

processor in one compact unit. Connected via glass fibre, they 

form decentralized networks of any desired size - with mini-
mum cabling and maximum reliability. A unique concept that 

has won over users in hundreds of installations throughout 

the world. 

• Large routing capacity and dynamic signal path circuit 

• Delay-free signal processing 

• Excellent audio quality through 28-bit TrueMatch converter 
• Numerous special DPS functions 

• Modules for all common audio formats available 

• Programmable GPI contacts for signalization and external control 

• Compact, light and extremely reliable in operation 

/ndustriegebiet See 

D-96155 Butlenheim 

Phone: . 49 9545 440-0 

Far .49 9545 440-333 

sales@stagetec.corn 
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popular M-00 (pro-

nounced "moo") monitors 

with the S-00 subwoofer. 

The M-00 is a compact, 

powered (75-watt) two-

way system with a 4.5-inch 

woofer and 1-inch fabric-

dome tweeter in a rugged 

cast zinc—aluminum enclo-

sure. Other features in-

clude magnetic shielding, 

XLR, TRS and RCA input 

connectors, and a variety 

of options for stand or wall 

mounting. The matched S-

00 subwoofer combines a 

long-throw, 8-inch woofer 

in a compact 13x10x13-

inch cabinet with 125 

watts of onboard amplifi-
cation for performance 

down to 39 Hz. 

Acoustician/facility 

designer Chris Pelonis 

(www.pelonissound 

.com) has joined 

forces with speaker PMC DIHA 

manufacturer Tannoy loudspeaker 

to present the Pelonis 

Signature Series, a monitoring system based 

on custom dual-concentric driver technol-

ogy. A decade in the making, the series of-

fered the first WideBand main monitor, 

which was introduced to the pro audio in-
dustry in 2002. WideBand versions of Pelo-

nis Signature Series monitors produce fre-

quency responses up to 45 kHz, while 

low-frequency drive units used in the PSS EB 

(extended bass) models comprise custom-

built Kevlar drivers with full 2-inch excur-

sion. According to Pelonis, his monitor sys-

tems are designed to be the only monitors 

in the room. The series offers seven 5.1 

packages featuring a variety of two- and 

three-way active monitor models coupled 

with 15-inch, 18-inch or double 18-inch ac-

tive subwoofers. Every PSS install is person-

ally performed by Pelonis, and each sys-

tem's crossovers are created by Pelonis for 

each individual studio space. Package prices 

range from $30,000 to $90,000. 

Known for its unique transmission line 

(II) monitoring systems, British manufacturer 

PMC (www.pmdoudspeaker.com) offers the 

PMC Mix Pack ($7,995), a fully matched, ac-

tive 5.1 kit featuring five PMC DB-1A loud-
speakers and a SubTLE1 subwoofer. tech-

nology effectively creates a long tunnel 

within a monitor by using internal partition-
ing. The tunnel folds throughout the length 

of a heavily dampened cabinet, and at the 

tunnel's end, a hole vents into the room. As 
a result, the cabinet yields an extended LF 
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MediaDesk: 

Full Range Audio 

And Deep Bass 

From Your Computer 

I. 

DESKTOP THUNDER. 
True, full-spectrum audio with the physical impact of deep, detailed bass for your desktop. 

MediaDesk. The first true 2.1 full- range professional monitoring system 

designed to produce a seamless spectral experience for computer audio 

recording and production, or listening to music without any compromises. 

A powered system with a small footprint and a compact sub that fits under 

your workspace, MediaDesk uses 2-way satellite speakers with a dedicated 
8" subwoofer. Blue Sky's Bass Management System puts the full, articulate 

bottom end exactly where it should be. 

Easily expandable to a 5.1 Surround system, MediaDesk brings professional 
grade monitoring to a whole new world of applications in your home, 

studio, production suite, or broadcast studio. 

MediaDesk 2.1 System, $599 MSRP • MediaDesk 5.1 Upgrade, $599 MSRP 

For the whole story, fly to abluesky.com, e-mail us at info4abluesky.com or call us at 516.249.1399. 

BLUE SKYING? 
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range and dramatically reduces any extrane-

ous coloration of the sound. Ac-

cording to PMC, the DB-1A loud-

speaker is the world's smallest 

monitor design with an effective line 

length of five feet within its very 

small cabinet. The 100W DB-1A fea-

tures a 5.5-inch low-frequency 

driver, an aluminum, ferrofluid-

cooled HF driver, and a frequency 

response of 5 Hz to 25 kHz (+0/-3 SLS HT 

dB). The SubTLE1 Subwoofer in- power 

• ' 1,,7 

6.5W 

ed subwoofer 

dudes two 6.5-inch shielded custom drivers 

driven by a 150W low-distortion amplifier. 

The subwoofer incorporates an effective 

of 9.5 feet, allowing the TLE1 to pro-

duce a flat frequency re-

sponse down to 22 Hz. 

SIS Loudspeakers (www. 

slsloudspeakers.com) offers 

the SIS HT400 5.1 Surround 

Sound Speaker System 

($3,000), a package centered 

on the lauded PRD NE03 

planar ribbon driver, which is 

known for super-smooth, up-

per-end clarity. The complete 

TLM 127 Multi-Pattern 
' 

Your Next 
Step Toward 
Pedec 

111110(1111111211h TI31 I - 

Neumann TL.VI 103 was the 
first microphone to deliver classic 
Neumann quality to studios of' 

k4v any size. Now, the new TLM 127 
brings even greater flexibility by 
providing multiple polar patterns° 
as well as a switchable pad and 
high-pass filter. 
Like the TLM 103, the TLM 127 

offers exceptionally low noise 
and very high resolution 
making it possible to capture 

audio with clarity and precision 
that others only dream of 

providing. You already know the 
mic is the most important link is 
your audio chain. Choose wisely. 
Choose the Neumann TLM 127. 

° Cardioid and ornni switchable on mw. 
The full range of five patterns is available 
via opt ional remote control 'power supply 
using standard XI.R cables. 

The Choice of Tho.e Who Can Hear I 

NeumannIUSA 
Tel. 860 434.5220 I FAX. 860.434 3148 
Canada. Tel 514-426-3013 Fax 514-426-3953 • latin America: Tel 52 55 9339-0956 Fax. 52 55 5608.9482 

Tannoy Ellipse iDP monitor 

surround system includes four passive 

HT6.5S two-way speakers, a passive HT6.5C 

dedicated center-channel speaker and the 

150W HT6.5W powered subwoofer. All full-

range speakers included in the package are 

video-shielded, bi-wireable and feature 

gold-plated terminals, custom grilles and 

high-polish ebony piano lacquer finishes. 

The 8-ohm HT6.5S speakers feature a 42 to 

25k Hz frequency range, a 6.5-inch woofer, 

a PRD NE03 ribbon tweeter and handle 

100W RMS (200W max). The 4-ohm HT6.5C 

has dual 6.5-inch woofers, a PRD NE03, a 

frequency range of 48 to 25k Hz and handles 

150W RMS (300W max). SIS' HT6.5W sub-

woofer has a 6.5-inch, high-excursion 

woofer with rubber surround, a response of 

25 to 150 Hz with a 50 to 150Hz variable low-

pass crossover and an internal amp with a 

power handling of 150W RMS. 

Two striking surround systems from Tan-

noy (www.tannoy.com)—the Ellipse 8 iDP' 
5.1 ($ 14,995) and Ellipse 10 iDP 5.1 

($16,995)—are built from the company's vi-

sually striking monitor series, the Ellipse. In-

corporating Tannoy's WideBand technol-

ogy, the Ellipse range features three-way 

active monitors utilizing Dual Concentric 

drivers and a separately housed Super-

Tweeter'. Also, Tannoys included iDP (In-

teractive Digital Programming) technology 

offers DSP-based room-optimization capa-

bilities. The Ellipse 8 features 8-inch dual 

drivers, the Ellipse 10 features 10-inch dual 

drivers and both models deliver frequency 

responses extending above 50 kHz. Both the 

Ellipse 8 and Ellipse 10 offer two-way am-

plification via a 200W amp for the woofer 

and a 200W amp for the tweeter/Super-

Tweeter combination. The Ellipse 8 iDP 5.1 

system includes five Ellipse 8 monitors with 

a powerful 1,500W active subwoofer—the 

Ellipse TS212 iDP—which features dual 

side-firing 12-inch aluminum cones. The El-

lipse 10 iDP 5.1 system also features the 

TS212 iDP sub and is completed by five El-

lipse 10 monitors. 

Strother Bullins is a North Carolina-based 

freelance writer specializing in the profes-

sional audio and entertainment industries. 
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SHAPING THE 

With four times 300 lw amps the AIR 25 
delivers unprecedented clarity 

combined with massive power 

WORKING WITH AIR 
The development of great art and breathtaking music has the same 

two things in common: Craftsmanship and originality. The essence of 

the AIR Series is just that, and today our speaker technology and 

monitor solutions stand as the apex of the industry. With the unique 

software and networking possibilities inherent in the AIR Series, we 

can proudly say that you won't find a more versatile monitor solution 

anywhere else. Listen to the sound of craftsmanship and originality.... 

AIR WORLD 
- Integrated Solution. 

Subwoofer integration 

INVISIBLE 

What shapes the invisible... 

4 192 kHz support via dual wire 

.1 Networking in-between all AIR components 

4 Central and remote control of system and parameters 

4 Acoustic placement compensation 

4 Preset storage and recall, and programmable reference levels 

4 Integrated parametric EQs and delay in each monitor 

4 Advanced Bass Management 

4 Supporting 2.1, 5.1, 6.1 and 5.3 setups 

Check out all the features at our website! 

Don't take our word for it, trust your ears. 

Call now to arrange a demo in your facility! 

clynaucilioomemo 5. THERE - VOLJ•LL KNCIVV IT 

Leonardo do Vinci was among the fife 
to use science to enhance his art. Being .0 

musician, he also applied his genius to define the 
phenomenon of sound: "Figurazione dell'invisibile - Shaping 
the invisible." 

TC ELECTRONIC A/S DENMARK t + 45 8742 7000 [MALI INFO@TCELECTRONIC.COM 
TC ELECTRONIC INC USA / ( 805) 373 18,28 PAII-1 INFOUS@TCELECTRONIC.COM 

WWW.DYNAUDIOACOUSTICS .COM 
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By Kevin Becka 

and George Petersen 

Above: Showgoers packed in to see 

Digidesign's new ICON console. 

3elow: Mackie dXls•400 
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Product Hits From 

NALIt 
200413 
E l rom April 17-

22, 2004, near-

ly 98,000 audio, video, 

film and broadcast pros 

went to 12s Vegas for 
4•4 ,--- the annual National As-

sociation of Broadcast-

ers Convention. For five 

days, hardy attendees 

endured jam-packed ex-

hibit halls, interminable 

taxi lines and the pleasure of paying 

$225/night for a hotel room that just days be-

fore was $59. However, for those seeking the 

latest technologies, the quest was worth-

while. On the video side, the hot topics were 

affordable HD production systems (such as 

Apple's Final Cut Pro HD) and new tapeless 

ENG cameras using solid-state memory cards 

(such as Panasonic's DVCPRO P2 format). 

On the audio side, we found plenty of cool 

goodies. Here are a few. 

CONSOLES: BIG NEWS! 

In past years, the talk at NAB centered on 

desktop video, HDTV and DVD author-

ing. To be sure, these were all present, 

but this time. the buzz was consoles: 

big consoles. 

During the show, Digidesi,gn's 

(www.digidesign.com) booth in 

the Avid pavilion was packed 

with people checking 

out its new large-

scale ICON mix-

ing environ-

ment for Pro 

Tools, which 

was previewed 

in Mix's April issue. 

Mindful of the growing 

—DAW controller market, Solid State 

Logic (www.solid-state-logic.com) un-

veiled its AWS 900, a 24-channel desk that 

uses the same components as its XL 9000 K 

Series consoles. The 8-bus, $85,000 list board 

is to be sold through GC Pro dealers and in-

cludes control of various DAW platforms and 

plug-ins, as well as a serious analog console 

with 24 mic preamps, switchable E/G Series 

4-band parametric EQ, assignable dynamics, 

moving faders and more. (See the 'Technol-

ogy Spotlight" on page 118 for more details.) 

Mixing film? AMS Neve's (www.ams-

neve.com) updated, speed-supercharged 

DFC Gemini pairs its top digital film con-

sole with the new CineFile dubber to cre-

ate an integrated edit/mix system for high-

end facilities. A year ago, DiGiCo 

(www.digiconsoles.com) showed the mid-

priced Soundtracs DS-00 scalable, medium- to 

large-format digital console. Now, it's deliver-

ing the specialized FP-00 film section option, 

giving users true film-style control with ded-

icated paddle switching (recall of all paddle 

functions during the session). Harrison's 

(www.glw.com) MPC-3D updates the origi-

nal MPC, with 8-band EQ per strip, integral 

TFT screens displaying the multi-operator 

IKIS automation platform with 10 EQ shapes 

and expanded dynamics control selectable 

from standard pointing devices or optional 

TouchPen interface, 40-bit digital processing 

and up to 768 channels per digital core. 

Studer's (www.studer.ch) new Vista 8 

console combines the broadcast features of 

its Vista 6 with the dynamic automation of 

the Vista 7. Vista 8's Control Bay center sec-

tion—housing a Vistonics screen with 40 ro-

tary encoders, switches and 12 faders can 

control inputs, outputs or groups, and gen-

eral and global functions, and provides as-

signable high-res metering. New versions of 

Euphonix's (www.euphonix.com) flagship 

5-B digital broadcast desk allows 96 chan-

nels/24 buses on a single mixer core. The 

new 5-BP supports up to 310 assignable 

channels with mix automation, allowing one 

02 MIX, June 2004 • www.mixonline.com 



DPA WindPoc 4000 

system to handle both on-air and audio post 

chores. Also new for System 5 is a Sound-

master (www.soundmastencom) ION op-

tion for sync and motion control of up to 16 

devices/transports. 

After three decades of supplying high-

end broadcast gear in Europe, Lawo 

(www.lawo.ca) has established a North 

American office and is targeting the U.S. 

market with the mc-2 66, a mid-priced digital 

console that merges an ergonomic control 

surface with a central core/routing matrix of 

up to 192 fully equipped channels and 144 

summing buses. It comes in 48x8, 56x8 

and 64x8 fader configurations 

with a lean Linux control 

operating system, a 

3,072 I/O matrix and 

7.1 surround support. 

Decidedly more afford-

able, Mackie's (www. 

mackie.com) dXb • 400 

post and broadcast digi-

tal console features a 96x96-

channel VO matrix, 72 961cHz 

channels with DSP (36 at 192 kHz), 

24 mic buses with dynamics, full 7.1 

surround monitoring with fold-down 

function, mix-minus busing, on-

board Universal Audio IA-2A and 

1176 compression and much more. Holophone H2-PRO 

DAWS: STILL HOT! 

The PCM-H64, SADiE's (www.sadie.com) 

high-end multitrack DAW for post and 

music, is built around the new TNG3 

processor card, offering real-time editing, 

EQ, dynamics control and full surround mix-

ing of 64 channels of 481(Hz/24-bit audio (or 

up to 16 channels at 192 kHz). I/O options 

include analog, digital and MADI at standard 

or higher sample rates. The system is scala-

ble and can carry up to four cards, offering 

12 Gflops of raw audio DSP processing 

power in a single computer. 

Fairlight (www.fairlightau.com) an-

nounced QDC-XT, a powerful new engine 

for its DREAM workstations and Constella-

tion digital console, as well as Version 3.2 

software and a Virtual Studio Runner feature 

set that speeds communication, networked 

file exchange and workflow within 

the studio. Also, Fairlight's Plug-In 

Manager 6 hardware opens the system 

to using a suite of 80 low-latency VST 

plug-ins. You can't call them just a 

"workstation company" anymore. 

Adobe's (www.adobe.com) Audi-

tion 1.5 is a DAW optimized for video, but 

is also impressive as an audio-only produc-

tion tool. The Windows-only app offers 

ReWire and VST plug-in support, sampling 

rates up to 10 MHz, 128 stereo tracks, 500 

royalty-free production loops, pitch correc-

tion and clip time-stretching. Other features 

include unique offline panning, extensive 

MIDI support and an integrated CD burner. 

The HR Series of PCX sound cards from 

Digigram (www.digigram.c-om) feature 24-

bit/1921cHz converters, eight input/outputs, 

sample rate conversion and greater process-

ing power (including extra DSP for fu-

ture developments). The cards can 

be purchased with either dig-

ital (PCX881HR) or analog 

(PCX882HR) VOs. 

Apogee's (www. 

apogeedigital.com) 

small but impressive X-

Series-HD card piggybacks 

on its Rosetta 800 8-channel 

AD/DA interface, offering di-

rect connection to Pro 

Tools I HD Core or Accel cards; 

in essence, tricking the system 

into thinking it's a Digi inter-

face. The $599 card in-

cludes an expansion port 

to daisychain multiple 

Apogee devices. The setup 

also allows Rosetta to be used next to 

Digidesign's 96 VO, 192 I/O and Prism's 

Dream ADA-8. 

SURPRISES BIG AND SMALL 

As reported in the April Mix, Dol-

by (www.dolby.com) debuted 

Dolby Digital Plus, an enhanced 

AC-3 audio compression scheme 

designed to pack more audio into 

ever-smaller data pipelines. Just 

before NAB, the Advanced Tele-

vision Systems Committee (ATSC) 

elevated the protocol to Candi-

date Standard status as part of its 

work on next-generation broad-

cast and transport systems. The 

codec wars have been heating up 

as of late, with SRS, Microsoft, 

Telos and DTS all muscling in on delivery for 

broadcast, D'VD and the Internet. 

Holophone's (www.holophone.com) H2-

PRO is its next-generation multichannel sur-

round microphone. Housed in a tough 

7.5x5.7-inch, egg-shaped body, the ink has 

inset condenser capsules (5.1, plus top and 

center rear) for capturing discrete 5.1, 6.1 and 

7.1 sounds. The feeds terminate in standard 

XLIts for connection to your mixer, prearnps 

or recorder. 

DK Audio (www.dk-audio.com) taught 

its old dog a new trick with a remote sens-

ing platform for its modular MSD600M fam-

ily of audio meters. This 19-inch frame sep-

arates the VO and measurement hardware 

from the user interface, connected via a Cat-

5 umbilical. Freed from encumbering cables, 

the Ul can be mounted freely in any posi-

tion, even in tight spaces. 

DPA (www.dpamicrophones.com) gen-

erated a lot of interest with the debut of 

WindPac 4000, an ultralight (9-ounce), 

water-resistant windshield. The zeppelin-

shaped device combines a universal shock-

mount that holds up to two mics and a col-

lapsible, flat-folding windshield. The fabric 

blocks wind noise in gusts up to 70 mph 

while allowing accurate sound reproduction 

and audio transparency. 

The first name in location recorders, Na-

ga (www.nagra.com) demoed ARES-5B, a 

compact field recorder that stores stereo signals 

to 16-bit/48IcFlz Broadcast WAV files on PCM-

CIA or Compact Flash cards. The $2,000 deck 

tuns on a lithium Ion pack or AA cell, and has 

balanced analog VOs and a USB output 

There was more at NAB, so watch our 

upcoming new products sections for more 

innovations from the show. Meanwhile, the 

convention returns to Las Vegas from April 

16-21, 2005. Book those hotels now! 

SADiE PCM-H64 
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MIX INTERVI 
BY RICK CLARK 

Peter Gabriel 

Music Pioneer Embraces Surround and Online Distribution 

M
uch has been written about Peter Gabriel dur-
ing the years: A founding member and the-

atrical front man for the progressive art-rock 

group Genesis from 1967 through 1974, Gabriel has had 

a successful solo career for a quarter-century and has 

made a name for himself as a rock video pioneer, record-

ing studio owner (Real World), world music label chief 

(also called Real World) and human rights advocate. 

Gabriel's fascination with the possibilities of technology, 

his broad musicality and his natural, ingrained spirit of al-

truism have made him a hero to forward-thinking artists 

the world over, inspiring others to think outside-the-box 

for the good of art and humanity. 

For this "Mix Interview," we eschewed the usual ques-

tions concerning Gabriel's recorded history and ad-

dressed his thoughts on a number of issues facing the 

music industry today: online music distribution, copyright 

protection, surround audio and his latest passion, an artis-

tic co-op called MUDDA (www.mudda.org), which he 

has formed with Brian Eno. (Okay, he also plugs his lat-

est concert video, Growing up Live.) As always, he proved 
to be an articulate and passionate spokesperson for rank-

and-file musicians and music fans. 

One of the highlights of my DVD-viewing existence dur-

ing the past few months bas been experiencing your 

Growing Up Live release. 

Oh, great! I appreciate that. I'm very happy you like it. 

Not only is the music great, but also one of the things that 

really stands out is the cinematography. You could 

freeze-frame almost any moment and it would work as 

a well-composed photographic stili 

We had some good cameramen, and Hamish Hamilton, 

who did the direction, is very talented. 

"Darkness," which is off of 

.),our last album (Up), is a 

potent meditation on the 

power offear As a recording, 

it is mesmerizing and dis-

turbing, but in its live form, 

there is something special— 

almost an element of puce 

or vulnerability that is 

added—that happens in 

front of a packed bouse. 

Yeah, that comes alive more. 

I think one of the things 

about writing in the studio is 

that the song hasn't matured, 

if you like, so quite often the 

vocals are early attempts. 

Whereas once you've taken 

it out on the road a bit, you learn more about a song. I've 

never really done it, but I know I would like to tour an 

album before I record it. [Laughs] One day, perhaps, I'll 

get around to doing it. 

I think that you get the mood of a song stronger if you 

get it right that way. On the other hand, you put some 

songs out live and they don't catch flight. They just flop. 

It is hard to tell until they are out there. 

There was one that we worked on in production 

called "My Head Sounds Like That." We did it in a cou-

ple of shows where we were performing to smaller au-

diences without production and it was one of the stronger 

songs. Then, when we tried it in the production, it just 

didn't seem to hold people's attention, but it might have 

been the way we were doing it. 

Have you thought about putting out Growing Up live as 

a straight CD release? 

We did think about it. Maybe that is something to look at 

later on. 

In the meantime, you have made your concerts from last 

year's tour available to fans through the Internet in the 

form of the Encore Series. 
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REMIH HOTEL nyc 
Three Dow of Total Technology 1r-timer/ion 

June 25-27, 2004, flew York City 

IRE Inititute of Technology 

Remix and partners return to NYC for three FREE evenings of technology master classes, 

workshops, seminars and clinics on music production and performance for electronic- and 
urban-music producers, engineers, musicians and DJs. The Remix Hotel offers exposure 

to and training on the hottest products available on the production and performance 

markets while providing a cool vibe for tal.ong it all in. 

NEW! Remix subscribers qualify for an exclusive Remix Hotel NYC VIP Club Pass for 

entrance to parties each night. Watch www.remixhotel.com for details closer to the event. 

There is no cost to attend the Remix Hotel. 

Register today at 

www.remixhotel.com 
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ECHO 

INDIGO>io 

FLAWLESS NOTEBOOK 

INPUT AND OUTPUT 

ECHO DIGITAL AUDIO 

OUTPUT $NP, 

Windows and Mac OS X 

www.echoaudio.com 

MUDDA 
THE MAGNiNCESIT UNION Of DIGITALLY DOWNLOADING ARTISTS 

• wow • TM runeaffle1100 • COIIIIRIOUDOA 

We are non otnessing the most fundamental transformahon of the selling of MUSIC since records were first invented 

The economic restraints of the traditional business model have foi an these years dictated what muse can be made 
and when and how it ran be sold. 

II artists are willing to act together there are estraordinary opportunities both creatively and commercially. 

Doctor Donkey McDonald has for a long time wanted to experiment 

with a friend on a piece they are very excited about, but which the record 

company doesn't wont to kind or sell. 

..MST ASK MYNA 

The relationship of artist to the business has most often been one of contract and servitude We believe the way 
lonward must be a partnership in which the artist can take a much bigger role in how their creations are sold, but al, 
have the chance to stand at the front of the queue when payments are made Instead of the traditional position of 
being pod long after everyone else 

four years ago I co•founded ( and am now a shareholder in) a digital downloading service with Charles Grirnsdale. 
called I got involved because I thought there were interesting opportunities and I wanted to have access tz 
digital delivery both for my work and for all the albsts on 

Although 's initial focus was the Independents, we are now Europe's number one dloétal Olthibutor for music 

What we are now looking at is if we can get enough 

artists so that MUDDA could have its own Website 

and then sell from there to the 36 digital retailers we 

have in Europe. There wouldn't be as much of a 

margin through that route, because the retailers 

would be taking their slice of the cake, but we would 

at least make sure that people's work was distributed. 

—Peter Gabriel 

Yeah, in the digital world, it is so much eas-

ier to put stuff out without a great deal of 
paraphernalia and fanfare. 

Your involvement with music distribution 

and the Internet became a more formalized 

business endeavor with the creation of OD2 
(On-Demand Distribution), which you 
formed with Charles Grimsdale 

When we started OD2 in 1999, we were re-
ally expecting to work more with inde-

pendents and so on because the major la-

bels were spending millions on their own 

Pressplay and equivalents online, which 

haven't been very successful. Over time, we 

ended up working with all five majors in Eu-

rope, and we're currently the Number One 

distributor in Europe. iTunes has announced 

that they are coming in, but they haven't yet 

started over here. 

Concerning iTunes, the deals have main-
ly been done with the record companies. 
But the artists, with some exceptions, 

haven't been very well-represented. This is 
partly because the record companies have 

largely been copyright owners. That has 

also been true, to some extent, with OD2. 

Apple is doing what they've been accus-
ing Microsoft of doing for so many years: 

employing a closed system. We've asked 

whether we could have access to their digi-

tal rights management and so on, so we 
could sell to the Mac community. However, 

they have kick-started (downloading music 
on the Internet as a viable undertaking) and 
it has definitely helped. Even though we've 

been running a while, iTunes' success has 
definitely helped us, so I have some mixed 

feelings. But what worries me is that deals 
are being done now that are going to shape 

the future, and I think that the artist is not 
visible enough and the independent artist 

and label aren't visible enough. 

So as OD2 increasingly did business with 

the majors, the idea of creating MUDDA as 

an empowered artistic collective or yoke be-

came a necessity. 
OD2 was a business opportunity, but as a 
musician and minority-interest record com-

pany, it was also a chance of being involved 
in the distribution. 



We are trying to change things and allow 

artists to be at the front of the food chain 

and become their own retailers and keep a 

big part of the margin. They can get paid di-
rectly as the money comes in and they can 

monitor it day-to-day totally transparent. 
That is a model that I would like to see 

adopted by the music business. 

That model, in our dreams, would be a 

powerful representative of artists' opinions 
and needs, as well as a place where people 
could actually get the music. We wrote a lit-

tle manifesto with just some ideas on how 
this digital revolution could transform music-

making itself, and that is the part that people 

have generally ignored so far. They've been 
totally preoccupied with the business side of 
it, but not so much with how the new for-

mats—or the freedom of formats—could 
change the nature of what exactly is created. 

One thing that really appeals to me is this 
idea of music being a living thing that has 

an evolution that, in a way, enables the artist 

to sell a process rather than a piece of prod-

uct. That is now possible. Those artists who 

are comfortable doing this can offer every-
thing from the earliest demos to the first 
recordings and the different mixes, arrange-

ments and live versions. People could real-
ly hear how a piece of music evolves rather 

than just the one moment that gets frozen in 
time and becomes the defining version and 

maybe a live version. In classical music and 

jazz, there is obviously a longer history of 
different interpretations of pieces of music. 

The whole thing could be made available 

and we think that the artist's Website is the 

ideal place to do that. 
Is this an enterprise that you are trying to 

staff? 
Yeah. [Laughs] It has a staff of one. We have 

a guy named Jon Webster, who used to run 
Virgin in the UK, so he's a gamekeeper-

turned-poacher, I guess. He was the guy who 

thought up the Mercury Music Prize, which 
featured new and lesser-known bands and 
artists from many different genres that's not 

industry-owned, if you like. The industry 

does have some influence on who gets oth-

er awards. With the Mercury Prize, they 

don't. Jon comes from the business, but his 
heart is still very much in the music. Cur-

rently, we have about 12 major names that 

have said they want to be a part of MUDDA. 
I think another thing is that we don't re-

ally want exclusivity. We accept that it is in 

the artist's interest to be on sale in every 
place where they sell music. Right now, we 

are just putting our fingers out there and say-
ing we think that this would be a good ini-

tiative—that it should be an artist-owned co-
operative—so that artists feel that they can 
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The most transparent Dl around is the only one equipped with 

a BBE Sonic Maximizer for the ultimate in clarity and definition. 

Don't just lay down tracks, Maximize them. 

Call 800-233-8346 x114 today tor a dealer near you a get a FREE t-shirt: 
While supplies last 

DBE 
Sound Inc. 

DUE 

MAXIMUM 

» 

bbesound.com 
5381 Production Drive • Huntington Beach, CA 92649 • 714-897-6766 

Look for BBE High Definition Sound in TV and audio products from Sony, 

Panasonic, JVC. Aiwa, Hitachi, Pioneer, Alpine and other fine manufacturers. 

Learn Audio Recording Like Nowhere Else. 

All students train, hands-on, in cutting 
edge 48-track Analog/ Digital Recording 
Studios that feature: 

-SSL -Studer -Otani -Neumann 
-Neve -Neotek -Lexicon 

Plus... 
-eMac/Logic Platinum Digital Lab 
-Tascam Analog/Digital Mix Down Lab 
-Individual G4 Pro Tools Workstations 
-And Much, Much More! 

No more than 12 students per class - 
taught by award winning professionals. 

Every student completes an internship in 
the industry for graduation. 

Only recording school authorized by 
Avid/Digidesign, T.C. Electronic, Waves, 
and SIA to certify students in the use of 
their products. 

2300 East Reoadvvay Road Tempe. Arizona 85282 
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MIX INTERVIEW  

trust it. If we get enough sup-

port, we can grow it and make 

it open to everyone, which is 

the long-term aim. 
The issue on protection and 

compensation of intellectual 

and creative property has In-

creasingly been a daunting 

undertaking. 

I'm a bit cynical that it ever will 

be addressed properly. I think 

it is healthy to get some sort of 

copyright protection. But some 

of it has gone on forever. 
People go on and on about 

the copyright issue, and that is 

central to what is going on 

now. Someone sent me an ar-
ticle from the Register this 

morning about this person 
named Fisher who has pro-

posed an extra $6 per month 

on every broadband user's bill 

that would supply enough rev-
enue to pay all the money that 
is earned from records and 

films. Maybe then you could 

get it all free—with free ex-
change. I think it is a very in-

teresting idea and in the macro 
version of it, I can see a lot of 

good arguments. 
Nevertheless, I have ob-

served for over 30 years how 

these blanket payments get 
made. As an individual artist 

and as someone who works 
with world musicians, for in-

stance, I know that, historically, 
minority interest artists and all young artists 

are at the bottom of the food chain. I think it 
is the weak and the young and the minorities 

that you need to look after to get a healthy 
creative environment—to get a lot of choic-
es, a lot of different styles of music, a lot ex-

perimental stuff that everyone else feeds off. 
I think this is best served by an old-fash-

ioned idea, which is copyright. So I'm not 

saying that you couldn't overcome these 
problems in other ways, but, currently, there 

is no evidence that I have seen that these big 

commercial interests will adequately protect 
the rights of the less powerful. Older, more 

established artists are going to find ways to 

survive very comfortably, I'm sure, as we 

have—whether it is through film or through 

live [performance] or any of the different 
ways that we can sort of try and exploit any 
of the channels open to us. 

Your catalog was released on SACD last 

year When we received the releases, a num-
ber of us convened at Geotgetown Master-

Peter Gabriel on MUDDA's mission statement: 
"In this Walter Yetnikoff biography that just came out, one 
of the quotes is that his policy was to pay artists as little 

as possible, sign them up for as long as possible and re-

coup as often as possible. That in no way is what I would 
call a partnership. I think that the new model needs to be 
a partnership. That is partly why Brian Eno and I are trying 
to get MUDDA off the ground. We think that if enough 
artists get together, then there will be a voice that should 

be listened to. We feel that there are extraordinary oppor-

tunities, both creatively and commercially, for artists, and 

if we don't act together, we will be left at the bottom of 
the food chain as usual." 

ing in Nashville to listen to them. The first 

thing that inspired remarks was that the 
SACDs weren't backward-compatible. 
Yeah. You can only play them on an SACD 
player, which is, I think, a space issue as far 

as I understand. I would prefer that you 

could play them on anything. 

You can format SACD to bave another lay-
er that can play CD. That is easily doable. I 

was curious as to why that happened The 

Rolling Stones CDs came out before yours 

and they were able to play on both CD and 
SACD units 

I think it is because most of the manufac-

turers want to persuade you to buy their 

thing, or maybe it is the record companies 

who want you to buy the catalog again. I 

don't know. It's silly, isn't it? 
Do you have a preference for DVD-Audio or 
SACD personally? 

When we did the blind tests, SACD came out 
a little ahead for us, but they are both worth-
while improvements over what we have at 
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the moment. To an average listener, there 

may be small differences, but as you know, 

when you spend so much time in the studio 
trying to get things to sound right—anything 

that allows people in on all of that work and 

the effort that you put in you appreciate. An-
other one of those blind tests that we did re-

cently was some of this watermarking that 
they do. They put it into the high frequen-

cies and you are supposed to not hear it. 
EMI had put out all of their records with this 

stuff all over it, and on 90 percent of the oc-

casions, we could hear it very clearly. 
What are your thoughts on 5.1? 
I love 5.1. Sometimes you can't squeeze 
everything in comfortably into a stereo 

picture. There is a lot more space in a 5.1 

environment. 
Have you considered doing 5.1 on your cat-

alog albums? 
Yeah. We started doing that now. We've 

done So and Up and we are going to grad-

ually do them all. But most companies, I'm 
disappointed to say, are just throwing these 

out to people who sort of rush them through 
without a lot of love and attention. It is a cry-
ing shame. 
In the spirit of cam and love, are you plan-
ning on getting Steve Lillywhite or Daniel 

lanois involved in the surround produc-

tion of the albums they were involved In 

producing? 
Kevin Killen had approached us and said 

that he would love to do So. So that was re-
ally the initiative behind that. We tried to 

reach Dan at the time and get his input, but 
whether some of the producers want to take 

the time to go backward, if you like, I don't 
know, but we can certainly ask. I would like 

to give people the opportunity. 
There is an amazing lack of attention and 

vision at the labels to understand the pow-

er of surround 
Yeah. And the potential. In their eyes, it is 

like they want to have 5.1 for as few dollars 
as possible. Like most things in life, if you 

want to put love and attention into some-

thing, it will most likely have greater worth 

to people and mean more to them. That is 

certainly true with this 5.1 thing. 
I really encourage people through this 

magazine to take some time and effort and 
get people who really care (to dol your 5.1s, 

and if you play with sound or enjoy sound 
as most of us do, then there are some won-
derful things you can do with it and allow 

people inside the music in ways that they 

haven't been allowed before. 

Rick Clark would like to thank Sujata 
Murthy, Amy Gardner, Annie Parsons and 

Jon Webster for their bee, in this article. 
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PROJECT STUDIO  
BY BREEAN LINGLE 

Whip Records 

Burgeoning Bay Area Studio Offers Artists Room to Groove 

Tucked into a hilly Berkeley, Calif., neighborhood 
known more for its coffee shops and quaint Vic-

torian houses than as a haven for recording 

artists, Whip Records' studio is the culmination of own-

er/engineer David Landon's life-long love of music and 

technology. Though completed in August 2001, Landon, 

a musician, producer and manager of various studios in 

the San Francisco Bay Area and abroad, worked toward 

his vision for many years before he ever laid the studio's 

framework, gathering pieces of recording gear and even 

salvaging custom-made oak doors from San Francisco's 

historic Russian Hill Recording Studios prior to designing 

his own recording space in the footprint of the large 
garage adjacent to his home. 

Serious planning began in 1999. During a two-month 

period, Landon, architect Robert Rerniker (whose credits 

include The Plant and Skywallcer Sound, both in nearby 

Marin County) and acoustician Bob Skye (previously of San 

Francisco acoustic design firm Charles Salter & Associates) 

developed studio plans that induded a live room (with iso 

space), a drum room, a second iso booth/tracking room 

and a large control room—all in 650 square feet. Cooper-

ative neighbors, advice from studio owner friends and thor-

ough planning allowed Landon to maximize his space. As 

he recounts, the "real challenge of designing the place was 

to figure out how to get those four spaces and still have 

good sight-lines, still have proper acoustics and still have 

a place to run the air conditioning." 

Designed and built from the ground up, the studio 

measures 35 by 27 feet, with 14-foot vaulted ceilings. 

Each room is isolated from the others, and a floating 

floor in the drum room prevents sub vibrations. In keep-

ing with the feel of the old Russian Hill doors that frame 

the entryway, the studio boasts natural oak wainscotting 
and trim. 

The comfortable, spacious control room in the L-

shaped studio is home to a 56-input Mackie D8B and Pro 

Tools MIXPlus 5.1.3 system with ADAT bridge. Genelec 

1030A and HI-LB Circle 5 monitors are powered by QSC 

power amps. Additional gear includes Avalon 737 and 747 

preamp/compressor/EQs, UREI 1176 limiters, Lexicon re-

verbs and TC Electronic's Finalizer Plus. As a studio built 

by a musician for musicians, Landon offers a number of 

high-quality instruments for his clients, including a 1976 

Steinway Model L concert grand piano, a variety of Gil> 

son and Fender guitars, even a Boss DR-660 drum ma-

chine. The studio's Ink closet is full of Neumann, B&IC and 

AKG microphones. 

The live room, which can accommodate up to seven 

musicians, was designed modularly so that the piano stor-

age nook at the far end of the room, when empty, can 

become a semi-isolated space. The entryway at the near 

Whip Records owner/engineer David 

Landon (pictured) designed his studio 

for ensemble groups and solo artists. 

end also acts an iso booth, with 

gobas and mounted Fiberglas 

and pressboard acoustic treat-

ments. The rooms are set up to 

offer clear lines of sight to the 

next, one of Landon's design 

criteria. 

A talented musician with two CDs out, Landon brings 
an artist-to-artist perspective to every project. "Even a lot 

of very accomplished artists don't have extensive record-

ing experience, so going to the studio can be intimidat-

ing for some," he notes. As an independent artist and la-

bel owner, Landon knows a thing or two about record-

ing budgets, so he has made every effort to keep his rates 

reasonable. "Someone can come to this studio and get 

three times the amount of time for the same amount of 

money than they would if they were in a bigger studio 

that would produce a comparable sound," he claims. 

Given the enormous pool of musicians in the area, it 

makes sense that Landon wants to stieugthen the symbi-

otic relationship between Whip Records' studio and label. 

The studio's roster of clients includes jazz artists Jon San-

tos, Omar Sosa and Baba Tunde Lee, guitar virtuoso Alex 

Degrassi, gospel group Committed Ministry, and blues spe-

cialists Alvon Johnson and Michael Peloquin. 

"Building a studio is very hard," he says. "If I had 

known how hard it was, I don't know that I would have 

had the courage to go through with it. I just love being 
in the studio. It's like an artist going to a workshop to 

paint or to sculpt. I love the recording process where you 

can take a song and, as you overdub and experiment, the 
colors change and you've made something that was nev-

er there before." www.whiprecords.com 

Breean Lingle is Mix's assistant editor. 

o 
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The Von Bandies 

Fusing raw garage and true punk with a smattering of 
soul, the Von Bondies are currently hitting small- and 

large-capacity clubs as they make their way through 

the States and then to the UK in support of their lat-
est release, Pawn Shoppe Heart. Nabbing Jerry Harri-
son to produce their first major-label effort helped the 

band catapult themselves into continual radio play 

and appearances on MTV. However, the band's front-
of-house engineer, Steve Small, hasn't had the same 

luck: He must contend with the equipment that the 

venue offers. Mix caught up with Small the night be-

fore the band's Chicago gig in mid-March; photos 

were taken at San Francisco's Great American Music 
Hall later that month. 

"With smaller venues, you have to work around 

the sound that's coming off the stage," Small says. "I 

use the P.A. to compensate for that. If the PA. is re-
ally weak, we'll ny to get them to turn down the vol 

ume—especially in a small room. Sometimes, you just have to go with it." 

While Small compensates for venue-provided gear, he does carry a tech rider. "At front 
of house, I use the house system—anything from a 
24-channel Mackie up to a Crest." For effects, the band 
can-les its own bacldine and Small lugs around a few 

compressors with him such as a dbx 1066 and a 
Behringer Composer. Off the board, he employs a dig-

ital delay and two reverbs to create a retro effect on 

the vocals, which are miked with a Shure Beta 58. 
Guitars get treatment from 57s and the rest is de-
pendent on what the venue offers, including the 
band's wedges. Small also serves as monitor engineer 

when the venue doesn't provide one; he sets moni-

tors up on the FOH console's auxes. 

Fixlt 

Front-of-house engineer Steve Small 

Steve "Woody" La Cerra 

Steve La Cerra is currently mixing front of 
house for Blue óyster Cult. 

When mixing a loud band in a small dub or 
theater, time-aligning the main PA. speakers to 

the bacldine can focus your mix's low end. 
Even modest venues provide drive processors 
at the mix position that incorporate delay on 

the main outputs. Measure the distance (in feet) 

from the bacicline directly downstage to the P.A. mains' "acoustic center." Multiply this dis-

tance by 0.9 (the speed of sound in air at 70 degrees is just under 1 foot per second), which 
results in the number of milliseconds of delay to "dial in" on the processor. This small de-

lay—typically ranging from 15 to 30 milliseconds—will hold back the PA. speakers for 
sound from the bacldine to catch up. This helps avoid cancellation of low frequencies due 

to the instrument amplifiers being acoustically out-of-phase with the PA. 
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Live Mix News: 
Tours, Events, Installations - 

All Access: The Vines/Jet/Living End 

Tour Profile: Ladies First Tour 
(Missy Elliot, Alicia Keys, Beyoncé) 

Tour Profile: Buddy Guy 

Remote Recording Without the Truck 

New Sound Reinforcement Products 

Delicate Productions (Camarillo, Calif.) was 

on-hand to manage audio challenges during 

the Magic Johnson All-Star NBA Tribute at the 

Shrine Auditorium in L.A. using Martin Audio's 

W8L line array in a flown pattern. 

The Science Spectrum Omni Theater (Lubbock, TX) 

installed a new Precision Directivity P05000 loud-

speaker system comprising six PD5200/95 mid-high 

systems, six CST21DQ Diamond Quad Array low-

frequency systems and four dual 18- inch 4842A 

subwoofers. Six full-range clusters hang behind the 

perforated viewing screen's façade.. Advanced 

Communication Equipment (Hong Kong) used BSS 

Audio Soundweb systems on installations for the 

Cheng Ping Culture Center (four BSS Audio 9088 

Soundweb units, speaker delay taps and ECI pro-

cessing, and a Soundcraft MH4 console using 

Crown CTs Series amps) and Xi'an People's Hall 

(five 9088 Soundweb units with JBL AE6000 Series 

monitor rigs in an LCR configuration and powered 

by Crown amps)... Nottingham, England—based RA. 

rental company Sound of Music Ltd. acquired a 40-

channel Allen & Heath ML4000 for front- of- house 

duties for Australian ABBA tribute band Bjorn 

Again's...Copperhead Sound (Decatur, IL) up-

graded its reinforcement system with eight Sound 

Physics Labs SPL-td1 complemented by existing 

eight ServoDrive BassTech 7 sub enclosures. The 

stacked system uses Crown Macro-Tech amps. 
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live mix 

lin the Road 

Brian Hendry 
Monitor engineer Brian Hendry is on the 

road with soulful vocalist Joss Stone, who is 

out supporting The Soul Sessions. Hendry re-
veals tricks fiuni stage-left on canying most 

of the gear and taking time out to relax. 

How much production gear do you carry? 

We are carrying all of our backline. We 

carry a Midas XL3 for monitors and an ef-

fects rack, and an effects rack for FOH. We 

also carry all our in-ear systems (eight to-

tal) and a drum stool shaker. All our ear 

molds are from Future Sonics. 

Joss prefers to use just one in-ear, so at 

each venue, I'll hook into the house sidefills 

and a pair of wedges downstage. For the 

drummer, I'll also use a sub h2gs cabinet so 

he'll feel some air moving behind him. 

Joss, two backup singers, the guitarist 
and bass player are on wireless Sennheiser 

Evolution 300 Series, and the upstage guys, 

two keyboard players and the drummer 

use Shure 600 hardwire units. We carry our 

own mics: Sennheiser Evolution radio se-

ries for Joss; an 865 with 935 capsule and 

three 865 wired for backing vocals; 602 for 

kick and bass; 903s for both snares; 604s 
for toms; and a 609 silver for the guitar. 

Are them any clarity problems you en-

counter with the theaters foss plays In? 

The ambient onstage sound varies quite a 

bit. For each in-ear mix, I'll use a tight re-

verb to match the venue. Sometimes it's an 
uphill battle, but with the in-ear rigs being 

very efficient, it's not insurmountable. 

Do you bave any must-have pieces of gear? 

My Future Sonics ear molds, my Sony 600 

headphones and my bass fishing gear. 

Most of the shed gigs have fishing holes 

nearby—it's great to get away from the 

music biz thing for a while. 

What do you do in your free time? 

My time is usually taken up by my wife, 

three daughters and the pets. I love being 

home but also love my job—I'm a very 

lucky man. 

Now Playing 

Joan Baez 
Sound Company: racks and stacks rented locally 
FOH Engineer/Console: George Cowan/Yamaha 

DM2000 with two 8-channel optical I/O paths 
(ADAT Lightpipe) for recording 
Monitor Engineer/Console: Jason Raboin/ 
Midas Venice 320 

Monitors: four wedges on four mixes (provided 
by promoter), three Sennheiser EW-300 IEM sets 
(Joan; Graham Maby, bassist; Cowan), two Rolls 
headphone amps (hardwired in-ear mixes) 
Outboard Gear: 17-inch Apple 64 PowerBook 

running Digital Performer, two MOTU 828 FireWire AD/DA interfaces, Focusrite ISA 220 (mic pre, 
EQ, compressor, de-esser for vocal), PC laptop running SIA Smaart Live, eight channels of dbx 
1066 compressors 

Microphones: Neumann KMS 105 (vocal), Sennheiser Evolution Series (e602, kick; e604, toms; 

e903, snare top/bottom; e609 Silvers, guitars; e935, backing vocals), Shure SM98 (kick, beater 
side; doumbek), AKG 414 (overheads) and KM84 (bells) 

stellastar* 
Sound Company: provided by venue/backline 
provided by band 

FOH Engineer/Console: Darren Morze/Crest X 
VCA or Soundcraft Series 5 
P.A./Amps: EAW arrays or floor systems with 
Crest power amps 

Outboard Gear: Drawmer DL241, DS201; dbx 
166XL, 160X; Valley People Gatex; BSS DPR-402; 
Yamaha REV500, SPX90 or 990; TC Electronic 02; 
Roland SDE1000 

Microphones: Shure Beta 58, Beta 57 (vocals, snare bottom); Beyer M201 (guitar amp, snare 
top), M88 (bass amp); Sennheiser 409 (guitar amp), 421 (bass amp), 604 or Shure SM98 (toms), 
AKG 0112 (kick) and 451 (overheads, hi-hat) 

Sydney Opera House Reinforces Concert Hall 

The world-famous Sydney Opera House's 
new audio system upgrade in its Concert 

Hall comprises 11 Lake Contour speaker 

processors driving a permanently in-

stalled central cluster of JBL speakers. 

Four more Contours control Meyer line 

arrays, which can be configured from 

Meyer M3D, M2D and M1D models. A 

hard-wired desktop PC provides an inter-

face with the Lake Contour Controller 

software and the Crown IQ amplification 

via an Ethernet network. 

A laptop at FOH, with the same setup 

as the desktop, acts as a dedicated SIA 

Software SmaartLive measurement/analy-

sis machine; measurements are transmit-

ted to a Compaq tablet touchscreen ded-

icated to Contour Controller. 

Future plans include integrating an 

AMX system with the Lake Contour VLAN 

(Virtual Local Area Network) and the 

Crown IQ VLAN to control all of the 
audio processing systems. 
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The Aussie Invasion tour hit San Francisco's Warfield Theater in early April 2004 

with a triple-punch from The Vines, Jet and the Living End. Mix spoke with the 

engineers about this leg of the tour, which carries a minimum of its own pro-

duction. The next leg of the tour will invade clubs in Europe, followed by ven-

ues and festivals in the UK. 

Photos and text by Steve Jennings 

According to Vines front-of-house engineer Matthew Kettle (left), 

on this leg of the tour, he is just carrying his own processing, "fa-

vorite things like the Empirical Labs Disiressors, UREI I 178s, BSS 

DPR-901s and 404s, and Drawrner DS201s. These have come in 

handy as the qualify of equipment we've faced has been variable. 

"Johnny INaskett, FON engineer and tour manager for 

support act Jet, pictured right) and I have known each other 

for a long time, but this is the first time we've worked together. 

As The Vines would be the band to close the show out of the 

two headliners, I would be the guy to line check, so I EQ'd the 

system every day. Johnny and Jim [Scott, F01-I for the Living 

End] seemed quite happy with my curve and only made minor 

changes on a couple of occasions." 

While in mixing mode, Kettle finds himself enjoying the 

bond's genre-bouncing—Aussie power rock, psychedelic bal-

lads, grungy punk rock— and the subsequent dramatically dif-

ferent dynamics. "Craig [Nicholls, vocals] likes the shows to 

sound different than the record. He really likes to use all kinds 

of vocal delays and effects on his voice. It's not the sort of 

thing I've used much with other artists, so I'm enjoying the oth-

er toys in the effects rack!" 

810 

Craig Nicholls, The Vines vocalist 
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Ryan Griffiths, 

The Vines guitarist' 

Rosset; 

The Vines drummer 



While handling monitor duties for both The Vines and Jet is 

tricky in itself, adding different requirements into the pot 

hasn't fazed monitor engineer Justin Grady. "Jet is a dyed-

in-the-wool guitar rock band who like to be driven along 

their stage sound. Both bands use floor wedges and jet likEs 

loud side fills to reinforce the drums. They like loud kick anc 

snare drum all around the stage, and as they sing some 

close three-part harmony, they need vocal clarity at bigh vol-

umes and guitars to pitch to. The Vines tend to favor more 

individual mixes, which precludes the use of sidefills. Craig 

[Nicholls, Vines vocalist] likes lots of vocal level and big re-

verb, whereas Patrick [Matthews, Vines bassist] and Ryan 

[Griffiths, Vines guitarist] like lower level mixes of 'heir own 

instruments. Hamish [Rosser, Vines drummer] likes a good 

loud kit sound and a balance of the guitars. 

"i'm not carrying any inserts, mainly because of the 

amount of adapters that would be necessary to make 

gear insertable on such a variety of consoles. I am car-

rying two TC Electronic MI reverbs that I use on the vo-

cals. We use Shure Beta 57A for all vocals to get 

consistent results in a huge variety of situations." 

Chris Chesneyji.4ig End vocalist/guitarist 

Chesney 

LIVING END SOUND CREW 

Jim Scott, FOH 

Ben Shapiro, monitors/ 

production manager 

Andy Strachan, Living End drummer 

Scott Owen, Living End 

upright bassist/vocalist 

Nic Coster, 

Jet vocalist/ guitarist 

Unlike Kettle, Johnny Haskett, FOH engineer/tour manag-

er for Jet, is not carrying production on this run, relying 

on consoles and PA. provided from the house. "Fortu-

nately, Nic Cester [vocals/guitar] has such a great voice 

that I don't need toys to help him out. We're using the 

same mir kit every day, supplied by our monitor engineer 

Justin Grealy. I just started using a Sennheiser 935 on 

Nic's vocal. On the Aussie leg, I will be trying a complete 

Sennheiser mic kit." 

On differences between the mixes for The Vines vs. 

Jet, Haskett reveals, "I'm a lot louder and prioritize the 

guitars and fat bass in your face. I also demand a ridicu-

lous amount of sub, but with a good, clean, virtuelly un-

affected vocal sitting on the >op." 
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By Strother Bullins 

Sill ,Itly after the doors open at 6 p.m., a smil-

ing mother and her two enthusiastic children 

hurry to find their reserved floor seats at North 

Carolina's Greensboro Coliseum. The teenage 

son holds a jersey emblazoned with the logo 

of hip hopper Missy Elliott, while his younger 

sister already wears a slightly oversized shirt 

featuring Beyoncé's face. "They're here to see 

Missy and Beyoncé," mom excitedly explains, 

"but / can't wait for Alicia!" 

This family's enthusiasm illustrates the 

strengths of this spring's big Verizon Ladies 

First Tour 2004, featuring Beyoncé, Alicia 

Keys and Missy Elliott with special guest 

Tamia. And this isn't one major production— 

it's three of them. 

Mega-Tour Keeps Beyoncé Missy Elliott and Alicia Keys on Top 
Ladies First offers something for every-

one, and each superstar's set is that of a full-

blown headliner, complete with massive 

production elements that require 14 tractor-

trailers moving from city to city. The lineup 

is an excellent showcase for three of today's 

top female R&B artists. Beyoncé offers 

her formidable vocal talents while de-

livering what some on the tour refer 

to as "The Show"; Keys gives a dy-

° namic, stylistically diverse performance 

with sophisticated sexiness; and El-

liott's groundbreaking raps, sounds 

and visuals are charged with both hu-

mor and unbounded energy. With so 

Missy Elliott (left) and her front-of-house 

engineer, Dennis Thompson 
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Beyone's FOH enginee, 

HMCO Ward 

Alicia Keys' monitor 

engineer, Larry 

Mignogna 

Dave Skaff, Keys' FOH 

engineer 

much happening daily on Ladies First, what is the biggest chal-

lenge for the tour's consummate team of audio professionals? 

"There's just not enough time in the day," laments Dave Skaff, Keys' 

front-of-house engineer. "It seems like the biggest challenge is that we 

don't have quite enough time for everything that needs to be done. On 

one hand, you have Beyoncé's production, her band and the things they 

need to do. Then from my point of view, Alicia's show has a 10-piece 

band, and there's rarely time to soundcheck everything. So it's very in-

tense, very challenging." 

Beyoncé's FOH engineer, Horace Ward, agrees, adding that the great-

est challenges involve set changes. "Missy has a three-piece, goldfish 

bowl-like set, with video screens at the front, steps up to the side and a 

DJ hung over the top on a hydraulic. Then Alicia comes on with band ris-

ers, a central elevator platform with steps, her drops, curtains and so on. 

Then we come on. So, logistically, you're putting up three headliners." 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT GEAR 

Kicking oft the tour in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (which is where stage pho-

tos were taken), the Ladies First Tour hit the road with a Showco system, 

complete with an 80-piece, Crown-powered Prism Series array and the 

new Prism 2 subwoofer system. According to Ward, the hearty Prism sys-

tem coupled with the new subs works extremely well for Beyoncé's set. 

"Because it's a dynamic performance," he explains, "they need a dynamic 

PHOTO FRANK MIC LOTTA/GETIY IMAGES 

Alicia Keys belts out a 

superb vocal through a 

handmade prototype of 

the new Sennheiser 935. 
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sound. Not necessarily anything that's 

going to hurt you, though. That's why 

I chose the Prism. I can get it up SPL-

wise, and everyone can walk out 

without their eats ringing." 

The tour's large-scale production 

caused the audio team to look close-

ly at equipment choices, specifically in 

the selection of FOH consoles. Ward 

and company decided to use four 

DiGiCo D5 Live digital consoles: two 

at FOH and two at stage left for mon-

itoring and mirroring FOH. At stage 

right, a Yamaha F'MD1 desk is desig-

nated for Keys' monitoring needs. 

Skaff has his own D5—patched 

into the system via a Midas XL88 ma-

trix mixer—while Ward and Elliott's 

FOH engineer, Dennis Thompson, 

share the second FDH D5. Skaff, who 

first used the D5 on a 2003 Shania 

Twain tour, knew that the desk's small 

footprint and easy configuration 

would work well for Keys' set. "On 

this tour, because of the physical 

gistics going on, I can get by with this 

digital console and its input capabili-



ty," he explains. "With other desks, it would 

make our area out here so big, and produc-

tion is really counting on the fact that we can 

do this stuff on smaller digital consoles." 

This was Ward's first tour using the D5, 

and he has adapted easily. "I've used the 

Showco Showconsole in the past and I love 

that. Just for ease, though, I went with the 

smaller console. Logistically, getting around 

it is easy, and it's a great-sounding board." 

Thompson, who agrees with Ward on 

the D5's ease-of-use, also found himself 

working on the desk for the first time. "It's 

the way to go," he explains. "The technol-

ogy is supreme, and it's just the best thing 

going right now, especially for festivals and 

multiband participation things like this." 

Showco systems engineer Wade Craw-

ford, who stays busy sussing out potential 

audio problems, explains that the team has 

made significant efforts to ensure that the 

show will go on no matter what unfore-

seen audio catastrophes may arise. "Since 

we all know that no audio is bad audio," 

Crawford says with a chuckle, "at FOH, we 

have a drawer with a mixer in it. It has a 

left and a right off of an ear mix for mon-

itors. If for some reason there's FOH fail-

ure, we can keep the show going." 

Crawford says that there hasn't been 

too much to worry about as far as tuning 

the system is concerned. "We're running 

SIA SmaartLive out front, so they use that 

as a reference just to know what's going 

on," says Crawford. "Mostly, Horace is try-

ing different things for Beyoncé, tuning the 

subs separately from the rest of the rig, and 

he's on the right track." 

MEANS OF MONITORING 

For this particular show.. Kes musicians— 

the largest backing band on the tour—have 

made an effort to get the stage volume 

down, which clearly helps Keys' audio 

team, specifically monitor engineer Larry 

Mignogna. "There are now 12 ear mixes, but 

there are also a few wedges," he explains. 

"Before, Alicia was using one ear and one 

wedge, and I just got her to use two ears. 

I'm slowly trying to work the wedges out." 

The Yamaha PM1D works well for 

Mignogna. "This is my first tour with it and 

I love it," he says. He felt more comfortable 

with the console, as tour rehearsals indicat-

ed what each player needed. "After I felt that 

everyone was pretty much set, I started do-

ing scenes and particular changes for differ-

ent songs, and it went well." For the most 

part, everyone wanted everything: "There 

are a lot of full mixes," says Mignogna. 

On the other side of the stage, Beyoncé's 

monitor engineer Ramon Morales "has a lot 

going on," according to Ward. Beyoncé's 

seven-piece band, three background singers 

and various dancers keep Morales on his 

toes. "He's running the two D5s and some-

thing like 24 mixes off of the board," Ward 

explains. "There are ear mixes for the back-

grounds, Beyoncé has ear mixes and side-

fills, the musicians are on individual wedges 

and the DJ's on a wedge, too." 

IT'S SHOW TIME! 

Kicking oil the Greensboro date with one-

third of the crowd in their seats, special 

guest—and the only artist resembling an 

"44 
....... 

Showco systems engineer 

Wade Crawford 
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"opener"—Tamia performed a short but 

energetic set on a sliver of stage with a 

simple black backdrop. The talented new 

vocalist, along with four background 

singers, was probably allowed every inch 
of available stage space, considering that 

three major sets were behind her waiting 

to be unveiled. 

As quickly as the house lights went on, 

they dimmed once again, welcoming Missy 

Elliott, a troupe of dancers, co-rappers, a DJ 

and multiple levels of energy. The concert-
meets-performance art show required El-

liott's FOH engineer to be ever vigilant 

while focusing on keeping everything au-
rally straightforward. Combining perform-

ance tracks, the live DJ and Elliot's rapid-fire 

vocals, Thompson uses a bulletproof stan-

dard for the main vocal: "It's the Shure SM58 

capsule," he says smiling. "It's the best thing 
for hip hop and rap. It has sturdiness and 

robustness that you need. They take a lick-
ing and keep on ticking!" 

For Elliott's vocal chain, the simple ap-

proach also applies. "I'm using the D5's in-

ternal compression," explains Thompson. 

"For rap, you really don't need anything 
more than that. I will sometimes use a dbx 

Ric and the E Precision8 
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160x, but the D5 compression is more than 

adequate. I also use a TC Electronic M6000 
for revert>, which is my reverb of choice." 

For the next set, Keys brought a new 
vibe to the stage, offering the earnest deliv-

ery of a true singer/songwriter, supported 
by a superb band. The intense set, which 

runs more than 80 channels at FOH, is also 

what makes Skaffs gig tough: "The thing 
about Alicia's show—which is really the 

hard thing, but a good thing—is that there's 
lots of real stuff up there," he says. "It's a 

real Rhodes, a real Wurlitzer, a real piano, a 
fully milced drum kit and so on. So, natu-

rally, we've got a lot of microphones." 

For Keys' vocals, Skaff uses a handmade 

prototype of the new Sennheiser 935. "I 
don't even think they're out yet," says Skaff. 

The Manley VoxBox has also proven to be 

an invaluable link in the vocal chain. "Par-
ticularly for her, the VoxBox's compression is 

great. Whatever it does, it does it so trans-
parently. It is always doing what you want 

it to do, and it's a wonderfully smooth-
sounding unit." 

Keys' satin-black Yamaha grand piano 

is double-milced with an AKG 414 pair, 

which is used with a piano module. "The 
microphones are really hard to get up and 

sound like anything at all when the band 

is rocking away at 108 dB onstage. When 
she's doing things much quieter, sitting and 
playing the solo piano stuff, I can use them 
even more." 

Like Thompson, Skaff sings the praises 

of the TC M6000 and finds it well-suited for 

the show. "The sounds are great," he says. 

"For each of the four stereo-in/stereo-out 
machines, I've got a little bit on everything: 

one's on the vocals, one's on the drums, 
another's on the saxophone and anoth-

er's on percussion. It's all on AES-irt/AES-
out, which takes up less holes—great for 
this tour." 

With so many complex textures hap-

pening, Skaff's mixing style follows where 

Keys takes the band. "Generally, I just try 
to keep up with the band's playing," 

shrugs Skaff. "It's about keeping it musical, 
keeping it interesting, keeping it exciting, 

keeping the lead up there, but never los-
ing the band—ever." 

After Keys' set and another quick 

changeover, Beyoncé made an exciting en-

trance from the back of the arena and was 

carried through the crowd on a white, 
sheer-curtained, fur-covered recliner. Again, 
the musical vibe changed, this time to a 

glitzy but sophisticated set, recalling intros 

to Sean Connery—era James Bond films set 
to a brand-new, bouncy soundtrack. An 

equal representation of sequencing and live 
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Countdown to showtime, from left. system tech 
Wade Crawford, Beyoncé FOH engineer Horace 

Ward and Dave Skaff, Alicia Keys' FOH engineer 

a 

musicians bubbled beneath Beyoncé's pow-
erful voice, which is exactly how Ward en-

visioned the live re-enactments of her 
Dangerously in Love debut to sound. 

"You can listen to the album to hear how 

the song sounds," says Ward, "but I always 

feel that a good live sound should sound 
better than the album. I go by how the band 

is playing, and it should be like stepping into 
the album, but as a 3-D mix." 

Running nearly 60 channels, Ward lay-

ers live drums, sequenced sound and soar-

ing vocals to create the power of 
Beyoncé's show. "Drums and bass are the 

standard, at least for me, coming from reg-
gae," says Ward. "The vocal is in there as 
well, but not so loud. It's just dynamic and 

crystal-clear." 

For vocals, Ward uses the Neumann KMS 

105 capsule with the 5000 Series handheld 

unit. "It's a real mic,” he boasts. "It doesn't 

have any built-in arcs or whatever." From 

there, he uses the D5's onboard mic pre-

amps, an Avalon AD 2044 compressor and 

an Apogee 6-band parametric EQ. "I EQ the 
system with a CD," he explains. "Then I 

voice her mic using the parametric to take 

out spots—`clirnatizing' the mic to the sys-
tem. Once you get rid of any mic midrange 

gust that clouds it, it's so clear." 
Besides staying on his toes to mix each 

song, Ward also flips pages of his notebook 

full of show cues. "There are tons of little 
nuances that I do, and I have delay cues out 

the yin-yang," he says. "It's a labor-intensive 

show. Everything fits in with the move-
ments, stage pieces, risers and music. It's all-

in-one. 
"The audience wants to see and hear 

a real performance," Ward continues. "If 

you experience this show, you leave say-

ing, 'Now that's a show,' you know what 

I mean?" 
And on this Sunday night, it's clear that 

the Ladies First audio team accomplished 
what they set out to do. An exhausted, but 
exhilarated crowd filed out of the arena, 

most of them wearing smiles—and more Be-
yoncé, Keys and Elliot merchandise than 

one person could count. 3 
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Electric Blues Master Shows His Quiet Side 

id I'm an old man: Buddy Guy sang to the standing room-only crowd at 

New York City's B.B. King's Blues Club on 42nd Street in Times Square. 

"I can't do the things I used to do." After 

listing a few old-age—related miseries—"I 

can't walk like I used to walk, I can't love 

like I used to love"—Guy returned to his 

refrain. "I'm an old man," he sang again, 

and then, after a pause, added with mis-

chievous emphasis, "A very good old man!" 

The crowd broke into laughter as Guy fired 

off a riff on his guitar. 

A legendary blues man known for help-

ing pioneer the genre on the electric guitar 

in the late '50s and '60s (and for influencing 

Jimi Hendrix, who, in turn, influenced him), 

Guy may be past official retirement age at 

68, but he shows no signs of slowing down. 

Playing in the club's large showcase room, 

where paintings of blues masters like Light-

nin Hopkins, Muddy Waters and B.B. King 

himself hang on the wall, Guy appeared on 

the club's 30-foot stage wearing simple 

clothes and a baseball cap, holding an 

acoustic guitar and fronting a modest-sized 

band. Smiling, whooping, cursing and coax-

ing through his songs, he revealed the blues 

as they really are: not a tired 12-bar form, 

but a living, breathing animal made up of 

equal parts lust, love, joy and pain. 

While Guy is famous for his electric 

work, he is currently on an acoustic tour. 

"It's very quiet," says Michael "Max" Max 

son, Guy's sound engineer and tour man-

ager for the past two-and-a-half years. "We 

have an acoustic bass, whereas with the 

electric tours, we have a B3, piano, sax and 

electric bass. The volume is way louder on 

electric tours. On this tour, it's kind of fun 

because it's easier to deal with." In addition 

to the acoustic bass. Guy's current tour in-

cludes drums and a second acoustic guitar. 

The main challenge for Maxson is Guy's 

wide dynamic range, which can go from a 

low mutter to an all-out blues holler. Max-

son says it's mostly a matter of "just riding 

the faders, especially for his vocals. The 

volume is so down, it's more of a feel than 

a sound. A lot of the songs are so quiet you 

don't really hear the instruments; they're 

just kind of there. It's trying to get the vibe 

more than the actual sounds." 

Guy's rider comprises almost entirely 

Shure microphones: a Beta 91 for the kick, 

two Beta 56s for snare top and bottom, an 

Engineer/tour manager Michael "Max" Maxson 

SM 81 for the hi-hat, three Beta 98s on the 

racks and the floor tom, two KSM 27s as 

overheads, an SM7 on the bass, a KSM 32 

for one acoustic guitar, a KSM 137 for the 

other, and a Beta 87C and wireless SM58 

for Guy's vocal. 

Guy's dynamic range, as well as his 

crowd-pleasing antics, helped inform Max-

son's vocal mic choices. "[Buddy] sings 

away from the mic a lot and I need some-

thing that's going to pick it up," Maxson 

says. "He's a really good entertainer—his 

dynamics are really great. He'll just kind of 

step away and sing to the crowd." As a re-

sult, Maxson chose the Beta 87C, which is 

more "natural-sounding," Maxson says. 

Guy also uses a Shure wireless system 

for vocals and guitars with an SM58 for his 

set's closing number, when he finally "goes 
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electric" and walks through the crowd 

singing and playing his signature Fender 

Strat. "The new Shure stuff sounds great," 
says Mark Messner, Guy's guitar tech, who 

follows him into the crowd with the system. 

"Through the years of trying different wire-

lesses and long cords, the new wireless 

sounds just as good as the cord." Messner 

notes that the addition of a distribution amp 
onstage greatly helps. "We were trying to do 

it with just the regular antennas and it would 
start cutting out about 50 feet from the stage 

when he was surrounded by people. But 

with the distribution amp and amplified an-

tennas, he could go out on 42nd Street right 

now and probably still be as clear as day." 

Guy's acoustic guitar is a Martin J-40. 

"The Martins—there's something about 
them," Messner says. "If you hit the high E 

string on the 12th fret, there's still a thump 

to it that some of the other manufacturers 

just don't have." 

Guy's signature electric guitar is a polka-
dot Strat; the one he currently plays was 

custom-made for him by Fender. "He had 

a '57 Strat—I think he still has it—and I 
think they tried to make it as close to that 

as possible," Messner says. "It's just that 
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-sting' that the Strat has. That was the 

sound. He talks about those old days all 

the time: There was a Strat in a basement 

and that was it—that was all you needed.' 
Though Maxson mixes on whatever 

board each venue has to offer—tonight he's 

using the club's Yamaha 3500—he carries 

with him two API pre-amps and a Summit 

DCL 200 compressor, which he splits be-

tween Guy's vocals and his acoustic guitar 
Carrying his own compressor and preamps 
means a greater consistency in sound 

throughout the tour because he doesn't have 

to deal with each individual board's pre-

mps. "I figured for the acoustic tour, I'd just 

try to make his voice sound as good possi-
ble," Maxson says. "I've been really happy 

with the API—it's really warm-sounding 
And because the show is so dynamic and 

I'm trying to keep everything in the pocket. 

the compressor smoothes the vocal out 
enough to make it work really well." He 

notes that for the acoustic tour, he uses an 

easily manageable 17 inputs on the board, 

whereas electric tours required 25 or 26. 

B.B. King's is a particularly good ven-

ue, according to Maxson, because of the 

curtains on the walls. "Plus, it's got a law 

ceiling, which keeps everything in tight, 

and a lot of carpet. And when people come 

in, it gets even more dead." 

The room may have been dead, but the 

show was anything but. Filling the room to 

its 1,000-person capacity, the audience 
cheered loudly as Guy walked among them 

playing his polka-dot Strat. 
"Oh man, I got the blues!" he 
sang as he walked past them. 

Gaby Alter is a freelance writer, songwriter 

and musical composer based in Brooklyn, NY 
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Live mix I 

Remote Recording 
,Y SIEVE La LERRA 

Portable Rigs Bring 

Pro- Quality Tracking to D.I.Y. Budgets 

The shift in record-making toward high-end 

project rooms has forced many commercial 

facilities to rethink their marketing strategies 

and come up with new ways of attracting 

clientele. A similar shift is happening in live 

recording, once the province of dedicated re-

mote vehicles. Recording a band in a live sit-

uation is often a quick and relatively inex-

pensive way for a label to release a new 

product and provides an opportunity for ma-

terial to be repurposed for video and/or mul-

tichannel audio release. And while there will 

always be a place for the big trucks on the 

big shows, the rise of portable rigs has 

opened up professional-quality recording to 
bands on a D.I.Y. budget. 

Philip Harvey, front-of-house engineer for 

Medeski, Martin & Wood, The Mavericks and 

Ozomadi, became interested in live recording 

"when laptops started getting powerful. I 

never bought ADAT or DA-88 decks because 

of the bulk of transporting four units for mul-

Philip Harvey in the Hammerstein Ballroom 

titracking," says Harvey. "I thought it would 

be amazing if I could carry a four-space rack 

and a PowerBook to ultimately have the abil-

ity to do 24/96 recordings. Initially, I was 

looking for a high-quality FireWire interface 

for my laptop to use with Metric Halo's Spec-

traFoo audio analysis software, and when 

they began developing their proprietary 

record panel software, I started using the Mo-

bile I/0 2882 to make 8-channel recordings 

of MMW's shows. Upon developing a closer 

relationship with Metric Halo, they decided to 

let me take three additional 2882+DSPs into 

the field as a beta tester. 

"To start with, I used a 400MHz graphite 

PowerBook G3," he continues. "Because the 

two FireWire ports on that machine share a 

common bus, I separated the streaming audio 

from the audio writing to disk onto two dif-

ferent buses so I could record 32 channels of 

audio at 24-bit/48 kHz. I plugged the Metric 

Halo units into a PCMCIA FireWire adapter 

The Tourmystudio crew, from left: Stuart Hal versan, Chris Shepard and Steve Weeder 
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Setting up for a Medeski, Martin & Wood acoustic set fpr one of thé shows that FOH engineer Philip Harvey recorded for the band 

Without the Truck 
card and plugged the audio drive into the 

G3's FireWire port. The 2882+DSP has an 

onboard chipset that handles audio pro-

cessing—including MI°strip, EQ, limiter 

and WS encoding/decoding plug-ins— 

leaving the laptop to handle the GUI and 

writing to disk. To me, that's the magic bul-

let. A lot of other FireWire audio interfaces 

leave the processing to the computer, 

slowing things down. I was amazed that 

by using a 400MHz laptop, I could get 32 

channels of audio." 

Chris Shepard, music studio manager 

at Chicago Recording Company, and en-
gineers Steve Weeder and Stuart Holver-

son are responsible for the operations of 

Tourmystudio (www.tourmystudio.com), 

a portable recording rig that Shepard as-

sembled "out of necessity. I was doing 

more 'remote-style' projects where I'd be 

pulling together a recording system from 

gear I had on hand plus interfacing rental 

gear. It's a waste of resources. I'd rather 

have everything connected and ready to 

go. I wanted a rig I could become famil-

iar with that would be reliable and quick 

to set up. In the past, when assembling a 

mobile rig, I'd always be building a bas-

tard cable to make something work—usu-

ally the headphone system! My goal was 

to have the gear internally prewired and 

cased so all I'd have to do was connect 

the cases and add power." 

Shepard's rig comprises a Pro Tools I 

FID3 system (one Core and two Process 

cards) running on a G4/dual 1.25 GHz 

with 48 True Systems mic preamps for the 

front end. The "analog" audio rack con-

tains six True Systems Precision 8 8-chan-

nel mic pre's, a Furman HDS-16 head-

phone distribution system and Tripp Lite 

power backup. A second shock-mounted 

"digital" rack houses the G4, a Digidesign 

Sync I/O clock generator, three Digi 192 

audio interfaces, a MIDI I/O and an 

HHB CDR850 Plus CD recorder. The rear 

panel of the analog rack has a 48-pair con-

nector made by Rapco, allowing a stage 

snake to connect to the input of the pre-

amps via one connector. 

"Since the analog inputs to the 

Digidesign 19 are on DB25 connectors 

and the outputs of the True preamps are 

also on DB25 connectors, I installed DB25 

patch panels on the rear of each rack," 

Shepard explains. "This avoids plugging 

directly into the back of the True preamps 

or the Digi 192s and wearing down or 

damaging those connectors. The DB25 

connectors on the rear panels of the racks 

can easily be replaced if necessary. It's a 

very idiot-prod system that can be easily 

connected under low-light conditions— 

typical for us since we're often on the side 

of the stage. There is one power cable 

coming out of each rack, and the Tripp 

Lite UPS gives me 10 minutes of backup 

time if there is an incident, like if the 

show is over and someone pulls the AC 

while we are backing up data from hard 

disk." 

In addition to two Mackie SDR24/96 

24-track recorders, Scott "Squat" Levy of 

HyperSonic Audio in Santa Fe, N.M., 

uses an HHB PDR2000 24-bit/961(Hz 

portable hard disk recorder with a pair 

of AKG C1000s for "pre-production" 

recording. "My forte is working with 

emerging artists, though I do a fair 

amount of work with established artists, 

too," begins Levy. "I try to sell my pro-

duction abilities, help the band focus on 

their goals for recording and prepare 

them to meet those goals. I don't just 

show up at a venue and do a recording, 

because chances are slim that they'll be 

able to use it for commercial purposes. 

We address everything ahead of time— 

from picking the right songs for the per-

formance to changing the strings on their 

guitars, putting new heads on the drums 

and making sure that their amps don't 

make any weird noises. Those are very 

simple things that young bands often 

overlook. I'll attend a rehearsal and 

show beforehand, record using the 

PDR2000 and make CDs of the show. 

Then we'll meet to listen through them 

and see what needs improvement." 
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NOWHERE TO HIDE 

All three engineers agree that isolation can 

be a problem in live recording situations 

where a remote truck is not being used. 

When possible, Shepard sets up in an iso-

lated space at a venue. "At the Metro 

[Chicago], we set up on a different floor and 

monitor on a pair of Genelec 1031s," he 

says. "That's a lot of fun because nothing is 

better than 'hot mixing' a live show in that 

spooky old theater. But there are times when 

we don't have that isolation and it's difficult 

to hear. A few months ago, we recorded 

KMFDM at the House of Blues in Chicago 

and had to set up next to front of house to 

facilitate the split. In a situation like that, we 

record the soundcheck. By the time the 

band hits the stage, I've had an hour or two 

to play with the mix, so my EQs and com-

pressors are somewhat set and I don't have 

very far to go once the show starts. Nothing 

beats being on the side of the stage near the 

monitor engineer's position. You can look 

up and watch the vocalists stepping up to 

the microphones and you can anticipate the 

mix, which is difficult to judge from the 

front. Plus, communication with the monitor 

engineer is quick and easy in the event of a 

problem." 

With Medeski, Martin & Wood, Harvey 

had to record at front of house because he 

was also performing live mixing duties. "We 

carried a Midas Heritage 3000 running 33 

channels total and I subrnixed a couple of 

those to subgroup outs," he recalls. "The 

channel direct outs of the Midas can be set 

pre-EQ and pre-fader, so I was using the mic 

preamps of the Midas console and patching 

those to the 2882s, which handled AID at 

24/44.1. I didn't record with processing; I 

just tried to capture the naked sound to be 

processed in the Pro Tools mixes later. After 

the gig was over, I'd import the tracks into 

a Pro Tools st-ssion. The Metric Halo soft-

ware records files in SDII format, so they 

open directly into a Pro Tools sereion. Then 

I'd use an Mbox for putting together rough 

mixes on the road so the band could hear 

what we captured. None of those shows 

have been released, though we did a show 

for XM Radio." 

For an upcoming tour in France with Pa-

tricia Barber, Harvey will be recording eight 

shows using the Metric Halo software at 24-

bit/96k resolution for her next release. "I'm 

carrying a 17-inch, 1GHz PowerBook with 

1GB RAM, three Metric Halo 2882+DSPs in 

one rack and a second rack with one 

2882+DSP and a Metric Halo ULN-2+DSP. I 

want to integrate the ULN-2 because the pre-

amps sound phenomenal and will be perfect 

for Patricia's vocals. We're renting a three-

Philip Harvey's tour recording station with PowerBook, Metric Halo units and headphones, among other gear 

way split in France, and wherever possible, 

I'll try to be in a separate room monitoring 

on headphones. Most of the recording micro-

phones will be the saine as the ones for the 

P.A., and I'll take the signal from the split into 

the mic preamps of the 2882+DSPs. There 

are 18 channels total, giving me room for a 

few extra recording mics, so I'll probably add 

a pair of Schoeps MK4s for the piano and an-

other pair for the room sound. The interfaces 

each have four XLR and four TRS jacks with 

preamps on each input that are configurable 

for +4, -10, line, mic [with 48V phantom 

power] or instrument level. We'll get a re-

hearsal to work on levels, and once we do 

the first show, we should pretty well be set. 

After the tour is over, I'll hand off the drives 

to their engineer for mixing." 

Although Levy also prefers to set up in a 

spare room in the venue and monitor 

through a pair of Mackie HR824s, being near 

the front-of-house engineer allows him to 

hone in on his reference 2-track mix. "In ad-

dition to the close mics, which are recorded 

to independent tracks, I like to put up at 

least two pairs of room mics: one near and 

one distant," he reveals. "Those mics are the 

foundation for my 2-track live mix to an Ale-

sis MasterLink ML-9600. When I record stage 

shows with dancing or performance art, I 

tend to use the room mics heavily, especially 

if people are moving around. In certain sit-

uations, AKG SolidTubes make good room 

mics because they have a broad pattern and 

a warm sound." During soundcheck, Levy 

will mute the 2-track mix's close mics and 

attempt to match the mics' sound to what he 

is hearing in the room. While he depends on 

room mks during dancing or performance 

art shows, Levy opts for a close mic for or-

chestral or acoustic performances, placing it 

on a cello or bass, for example, for more def-

inition. However, he does note that higher-

register instruments are easily picked up by 

carefully placed room mics. The sound that 

is picked up from the close mics are shut-

tled to a completely independent mix to the 

2-track via a Mackie 32.8, which Levy will 

also employ for added mic pre's or to sum 

multiple mics to a bus. "One of the cool 

things about doing the 2-track is that if the 

band is on a break, we can listen to the CD 

in the green room. If there's a critical song 

they didn't do well in the first set, we can 

get another take in the next set." 

In addition to the Mackie SDR24/96s, 

Levy carries 24 channels of Focusrite Plat-

inum OctoPre mic preamps and feeds 24-

bit/96k audio to the Mackie SDRs via Light-

pipe. "If I use the A/Ds on the Mackie 

SDR24/96, I can only record 12 tracks at 

24/96," he explains. "Since the Focusrite pre-

amps are doing the conversion, I can route 

digital output from the preamps to digital 

inputs of the SDR and record 24 tracks si-

multaneously. I also have the option of us-

ing the analog outs on the Focusrites and 

patching into a processor before going ei-

ther to the Mackie SDR or to the Mackie con-

sole. I prefer to either change the inic or 

move it to get the sound I'm after, as op-

posed to processing." To do this, Levy brings 

a wealth of outboard gear that comprises a 

PreSonus ACP-88 and a smattering of Ashly 

Protea 2.24PS stereo, digital, 12-band para-

metric EQs. He rarely employs gates or 

compression, but likes to know that they are 

there if needed. Levy will also bring out the 

Ashly EQs when he needs to use the same 

mic on a multi-instrumentalist. Because the 

Ashly EQs offer 24-bit digital output, Levy 

can remain in the digital domain. 
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"The keys to success in any live record-
ing are preparation in setup and microphone 

selection and placement," Levy elaborates. 
"The mics have to be multipurpose, suited 

for live performance and have superior 
sound-capture quality. Microphone place-

ment is critical to maximize rejection, avoid 

distortion, capture subtle over- and under-
tones, and not cause problems with feed-

back in the front-of-house or monitor mixes." 

CUE COMMUNICATION 

For Shepard, one of the most challenging 

aspects of using a portable recording rig has 
been setting up a cue system. "Talkback and 
headphones were always a problem, and by 
solving those issues, we make artists happy 

fast," he says. "Our solution is a multichan-
nel cue mix system produced by Furman. It 

A front view of Tourmystudio's "analog" audio rock (left-hand 

"digital" rack 

side) and 

consists of an HDS-16 headphone distribu-

tion system and HRM-16 remote mixers. 
The HDS-16 has a patchbay on its front 
panel that interfaces with Pro Tools. We cre-

ate a series of pre-fader aux sends in the Pro 

Tools session and route each aux to an ana-
log output on the 192s. The outputs from 
the 192s are then patched into the eight 

mono and four stereo inputs of the HDS-16. 

Usually, I start with individual channels for 

kick, snare, bass, guitar, vocal, et cetera, and 
use the stereo channels for the drum kit, 

keys and percussion. The HDS-16 distrib-

utes these signals and power to the I-IRM-
16 mix stations via 50-pin Centronics cables. 
Each musician gets a remote station so they 

can have their own headphone mix. I'll set 
up a rough mix, show the artist the labeled 
inputs and let each musician tweak from 
there. The only time their levels change is 

when I change the level at the rnic preamp, 
but that would be true of any console. Each 

mixer has a built-in talkback microphone 

with a switch, so I don't have to set up sep-

arate rnics for communication. The HDS-16 

has an internal talkback bus I/0 so anytime 
someone presses their talkback switch, 

everyone can hear them in the headphones 
and I can hear them via the talkback input 

on my ProControl." 
In spite of the move toward high-reso-

lution audio formats, most of Shepard's 

recordings run at 44.1 kHz. "Most clients re-
quest 44.1 or 48 kHz," he says. "People 
haven't been asking for the higher sample 

rates and that's fine. We have to be careful 

that we don't lock a client into a format that 
they cannot take back to their own studio 
and continue working on. The other day 

we did our first session at 192 kHz: a pipe 
organ at a church in Rockford, Illinois. In a 

situation like that, it might 

be more appropriate to use 
a higher sample rate, but 

for live recordings, we've 

found that 44.1 and 48 kHz 

do the trick." 
Although he prefers to 

produce the entire project, 
Levy is comfortable with the 

idea of capturing the per-

formance, handing it off to 
the band and directing them 

"to a capable studio. One of 

the interesting things is 
that, if I came to Santa Fe 

and opened a new studio, 

local studios would not be 
too happy," Levy says. "But 

when I do a live recording 

and feed it to them, they get 
work that would not other-

wise come their way. I might recommend 
the band to a place like Pachyderm [Can-
non Falls, Minn.], Tone Zone or Rax Ti-ax in 

Chicago, Step Bridge in Santa Fe or Santa 

Fe Center Studios in Albuquerque. They 
know I am not sending them garbage, and 
I know they are capable of finishing the 

project in a professional manner. From the 
band's point of view, they can spend 

$10,000 on a tracking session at a studio and 

get maybe 12 songs. I can do two nights, 

two sets each, for under $2,000, and they 
can get as much as two records' worth of 

material. If they spend another $5,000 mix-
ing, they are still under the $10,000 they'd 
spend on a studio recording, and it's a bet-

ter product because they are turning in .t 

good performance." 

In addition to contributing to Mix, Steve 

La Cerra is a freelance engineer and pro-
ducer. based in the New York City area. 
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world there can 
be no compromise. 

That's why the 
cable of choice is 

Mogami. We don't use 
a bunch of Consumer 
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Just ask any recording engineer 
or studio owner and you'll find out 

why. It is simply the finest, most 
neutral sounding cable available, at any 
price. At one time if you wanted a 
Mogami Cable it was only available in 
bulk through Professional Channels. 
Finally, "The Gold Series" by Mogami, 
packaged and configured for Live 
Performance or Project Recording. No 
magic, no hype, just the best at a price 
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Live mix 

New Sound Reinforcement Products 

4111111111111111111MIBIIIII 

DPA CARDIOID HEADBAND MIC 

The Model 4088 from DPA Microphones (www.dpamicro 

phones.com) is the company's first cardioid headband mic. De-

signed for applications requiring high gain before feedback and 

situations with high background (onstage) noise levels, the Mod-

el 4088 has a response tailored for vocal applications (±2 dB from 

100-20k Hz with 4-6dB soft boost at 15 kHz) and is available in 

unobtrusive black or beige finishes. 

TURBOSOUND ASPECT SERIES 

Turbosound's (www.turbosound.com) two-box/four- \\ av As-

pect system is the company's most efficient system to date. De-

signed to outperform line arrays, Aspect is scalable to fit ven-

ues from clubs to stadiums, and uses "polyhorns"—unique 

multicellular HF and MHF horns—to create a phase-coherent, 

curved wavefront with sharply defined coverage. Aspect fea-

tures integral flying hardware, a rotatable mid-high section (with 

dual HF drivers and three 10-inch cones for midrange) for hor-

izontal or vertical use and dual horn-loaded 15-inch woofers in 
the matching low box. 

E-V PLASMA SPEAKERS 

The Plasma speaker series 

from Electro-Voice (www. 

electrovoice.com) comprises 

a 15-inch, two-way, bi-amped 

(550 plus 150 watts) Plasma 

P1 and the optional P2, a sin-

gle 18-inch powered (800W) 

subwoofer. All use light-

weight, no-fan, Class-H on-

board amplification and pre-

mium E-V drivers, such as the 

EVX155 woofer and the ND6 

HF driver with 3-inch di-

aphragm and 1.4-inch exit. A 

multi-angle cabinet allows use as a floor monitor or as a main sys-

tem, and embedded "L" tracks and an optional Plasma Strong Arm 

offer numerous mounting possibilities. 

WHARFEDALE PRO TWIN X SERIES 

New from Wharfedale Pro (www.whartedalepro.com), Twin X is 

a series of coaxial two-way speakers available in 8 to 15-inch con-

figurations (the Twin-8, 10, 12, 15 and the Twin-C15HB and 

Cl8HB subwoofers). All are unpowered systems with internal 

crossovers; their compact size makes them suitable for mains, 

stage monitoring or near-field fill applications. All feature 18rnm 

birch-ply cabinets, dual Speakon connectors, steel grilles, pole-

mount socket for portable use, onboard HF driver protection, 

trapezoidal cabinets and wide, smooth dispersion. Cabinets can 

be ordered in a black or white finish. 

SMITH PRO AUDIO 

118 PRO MOBILE SUB 

Smith Pro Audio's (www.smith 

proaudio.com) lightweight 118 

Pro Mobile Sub provides high-

output LF performance rival-

ing double-18 boxes from a 

37x23x23-inch cabinet that's 

only 99 pounds. Specs include 

a 38-225Hz (±3dB) frequency 

response and continuous pow-

er handling of 1,250 watts, with 

140dB max SPLs. The birch en-

closure has a tough Roadcoar 

finish, 16-gauge powder-coat-

ed steel grilles and Neutrik 

connectors. MSRP is $1,999. 

MC' AUDIO E45 LIGHTWEIGHT POWER AMP 

Following the successful intro of the E25 and E15 amps last year, 

MC' Audio (dist. in the U.S. by Group One, www.gllimited.com) 

debuts the E45, the third in its E Series of lightweight, 

touring/rental amps. The E45 is built into a two-rackspace chas-

sis and uses a switch-mode architecture to bring this 2,250-watt/ 

channel (at 4 ohms) amp to 24 pounds, yet it retains the sonic 

qualities and reliability of the MC and T Series amps but without 

the physical weight. Features include low-distortion speaker-pro-

tection limiters with adjustable threshold points, optional 

24dB/octave Linkwitz-Riley crossover cards, a five-year warranty, 

and full DC, short-circuit and thermal protection. 
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Over 15,000 
channels installed 

Telarc (51e.4"a7— 
Barbra Streisand 
Celine Dion 
Sarah McLachlan 
Shania Twain 
Andrea Bocelli (32 ch) 
Pavaroui 
The Three Tenors 
Academy Awards (72 ch) 
Grammy Awards 
MTV Music Awards 
Jimmy Douglass 
Los Angeles Philharmonic 
San Francisco Symphony 
Cleveland Orchestra 
Baltimore Symphony 
Seattle Symphony (24 ch) 
Houston Grand Opera 
Berlin Philharmonic 
Czech Philharmonic (32 ch) 
Dallas Symphony 
New World Symphony 
La Scalia Opera House 
San Francisco Opera 
L.A. Opera 
Hollywood Bowl (54 ch) 
Kennedy Center (24 ch) 
Paramount Pictures 
Skywalker Ranch 
20th Century Fox 
Sony Pictures 
The 'White House 
Bruce Swedien 
Bob Clearmountain 
Walter Afanasieff 
Frank Serafine 
Marc Anthony 
Les Paul 
NPR (80+ ch) 
Keith Jarrett 
Clair Brothers 
Hans Zimmer 
Walter Becker 
Harmonia Mundi 
George Benson 
Koch Ind 
Tom Jung DMP Records 
BMG Studios NYC 
Muscle Shoales Recording 
Record Plant 
Effane! Remote (24+ ch) 
ee Hewitt Remote (40 ch) 

ch 
Bose Labs R dc D (32'e 
Dolby Labs R & D 

Josephson IVIics 
Royer Labs 
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Millennia 
Musk & Media Systems 

/-3D 
Setting  a standard  

in critical 
acoustic music recording 

worldwide. 
Renowned for effortless dynamics and 

extraordinary musical realism, the HV-3D 
offers four and eight channels of 

Millennia's sonically invisible HV-3 
microphone preamplifiers newly 
packaged in a road hardened 

26 pound steel chassis. 

With over 12,000 channels now installed, 
the HV-3D is a first choice of the world's 

great symphony orchestras, major film scoring 
stages, and a who's who in discriminating 

acoustic recording. 
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Optional DPA (BErK) +130V mic inputs 

Entirely shielded internal power supply 

32 dBu output headroom — high current 

23 dBu input headroom — no pads required 

Optional " DC Inputs" — ideal for ribbon mics 

Vintage-grade build quality and component selection 

High resolution mil-spec gold gain switching ( 36 steps) 

Millennia 
hoesc b Med.. set.. 

HV-3D 
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530.647.0750 
Fax 647.9921 

Millennia Media, Inc. 
www.mil-media.com Pleasant Valley, CA 
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The Passions of Bob Beemer 
From Gofer to Oscar-Winning Re- Recording Mixer 

By Blair Jackson 

The last four films that Los 
Angeles-based re-recording mix-
er Bob Beemer worked on 

couldn't be more different from each 

other. The Passion of the Christ, of 
course, is the controversial film about 

the last hours of Jesus' life, from his 

arrest to his death and resurrection. 

Around the same time, he was working 

on Unchain My Heart, a music-filled 

biopic of the great Ray Charles. Then he 

jumped into Anchor Man, a Will Farrell 

trifle about a news reader in the '70s. 

Most recently, he's plunged into The 

Bourne Supremacy, the action-packed 

follow-up to The Boume Identity. 

"It's the variety that keeps me com-
ing back," Beemer says jovially. "That 

and the fact that I learn something from 

every show I do. This job is really an 
ongoing education in so many ways, 

from the subject matter of the films to 
the actual work process, which changes 

every day. Plus, it's different groupings 
of people on every project and every-

body has different sensibilities, so you learn 
plenty from that, too." 

He must have learned his lessons well: 

He's become a first-call mixer with a credit 
list loaded with a wide variety of great and 

Bob Beemer (I) went for a bold, classic sound when mixing 
Mel Gibson's (right) The Passion of the Christ. 

successful films (and some turkeys—hey, 

when you take the job, you don't always 

know which way it's going to go). He took 

home Academy Awards for his mixing on 
Speed and Gladiator, was nominated for 

Jim Caviezel (Jesus) absorbs Mel Gibson's direction during filming of The Passion. 

Cliffhanger, Independence Day and 

Road to Perdition, and has worked on 

such diverse films as City Slickers, 
Honeymoon in Vegas, Heaven & Earth, 

True Lies, Die Hard: With a Vengeance, 
The Crossing Guard, That Thing You 

Do!, There's Something About Mao', 
American Beau, What Women Want 

and Sweet Home Alabama, among 

dozens of others. 

A product of LA. Catholic schools, 

including Loyola Marymount where he 

studied film, he counts landing a job 

as a gofer for Sid & Marty Krofft 
Productions, makers primarily of chil-

dren's TV shows, as his first big break 

in the business: "Gofer work is actually 

very meaningful," the ever-cheerful and 
personable Beemer says. "You get the 

ultimate overview of the business. You 

run out to some actor's house and bring 
him a check or a contract to sign. You 
go to lawyers' offices in Century City. 
You go to the scoring stage where 
they're working on the music. You go 

to the editor's place. You go to pre-produc-

tion meetings. You're like a fly on the wall 
for every stage of production. It was like 

graduate school!" 

His first job in sound was as a transfer 
recordist for Neiman-Tillar Associates, which 

provided sound for National Geographic 
specials and some feature films. "Then you 

graduate to being a dubbing stage machine 
room recordist, and that's what I did for 

about 10 years. Luckily, I was able to work 
on some of the biggest pictures of the time, 
and as a result, I ended up meeting a lot of 

the top sound editors and picture editors." 
Around 1990, Beemer went to work at 

Warner Hollywood mixing ADR and Foley, 

but quickly graduated to the main mixing 
stage, "where they gave me the opportunity 

to be the new kid on the block. I worked 
with Don Mitchell, who was one of the top 

guys at the time, since retired. I will always 

be grateful to him for my start." From there 

he went to Slcywalker South (later Todd-AO 
West) for five years, and it was there that he 

hooked up with his current partner, dialog 
and music mixer Scott Milian. Beemer had a 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 97 
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New Wave Entertainment 
Speed, Efficiency and 

By Maureen Droney 

The term "fully diversified" takes 
on new meaning when it comes 

to describing New Wave 

Entertainment. Housed in a 40,000-

square-foot complex in the heart of the 

Burbank Media District, NWE employs 

more than 200 and is one of the largest 

creative marketing and production serv-

ice companies around. Established in 

1986 as a movie trailer vendor, the com-

pany's current services encompass every-

thing from content creation for film and 

television, to HDTV production, video 

post, DVD special features and menu 

design, motion graphics, music scoring, 

artist management and more. 

NWE principal Paul Apel explains it 

best: "We're a creative content house, but 
we also have our own facilities. We create 

marketing materials for motion pictures: 

theatrical releases and TV campaigns. We 

also do a large amount of finishing work 

for all of the studios. If it's released by 

Sony, Disney, New Line or Fox, it comes 

a Thousand Projects at Once 

through here and we provide the creative 

finishing. 

"Our television department produces 

more DVD featurettes than anybody else 

in the world," Apel continues. "As we 

Chief engineer/mixer Mark Rodrigues (left) and VP of post-production Rick Nowak 

Tonic for the Audio Soul 
By Gary Eskow 

L
ongtime New York audio post vet 
Peter Fish opened his own audio 

post facility, Tonic, on the East side 

of Manhattan nearly three years ago. In a 

partnership with WNET, Tonic also built a 

post facility on West 33rd Street. At that 

time, audio in the Big Apple had taken a 

big hit due to the long strike, a declining 

economy and a gradual migration of work 

away from the more expensive city cen-

ters to other regions of the country—and 

even north across the border. 

Checking in with the composer today, 

it seems that the gamble of building dur-

ing tough times paid off. Although the 

broadcast community has taken a bit 

longer to catch on to surround sound 

mixing, the kind of episodic work that 

Fish composes for on a regular basis is all 

being aired in 5.1, and Tonic is a huge 

beneficiary of the change in format. 

"I'm comfortable stating 

that we're dong more 5.1 

audio post work than any-

one in town," says Fish. 

"And there's a simple reason 

for it. Many—if not most—of 

the rooms in town service 

the advertising community 

almost exclusively and spots 

are still mixed in stereo. 

"With all of the episodic 

television work we do [Fish 

has been nominated for two 

Daytime Ernmys this year, 

both for his work on the 

long-running ABC soap All 

My Children], we've gotten more and 

more experience mixing in 5.1 because 

this work has all moved over to surround. 

HDTV took a while to catch on, but it's 

happening now, and there are more 

speak, we have hundreds of DVDs in 

production, everything from Harry 

Potter to Dawn of the Dead. Anything 

that's on the DVD other than the movie. 

—CON7INUED ON PAGE 102 

One of three 5.1 commercial post rooms at Tonic 

broadcast streams coining online, includ 

ing an expanded number of cable outlets. 

Not only is the main programming being 

mixed in 5.1, but producers are now ask-

ing for promos to be mixed in surround, 
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The multitasking composer Peter Fish 

as well. We've become the most experi-

enced 5.1 place in town, and it's really 

helped to keep our work flow steady." 

One of the principal challenges mixers 

have had during the transition period stems 

"We'll 

from the need to create both sur-

round and stereo mixes. With 

budgets scrutinized closely, how 

many billable hours can be 

spent folding down a 5.1 mix? 

Fish says there is no dilemna: 

"The answer to the problem is 

the Euphonix System 5. It's 

unbelievable!" 

Tonic installed three System 

5s during its initial construction 

phase. With the exception of 

periodic software updates, which 

comprise mostly of maintainence 

grooming, the boards have had 

no work done to them since 

installation. "I know that every-

one worries about the time it will 

take to fold a 5.1 mix down to 

stereo, but the System 5 has an 

incredible brain. All we do is tell 

it to execute the stereo mix and 

it invariably creates a perfect 2-

mix. Don't ask me how! 

take hours creating a surround 
mix with both subtle and extreme moves, 

and the System 5 knows just what to do 

with the fold-down. Of course, we check all 

of our stereo mixes before they go out the 

door, but I don't think we've even tweaked 

a mix more than a couple of times—if 

that—in the two-and-a-half years that we've 

had the consoles." 

In addition to the episodic television 

work that he routinely brings in, Fish also 

scores feature films on occasion. "One of 

the last films I scored is called A Tale of Two 

Pizzas," he says. Shot on-location in 

Yonkers, N.Y., the film was directed by 

Victor Sassone and stars Frank Vincent 

Pastore. "It will be released by Newmark/ 

Echelon in the spring [2004). Every note of 

that score was mixed in 5.1. When it came 

time to make a stereo print, we didn't have 

to move a muscle." 

All of Tonic's rooms are Pro Tools-cen-

tric. However, Fish has opted not to replace 

any of his company's 5.1.3 systems with 

newer versions of Pro Tools. "We haven't 

made the move to Pro Tools 6, and we're 

still running OS 9 on all of our systems. With 

eight workstations in-line, we're looking at 

replacing the entire fleet and that includes 

all of the plug-ins we use. For now, we're 

sticking with the earlier versions of Pro 

Tools that continue to serve us and our 

clients well." In addition to three Euphonix 

System 5 consoles, Tonic also owns a pair 
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of Neve Libra boards, which are housed in 

the Westside facility. Several smaller rooms 
use Pro Tools with a Digidesign Control 24 

surface and one uses Digidesign's 

ProControl unit 

His workstations are au courant corn-

Reverse angle on one of Tonic's comfortable recording/mixing rooms 

pared to his sampler of choice, however. lii 
fact, when asked, "What's a Synclavier?" 

Fish considers—for just a moment—that the 
question might be legitimate. "I know, the 

Synclavier is considered ancient by many 
people, but it's still the best sampler in the 
world. If the system hadn't been redesigned 
to allow it to import .AIFF and .WAV files, 
might be archaic by now. But I can load any 

sample library into my Synclavier, and both 

Jun Mizumachi [Tonic's in-house sound 
designer] and I have huge libraries of our 

own samples that we've created in the 
Synclavier, which we can't part with." 

Besides a collection of Auratones and 

some television speakers used to check 

broadcast mixes, Tonic exclusively uses 

Genelec monitors. "I'm a big Genelec fan," 
says Fish. "I find them to be the least-

hyped speaker I've ever heard. Even their 
smallest cabinets let you pump a lot of air 

through them." 
Life has gotten a lot easier when it 

comes to the delivery phase, according to 

Fish. "We still mix to DAT and DA-88, but 

more and more we're just putting .AIFF or 

.WAV files up on the Net. Generally what 

happens—especially if we're working with 

an out-of-town client—is that we'll post a 

lower-resolution MP3 of a clip using Fetch 
software. If it's accepted, we'll post the file 

a second time at 16 bits and 44.1 kHz. If 

needed, we can still burn a CD. Regardless, 
we're always giving them product in a digi-

tal format. 
FTP delivery is attractive because it's 

immediate," Fish adds, echoing comments 

heard throughout the industry about how 
FedEx is no longer fast enough for clients. 

"Jun did a piece yesterday for an Italian 

sports network. We squashed the MP3 using 

a 2:1 compression scheme and put it on our 

site. The client approved it and—bam!—we 

sent the uncompressed version 

back to them instantly." 

Before calling Mizumachi to 
the phone, Fish comments on 

the state of the business. "It's on 

the way up, but you have to 
know where to find it," he says 

of New York in general. "The 

middle ground that once exist-
ed, the meat-and-potatoes 
work, is gone. People have sim-
ply stopped mixing this kind of 

work at outside facilites. For 
example, we used to mix 40 to 

50 episodes of the A&E chan-
nel's Biography series each 

year. That figure has gone 

down to zero. It's not that the 
work has gone to another post 

house, the client is mixing the audio them-

selves in their Avid system. 
"On the other hand, no one is going to 

mix 5.1 in an Avid room. They don't have 
the skill, the equipment or the room that's 
needed to handle this work properly. If a 

job is going to be played out of a stereo tel-
evision, many people question how good 

the audio needs to be. However, the sur-

round sound market demands a different 

level of quality and will for some time." 

Mizumachi, a Tokyo native who came 
to New York in 1977, considers Tonic the 

perfect environment for him. A university 

graduate who took a political science 

degree in Japan, Mizumachi learned the 
recording business during his stint as a 

gofer at Laysky Music. After leaving that 

shop, Mizumachi spent time at Crew Cuts 

before heading off to the University of 
Howard Schwartz. 

"Howard Schwartz is a great place to 

work, but I wanted to be around musi-
cians and composers, not just mixers and 

engineers. Tonic is a creative music house 

that also does post, and that's perfect for 

me. I'm very interested in the relationship 

of sound to picture and color. These days, 

it's so easy to record sounds outside and 
then bring them into a computer or the 

Synclavier for processing. Creating sounds 

that have never been heard before is the 
main goal. I might spend two days build-

ing the sounds that will go into a two-sec-

ond logo. We have such fantastic tools 
these days, there's a lot of great construc-
tion that can be achieved." 

Bob Beemer 
—FROM PAGE 9,1 

two-year stint at Fox and for the past sever-

al has worked at Sony, where he plies his 

trade on a Harrison MPC digital console— 

"my favorite console ever," he notes. 

I was moved to contact Beemer after 

being completely spellbound by The 
Passion of the Christ, swept away by the 

grim, visceral beauty of Mel Gibson's bold 

undertaking and by the artful sound job, 
which moves from a frightening hyper-real-
ism to more stylized and impressionistic 

moments, sometimes within the space of a 
few frames. Before we discussed The 

Passion, though, I was curious about a few 

other films. 

I see that fairly early on, you worked on 

Heaven & Earth, which I've always 
thought was one of Oliver Stone's most 

underrated films. 

It is an impressive film and it was very inter-
esting to work on from a sound perspective. 

The way Oliver Stone shoots things, every-
thing has this interesting psychological 

weight that lends itself to great sound mixes, 
as demonstrated by how many movies he's 

done that get nominated for Best Sound. It's 
a great canvas to work against. 
Is it something be articulates or is it some-

thing in the way he works that draws a 
level of creativity out of the people he works 

with? 
It's both. [The re-recording mixer's] art form 

is complementary to the cinematographer 
and director's art form, which is up on the 

screen. Unlike making a [music] record, 

which stands on its own, the film sound-

track reacts to what we see in the picture. 
We might embellish it and imply things that 

aren't there for dramatic purposes and 
whatnot, but it all begins with what's on the 

screen. So if the director is very clever and 

emotionally complex, it usually follows that 

the sound will take on some of that charac-
ter. If the image is very fiat and standard in 
its direction, it's harder to digress from that 

and make a very interesting soundtrack. 

Who was the first director you worked with 

who gave you that leeway? 

I don't know if it's the first one, but one of 

my early projects that was a turning point for 

me was a Sean Penn-directed movie called 
The Crossing Guard with Jack Nicholson and 

Anjelica Huston. It's a very heavy, unpleas-

ant kind of movie about a marriage being 
broken up in the aftermath of their small 

daughter being killed by a drunk driver. It's 

a very bleak examination of grief, rage, guilt 
and fotgiveness, but it's really well done. 

The way Sean shot the movie, there were all 
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sorts of subjective camera moves, variations 

of film speed for emotional impact, and that 

opened up the sound possibilities. His edi-

tor, Jay Cassidy, further enhanced the 

themes with pace and optical effects. So we 

were able to do all sorts of things, like hav-

ing a lovely little girl's laughing voice echo-

ing out in the distance, which added to the 

angst of this poor dad; lots of things like that. 

Now if the movie had been shot flat, it 

would have seemed kind of contrived and 

self-important if you threw in some echo-y 

girl in the distance. Everything from buses to 

a flock of birds going by had an emotional 
component to them that was more important 

than their literal meaning. It was a really 

interesting sound job. Not so much because 

of me, but because of all the license afford-

ed by the filmmakers and the great collabo-

ration with Per Hallberg, the sound editor on 

the show. 

Speaking of buses, you got your first Oscar 
for Speed 

Well, the truth is, I was the handmaiden to 
Steve Maslow and Gregg Landaker on that 

show. I helped them predub the sound 
effects and they finalled it, but as a won-
derful thank you to me for my contribution 

to the mix, they said, "We're gonna put you 

on the credit," and in an odd turn of events, 
it ended up winning an Academy Award. It 
wasn't my project per se, but I'm not giving 
the Oscar back. [Laughs] Incidentally, I 
turned down Oliver Stone's Natural Born 

Killers because of the content of the movie 
and ended up working on Speed. 

Independence Day is sometimes cited as 

one of the first of the modern superloud— 

many would say too loud—films How do 
you feel about that? 

I think it was too loud. But it wasn't like that 
originally. Thai was the director's choice. 
Different directors become sensitive to dif-

ferent things. Although the movie was 

incredibly popular and tested through the 

roof, [director] Roland Emmerich and [pro-
d'ucer] Dean Devlin—especially Roland— 
were hypersensitive about the models, the 

buildings that were being blown up in the 
film, which were some significant land-

marks. To us, they looked completely real, 

but to them, they looked painfully like mod-

els because, I think, they were there; they 

knew they were just 12-foot-tall models. So 

they always wanted the explosions and fire-

balls to be louder to give the models more 

size and weight. That's the director's choice. 
You can encourage them not to do that, but 

as a mixer, you are an instrument of the 

director to express him or herself. We influ-
ence a lot of things, but in the end, it's their 

choice. And the volume in that movie was a 

Roland Emmerich choice. Sony, Roland! 
[Laughs] 

Tell me a little about working on Gladiator. 

Gladiator was one of the greatest experi-

ences in my working life. 

Making a movie is a very complicated 

enterprise, from scriptwriting to pre-produc-
tion, casting, picking the craftspeople, 

shooting the movie. So many things can and 

do go wrong. Some things go better than 
you imagine them; some are worse. But the 

sheer complexity of making a movie is what 

causes so many of them to be mediocre. It's 

really hard to do: pay attention to every-
thing you need to pay attention to. But once 

in a while, for a number of reasons, but 

generally starting at the top, the director—in 
this c2sP, Ridley Scott—every single thing 
comes together and you get lightning in a 

bottle. That's what Gladiator was. Every sin-
gle person hit a home run as far as I'm con-

cerned, which was a phenomenon that was 
really exciting to be a part of. There were 
battle scenes and great sets and these fan-

tastic crowds, different ethnic crowds. We 
spent a lot of time working on the crowds 

for that film. We had [sound] library crowds, 

specifically recorded crowds and group 

ADR crowds, which my partner, Scott 
[Milian], was dealing with. There were also 
so many different locales, which had to be 
treated completely differently, from small 

venues to the grand arena at the end. So the 

crowds had to have different feelings and 
even different ethnicities. 

How do you change the ethnicity? 

That goes back to the wonderful job of the 

sound editors who worked for the supervis-
ing sound editor on that show, Per Hallberg: 

picking all these flavors, and when they 

weren't available, going out and recording 

them and developing all these different 

spices that I could have never done just by 

turning knobs. Then it becomes my chal-
lenge to take all these elements and direct 

the focus of the viewer so they get the right 
amount of everything—smatterings of peo-

ple and things so they get an impression of 

the differences of all these environments and 

people without them being self-important or 
calling too much attention to themselves. 

As different things become more impor-

tant, their sound becomes more accentuat-
ed. When [the gladiators] are down in the 

dungeons waiting to go out. the crowds are 

all muffled and echo-y and muted, but you 
can hear the thumping of the crowd stomp-

ing their feet and you can feel the terror of 

the gladiators waiting to go out; you can 

almost smell what it's like out there. 

The trouble with movies is they're miss-

ing a few key senses. You can't taste some-
thing or feel them or smell them, but 

through exaggeration, we try to imply those 

other things. You can make something 
"sound" damp and then your mind fills in 
the more tactile aspects of that. 

Road to Perdition is another film that bad 
an interesting look and sound to it, but was 

also very cbaractffldriven. 
On some shows, you work with people and 
it's almost like you're going back to school, 
you're learning so much. [Director] Sam 

Mendes is one of those people. It sounds 

trite to call somebody "brilliant" because 

that word is so overused and Sam really is 

just a regular, fun guy. But the fact is, he's a 
brilliant person in a nonstandard sense, 
which makes him a fantastic talent for 
drama. Both of the movies [I worked on 

with him] had Conrad Hall as the cine-
matographer, God rest his soul. Connie was 

a master and could do many different styles: 
American Beauty and Road to Perdition are 

completely different in visual style. 
Road to Perdition was so beautiful visu-

ally, and we all—Scott Milian and Scott 

Hecker, the supervising sound editor—rose 

to the occasion and made the most beau-
tiful soundtrack for it. And I can say this 

because I'm about to shoot myself down. 

[Laughs] The rain sequences, the gunfights, 
the bar scenes, the nightclub—there are so 

many fantastic sound concepts we tried 

that got thrown out of the movie. Some of 
the best work I've ever done got thrown 
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out—and all for the betterment of that 

movie! [Laughs] 
We made this completely realized 

soundtrack and it drove Sam out of his 

mind. At the end of the film, there's a big 

shootout and it's raining in the street. It's 
shot so beautifully: There's rain coming off 

of gutters, it's hitting the street, hitting cars, 

it's hitting their hats, their umbrellas—oh, 

my God, fantastic! Between Scott Hecker 

and his people and me, we mixed an awe-

some symphony of rain; it was the most 

beautiful, emotional thing, and it fit the pic-

ture perfectly. And for every reason we 

loved it, Sam hated it! He said, "You've 
done a brilliant job of mirroring the pic-

ture," and he said it in the most damning 

tone. [Laughs] To me, to mirror Connie 

Hall's picture would be the ultimate com-

pliment. But what he was saying was I 

totally screwed it up. He was mad! 

So what did you end up putting there? 
A simple gentle rain that didn't match any-

thing you were seeing—this light shhhhhh 
monotone, 5-channel loop of rain. Sam said, 

"Bob, you don't understand—everyone in 

this movie is dead. This is a boy's memory. 

The picture already says what it says. The 
sound in this movie has to have its own 

meaning and its own purpose and it's never 
to simply be augmenting what we see. It 

can never be the obvious." So I learned 
something from that about flexibility. And 
Sam and I are still good friends. [Laughs] 
How did you get involved with The Passion 
of the Christ? 

There's a young man named Sean 
McCormack, who's an engineer and an 

aspiring sound editor and mixer I know 

from Sony Studios. About 10 months ago, 

he came up to me and said, "Hey Bob, I've 

got a project you've got to work on." He 

didn't know I'm Catholic or anything about 

me personally, but he knew a little about 
my sensibilities, I guess, so he mentioned it. 

I said, "Oh, okay, that's cool." I'm thinking 
it's one of his friend's student films. He says, 
"I'm involved with this picture about Jesus, 

and it's the most amazing movie I've ever 

seen." Then he told me it was by Mel 

Gibson and I sort of looked at him funny. 

"Mel Gibson as Jesus?" He explained and 

purely from the excitement he had about 

the project—I hadn't seen a frame of it—I 

knew I had to do the movie! 

So he got me an entrée to go meet with 

Mel and his producer, Steve McEveety. I'd 

met Mel before [on What Women Want] but 
hadn't really spent any time with him or 

talked to him much. I knew the picture edi-

tor, John Wright, very well; I'd done a few 
movies with him, but nothing like this. 

Anyway, I could see the 

devotion and the correctness 

of the motivation of both 

Steve and Mel, and I was fas-

cinated by it. It's such a trend-

breaker because it's so un-PC 

to be religious; the boldness 

was very impressive to me. 

Then Mel—who's a very 

affable and down-to-earth 

person—took me in the back 

and showed me a still frame 

on the Avid, which was a 

profile of Jim Caviezel as 

Jesus up on the cross, all 
bloody and looking up into 

the sky. I swear, it looked like a painting 
from the Renaissance. It was so violently 

beaukful. And from seeing one frame, I 
could tell the depth he was going to on this 
movie. 

Was there much direction from Mel about 

the sound? 

At that point, no, because he was dealing 

with so many other things. But we all knew 
it was going to come down the road later. 

So we started working on it more-or-less 

independently. You can do the obvious 

things: You know you're going to need 

atmospheres, footsteps, and you're going to 

want the cross to sound heavy, the whips 
have to sound menacing, the crowds need 
to have certain textures to them. Sean 

McCormack and Kami Asgar supervised the 

sound editing and were gathering sounds 
months before we mixed. 

When Scott and I first saw the film with 

a handful of people—this was a videotape 

image with pixilated visuals and temp 

music; very rough—the truth and dignity of 

it were so staggering, the boldness totally 

came through. My reaction to Mel was, "I 

think we have to make sure that none of the 
sounds are particularly contemporary, 

because they're still going to be looking at 

this movie 100 years from now and every 
cute, slick sound effect will seem contrived 
in five years, not to mention 50 years." 
Hopefully, we accomplished that. 

Did having worked on Gladiator, which is 

set in a similar time, have any effect on 
your work on The Passion, any insight into 
the people or the age? 

That's a good question, but actually not 

much. It's a different director's approach to 
a similar time frame. This story is a much 

more personal, close-in story, and Gladiator 

was a much grander canvas. It was all over 

the place geographically, whereas [The 

Passion] is a very provincial story, so I don't 
know if it helped or not, because they're so 
different. 
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Passion players (L to R): Bob Beemer, Scott Jennings, Kami Asgar, 

Mel Gibson, John Wright, Sean McCormack, Kevin O'Connell 

What were the most challenging aspects of 
the sound? 

Well, as with any movie that has a lot of 

blows, or repeated events of any kind— 
whether it's gunshots or waves in a surfing 

movie—what I try to do is make each event 

sound different so it doesn't become boring. 

Sean and Kami gave me lots of variety in 
sounds of whips, hits and whooshes, so 

instead of making it sound like some sam-
pled sound effect that got repeated over and 

over, I did my best to make each event 
sound somewhat different. 

Is that a function of choosing different 

whip hits and then putting different revertir 
or effects on them? 
I used the same reverb treatments in each 

physical environmental setting; in this case, 
I was still using the old Lexicon 480. It's 

more using EQ and different balances of the 

hits; different types of whooshes. I might 
exaggerate the panning a little bit with a 

very stereo image, so when things are 
repeating over and over, it's coming from 

here, then it's coming from there. I like to 

mix it up. And whenever we could, we sort 

of went into a dream format: When we cut 
over to the Devil or Mary, we'd soften the 

blows up and make them sound more dif-
fused and the hideous counting that the 
head torturer was doing, we'd go into a 

kind of reverb version of that and then it 
would snap back to the harsh reality of the 

hits. So there was variety with it. 

In the more obvious beating scene, the 

treatments were all the same until we went 

into off-speed camera work, and then we 

got a little creative again. 
Let me try this theory out on you. In the 

flaying scene, we're definitely the observers: 

We're Mary and Mary Magdalene, we're 

people in the crowd, we're the Romans 
Later on, when Jesus is going up Calvary, 

the perspective changes and we are more in 

Jesus' head, cat-tying the cross with him, so 
things become stranger and more confus-
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"I Switched" 
Who: Michael Jay 

Occupation: Composer / engineer / editor / studio consultant 

Honors: VPA Monitor Award ( Best Engineer); Emmy Award ( Music Editing) 

Clients: (As Composer): DIS, AT&T, Prudential, CBS Sports, PBS, E! Channel, Unisys 
(As Engineer): Yes, Neil Young, Brian Eno, the FBI, Kodak 
(As Studio Consultant): Don Davis (The Matrix trilogy); Trevor Rabin (Armageddon) 

Why He Switched to Studio Precision 8: 
"I was already a fan and long-time user of Event's 20/2ObasTM 
monitors, having switched to their real-world musicality 
in place of much pricier speakers. When I learned 
of the Studio Precisions, I leaped at the Aeseerf f 
chance to have a bigger, clearer 
version of a product that I already 
trusted. But the differences go way 
beyond that. My first impression 
of the Studio Precision's amazing 
imaging was confirmed in careful 
tests against other major monitors. 
And a recent 6.1 surround project 
confirmed the Studio Precision's 
faithfulness during test playbacks 
ranging from small mastering 

rooms to four large film dubbing 
stages. The most welcome 
surprise: No surprises." TIT " Z  
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ing and distorted sonically 
Yes, I think that's pretty accurate. We 
become more delirious and deluded as he's 

beaten down more and more. And the per-
spective does change. One of the things 

that was important in that scene [going up 

Cavalry] was to get across the weight of the 
cross as he drags it. We put the hits through 

the boom channel to make it extraordinari-

ly heavy. In general, I used the subwoofer 

sparingly, but to me, that was the perfect 

device for it because the metaphor of [the 
cross representing] the sins of the world 

and all that, it seemed to be the correct 
thing to do. 

And at least in this movie you got your big 
storm at the end 

[Laughs] Actually, we had all sorts of gor-
geous thunderclaps and wind and cool stuff 

going on, but it ended up being an epic 

music moment. But it was still great. I'm not 
complaining. The composer, John Debney, 
did an incredible job. 
You trusted Mel's choices... 

Completely. This was bis vision from begin-

ning to end. There's a part where Mary goes 

into a sort of Zen moment and all the 

sounds drop away except for her breath. 

She puts her head down on the floor and 
the camera follows her down and through 
the floor to reveal Jesus in chains below in 

a dungeon. That was totally a Mel thing: All 
the sounds go out. 

Then we recorded some breaths for 
Mary; those weren't the actress' original 

breaths, it was Renee Tondelli, who was the 
ADR supervisor. She was on the stage and 

we recorded breaths right then and there. It 

was a very fluid environment where we 
recorded a lot of little embellishments to Pro 

Tools on the stage, especially Mel's vocal 

and sound effect enhancements. The 

biggest challenge of all was the fact that 
Kevin O'Connell [who replaced Scott Millan 

for part of the final, because Milian had to 
work on Unchain My Heard and I had no 
temp dub. We had no shakedown process 

with Mel and John Wright to establish style, 

so we had to go from zero to 60 on the final 
stage. Mel really enjoyed hearing all of our 

full sounds for the first time, but I'll always 
remember him tactfully suggesting, "The 

problem is, everything has the same value." 

That is, no style or point of view was evi-
dent. That's when the real mixing begins 

and our contribution is particularly needed. 

So much of it was Mel's sensibilities: How 

should the Devil sound? Should this part 
sound realistic or not? He was usually of the 

mind that [the sound] be unflinching, 
focused. But he relishes taking chances. This 
film wasn't made for this summer or to be the 

biggest movie or critically acclaimed or any 

of those normal motivations. This was made 
as an act of 'devotion. He never wanted to 

"go Hollywood" with this film. At the same 

time, it's so obvious that he's a great accessi-

ble artist. It shows in every frame. This movie 
changed my life. There's nothing I've ever 

done before that compares—the boldness, 

the social significance. People are still going 

to be watching this film in 100 years. 

Hopefully, by then I'll be in a comfortable 
place looking down at it. 

New Wave Entertainment 
-FROM PAGE 95 

we create and produce here. We also have 

a very large graphics department where we 
do things like main title sequences and 

DVD menus." 

The audio department that services this 
growing enterprise is, obviously, a busy 

one, staffed by 11 mixers and running two 
shifts. Its infrastructure is built around the 

Fairlight DREAM family of modular produc-

tion and post-production systems and 

includes six DREAM (now DREAM 
Constellation) automated multiformat mix-
ing consoles, two Station editing/record-
ing/automated mixing systems and one 

Satellite high-performance workstation/edi-

tor. The DREAM systems are particularly 
effective for New Wave because each prod-

uct inherits all of the capabilities of its 
smaller siblings while adding functions. All 
DREAM systems share the same hardware 
and software platform, and operators are 

able to move quickly from one to another, 

streamlining the processes of audio acquisi-

tion, editing and track-laying. 

With a schedule that on any given day 

includes ADR, voice-overs for DVD com-
mentary, and editing and mixing anything 

from The Alamo to Man on Fire, quick and 
seamless throughput is a top priority. 

Fairlight's MediaLink networking provides 
connectivity between the DREAM worksta-

tions with real-time sharing, backup and 
distribution of audio data. Edit lists, inter-

change files and audio data in standard 16, 
20 or 24-bit formats can be exchanged 

between any of the connected systems uti-

lizing 100Mbit technology and standard fast 

Ethernet Cat-5 UTP twisted-pair copper 
cabling. 

"We picked Fanlight because they are 

very efficient, especially on the server side," 

comments Apel. "Fairlight is a good prod-

uct. It allows us to have all of our mixers 

working together. We started with the 
FAMEs, upgraded to DREAM two years ago 

and we just installed two more in 

November. We are always trying to make 

things more efficient for our clients who are 
under enormous pressure, and the DREAM 

system is great for what we need to do." 

"We're really big on the team con-
cept," adds Rick Nowak, NWE's VP of 
post-production. "We may have one editor 

working on a project and another editor 
needs to pick it up or add to it. Every 

mixer also needs to be able to get to the 

project quickly and easily. The concept 

throughout the entire building is a seam-

less work flow." 

"The capability of the all-digital DREAM 
console and its routing is amazing," enthus-

es chief engineer/mixer Mark Rodrigues. "A 
feature we really appreciate that a lot of 
other systems don't have is that all automa-

tion and project information is saved togeth-

er. So when you back up to the server, it's 
not a separate issue. Everything stays locked 

together in one place that can bounce from 

room to room. Another really nice thing 
about the Fairlight system is the V Motion 
video storage. It works hand-in-hand with 

all of the audio setups. I've worked with 
numerous video storage products and the V 

Motion is, by far, the fastest and most 

maneuverable." 

"The system really works for us," agrees 
Nowak. "We call up a project, go up on the 

fiber and send it out to the client for 
approval. Then we make any tweaks and 

ship it out. Clients rarely come in anymore; 

the majority of our projects are shown over 
the fiber right into their offices. 

"It's very immediate," he continues. "The 
majority of what we get is FIT'd to us. We 

get material from all of the different trailer 

vendors across town—and across the coun-
try. They fiber it to us, and even before I get 

the OMF, I can take the offline picture with 

its temp mix and start locating dialog and 
replacing effects. 

"The Fairlight system lends itself to this 
way of working. Our clients know that they 
can give us a spot and we can get it out that 
fast. The DREAM editing system is by far the 
best I've worked on. It's designed to use 

two hands to punch buttons instead of hav-

ing a mouse or a light pen that you have to 
drag. Once working that way becomes a 

routine, there's nothing else out there that 
can beat it. 

"It's all about getting the work done," 

Nowak concludes. "Our mixers are a very 

solid group; they pride themselves on turn-

ing out the absolute best work for the time-
frame that they are given. Our clients know 

that they will get the very highest quality 
possible." MI 
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• Up to Four Carats per System 
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The UAD-1 is possibly the best value 
of any product available for a DAW. 77 

Mike Clute - Pro Sound News, October 2002 
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By Barry Rudolph 

Sony Pictures' 

AMS Neve 88R 

Scoring Console 

The AMS Neve 88R's original design genesis goes 

hack to 1948 with the first model shown at the fall 

2000 AES show. But it wasn't until the middle of 2002 

whei Michael J. Kohut, president of Sony Post-Pro-

cluOion facilities, and Mark Koffman, senior VP of 

pop-production engineering, approached AMS 

Neie's Robin Porter to come up with a replacement 

fore ie facility's 72-channel VR Legend console. Strik-

' -hanges in the way major motion pictures were 

d, and the specific console requirements and 

extra facilities requested by scoring mixers and 

clients, had outpaced the VR Legend's capabilities. 

"We routinely record 80 to 115-piece orchestras that 

need to play along with a prerecorded 60-plus-track Pro 

Tools session brought in by a composer," Koffman ex-

plains. 'There's so much money involved during a typical 

scoring session and such 

tight schedules—they'll go 

for about three days or fin-

ish by the end of the week 

and then go straight to the 

dubbing stage—we needed 

a console that could consis-

tently keep up." 

"To us, it was very irn-

portant that the console 

retain the immensely pop-

ular VR features like Fly-

ing Faders automation, the 

basic channel strip layout 

and the metering system," 

says Porter. "so anyone fa-

miliar with a VR could sit 

down and immediately go 

to work on an 88R." 
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Besides its 118 buses and huge number of I/O, 

Sony Pictures' 15.5-foot 88R has 96 large faders and 

96 small faders—all automatable—and in the big-

ticket world of scoring, fail-safe reliability and redun-

dancy are a must. "We've made tremendous strides in 

reliability by using redundancy in all areas of the de-

sign," Porter emphasizes. "For example, we're using 

a standard PC to store setups, for automation and to 

scan and store the entire console—every switch, fader 

and knob position—every two minutes. But the op-

eration of the 88R does not rely on software and if 

the computer goes down, the console continues to 

operate normally with no interruption." 

In February 2003, Sony Pictures presented a design 

brief with serious modifications over the stock 88R to 

AMS Neve, with development and manufacture com-
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ony Pictures' 
MS Neve 88R 
coring Console 

pleted by December and installation in Jan-

uary 2004. (For more information on the 

rededication, see "Current" in the May 2004 

issue of Mix.) 

Part of Sony's requirements was that its 

88R had to function like a dubbing console 

with the ability to output six sets of sur-

round mix stems simultaneously. To do 

this, there is a resource of 36 stem buses 

available for use in any combination of 

stem(s) required for the particular session: 

LCR, LCR, Ls, Rs, LCRS, aux 7/8; i.e., up to 

eight channels for each stem. The user 

DE users suannoin 
SHAWN MURPHY ON THE 88R SCORING CONSOLE 

Mix caught up with Shawn Murphy at Abbey 

Road Studios where he is ensconced with 

John Williams recording and mixing the score 

for the upcoming opus, Hany Potter and the 

Prisoner of Azkaban. Recent pictures Murphy 

has worked on include the mix of Mel Gib-

son's The Passion of the Christ, John Woo's 

Paycheck and P.J. Hogan's Peter Pan, one of 

the last films Sony Pictures did before re-

modeling the control room and installing the 

new 88R. Murphy has three Oscar nominations and one win for his work on Jurassic Park. 

Murphy has been involved in the design of film scoring/mixing consoles since the early 

1980s, working with both AMS Neve and SSL. When he worked at L.A:s Todd-AO, many of Mur-

phy's suggestions went into the final design of the monitor section for the custom SSL 

9000 K console that the company purchased. Murphy worked early on and continues working 

with Robin Porter and AMS Neve as a nonpaid consultant—an end-user with his "wish list" of 

new desired console features and capabilities—all brought on by the new demands placed on 

the scoring process itself and the required formats of its delivered product. 

"We're being asked to deliver [to the dubbing stage] more complex scores in terms of the 

material—the ingredients in the score—with elements separated out more extensively than in 

the past," says Murphy. "We're doing big orchestral scores, along with choirs, soloists, syn-

thesizers and ethnic instruments all separated out to stems. That requirement was the gene-

sis of our discussions for the new 88R Scoring console. We needed more buses, more flexibil-

ity in routing in the monitor so we can listen to each element separately while maintaining 

3-channel, 4-channel and 5.1-channel specific stem assignments simultaneously all through 

the process. The large monitor section and the availability of many bus assignments from each 

input module allows for this. These requirements were accomplished by AMS Neve on this new 

desk and is beyond the capability of any other desk made right now." 

On whether Sony's AMS Neve 88R would improve the quality of his work. Murphy confides, 

"Honestly, we would be reluctant to say that all of this makes my mixing better, although the 

new desks do sound good, and in some ways, AMS Neve has bettered the quality of the old 

desks that we all love so much. Much of the improvement is the speed and efficiency at do-

ing what our main tasks are: deriving the many different versions of our mix simultaneously— 

multiple stereo mixes, stems and film composites all at the same time." 

When asked about his current wish list, Murphy offers, "I think that most of the wishes 

center on the automation system now and not so much on routing and busing anymore. There 

will always be little software issues with assignments and other things that are locked out un-

der certain conditions, and routing that changes depending on what mode you're in, but AMS 

Neve has been very responsive. They can correct those situations with each new software it-

eration or hardware update." 

In the future, Murphy doesn't see a lot of changes in score mixing itself, but new recording 

technology will place new demands on both the process and scoring mixers in general. "Realis-

tically, I think we'll be off analog tape fairly soon, and we'll want to look at integrating digital 

and analog desks and control surfaces better than we have done in the past, such as a common 

automation system," Murphy adds. "I also think that fairly quickly, we'll also be asked to expand 

our technology knowledge beyond where it is right now." — Barry Rudolph II 
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could have six LCR buses (18), five stereo 
buses (10) and four stereo aux buses 

(eight) that can be fed from the large and 
small faders simultaneously. These 36 stem 

buses are in addition to the 48 recording 
buses, five stereo mixdown buses, another 

LCR mix bus and eight auxiliary send 
buses. The custom surround stem man-

agement/monitor panel was a joint design 
project with input from mixers Shawn Mur-
phy, Simon Rhodes, Dennis Sands, Sony's 

Pat Weber and Mark Koffman, and Jeff Fos-

ter at AIR Studios, UK. 
The stem-management matrix is a marvel 

of engineering thought that takes into con-

sideration every situation that could be re-
quired during the heat of an extensive sur-

round scoring session. The composition and 

routing of each of the six surround stems are 
configured here: output path to external 
recorders, plus monitoring. Nonstandard sur-

round configurations can be reconfonned, 
and there is extensive soloing, muting and 

level management of each channel of each 8-

channel stem. The 88R uses comprehensive 
fader mapping: Any fader on the board can 

be assigned to control any surround stem out-
put, stem monitor or the four 2-track outputs, 

which can be used to generate cue mixes or 

master stereo mixes to the dub stage. 

Sony's console is powerful enough to 
output up to four different and simultaneous 
mixes from 48 input channels by splitting the 
96-input console into two halves, each with 

48 large and 48 small faders. Each set of 48 
faders can be used to derive a separate mix 

of any stem—from 2-channel stereo to 8-
channel surround. While in Split mode, the 

console's aux send buses can split for sepa-
rate effect sends for each half. Also unique 

to the Sony 88R is complete AFL surround 

soloing on any of the channel outputs. 

"With the 88R, the scoring mixer can 
make and deliver any number of imagi-

nable stem mix configurations of the same 

cues to the dubbing stage in one mixing 

pass. Not having to go back and remix 
because of unforeseen music, dialog or 

effects conflicts saves time and money," 
Koffman says. "We like our clients to 

leave here with a 5.1 mix of the prere-
cords, a 5.1 of the mixed orchestra, plus 
whatever extra 5.1 stems they'll need to 

be fully covered at the dubbing stage. 

That's the direction we're going now with 
the 88R, and so far the mixers and clients 

have been very excited 

about the console and its 
new functionality." 

Barry Rudolph is a Los Angeles-based 
recording engineer. Visit bis Website at 

www.barryrudolph.com. 
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Sound Systems • Recording Equipment • Software • Accessories 

4IF 

DJ Jazzy Peff and Will Seth 

hanging o. at West L.A. Mae 

lenaker Steven  Spitbog with West L.A. Musk's Rodney George Wee L.A. Musis's Joe Taupier 
West L.A. Nlusic's Rick Wee with rap star Coolie  with RAS producer Fred Jerkins Ill 

DJ Ouik we 

West L.A. Musici Rank Spiwok 

Backstreet Boy, Al with 

West L.A. Musies Rick W4:11.0 

Radio personality Peter Tilden Legendary producer Doo Wat 

with West L.A. Music, Glenn Noyes With PavA Gurvitz 

Shop Where the Pros Shop • Call Us Today! 

\\IF West L.A. Music 
call now: 310-477-1945 • sales@westlamusic.com 

We will beat any price from any authorized stocking deahr anywhere in the United States 
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BITSTREAM EV OLIVER MASC'AROTTE 

Pedant In a Big Box: Part Deux 
A Glossary of IT Terms for the Audio Professional 

I
n March 2004, Mix introduced its IT 

glossary for pro audio folks. The data 

dictionary continues this month with 

more tech talk than you can shake an Eth-

ernet cable at. Italicized words will be de-

fined in the glossary, some in upcoming 

installments. 

DOM' DiarrAt: see AC-3. 

DOMAIN NAME: the human-readable names 

that uniquely identify a Website. Do-

main names comprise two parts: the 

second-level domain name and its 

77.1) separated by a "dot," or period. 

In my case, my second-level domain 

name is "seneschal" and its TLD is 

"net," resulting in the complete do-

main name, seneschal.net. Domain 

names are mapped to a particular 

server via DNS. 

Dowi.mmE: the opposite of uptime. This 

refers to the amount or percentage of time that a prod-

uct, system or service is operational. 

DNS (DOMAIN NAME SERVICE, DOMAIN NAmE SysrEm): DNS is 

used to describe two related processes; the Domain 

Name System and Domain Name Services are based 

on that system. The Domain Name System is a dis-

tributed hierarchical database that maps domain 

names such as www.seneschal.net to their corre-

sponding IP addresses, which, in seneschat.nes case, 

is 216.183.98.5. The Domain Name Services are sim-

ply servers whose "job" is to provide name resolution 

to its connected network. 

DSN (DATA SERVICE—LEVE. 0, 1, 2, Erc.): Originally denoting 

the data rate necessary to carry a single digitized 

(PCM) voice, DS-0 (zero) has come to mean a 64-

kbaud data service. DS-1, at 1.544 Mbps, can carry 24 

TDM-multiplexed streams, and DS-2 carries four DS-

1 loads. At a DS-3 level, 672 individual calls can pass 

down the same "pipe." 

DSL (DinrrAt SUBSCRIBER LINE): a technology that overlays 

data services on POTS. DSL is available in several tiers, 

including symmetrical (SDSL) and asymmetrical 

(ADSL) service at a variety of data rates, with and 

without QoS guarantees. 

DTS (DIGITAL 'THEATER SYSTEMS): Originally designed for 

multichannel motion picture soundtracks, DTS- lossy 

codecs compete with Dolby Labs for consumer mind 

share. 

DTV (DicrrAt 'FELD/Noe a mess created by a lack of will 

on the part of appointed officials and outlandish lob-

bying by broadcasting special interests. 

DWDM (DENSE WAVE DIVISION MULTIPLEGNG): frequency-do-

main multiplexing in the optical domain, whereby 

thousands of digitized streams are imposed on differ-

ent frequencies or colors of laser light and launched 

simultaneously down an optical fiber. Frequency-dis-

criminating detectors at the destination sort out each 

carrier color and decode the data. DWDM is used by 

telecoms to dramatically increase the payload capaci-

ty of in-place fiber. 

ENolvrnori: converting information from an open form to 

a closed secret form requiring hidden knowledge to 

convert the data back into the open form. 

EnintmEr: a LAN method, first described in 1973, that has 

become as ubiquitous and adaptable as computers 

themselves. A "broadcast computer communications 

network" originally invented at Xerox PARC by Bob 

Metcalfe and his team, Ethernet has managed to pros-

per and evolve during a 30-year lifespan, an eternity 

by any measure of computer technology. 

ERROR CORRECTION: the process that follows error detection, 

whereby the original data is recovered after some 

impairment. 

ERROR DerEcnon: the ability to detect corruption in a set 

of data. Metadata is often included in a file, packet or 

stream, such as parity bits, that facilitates error detec-

tion and subsequent correction. 

EssEnce: In a digital stream or file, essence is the portion 

of the data that contains the "raw" or basic informa-

tion of interest, excluding metaclata and framing. 
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MAXIMUM 
SECURITY 

HHB Professional Recording Media: The safest place for your valuable recordings 

Beware of recording media designed for general data 

storage. Only HRB Professional Recording Media is 
specifically designed and tested to deliver consistently low 
block error rates, superior archival security and widespread 
recorder/player compatibility in pro-audio applications. 

Take CD-R for instance. Most discs are developed for use in 
high-speed data writers and can cause problems in stand-
alone audio CD recorders and duplicators. HHB CD-R discs, 
however, are optimized for use in 1X - 24X writers, so audio 
professionals get perfect recordings and copies, every time. 

N A Y OvO•A 

With an advanced dye formulation and brilliant white, inkjet 
printable surfaces, HHB OVO-R discs deliver similarly 

dependable, high-capacity recording, while HHB OVO-RAM 
discs are precision manufactured for 100,000 erase/record 

cycles. And with a range that also encompasses MiniDisc, 
MO, DAT, ADAT and DTRS, you can be safe in the knowledge 
that there's a high-performance, audio-optimized HHB disc 
or tape for every popular professional recording format. 
So if you need maximum security for your valuable recordings, 
ask your dealer for HHB Professional Recording Media. 

/.111111U MAGNETO 
41,111.1.0611 
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For further information, visit www.hhbusa.com 
Exclusively distributed in the USA and Latin America by: 

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation T: 860 434 9190 E: HHB-Sales@sennheiserusa.com 
In Canada: HHB Communications Canada Ltd T: 416 867 9000 E: sales@hhbcanada.com 

in other territories: HHB Communications Ltd T: +44 (0)20 8962 5000 E: salesOhhb.co.uk 
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The legend Continues 

ExAayrE: a company and a family of tape-

based storage products manufactured by 

that company. 
EXECUTABLE: a binary (only machine-read-

able) file containing a program that can 

be "mn" or executed by a computer. 
%mac: a collection of network or channel 

nodes that are cross-connected in a 

many-to-many scheme rather than indi-
vidual isolated point-to-point or loop 
topologies. 

FC (Fume Ctuerazt): a networked storage 
standard designed to provide high avail-

ability, performance and scalable storage 

with reliable QoS and unified manage-

ment. Due to industry in-fighting and 

lack of standardization, FC is being sup-
planted by other less-expensive net-

worked storage standards. 
EPP (FIBRE CHANNE. [OVER] IP): a method of 

encapsulating or "tunneling" FC proto-
cols so that they can be transported over 

an IF-based network. FCIP allows FC-
based storage networks to be extended 

from LAN to MAN and WAN distances. 
FILE-LEVEL: the ability to only read and modi-

fy an entire file and not the underlying 

protocols that address the storage device 
on which the file resides. The term "file 

level" is often used to differentiate "file-

level" NASs from "block-level" SANS. 

FILTER,TO MIER: data processing to remove or 

ignore unwanted information. 
IHREWIRE: a comprehensive set of scalable 

standards (JFFF 1394) originating at Ap-
ple for P2P serial data connectivity of 
rich media, which includes IPP, broad 

PRY support and both asynchronous 

and isochronous transport. 

Fluicnom.: used by telcos to describe a low-

er tier or service level of bandwidth. 

Fractional T-1 is a lower-bandwidth ver-
sion of T-1 service offered at lower cost. 

FRAME: iIn IT land, a frame is synonymous 

with .a packet. 

FRAME RELAY: an interface specification based 

on ISDN data link layer protocol. - 
FRAMING: a self-contained unit of data, 

complete with addressing and control 
information. 

FRAMING tins: header and trailer structures 

that delimit the start and end of a frame 
of data. 

FTP (FILE TRANSFER PRarocot): provides basic 

insecure file and directory management 

between remote computer systems. 
FUD: an acronym meaning fear, uncertainty 

and doubt. Used by public relations pur-

veyors to undermine public confidence 

in a competitor. 

Fuu. DUPLEX an equal-bandwidth, bidirec-

tional communications channel. Tele-
phones are full-duplex, while two-way 

radios (walkie-talkies) are (wireless) half-
duplex. Both Ethernet and pa are half-
duplex with one "talker" at a time. 

Gia, Gro-E (GIGABIT ErftERNET): a shorthand 
way of saying " 1000BASE-T." See 1FFF 

802.nx. 
HARDWARE: any tangible physical computing 

asset. 
HBA (Host. Bus ADAyrat): hardware that pro-

vides interface services, both at the PRY 

and logical layers, between some com-

munication standard and a computer's 

operating system. 

Come back next month for letters I through 

R. And fret not—we will assemble all four 
parts for easy download. 

0Mas has been on the road again, which is 

a good thing. This time around, he worked 

up this column in the panoramic poshness of 

the Hôtel Delta Centre-Ville while under the 

influence of the HorrorPop's release of Hell 

Yeah! on Epitaph. 

QO Toff Audio Designs 

INTRODUCING 

ATC-2 TWO CHANNEL MIC PRE / COMPRESSOR / EQUALIZER 
AFC-2 DUAL CHANNEL EQ / MIC PRE 

ATC-2 Two Channel Pee Pre (0,”1,,ro 
,f Fqualrirf 
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WE MAKE GREAT ROOMS HAPPEN 

d Winning Produc 

Great Gear, Great Value. 
Whether you're building a personal project studio, a world-

class facility, or something in between, Professional Audio 

Design can help you make the most of your investment. 

Our staff of real-world engineers and technicians understands 

what makes a great recording facility, and can recommend 

solutions that meet every budget. We carry over 150 brands 

of new, refurbished and vintage equipment, including 

Certified Pre-owned SSL Consoles. 

Service, Support and Satisfaction 
Professional Audio Design has a world-renowned technical 

services team that provides in-shop repair, refurbishment, 

custom electronics, and modifications for many stock items. 

Our on-site support includes wiring, system commissioning, 

installation and maintenance. We stand behind our work with 

full warranty coverage and after sale support. We service the 

top studios in the world, and your studio should experience 

that same level of satisfaction. 

Before you settle for something less, visit us online, 
or call (877) 223-8858, and find out how our personalized 
service approach will make your room happen. 

Equipment Sales 

Consultation 

tin Technical Services 

Wiring Systems 

Installation 

Custom Furniture 

Certified Pre-owned SSL'S 

Professional 
Audio 
Design 
Inc. 

357 Liberty Street, Rockland, MA 02370 Phone: 781-982-2600 Fax: 781-982-2610 Email: info@proaudiodesign.com 

ALWAYS A SOUND DECISION 



NEW PRODUCTS 

Tools of the Trade 

DIGIDESIGN COMMAND18 

Digidesign's (www.digidesign.com) com-

pact Command 18 is a TDM/LE control sur-

face featuring eight bankable channels 

with touch-sensitive motorized faders and 

eight automatable rotary encoders with 

LED rings. The unit also includes a 110-

character backlit LCD, transport controls, a 

Focusrite-designed monitor section and a 

footswitch jack for QuickPunch/Track-

Punch operation. The unit communicates 

with a PC/Mac via USB and includes an in-

tegrated 16-in/32-out MIDI interface. For 

video-heads, the C18 works natively with 

Avid products' Automation Gain Tool and 

can be used with ProControl, Control124 

or Digi 002. Price: $1,295. 

BLUE ROBBIE PREAMP 

Robbie, a Class-A discrete tube mic/instru-

ment preamp from Blue (www.bluemicro 

phones.com), has a 10-100k Hz response, 

sports balanced in/outs and provides 68 

dB of gain through its ECC&S tube gain 

stage. Mic input impedance is 5 k-ohms; 

the instrument input is 1 m-ohm. On the 

rear, the 7-pound unit offers switchable 

phantom power, a 20dB pad, polarity re-

verse switch and input for the external 

power supply. Price: $1,299. 

STEINBERG WAVELAB 5 

WaveLab 5, the latest incar-

nation of Steinbeig's (www. 

steinberg.net) Windows-based 

editing and mastering software, 

adds a complete set of DVD-Audio 

mastering and authoring tools. The 

DVD-A burning capabilities include 

video data, DVD-Audio extraction, conver-

sion and archiving. Version 5 supports up 

to eight audio channels for surround 

recording, editing, processing and master-

ing. Also included is a "Smart" Video 

Thumbnail Track to edit audio for video, 

track-based insert effects, multichannel me-

tering and support for Steinberg Surround 

Edition plug-ins. Price: $599. 

higher STC rating than cinder-block walls 

or standard wallboard. The 4x8-foot sheets 

are scored/cut using standard methods and 

can be installed to create corner traps or 

nonparallel walls. The company also offers 

fabric-covered absorptive panels with cus-

tom graphics from your PC files. 

CREAMWARE SCOPE UPDATE 

With the release of Scope 4.0 software, 

CreamWare (www.creamware.com) has re-

placed its line of Scope DSP cards with 

three new packages. Scope Home (for-

merly Luna) packs a three-DSP card with 

up to 72 VOs and includes the Modular II 

synth and the STS-4000 sampler. Scope 

Project (formerly Pulsar II) is a six-DSP 

card with up to 20 

VOs (different I/O 

profiles available) and 

the Modular III syn-

thesizer and either 

CreamWare's Mix 'n' 

Master Pack or Synth 

'n' Sampler Pack. 

Scope Professional 

(formerly Scope /SP) 

carries 14 DSP chips 

and includes both the 

Mix 'n' Master Pack 

and the Synth 'n' Sam-

pler Pack. Prices: 

Home, $425; Project, 

$995; and Profession-

al, $ 1,995. 
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HILL ACOUSTIC DESIGN 

ACOUSTIC DRYWALL 

Hill Acoustic Design (www.hillacoustic 

design.com) debuts Acoustic Drywall, 

patent-pending, multilayered, interlocking 

wall panels said to replace the need 

for most types of acoustic treatment 

due to its ability to absorb low, 

mid- and high frequencies and dif-

fuse mid/highs. Composed of 

fire-core gypsum, polymer 

glue and proprietary sound-

isolation layers, and priced at 

$6 a square foot, the material 

has interlocking edges for an 

effective sound seal and has a 

MAC THE SCOPE 4X 

This upgraded software signal analyzer 

from Channel D (www.channld.corn/ 

mts.html) is a scalable oscilloscope, X-oc-

tave RTA and waveform/signal generator 

for Mac OS 9/X. Mac the Scope 4x is 

ASIO-compliant and supports up to 48 in-

put and 48 output channels at any sample 

rate or word size. The RTA uses digitally 

synthesized true bandpass filters and will 

cover bands to as low as 2.5 Hz while pro-

viding nearly perfect amplitude accuracy. 

The software includes a switchable low-cut 

filter (18 Hz) and is capable of generating 

interactive, photo-realistic 3-D renderings. 

Price: $49 to $449. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

CAKEWALK GUITAR TRACKS PRO 

Guitar Tracks Pro from Cakewalk 

(www.calrewalk.com) sports a new user 

interface, support for up to 32 hardware 

1/Os (ASIO and WDM), 24-bit/961cHz sup-

port and a setup wizard to ensure optimal 

performance. GT Pro can record up to 32 

tracks, offers automation of track parame-

ters and effects (including DirectX and 

VST) and application of 32 simultaneous 

effects in real time nondestructively. GT of-

fers audio loop-construction tools and full 

support for ACID-format files; an extensive 

library of ACID loops from Smart Loops is 

included. Bundled effects include Ampli-

Tube LE and the FX multi-effects suite, in-

cluding chorus/flange, compressor/gate, 

parametric EQ, phaser, reverb and tempo 

delay. Price: $209. 

SONIC STUDIO N-CODE 

Sonic Studio's (www.sonicstudio.com) first 

cross-platform, software-only product, N-

code, is a professional encoding tool to 

prepare audio files for secure download. 

N-code offers four compression bit rates 

from 48k to 256kbps, and is the first pro 

encoding tool to support Sony's ATRAC-

3plus codec. Supported file formats in-

clude 44.1k PCM .AIFF and .WAV at 

16/24/32-bit resolution. N-code supports 

Mac OS X and Windows XP, and is pro-

tected with a hardware key so that it can 

easily be moved between workstations. 

Price: $2,000. 
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DSOUND RT PLAYER HIDSP 

The RT Player HiDSP from DSound 

(www.dsoundl.com) is a VST/AudioUnits-

host application that allows users to route 

any VSTi (AUi) or VST (AU) plug-in via 16 

available matrix banks. Users can map any 

MIDI controller data to control all avail-

able parameters on the plug-in. Keyboard 

zone spfitting, transpose and octave bank-

ing are also included, allowing a USB con-

troller to trigger multiple instruments from 

one MIDI channel. There is multichannel 

support of up to 32 Lids with flexible 

channel routing, and all 16 matrix banks 

can be saved as a single preset, facilitating 

easy resets between projects. PC (VST) 

and Mac OS X (VST/AU) are supported. 

Price: $229. 
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GEFEN EXTENDERS 

Making it easier to put 

noisy computers in the clos-

et where they belong, 

Gefen (www.gefen.com) of-

fers three compact exten-

sion modules that connect 

computer devices at long 

distances. The new exten-

ders allow stereo audio and 

PS/2 or RS-232-format de-

vices to operate at up to 

1,000 feet from the comput-

er. Each extender runs on a 

5-volt power supply and 

operates through small 

sender and receiver units that are con-

nected via Cat-5 cable. Price: PS/2 Exten-

der, $89; RS-232 Extender, $99; and Audio 

Extender, $99. 

MEET YOUR BEAT LOOPS 

The first library from Meet Your Beat 

(www.meetyourbeat.com), MYB Volume 

One features master reggae percussionist 

Larry McDonald. The collection of 50 loops 

and one-shots includes conga, shaker, tam-

bourine, agogo blocks, afuche, Flexatone, 

cajon and more. MYB loops and sounds 

are royalty-free and available for 

preview/download exclusively at Sonornic 

(www.sonomic.com) Individual samples 

are $1.99 or via a monthly $29.99 subscrip-

tion that allows 30 downloads. 

SOUNDTOYS 

CRYSTALIZER/TREMOLATOR 

New effects from Sounckoys (www.sound 

toys.com) include Crystalizer, a retro pitch 

processor/sonic manipulator, and Tremola-

tor, a flexible tremolo device. Crystalizer al-

lows up to two seconds of delay/slice 

time, selectable reverse/forward mode, up 

to three octaves of pitch change, built-in 

dynamics processor and MID1Vbeat 

synched delays and slicing. Tremolator can 

create myriad standard guitar tremolo 

sounds, and also features a rhythm se-

quencer, LFO shape editor, envelope con-

trol over both rate and depth and more. 

The new plugs will run as a Pro Tools 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
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HTDM, RTAS and AudioSuite plug-in for 

Pro Tools I HD, LE and MIX systems. The 

new "toys" can be purchased in the Ultra-

FX bundle with FilterFreak and 

PhaseMistress for $399 or individually for 

$149/each. 

IK MULTIMEDIA STUDIOPHONIK 

This new virtual instrument plug-in from 1K 

Multimedia (www.ikmultimedia.com) fea-

tures a wide range of custom, vintage and 

top-of-the-line drums, percussion, guitars, 

bass, keyboards and horns. The plug also in-

cludes a virtual rack of outboard effects, in-

cluding tube compressors, limiters, analog 

EQs, amp and cabinet simulators, plus re-

verbs, delays and more than 30 different vir-

tual DSP effect boxes instantly inserted on 

every instrument's channel. Price: $399. 

SOUND DEVICES 744T 

The new ultraportable 744T multitrack 

recorder from Sound Devices (www. 

sounddevices.com) lets users record to in-

ternal hard drive and compact flash. The 

744T has two balanced (XLR) mic/line in-

puts with switchable phantom power, two 

SO 
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SOUNDFIELD 

line-level-only inputs on TA3 connectors 

and can record at up to 24-bit/96 kHz. All 

inputs have adjustable highpass filters and 

peak limiters on channels 1/2. Additional 

VO comes on two balanced analog outs 

and AES and S/PDIF ports. Other features 

include a FireWire port, headphone out 

with level control, native MP3 file encod-

ing, internal 40GB hard drive, a CF remov-

able media slot, LED peak indicators for 

each channel and ability to set meters to 

PPM, VU or both. Price: $4,250. 

SOUNDFIELD SURROUND ZONE 

FOR NUENDO 

Surround recording in Nuendo just got eas-

ier with the release of the new Surround 

Zone plug-in from SoundField (dist. by 

TransAmerica Audio, www.transaudio 

group.com). The PC/Mac plug-in combines 

the hardware features of the SP451 Sur-

round Processor and MKV System and is 

designed to accept the B-Format informa-

tion generated by any current SounciField 

mic model. Surround Zone provides a 

choice of three separate 5.1 arrays, individ-

ual 6.1 and 7.1 arrays, independently vari-
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able width on the front/rear pairs, 

phase-coherent LFE and individual level 

controls with mute and solo. Additional-

ly, the software offers auditory acrobat-

ics such as 360° horizontal rotation, ad-

justment of the mic's pickup angle (±45° 

vertically) and the ability to zoom in on 

sound sources. Surround Zone can out-

put mono, stereo, WS, 5.1, 6.1 or 7.1. 

Price: $1,162.50. The software is also 

bundled with SoundField's 51250 or 

422B mics at a greatly reduced price. 

NI KOMPLETE 2 

The latest bundle from Native Instru-

ments (www.native-instruments.com), NI 

Komplete 2 contains 11 critically ac-

claimed software synthesizers, samplers 

and effects including Realctor 4, Kontalct 

1.5, Absynth 2, FM7, B4, Pro-53, Kompakt, 

Intakt, Battery, Volcator and NI-Spektral 

Delay. The bundle runs either in stand-

alone mode or as plug-ins with pro host 

sequencers. Windows and Mac OS X are 

supported. Price: $ 1,149. 

M-AUDIO DX4 MONITORS 

M-Audio's (www.m-audio.com) Studiophile 

DX4 monitors feature a 4-inch polypropy-

lene woofer and 1-inch mylar tweeter 

powered by an 18-watt amp. The mag-

shielded DX4s have both RCA and '4-inch 

inputs and a mid-cut switch. The front 

panel carries a volume control and a -

inch headphone jack that automatically 

mutes the speakers when headphones are 

inserted. Price: $199.95/pair. 

TERRATEC MIDI HUBBLE 

TerraTec Producer's (www.terratec.net) MIDI 

HUBBLE is an interface with two MIDI 

I/0s and an integrated three-way USB 1.1 

HUB offering three additional ports. The 

USB ports can be powered at up to 500 

inA with an optional power unit or power 

can be drawn via the USB interface from a 

PC or Mac. All input/outputs carry status 

LEDs, and an onboard over-current limiter 

protects the USB ports. Price: $99. 

ADAM MONffORS 

ADAM (www.adam-audio.de) unveiled 

three new monitors at the recent 

Musikmesse show in Frankfurt. The ANF-

10 ($700) is a passive monitor designed 

to please those looking for a replacement 

for the soon-extinct Yamaha NS-10M. Al-

so announced was the ADAM APPLE 

($1,450), a slick-looking, all-aluminum 
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Reality Check 

You rely on at least two sets of monitors for perspective on how stereo mixes will translate across a variety of real-world playback 

systems. The variables inherent in mixing for home theater are all the more reason to have a second, smaller system with which 

to A/B your surround mixes as well. Our new LX4 powered reference monitor 
8- subwoofer with ported enclosure 

system provides all the accuracy, detail and affordable excellence that studios 
4- polypropylene MF drivers 

around the world have come to expect from M-Audio's renowned Studiophile 

series—and in surround. The LX4 2.1 System gives you two transparent satellite mylar drivers 

speakers and a powerful subwoofer with integral crossover. Simply add the LX4 small enough to fit anywhere 

5.1 Expander for a complete compact 5.1 surround system you can trust. all power in sub means routing only speaker cable 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

small monitor designed for close-field 

DAW applications. The Apple's 5-inch 

woofer and ART tweeter are juiced by 

two 50W amplifiers; inputs are XLR, %-

inch combo and RCA unbalanced. Last, 

but certainly not least, is the P33a 

($2,950) with P Series woofers and three 

100W amplifiers. 

AV1OM 16/0-Y1 

Aviom's (www.aviom.com) latest product 

is an expansion card for Yamaha digital 

mixers supporting 

the mini-YGDAI 

format. The 

new card fits 

into any available 

expansion slot in the 

rear of Yamaha's 01V96, 

DM1000, DM2000 

and PM1D digital 

consoles, and dis-

tributes audio via 

Cat-5 cable to the 

company's new A-16Il personal 

monitor mixing system. Audio can 

be assigned to card outputs direct-

ly from the Yamaha interface, and 

stereo operation can be achieved 

via channel-link DIP switches. 

Supported sample rates include 

44.1 kHz to 48 kHz (± 10%). 

UP9P8UES 811[1 IMBUES 
Soundspace—Architecture for Sound and Vi-

sion, by studio bau:ton principal Peter 

Grueneisen, is a 240-page hardcover book 

covering issues central to 

designing spaces for the 

creation of sound, picture 

and contemporary media. 

Aimed at pros and novices 

alike, this lavishly illustrat-

ed collection features es-

says and projects by 

acoustics experts, artists, 

scientists, historians and 

architects, as well as a 

chapter on basic acoustics 

and spotlights on 40 design 

projects. Price: $77; available in bookstores 

(ISBN 3764369752) or online at www. 

papress.com...TC Electronic (www.tcelectronic 

.com) has dropped its Spark and Native 

Bundle products to focus more resources on 

its PowerCore platform. Development will 

cease at the current versions (Spark 2.8.2 and 

Native Bundle 3.1).. . In answer to this, BIAS 

has announced that Peak 4.1 will be offered 

at a substantial discount to users of IC 

Works and IC Electronic's Spark and Spark XL 

audio software ($ 299). BIAS also announced 

that Peak 4.1 now includes Roxio's Jam 6 and 

SFX Machine LT, a limited edition of the multi-

effects sound design plug-in. Visit www.bias-

inc.com...GRM Tools' plug-in products are 

now Kok-compatible. For more information, 

visit www.grmtools.org...MI7, based in 

Malmo, Sweden, has acquired Prime-

Sounds AB (www.primesounds.com), a 

provider of professional samples for 

music and post- production. Prime-

Sounds offers a searchable library for 

producers, songwriters, remixers, DJs 

and anyone else in need of unique 

high-quality sounds and samples... 

Native instruments (www.native-

instruments.com) just unveiled Reaktor 

4.1. Available free for registered 4.0 

users, the latest version includes 

dozens of new features including sav-

able screen sets, a batch converter and a new 

recall system for saving all settings...Stein-

berg (www.steinberg.de) has released the 

latest version of its virtual instrument rack, 

V-Stack, offering ReWire 2 support and OS X 

compatibility. V-Stack offers up to 16 simulta-

neous virtual instruments, eight send effects, 

four bands of EQ and 32-bit internal process-

ing. The upgrade is free to all registered own-

ers or new for $59.99...Metric Halo (www.mh 

labs.com) is now offering V. 1.5 of the Mo-

bile I/O operating system, providing new 

functionality and increased performance across 

all Mobile I/O hardware models. Users of the 

Mobile I/O 2882, 2882+DSP, ULN-2 and ULN-

BIAS SOUNDSOAP PRO 

Aimed at the high end. BIAS ( www.bias-

inc.com) SoundSoap Pro is a restoration 

plug-in for Mac OS X and Windows XP. The 

new plug includes four restoration tools, in-

cluding multiband noise reduction, click and 

crackle removal, hum removal and a noise 

gate (shown). SoundSoap Pro's tool area 

features a global, real-time, color-coded 

spectrogram providing constant visual moni-

toring of spectral 

noise that may 

be in need of 

treatment. The 

spectrogram al-

lows users to 

discern problem 

areas and make 

relevant tool ad-

justments while 

listening to—and 

watching—the 

results. 

2+DSP can take advantage of increased per-

formance under Mac OS X...TerraTec Producer 

will now ship all Phase 28/22/26 USB inter-

faces with the latest full version of FL Studio 

Fruityloops Edition and Steinberg's WaveLab 

Lite. For more info, visit www.terratec.net... 

Universal Audio (www.uaudio.com) is now in-

cluding a special version of Fxpansion's VST-

RTAS Adapter with its UAD-1 Project Pak and 

Studio Pak, allowing the UAD-1 DSP card to be 

used with Digidesign Pro Tools 6 systems. In 

related news, Universal is offering the UAD-1 

Project Pak V. 15 for $499, a new price point. 

Registered users can get the new Pultec Pro 

EQ plug-in with classic MEQ-5 mid-band sec-

tion free of charge ( regularly $79)...Celemony 

is now offering V. 2.5 of Melodyne featuring 

Melody Manager, a new tool that facilitates 

the organization and search for audio files on 

a CD or hard disk, various display options and 

even the auditioning of files...Sony (www. 

sonyplugins.com) has ported its Oxford Dy-

namics plug-ins for the TC PowerCore plat-

form. Price: Oxford EQ, $ 540; Oxford Dynam-

ics, $ 540; Oxford Inflator, $340; or as the 

Powercore Bundle, $940...Yamaha (www. 

yamaha.com/dmi) has released mLAN tools 

for OS X V. 10.3.3. The new release provides 

enhanced support for CoreAudio and CoreMI-

DI. The free update is available from www. 

mlancentraLcom. 
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TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT 

Solid State Logic AWS 900 
An Affordable Analog Workstation System 

M
ention the name Solid State Logic 
and images of huge, high-end, 

high-ticket mixers immediately 

come to mind. Yet at the recent NAB show 

in las Vegas, this producer of world-class 

consoles unveiled a product that breaks new 

ground in terms of performance and price. 

The AWS 900 Analog Workstation System 

takes the high-performance, 200kHz band-

width analog electronics of SSL's award-win-

ning XL 9000 K Series consoles and marries 

it with an ergonomic worksurface for con-

trolling DAWs such as Emagic Logic, Stein-
berg Nuendo or Digidesign Pro Tools. 

JUST LIKE ANALOG 

Other than the dedicated controller key 

functions with very un-console-sounding 

names like undo and loop and an integral 

TFT screen for displaying DAW and plug-in 

functions, the AWS 900 looks like a scaled-

down 9000 K. And with the exception of 

these few additional accessories, any analog 

SSL console user would feel right at home 

on the AWS 900; in fact, the console can op-

erate as a straightforward 24x8 analog desk. 

The board's analog features include 

switchable SSL E or G Series 4-band para-

metric EQ, assignable SSL dynamics (gate/ 

expander/comp limiter), G Series stereo 

main bus compressor, oxygen-free cable in 

the internal wiring, metering on all channels 

and main outs, eight aux sends, four stereo 

effects returns and 100mm moving fader au-

tomation. In addition to its highly regarded, 

SuperAnalogue' mic preamps, the AWS 900 

also provides a high-impedance instrument 

input on each channel—something no oth-

er SSL console offers. 

The I/O complement is flexible, with all 

balanced I/Os, inserts and direct outs on each 

channel for direct-to-DAW tracking, compre-

hensive talkback functions and stereo and 

multichannel summing buses for stem returns 

for the DAW. The monitoring capabilites are 

no less formidable, with facilities for control-

ling two sets of stereo speakers and two en-

tire 5.1 rigs: mains and near-fields. The 

left/right feed can come from any number of 

stereo sources or from a downmix from the 

surround mains. Inserts are provided for 

5.1-encode/decode hardware systems, as is 

configurable onboard bass management. 

BRING ON THE DAW 

What sets the AWS 900 apart from other SSL 

products is its DAW controller functions. The 

24-channel controls can be bank-switched to 

perform as traditional audio channels, DAW 

channels or—in groups of eight—a combi-
nation of both. An alphanumeric digital 

scribble strip above each channel fader dis-

plays the name and/or status of any assigned 

DAW channel. This strip also provides im-

mediate control of any DAW parameter via 
a rotary encoder that doubles as a small 

fader-style analog channel level in Master 

Flip mode, again bringing operations very 

similar to traditional in-line recording/mix-

ing. The large main faders also offer dual 

functionality (DAW or analog levels), and 

the large touch-sensitive faders write/replay 

level moves directly to/from the DAW. 

But it is in the master section's DAW con-

trol panel and motion control panels where 

most of the workstation action occurs. The 

motion panel is straightforward, mimicking 

the usual transport controls, along with a nu-

meric data-entry keypad, jog/shuttle wheel, 

up/down/left/right navigation buttons and 

illuminated dedicated keys for oft-used rou-

tines such as punch-in/out, audition, pre/ 

post-roll and RTZ, among others. 

While not meant to displace the work-

station's main GUIs, a high-res color TFT dis-

play above the DAW control panel shows 

plug-in parameters and DAW status data. Be-

low this are rows of assignable rotary en-

coders and soft keys, with functions deter-

mined by the software of the application 

that's running. Each of the rotaries have built-

in push-push switches that can act as an en-

ter key or step through to the next function. 

A latge section of illuminated buttons dedi-

cated to various functions provide immedi-

ate access to basic commands such as 

ami/disarm all tracks or recalling the DAW's 

Mix or Edit windows. Also standard are 

single-touch buttons that are equivalent to 

typical DAW keyboard shortcut commands 

such as escape, undo, save and enter. 

The AWS 900 software communicates 
with DAWs via MIDI, is Mackie HUI-com-

patible and includes templates for Logic, 

Nuendo and Pro Tools. It's platform-inde-

pendent and uses a dedicated CPU to max-

imize automation/control performance. 

Even without considering the DAW 

functions, the AWS 900 is one sweet little 

(57-inch-wide) console. Yet perhaps the 

most revolutionary aspect of the AWS 900 

has nothing to do with technology at all. 

SSL realizes that this product appeals to a 

far more diverse audience than the "typical" 

SSL console, so Guitar Center's retail stores 

and GC Pro's dedicated business-to-busi-

ness organization will handle AWS 900 

sales, service and support to its target mar-

ket. SSL will also sell the AWS 900 directly 

to its core client base and broadcast clien-

tele. Unlike other SSL desks, the AWS 900 

is available in one version only and is 

priced at $85,000, less stand. Shipments be-

gin this month. 

For more information, vis-

it www.solid-state-logic.com. 
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FIELD TEST 

Focusrite Platinum TwinTrak Pro 

Feature-Packed Dual-Channel Preamp, Optical Compressor and EQ 

The newest member in Focusrite's 
Platinum Series is a 2U channel 

strip/monitor mixer combination 

that promises to have everything you'll need 

to record, overdub and monitor stereo 

sources—just add instruments and mics, 

headphones and speakers, and something 

go(xl on which to record. 

A QUICK OVERVIEW 

The TwinTrak has two identical mono chan-

nel strips, each comprising a Class-A 

mic/line/instrument preamp with variable 

impedance, a very useful mid-scoop filter 

and a nice-sounding optical compressor. The 

channels can be linked for stereo or used as 

two discrete mono paths. 

A stereo monitor section includes dual 

unbalanced send/returns to connect a serial 

device or other processor. In addition to a 

built-in headphone amp, the TwinTrak Pro 

has an output for feeding a dedicated head-

phone amp. Because the input signal is rout-

ed directly through the monitor section, 

there's no latency to deal with. 

Both k-inch line and S/PDLF digital inputs 
are provided, allowing DAW users to route di-

rectly to the unit and back. Focusrite offers an 

AID converter option for the TwinTrak but 

they weren't included in the review unit. 

UNDER THE HOOD 

The TwinTrak pac ks a formidable number 

of features into its solid-feeling chassis. 

Starting at the back, features include XLR 

balanced monitor and main outputs, and 

parallel -10dBV outputs; line-level inputs 

separate from the instrument and mic ins 

on the front panel (with switches on the 

front panel); TRS inserts and individual 

compressor sidechain inputs for each 

channel; and BNC word clock input and 

DAC out and optional ADC. 

The mic pre-amps provide 60 dB of gain, 

enough to drive even low-output ribbon mics. 

There's a separate six-stage LED meter for 

each mic preamp, and switches for phantom 

power, polarity reversal and a highpass filter. 

The Air button is an interesting feature, 

which Focusrite explains as a "wire-wound, 

inductor-induced" circuit. It adds a pleasing 

high-frequency boost to the mic inputs and 

in practice I never turned it off. 

The mid-scoop EQ can be swept contin-

uously from 120 Hz to 2 kHz, and it has just 

two buttons: In and Deep (12 dB of cut in-

stead of 6 dB with the switch out). 

Like many optical compressors, the attack 

varies with the input level, but TwinTrak has 

switches for slow attack, hard ratio and hard 

knee. The compression knob is a backward 

threshold control, and the release becomes 

automatic in the fully clockwise position. 

The comprehensive monitor section in-

cludes a mono switch, a balance pot be-

tween the two channels and a mute button. 

The dual analog peak-level reading meters 

are a nice, rare feature. 

As a testament to its quality, the TwinTrak 

uses a detachable IEC power cord, not a wall 

wart power supply. 

PUT TO THE RECORDING TEST 

While the TwinTrak's circuitry undoubtedly 

borrows from higher-end Focusrite units' de-

signs, the Platinum series is the company's 

budget line. The TwinTrak ($700, 24/96 AID 
option: $250) is priced and designed for use 

in personal studio rigs—definitely the milieu 

in which it shines. 

I made some quick recordings into Pro 

Tools through the TwinTrak and two other 

budget mic preamps. I recorded acoustic gui-

tar, solo cello, key rattling, recorder and spo-

ken word. (The latter is arguably the best test 

signal for any audio equipment because it's so 

obvious when it does or doesn't sound right.) 

The TwinTrak's mic preamp stacked up 

quite well next to these budget units—after 

its impedance control had been adjusted to 

suit an Audio-Technica 4050. And with the 

Air circuit engaged, it sounded substantially 

nicer to my ears. 

However, it only works on mics. Some-

times when you compare budget electronics 

to high-end studio gear, you may notice a 

loss of, well, air on signals running through 

the unit. I no-

ticed this whether or not the compres-

sor and filter were switched into the circuit, 

but, of course, it's highly dependent on the 

source; for example, a DI'd electric guitar is 

unlikely to be a problem. 

This is not something that shows up in a 

spectrum display (I looked at pink noise 

recordings through the TT and an adjacent 

channel of my digital mixer in Metric Halo's 

SpectraFoo); rather, it's a matter of how 

"open" the sound is. There's a reason Focus-

rite also makes its high-end Red and ISA lines. 

This became apparent when I sneaked 

the TwinTrak into one of engineer E.T. 

Thomgren's sessions for new artist Tenley 

Bedard. He ran out of a Millennia Media 

channel strip into the TwinTrak's line input 

to use its faster-acting compressor, which is 

more appropriate for pop vocals. 

While the tracks needed a little compen-

satory air-range shelving EQ, the TwinTrak's 

optical compressor performed nicely. Be-

tween all of its options, especially the auto-

release position, you can make the compres-

sor seen but not heard, or heard but not seen. 

Finally, it makes a lot of sense to have a 

mid-scoop EQ on a recording box. Of 

course, fully parametric EQ is useful as 99 

percent of the time, you just want to get rid 

of a problem frequency. And, in fact, Twin-

Trak's filters proved their mettle on a stereo 

acoustic guitar recording, getting rid of the 

typical 180 to 250Hz lumpiness effortlessly 

and transparently. 

CONCLUSION 

The TwinTrak Pro is a very well-conceived 

product with great features, excellent com-

pressor and sound quality unrivalled at this 

price point. 

Focusrite, dist. by Digi-

design, 650/731-6300, www. 

digidesign.com. 

Nick Batzdorf is a composer, producer, en-

gineer and writer living in Los Angeles. 
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FIELD TEST BY MICHAWCOOIRIF 1111 

Wunder Audio PEQ1 Mic Pre/EQ 

A Blast From the Past Gets a Sonic Makeover 

I
n 1971, Led Zeppelin bass and key-
board player John Paul Jones ordered a 

custom-built console for his recording 

studio. Decades later, Wunder Audio owner 

Mike Castoro got his hands on a preamp/EQ 

module from that one-of-a-kind board and 

was blown away by its sound. Castoro spent 

the next four years designing and imple-

menting 20 modifications for the module, re-

sulting in the Wunder Audio PEQ1. 

SOUD, IN AND OUT 

The solid-state, fully discrete, Clam-A PEQ1 

can be ordered either as a stand-alone mono 

module with 18-pin, gold-plated Amphenol 

connector ($2,250 list) or in a 1- or 2-channel 

rackmountable chassis that also provides XLR 

and TRS connections for mic, line and instru-

ment inputs and line output. (More on these 

connections in a bit.) Although the circuitry 

for the PEQ1 is unique, Castoro made the 

stand-alone module's form factor and pin-out 

configuration fully compatible with Neve 1073 

modules so that it could serve as a direct re-

placement in Neve 80 Series consoles or out-

board racks designed for the 1073. 

I reviewed a single PEQ1 module mount-

ed in a 3U, 2-channel Wunder Audio pow-

ered rack, designed by Boutique Audio & 

Design. The rack adds $695 to the module's 

list price: A Boutique rack loaded with two 

PEQls costs $5,195. Castoro told me that his 

company will offer a single-channel module 

(the PEQ1R; $2,250) mounted in a Wunder 

Audio 1U rackmountable chassis by the time 

you read this. An outboard lunchbox-style 

power supply ($299) will be required for use 

in this configuration; the power supply will 

purportedly be able to power up to 24 daisy-

chained PEQ1Rs. Similar to the Boutique 

version, the PEQ1R will offer XLR and TRS 

connections for mic, line and instrument in-

puts and line output. 

My review unit provided separate bal-

anced XLR connectors for mic and line 

inputs and line output on the rear panel. A 

balanced TRS input (which also accepts un-

balanced signals) on the unit's front panel is 

wired in parallel with the unit's rear panel 

line input and can accommodate instrument 

or line-level signals. All I/Os go to custom-

designed transformers (exact replicas of 

those used in Jones' desk), which are key to 

the PEQ1's sonic signature. 

The unit's build quality looks solid. Com-

ponents include conductive-plastic Vishay 

pots, custom Elma switches and large 

Sprague "Orange Drop" capacitors for the 

EQ circuitry. The PEQ1's frequency re-

sponse—with EQ switched out—is an im-

pressive 20 Hz to 115 kHz, +0/-1 dB. Maxi-

mum output level is a respectable +23 dBm 

into 10 kilohms. Noise is better than -125 dB 

from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. 

FINE FEATURES 

The PEQ1 module offers separate control 

knobs for input gain and each of its three 

bands of EQ. Switches are also provided for 

choosing alternate input source (mic or 

line/instrument), global EQ bypass and 

phase inversion. The Boutique rack adds 

switches for AC, phantom power and a ro-

tary attenuator (which goes to complete si-

lence when set fully counterclockwise) for 

output level. The PEQ1R will also purport-

edly incorporate all of these features except 

the power switch, which will be on its out-

board power supply. 

The PEQ1's input gain control provides 

from 18 to 78 dB of gain for mic signals and 

a whopping 60 dB of gain for line and in-

strument inputs—plenty for recording instru-

ments straight to tape or disk. Hash marks 

for input gain follow British convention: Val-

ues indicate the amount of gain applied to 

achieve the rated output level (in this case, 0 

dBm). For example, the gain knob would 

need to be set to "-12" to achieve OdBm out-

put level on -12dBm input. Screening on one 

side of the knob indicates gain boost for mic 

input, while the other side shows gain boost 

for line and instrument inputs. 

The PEQ1 provides shelving EQ for high 

and low bands and a bell curve filter for 

rnids. The stepped (fixed) frequency and 

continuously variable gain controls for each 

band are concentrically arranged. There is 

no Q control for the mids; filter bandwidth 

varies between roughly i and yo octave, de-

pending on which center frequency is cho-

sen. Choices of frequencies include 40, 60, 

100, 160 and 200 Hz for lows; 0.36, 0.7, 1.3, 

2.4, 3.6 and 5.8 kHz for muds; and 7, 10, 12.5, 

15 and 20 kHz for highs. There is no over-

lap in center frequency choices between 
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D TEST 

bands, and a band can only be independ-

ently bypassed by setting its frequency con-

trol to an off position. 

A separate bypass switch for each band 

would have allowed users to retain each 

frequency selection in bypass mode and 

perform instantaneous A/B comparisons 

per channel. Another practical disadvan-

tage is that the brass boost/cut knobs, 

though beautiful, are plated with a shiny 

nickel finish that made it very difficult to as-

certain settings in many lighting conditions. 

[Editor's note: Wunder says the knobs are 

also available in a glare-free, clean an-

odized aluminum.] These knobs also lack 

zero detents. The maximum boost/cut pro-

vided is roughly ±21 dB for midrange fre-

quencies and ±20 dB for lows and highs. 

WUNDERFUL SOUND 

Below using the l'EQ1 in my sessions, I 

AiB'd its mic pre (EQ switched out) with an 

exceedingly accurate Millennia HV-3D to get 

a handle on its sound. Recording a nylon-

string guitar, the I-IV-3D offered noticeably 

faster transient response an4 more depth 

and transparency as compared to the PEQ1. 

The PEQ1's mic pre wasn't as sparkly, open 

and detailed as I would've liked. 

I quickly learned that this unit's forte was-

(z-Qualizer, $1200 MSRP) 

I World-class 
digital 

EQ 

Z-Systems Audio Engineering 
www.z-sys.com 
z-sysez-sys.com 

n't transparency but making things sound 

big. Recording male lead vocals through the 

PEQ1's pre with a Lawson L251 tube con-

denser set to omni mode and applying mild 

cut below 160 Hz and boost at 20 kHz with 

the PEQ1's EQ, the sound was lush and 

round with plenty of detail and depth. 

Playing my '62 Strut through Roland's 

fabulous MicroCube amp, I miked the cabi-

net with an L251 in bi-directional mode and 

used the PEQ1's preamp again for gain. The 

sound was perfect: huge, creamy and tight-

ly focused. The guitar track had a raspy cut 

without sounding brittle. 

Recording electric bass guitar via the 

PEQ1's front panel instrument jack, I antici-

pated hearing a dull sound due to expected 

pickup loading (considering that the instru-

ment input follows the same audio path as 

line-in), but, boy, was I wrong! With the EQ 

switched out, the bass guitar was delightful-

ly present without sounding glaring or thin. 

In fact, the sound was so rich and full that I 

would've sworn that this was a tube pre, ex-

cept that the sound also had a solid-state fo-

cus. Best of all, the PEQ1's bottom goes all 

the way to China! The bass track's thunder-

ous, fat, growly and aggressive sound 

eclipsed that produced from any dedicated 

DI—tube or solid-state—that I've ever used 

On a 
project-studio 
budget 

with that same bass guitar. 

In other sessions, I got fat and snappy 

tracks recording congas, djembe, cowbell 

and handclaps in turn through the PEQ1 (us-

ing a B&K 4011 mic). Here, applying a touch 

of the PEQ1's low- and high-shelving boost 

added extra dimension to the tracks. 

I also put its line input and EQ to good 

use during several mixdown sessions, alter-

nately shaping kick, snare drum and bass 

guitar tracks. The sound was always warm, 

robust and full-bodied, yet tightly focused. 

The PEQ1's EQ sounded especially musical 

on rock drums. Very responsive yet smooth, 

this is colorful EQ you can readily hear. 

SOLID, IN AND OUT 

The PEQ1 would not be my choice for 

recording, say, delicate stringed instruments 

where transparency and detail are para-

mount goals. But for drum, percussion, elec-

tric guitar and vocal tracks that make a bold 

statement, the PEQ1 is an outstanding 

choice. And you gotta hear it on bass guitar! 

Wunder Audio, 512/338-6777, www. 

wunderaudio.com. 

Mix contributing editor Michael Cocper e the 
owner of Michael Cooper Recording in beau-

tiful  Sisters, Ore. 

The z-Qualizer 

Introducing the z-Qualizer by Z-Systems Audio 
Engineering. For nearly a decade, the world's top 
mastering engineers have relied on Z-Systems digital 
equalizers for their daily work. Whatever the job --
pop, metal, country, jazz, or classical -- our digital 
EQs are known for delivering the soul of the best 
analog processors with the precision that only digital 
can bring. 

Now you, too, can have the same glorious-sounding 
digital EQ algorithms in a small, affordable package. 
Break the plug-in habit and hear what 
a world-class outboard EQ can do for 
your projects.  Z 

• 

To locate a Z-Systems dealer near you, contact TransAmerica Audio Group at 702.365.5155 or sales transaudiogroup.com 
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AUDIX 
PERFORMANCE IS EVERYTHING 

THE BEST ALL 
PURPOSE INISTRUMENIT 
MIC ON THE MARKET. 
IF YOU WERE TO ONLY BUY ONE MIC THIS YEAR, 

IT 'S GOT TO BE THE NEW AUDIX 1-5. 

DESIGNED TO FOCUS ON THE INSTRUMENT BEING MIXED WITHOUT 

PICKING UP OTHER INSTRUMENTS OR AMBIENT NOISE ON STAGE, THE 

1-5 OFFERS EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE FOR ALL GENRES OF MUSIC. 

• AN ALL PURPOSE UTILITY HIC FOR STAGE AND STUDIO 

• CLEAR, NATURAL SOUND REPRODUCTION 

• VLM® CAPSULE TECHNOLOGY 

• TIGHT CARDIOID PATTERN FOR FEEDBACK CONTROL 

• ALSO OREAT FOR VOCALS 

FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU CALL: 800-966-13261 

TEL: 503-6E12-6933 FAX: 503-6E32-7114 %A/VVVV.AIJCIIXIJSA.CON1 

AUDIO CORPORATION 

PO Box 4010 

WILmoNvILLF, OR 97070 

IN CANADA. C-TED 

rcl. 604-942-1001 

FAX 604-942-1010 

01/AUOIX CORP 2004. 

ALL RIGHT. ..... vco. 
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BY K.K. PROFFITT 

Prism Sound Dream ADA-8 8-Channel Converters 

Mixing and Mastering With the Future in Mind 

p
:ism Sound Dream converters are 
well known in mastering circles for 

their transparency and detail, and 

the ADA-8 continues the tradition of fine de-

sign and excellent construction. The Dream 

ADA-8 provides eight channels of up to 

96IcHz/24-bit AD/DA conversion for high-

quality audio production. Multichannel mix-

ing and mastering facilities will find its 

flexible interface options especially useful. 

Although the unit is not cheap (from $8,700 

to $ 11,700), its field-upgradeable components 

ensure that it will remain viable after other 

converters have been consigned to the 

slagheap. Digital I/O modules, AD/DA 

boards and even the DSP engine may be up-

graded; firmware upgrades are also available 

INS AND OUTS 

The Dream ADA-8's back panel has four sec-

tions: mains inlet, analog I/0 1 and 2, digi-

tal I/0 1 and 2 and the Utility Module. The 

mains inlet has an EEC socket, a power on/off 

switch, a two-way voltage selector and a fuse 

holder. The top eight inputs in the analog I/0 

section (AIO1) comprise transfonnerless, 

electronically balanced, galvanically isolated 

XLR inputs with software-adjustable calibra-

tion level. Dynamic range is 112 dB, RMS un-

weighted, measured at -60 dBFS. THD+N is 

-105 dB (0.0004%), RMS unweighted, at -1 

dBFS. A switchable Overkiller function (a 

progressive analog peak limiter) prevents 

converter overload with soft-knee limiting up 

to 12 dB beyond nominal full-scale. 

The lower eight outputs in the analog 

I/0 section (AI02) are also transformerless, 

electronically balanced, galvanically isolated 

XLR outputs. Dynamic range is 110 dB, RMS 

unweighted, measured at -60 dBFS. THD+N 

is -104 dB (0.0004%) typical, RMS un-

weighted, at -1 dBFS. Because A10 slots can 

accept either analog input or output mod-

ules, the ADA-8 can be configured to offer 

16 analog inputs or 16 analog outputs. 

Digital I/O options abound: AES3-

S/PDIF, Pro Tools MIX, Pro Tools1HD or 

IEEE-1394 FireWire, all offering eight chan-

nels in and out. The ADA can accommodate 

any two I/O options at the same time. 

The Utility module comprises a stereo 

analog monitor output with balanced RCA 

connectors, a stereo digital monitor output 

with a BNC connector, AES11 reference sync 

input and output, word clock or video ref-

erence sync in, word clock or superclock 

(256 xfs) reference sync out and a serial port 

with RS-232, RS-485 or MIDI format on a 

male 9-pin D connector. 

THE FRONT PANEL'S FOUR MS 

The ADA-8 front panel features the Monitor, 

Mimic, Meter and Menu panels. At the ex-

treme left is a switch to toggle the ADA-8 in 

and out of standby power mode. Below the 

switch is a headphone jack for 2-channel 

monitoring. The Dream ADA-8 has two 8-

channel paths that can be monitored and 

metered separately and synchronously. 

Typically, these two paths will be the 

AD/DA signal paths. 

The Monitor panel controls the 2-chan-

nel monitor and displays its parameters. A 

blue Access button calls the appropriate 

menus on the ADA-8's LCD. You can moni-

tor in Pairs mode (where adjacent channel 

pairs are monitored) or Mixed mode. In 

Mixed mode, a mix of any of the path's 

channels can be created, each with its own 

gain and pan setting. 

The Path Selector button toggles be-

tween path 1 and path 2. Pre Post selects 

whether the monitor path will be sent pre or 

post the processing section. Cut mutes the 

signal path, and the Invert button phase in-

verts both channels when selected. Engag-

ing the Mono button causes both channels 

to be mixed together at both outputs, and 

the Swap button exchanges channels A and 

B outs. A two-button volume control may be 

defeated in the Monitor options menu. 

The Mimic panel shows the signal flow 

through either path 1 or path 2—from 

source through processing to destination. 

Path 1 and path 2 are switchable. Other 

function buttons are circumscribed by flow 

chart boxes that 

have access buttons to call up com-

panion menus related to the specific box. 

The sync source/sample rate box indicates 

sync source (local, word clock, AFS, video, 

D 1 1 or D12) and sample rate (32k, 44.1k, 

48k, x2, x4 and -ext). The source box shows 

which ports are assigned as inputs to the se-

lected path: analog (1, 2), digital (1, 2) and 

a Split96 indicator that shows when the dig-

ital inputs are used in two-wire mode. Mic 

and 48k LEDs indicate that analog input 

modules with a mic pre facility are selected 

with the mic pre function and phantom 

power toggled to on. The Overkiller LED 

shows that one or more inputs in the path 

have their progressive analog limiter 

switched on. 

The decode box indicates signal path 

word length (16, 20 or 24-bit) and which de-

code algorithms are in use. The MR-X LED 

shows that Prism Sound's MR-X format is en-

gaged. This is a word-mapping scheme that 

sacrifices tracks to record higher sample rates 

or longer word lengths to a multichannel tar-

get that has a lower native format. 

If the DRE LED is lit, one or more chan-

nels are being decoded from the Prism 

Sound DRE (Dynamic Range Enhancement) 

format. DRE encodes extended word length 

formats to shortened formats without sacri-

ficing an extra channel. It works for record-

ing to media and digital audio signal paths. 

DRE16 indicates a maximum 16-bit word 

length for target media or data channels, 

while DRE20 is used for 20-bit media. 

Green LEDs indicate the input signal's ef-

fective word length after decoding. Word 

length is determined by measuring the num-

ber of zero ISIlts rather than depending on 

aux bit definition in the data stream. 

The process box has three LEDs: Patch 

LED, which indicates that cross-channel mix-

ing or patching is selected; Process LED, 

showing that signal processing functions are 

active; and Bypass LED, indicating that no 

patching or processing is enabled. 
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Outfit your studio with the best 
RDER 24r1 FROM OUR SECURE WEB SHE 

gear at rock-bottom SSW prices. 
o B91 he best source for 

everything you 
need for recording, 
mixing, monitoring 
and performing if 
it's Pro Audio, we 
have it, and at the 
guaranteed lowest 
prices From the finest 
mics and latest digital 
audio interfaces to 
highly- accurate studio 
reference monitors 
and money-saving 
headphone 5 packs, 
we have everything 
you need to work pro-
ductively and sound 
your best no matter 
what your budget 

In addition, our 
sales reps have years 
of experience helping 
big studios and radio 
stations bind the gear 
they need, so you can 
be sure they know 
their stuff And yours 

Go online or 
call for your FREE 
catalog today and 
find out why we're the 

audio source more 
people are turning 

to for 
the best 
gear, low 
prices, 
and 
expert 
servic0 

MUM • 2488 • 24-track digital studio • CD-R/Vel 
• four combo XIR-1/4" inputs with phantom power • lour 1/4" 
micIline inputs • guitar input • IJSB 2.0 • 40 GBdD • etlects 

APOGEE • BIG BEN • advaned master digital :lock • up to 192 MI 
• " Sure Lock" dropout prevention • universal power • pull up/down • realtime 
conversion • Adaptive Loop Filtening • ultra-loe jitter • generous inputs/outputs 

SHURE • KSM32S1 • studio condense mic 
• transformerless • 15 dB pad • switchable low 
frequency filter • c3se, shoclemotint, swivel mount 

GEMBEC•1029A • powered studio monitor • 40/ 
40 watts biamplitication • 5" IF and 3/4" HF drivers 
• precise imag,ing, detail and dynamics • sold as each 

_ . • 

MOTU • 828MKII • powerful FireWire adio nnterlace • 20 inputs and 22 
outputs • 10 channels of pristine 24-bit/961 analog I/O conversion • 8 channel 
ADM and stereo S/PDIF I/O • 2 front-panel. XLR inputs with phante power 

le' • . eimik *°° ° ele • 4 • e Ire ...... 0. » - mit 
PRESONUS • EUREKA • recording channel strip • transiormer-coupïed 
preamp with variable input impedance • fast FEI compressor with soft and hard 
knee modes • 3-band parametric EQ • line and direct instrument inputs 

SEI4HHEISER • HD202PKG • 5- pack 01 CiosEU 
ear h3adphones • incredible deal • deep lows and 
cri.spfiighs • stock up your studio at a great low price! 



FIELD TEST 

The dither/encode box indicates word 

length for the path's digital outputs (assum-

ing that digital outputs are assigned) and en-

code algorithms in-use. The 16b, 20b and 24b 

LEDs in the center of the box indicate word 

length; more than one may be lit if different 

output channels in the path have differing 

word lengths. The SNS LED shows if word-

length reduction using the Prism Sound Su-

per Noise-Shaping algorithm is selected for 

any of the channels. If any of the path's chan-

nels has fiat dither selected, then the Flat LED 

will be lit. The Auto LED lights when auto 

dither defeat is active. This ensures that no 

dither will be applied in situations where it is 

not needed; for example, when doing a 

straight D/D transfer or sending digital black. 

The Dest (Destination) box indicates out-

put ports for the selected path. The green 

LEDs on the box's right side include analog 

1 and 2, digital 1 and 2 with yellow LEDs in-

dicating Split96, or two-wire mode. 

The Meter panel has eight bargraph me-

ters that can be assigned to show levels for 

either path. Peak hold and overload status 

may be assigned via the relevant menus. 

Alert LEDs show various conditions such as 

input lock status or analog overload killer 

  'eserio 

Help Create the New 
Standard of Production 

Be a part of the Magic at the 

Walt Disney World® Resort in Orlando, FL 

Walt Disney Entertainment is currently accepting resumes for: 

• FOH/Monitor Engineers with Digital Experience 
• Video Technicians with Experience in Camera, 

Projection, Switching, and Directing of Live Shows 

Full- Time Positions with Benefits 

Pay Commensurate with Experience 

(e)ACre-ester Entertainment 

Please Submit Resumes to: 
Walt Disney World Casting Center 

Entertainment Recruiter 
Source Code: XTECH 

P. 0. BOX 10,000 
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830 

EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • C Disney 

action, depending on their assigned func-

tion. The top row of buttons selects path 1 

or 2, pre- or post-processing metering, in-

definite peak hold and access to the relevant 

menus. The Channel Select and All buttons 

are used together for various programmable 

functions, such as the quick assignment of 

the analog overload killer to all channels. 

The Menu panel lets the user view and 

change all parameters and provides 24 

stores (four banks of six) for user settings. 

I HAVE ONE, I WANT MORE 

The ADA-8 s clocking yields excellent jitter 

rejection. AD/DA paths have independent, 

multiple PLLs, and imaging is precise for 

multichannel and stereo audio programs 

(assuming that the audio in question has ex-

cellent imaging). 

I tested the Dream ADA-8 with a Pyra-

mix DSD system and was instantly struck by 

the entire system's natural sound. I also used 

it with a Pro Tools I HD 5 Accel system be-

cause most of my current projects are at least 

96 kHz. I hope that a 192IcHz upgrade is 

coming for this unit because I have several 

clients requesting that format. 

I used the Dream ADA-8 when mixing 

Read Ridley's latest film, Dodge City, starring 

Isaac Hayes and Jackson Bostwick. Match-

ing dialog shot on location with ADR re-

quired close attention to subtle nuances in 

the background ambience and minute 

tweaking of vocal levels and EQ. Having the 

Prism meters for constant reference ensured 

that I maintained dynamic range without los-

ing the quiet scenes or overloading louder 

ones. It's one thing to mix music in three-
minute programs and another to mix audio 

for an 80-minute program. I found that the 

ADA-8 helped offset fatigue because I could 

hear greater detail without struggling. When 

I listened to the mix on other systems, I was 

mil-prised at how areas I worried about 

seemed to meld together without seeming 

"chopped." 

An acoustic jazz project I started in DSD 

is now in the overdub stage on a Pro 

Tools I HD Accel system with the ADA-8. M-

ter finishing the mix, I'll transcode back to 

DSD using the ADA-8. One of the ADA-8's 

most useful assets is its ability to do instant 

format conversion: If I need to go to anoth-

er system, I just swap modules. 

What do you get the person who has 
everything, including a Prism Sound Dream 

ADA-8? Why, another one, of course! 

Prism, 973/983-9577, fax: 973/983-

9588, www.prismsound.com. 

K.K Proffit is co-owner/chief engineer at 

JamSync, a Nashville facility specializing in 

surround production. 
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Power Tools 
for power players 
One performance. Get it right. 
Pros demand the best from the tools they use. 
Power Tools... by Radial. 

Radial .107 Injector ,uggested list $849 U3 
Guitar freaks rejoict Drive up to 7 amplifiers at the same time 

without changing the original tone of the guitar and do it 
without buzz or hum caused by ground loops. Record a dry track 

with the built-in DI and send the signal back to the JD7 and 
re-amplify it to 7 amps and effect pedals. Addictive. 

Radial 148 Active DI iggested list $ 199 US 
For great sound without choking, look no further than the Radial 

J48. Features a 48V phantom supplied active drive circuit with a 
unique DC-to-DC transformer isolated switching power supply to 
provide amazing headroom while eliminating hum and buzz 
caused ground loops. Radical. 

Radial JDI Passive DI suggested list S 199 us 
Jensen Transformer equipped, the Radial JDI has become the 
standard passive DI in the business. Exceptional noise rejection 
eliminates troublesome ground loops and virtually zero phase 
distortion at any level makes the .1D1 a must have for studio and 
stage. Available in single, stereo or 6-pack. Magic. 

Radial X-Amp Re-Amplifier - suggested list $ 199 us 
Ever wish you could go back and change the sound of a pre-
recorded guitar track? Now you can with X-Amp. When tracking, 
record a spare dry track and play it back through the X-amp 
after the guitarist has gone home. Two outputs lets you drive 
amps and pedals to create thick new textures. X-plosive. 

Radial JPC Stereo DI - suggested list $199 US 
Designed specifically for PC sound cards, DVD players and 
all those cool consumer devices that cause nothing but 
havoc, the JPC is 100% transformer isolated to eliminate 
nasty ground loops and equipped with a 48V active 
drive circuit for long cables. Easy to use. Great 
sounding. Indispensable. 

Radial JDV Super DI - suggested list $449 us 
There is no finer DI than the Radial JDV. 100% discreet 

Class-A topology with a feed forward design that 
sounds so true, it'll make the hair on your arms 

twitch. DragTM Control pick-up load correction, A 
or B inputs, 4 instrument amp outputs, hi-lo 

filters and amazing headroom combine for the 
most powerful DI ever made. Unbeatable. 

Radial...The world's finest direct boxes 

winneradia C01111 
1638 Kebet Way, Port Coquitlam BC V3C 5W9 te1:604-942-100 I email:info@radialeng.com 

RadialTM 
erigineeririg 



FIELD TEST 

KRK Rokit RP-5 Powered Studio Monitors 
Small Speakers With a Big Sound 

The KRK Rokit Powered Studio Mon-
itors intrigued me because of their 

incredibly low price. I received the 

RP-5s, the smallest pair in the line, which sell 

for $299/pair MSRP, and I liked them imme-

diately. If you're on a limited budget and 

need to outfit a stereo or surround listen-

ing/editing/mixing station in a small room, 

then these are the monitors for you. 

The Rokit Powered line comprises three 

models: the RP-5, RP-6 and RP-8. There is 

also the 150-watt RP-10S RoK bottom pow-

ered subwoofer. The numbers 5, 6,8 and 10 

refer to the woofer size in inches, and all 

models share KRK's proprietary yellow 

woofer cone design made of a woven-glass 

Aramid composite. A single 1-inch neodymi-

um soft-dome tweeter with fenofluid is used 

for high frequencies. All models are de-

signed as individual systems with specifical-

ly optimized transducers, enclosures and 

electronics. The models' tweeter domes are 

the same proprietary textile material im-
pregnated with a polyester damping materi-

al. The voice coil and motor structures dif-

fer for each model. 

The RP-5 weighs 14 pounds and meas-

ures 107/.x7Y4x8% inches. They are made us-

ing medium-density fiberboard with rabbet 

joinery, a central septum and multiple 

braces. The Rokits have an oiganic, high-

tech feel and are finished in flat black with 

rounded corners and edges that KRK says 

reduce edge diffraction and results in better 

audio imaging. There is a stylish escutcheon 

plate surrounding the tweeter and woofer 

and a bass port slot nearly the width of the 

cabinet at the bottom. This rectangular-

shaped port is said to reduce port turbulence 

as compared to a round one. 

The RP-5 frequency response is given as 

53 to 20k Hz, ±2 dB. The crossover is at 3 

kHz using a custom 24dB/octave crossover 

filter. The RP-5 uses a 15W amp for the 

tweeter and a 30W amp for the woofer. Both 

amp modules are low-noise and distortion 

DMOS audio amplifier modules made by 

SGS-Thomson. 

PROFESSIONAL REAR PANEL 

The rear panel contains all switches, con-

trols and connections, and acts as a heat 

sink for the built-in amplifiers. There are 

two level controls: a continuously 

adjustable input sensitivity knob that 

goes from -30 dB to +6 dB, and a 

four-position high-frequency switch 

with -2, -1, 0 and +1dB positions. 

For my listening tests, I kept the in-

put set to +6 dB and the high fre-

quency at 0 dB. The rear panel fin-

ishes with an on/off switch, a fused 

110/220 VAC IEC mains connector 

and three convenient audio input 

connectors (XLR and TRS balanced 

and an RCA unbalanced jack). 

PLUG-AND-PLAY 

MUSIC AT HOME 

Its been great "living" with my pair 

of Rokits for the past month. I have 

a small one-man mixing/listening 

station in one-half of my office. I 

placed the pair of RP-5s exactly 32 

inches apart on either side of my 15-

inch flat-panel DAW monitor on 

small stands—just tall enough to get 

them at head/ear height. The speak-

ers are shielded. 

I liked the monitors' look: When your 

head is the third corner of the proverbial 

near-field monitor equilateral triangle all day 

and/or night, it helps to have something nice 

to gaze at. 

The RP-5s told me everything good and 

bad about my recordings and mixes. I was 

surprised at how well I could hear bass 

and upper-bass frequencies with only a 5-
inch woofer. These monitors are for low to 

medium volumes and when pushed hard, 

they tended to scream out with more up-

per midrange. Panned track positions were 

easy to hear, and the amplifier electronics 

were very quiet, so I heard reverb tails all 

the way down into the DAW's noise floor. 

With only 5-inch woofers, you are not go-

ing to fill the room with booming subson-

ics—get a subwoofer for checking that sub 

octave. 

AT THE STUDIO 

In a much bigger control room—for a refer-

ence point and not as an A/B—I compared 

the Rokits to a pair of Yamaha NS-10M stu-

dio monitors and a pair of Genelec 1031As. 

The KRICs were smoother and nicer to listen 

to than the Yamahas—really an "apples to 

oranges" comparison. The NS-10Ms have a 

hyped midrange character and the RP-5s 

easily demonstrated it with a much flatter 

and smoother overall sound. The KRICs have 

more and tighter bass than the 6k-inch 

Yamaha woofer. 

The KRKs sounded closer to the Gen-

elecs but smaller in scale. The larger 

1051As were more open in the top end 

and a little brighter. Mixes done with the 

Genelecs translated well down to the 

ICRICs, with stereo imaging, spectral bal-

ance (EQs), reverb levels and dynamics 

remaining intact. Similarly, mixes made at 

my office using the KRICs translated equal-

ly well on the studio's Genelecs. 

CHECKING OUT 

With their small footprint, great low end 

and low price, the KRK RP-5 Powered 

Studio Monitors make too much sense 

not to have. I liked their look and sound, 

and found them easy to mix music on. 

I'm sold! 

KRK Systems LLC, 805/584-5244, www. 

krksys.com. 
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It's not easy being the best ... 

Times and technologies change, but some 

things remain the same. Since opening our 

doors in 1924, it has been our goal to keep 

musicians on the cutting edge of music 

technology - from analog to digital and 

beyond. The Sam Ash Professional Audio 

Group was created with the special needs of 

studio and live sound professionals in mind 

and is the only pro supplier backed by over 

79 years of experience. We pride ourselves 

on offering an unbeatable selection of the 

latest gear backed by unmatched expert 

service and the guaranteed lowest prices in 

the industry. Visit our totally new website 

online at www.samashpro.com. If you are in 

the New York City area, stop by our newly 

renovated showroom. Call ( 212) 586-1100 

for an appointment. 

... but we've been doing it for 80 years! 

SELECTION  
The nation's largest selection 

of name- brand recording, live sound, 
DJ and computer solutions! 

SUPPORT PRICE  
Professional Service. 
Professional Training. 

PROFESSIONAL 

The Guaranteed Lowest Price 
backed by our 

30- Day Satisfaction Policy! 

162 West 48th Street • New York, NY 10036 • (212) 586-1100 • www.samashpro.com 



FIELD TEST 

Aaton Cantar-X Field Recorder With Mixer 
Capture Multitrack Audio on Location 

The Cantar-X field recorder, designed 
by French film camera maker Aaton, 

covers almost every conceivable re-

quirement for video and film, with multi-

channel 24/96, simultaneous recording to a 

2.5-inch internal HD and CD-R/DVD+R/ 

DVD-RAM (internal or external) in a slick, er-

gonomic package. 

The Cantar-X is the size of a Nagra and 

about as solid. Its case is a metal alloy and 

its six linear playback mixer faders are wa-

terproof. The unit was configured with 

three mono and two stereo mic inputs, a 

pair of stereo line inputs and eight channels 

via digital I/O on a D13-25 connector. Word, 

video ref, LTC and reserved VO are on a 

DB-15 connector with breakout cable. 

Timecode VO functions appear on a 5-pin 

Lemo connector. 

Flanking the unit's left and right are two 

rechargeable batteries (on 4-pin XL.Rs) that 

provide 10 to 15 hours of operation, de-

pending on configuration. An alarm goes off 

when the juice is low, and both batteries can 

be online together. Cantar-X connects with 

Wintel and Apple platforms via FireWire and 

(with an optional module) a Bluetooth-en-
abled Palm PDA. 

GETTING CONTROL 

The front panel has three round and one 

rectangular LCDs. On the top panel are ro-

tary knobs for the mic and line input level 

controls. Like "split desks" of old, the linear 

faders (top left) are for playback monitor-

ing; the resulting subtnix can be bounced to 

tracks 7 and 8. The little silver buttons are 

for solo, channel selection and on/off for 

channel, phantom power and limiting. 

A recorder with a built-in mixer is not un-

usual, but one with virtual patchbay and 

router can simplify changeovers. All mic and 

line inputs can be routed and panned to any 

of the six tracks (plus a 2-track stereo mix), 

with playback monitoring being its own sub-

set of presets. While Cantar-X has a learning 

curve, the time invested to learn the presets— 

or rolling your own—will pay off on the job. 

The multifunction Main Selector on the 

far-right side handles play, stop, test, record 

and allows access to technical, copy/back-

up, session, audio setup and routing func-

tions. The three round LCDs serve multiple 

duties, including level, balance, phase, 

phantom power and limiter-enable. At the 

center of each display, tracks that are record-

enabled are also displayed, as are the num-

ber and type of drives, both internal and ex-

ternal. The rectangular alphanumeric mes-

sage panel reports take and scene numbers, 

as well as battery level, time of day, time-

code and more. 

A system clock embeds the project name, 

date and time of recording into the audio 

files as metadata to make it easier to keep 

track of things on the post side. 

IN THE FIELD 

I used Cantar-X in four different tests: set-

up/record, simultaneous record to multiple 

drives, file management and transfer (via 

computer) and software update. The only 

glitch I encountered was formatting the 

DVD-RAM to the FAT32 file system; hard 

drives must also be externally formatted for 

FAT32. This can be done on Apple and Win-

tel; incremental DVD±R recording is now in 

the works. Recording is possible to any/all 

drives (up to three). On playback, each drive 

can be separately monitored. 

I tested Cantar-X with two different ex-

ternal drives—HD and DVD-RAM—and the 

internal HI). In this ease., the multi-DVD 

recorder was only recognized as a CD read-

er. To fix this, I found the drive's make and 

model and downloaded a driver from Pana-
sonic's Website. 

On the internal HD, I recorded dialog at 

48 kHz/24-bit with a close mic and a pair of 

omni mica for ambience—all condensers. 

The mixer and headphone level controls de-

livered plenty of juice to the cans. The sound 

was warm and detailed without being stri-

dent or abrasive. 

I did not test the Palm-related options, 
but did take advantage of an Aaton alpha 

utility called Majax to open Cantar's files 

on my PC. Aaton's Majax software allows 

the files to be viewed, opened and played 

via a standard soundcard. A future version 

will also include submixing and file con-

version. Majax will play from any drive— 

local or FireWire—including Cantar's inter-
nal drives. 

From the technical menus, the internal 
drives can be unmounted, allowing FireWire 

access by the outside world. Cantar's drives 
show up on the desktop similar to any USB 

or FireWire drive, and as long as the direc-

tory tree is kept intact, can be played by Ma-

jax. Annotation of metadata and audio data 

is planned for the future. 

THAT'S A WRAP 

The Aaton Cantar-X is a well-thought-out, 

full-featured, fun-to-use product. Yes, its 

$15,000 price tag is steep—almost one-and-

a-half times more than the Zaxcom Deva— 

but for those who are employed most of the 

year doing feature films and network/cable 

TV, Cantar-X could make demanding multi-

channel multiple setup jobs a pleasure. Plus, 

it can be rented, a great try-before-you-buy 

option. Every mixer I know wants to check 

it out: All of them were just a little jealous 

that I got it first. 

Aaton, 33/4/7642/9550, www.aaton.com. • 
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CENTRAL STATION STUDIO CONTROL CENTER 
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The Central Station is the piece of gear 

you have needed since the beginning of computer 

recording. It's the master section of a $ 100.000 console 

(minus the console) and a whole lot more. Featurng 

mastering-grade analog and digital circuitry along with 

complete recording communication functions. the 

Central Station will revolutionize the way you record, 

mix, and master, and you will wonder how you ever 

lived without it. 

Your Sweetwater Sales Engineer is trained to help 

you build a recording system that is right for you. and 

the Central Station is one of those essent al 

components that will take your mixes to the next level 

. The CSR-1 optional remote 

I
gives you tidy desktop control 
over master volume, input 

,select. speaker output select. 

lalkback on/off. talkback 

microphone level, mute, dim 

and mono. 

PreSonus 
AUDIO ELECTRONICS„ 

, . 
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GET CONTROL WITH THE CENTRAL STATION: 

PASSIVE SIGNAL PATH 

• Passive analog signal path ( no amplifier stages) delivers invisible high 

headroom, wide dynamic range, no noise, no coloration and no 

distortion. Active IC's and op-amps found in cheaper monitoring devices 

deliver distortion, coloration, ear fatigue and that small, pinched sound. 

PRO 24-bit/192k D to A CONVERTERS 

• Monitor via SPDIF and Toslink for ultimate transparency and depth. 

• Compare your mix to commercial CD's with the press of a button. 

• Dynamic range (> 117dB) better than DACs costing over $ 1.000. 

ACCURATE METERING 

• 30 segment fast-acting LED's for high resolution metering. 

• c Bu and dBfs scale (for digital and analog devices). 

• Calibrate meters to an external source with the push of a button. 

HEADPHONE OUTPUTS ARE CLEAR AND LOUD 

• Low distortion, high output. 
• Drummer will ask you to turn the headphones down. 

•Send a cue mix to the band and listen to the main mix in the 

control room. 

NO MESSY CABLES ON YOUR DESKTOP 

• Keep it neatly in the rack with all of your gear. 

• U se the optional desktop remote control (CSR-1). 

MAIN CONTROL KNOB IS JUST THE RIGHT SIZE 

• Not too big, not too small. 

Call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer at 800-222-4700 

to take control of your studio with the Central Station today. 

Sweetwa 
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• 
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TECH'S FILES  
BY EDDIE CILETTI 

Bass-ic Instincts 

Managing Low Frequencies in Any Room 

I
nitially, my spare bedroom-turned-con-
trol room was an abysmal environ-

ment. Now, clients remark about the 

stereo image and their ability to hear new 

things in "familiar" material, proof that small 

spaces can be rehabilitated. It's not exactly 

a 20Hz room, but it's finally usable. 

There are many off-the-shelf acoustic 

solutions, but the challenges are determin-

ing what is needed and where to put it. This 

month, I'd like to present a procedure that 

provides instant feedback: You'll be able to see—and 

feel—what a bass trap does in real time and what the so-

lutions are and how they work. The caveat? Every room 

is different, so I can't tell you the universal fix for every 

environment. 

IN ONE EAR 

Last year, I used Steinberg's WaveLab to "impulse" the 

room and capture the response. An echo of the impulse 

revealed a physical reflection, the calculated distance that 

corresponded to the width of the room (where an 

acoustic panel's position had not yet been optimized). 

Such reflections smear the stereo image and show, by 

0-degrees 45-degrees 90-degrees 135-degrees 180-degrees 

A few members of the lissajous family that were "phased" by this experiment 

example, how high-frequency behavior can be visual-

ized and how easily anomalies can be tamed. 

Your ears are the most sensitive from 3 kHz to 4 

kHz, become less so around 300 Hz and are steadily 

de-sensitized by about 6 dB for every octave below, 

so it's only natural that we try to pump more bottom 

into a room and a mix. Compared to headphones, it 

takes lots of air movement to make bass happen in a 

room—that's why woofers are bigger than tweeters. 

The resulting energy increase below 400 Hz is enough 

to stimulate walls, floors, ceilings and cavities to res-

onate, which can be a good thing, a bad thing—or a 

little of both. 

numur imuir 

BfflI 11181/8 811[I REIRel ROM SOIni0116 
Audio behaves similarly to light at frequencies above 400 

Hz (think "rays"). That's oversimplified, but the typical 

treatment options are more placement-critical than com-

position-specific—almost anything will do the job—hence, 

the popularity of foam-based products that are easy to work 

with. It's not about how much area is covered, but how ef-

ficiently the solution can be applied. An anechoic labora-

tory is unnaturally dead and not the goal. 

What happens below 400 Hz is more challenging, be-

cause low-frequency waves with sufficient energy don't just 

reflect, they stimulate prone surfaces (walls, ceilings, win-

dows, floors) to resonate. In addition, sound travels 

through solid materials faster than through air. For this rea-

son, loudspeaker systems should be mechanically de-cou-

pled from their environment by using a mechanical ab-

sorber such as neoprene (synthetic rubber). 

TREATMENT 

Acoustic foam works for high-frequency absorption, but as 

frequency decreases to the low mids (about 500 Hz), 

higher-density Fiberglas is better-suited. Increasing thick-

ness extends the low-frequency coverage down to about 

100 Hz, below which conventional treatment becomes im-

practical, both physically and economically, even for Fiber-

glas. For example, a "true" 'h-wavelength 94Hz bass trap 

requires a 3-foot depth of Fiberglas—space that does not 

exist in modern project studios. Worse yet, there are still 

one to two lower octaves to treat, depending on room size. 

Treating low frequencies in a large room is easier than in 

smaller spaces, because the wave's energy has time and 

space to diminish before slamming into a surface. 

I 1/W 

Note: A sound wave dissipates energy as heat in the 

simple act of stimulating air molecules. As per the Inverse 

Square Law ( Physics 101), the relationship between inten-

sity (I) and distance (d) is such that doubting the distance 

from one foot to two feet would reduce the intensity by 'h 

(Thank Newton!) rather than 'h. 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 136 
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Simply stunning. 

Robbie the mic pre. Like nothing you've seen or heard before. 

Simplicity of design. Purity of sound. Introducing Robbie, Blue's new input to output, Robbie is one of the quietest (- 131 dB ( IN @ 500 

Class-A discrete tube microphone and instrument preamplifier. All and most detailed (THD 0.006%) preamps on this (or any other) 

of the technical quality and design innovation that goes into or 

line of award-winning microphones has been engineered into 

making Robbie one of the finest tube preamps availcble today. 

With no ICs and only the highest- quality discrete components from 

planet. And its gorgeous design and ease of use will quickly 

make Robbie one of the most valuable lifeforms in your studio. 

For more details and information, log on to www.bluemic.com, or 

see your local authorized Blue dealer today. 

www.bluernic.corn 

Think you can't afford the best? Think again. -
Microphones 



TECH'S FILES  

THE EYES HAVE IT 

Surely, you've had a single tone up on the 

monitors and noted the obvious: Sound 

waves are anything but consistent as you 

move about the room. Stay in one place and 

slowly sweep through the spectrum and the 

room will tug at your ears. I successfully 

documented this sonic weirdness using a 

closely spaced pair of cardioid mics con-

nected to an oscilloscope. 

If you are not fluent in oscilloscope op-

eration, there are two basic modes: Sweep 

and X-Y. The latter generates a family of pat-

terns also known as "Lissajous," named for 

a 19th-century scientist who literally used 

mirrors and tuning forks to prove his theo-

ries. The X-Y designation also refers to the 

scope's horizontal and vertical axes, and 

should not be confused with the X-Y term 

that refers to stereo milting. In the 'scope's 

X-Y mode, connect the left mic preamp out-

put to scope input 1 and the right channel 

to input 2. A left-only signal makes a verti-

cal line, while a right-only signal makes a 

horizontal line (line width - amplitude). A 

mono signal routed to both 'scope inputs 

will create a 45-degree diagonal line; 

acoustic information will never be that per-

fect. Reverse the polarity of one channel and 

the line will flip direction. (See the figure.) 

Using Adobe Audition's tone generator, 

I created a bass sweep from 40 Hz to 480 

Hz, while my NTI Minilyzer monitored fre-

quency. Audition looped until the troubled 

spots were noted and narrowed to three 

primary regions, progressively zooming in 

until the center frequencies were found: a 

null at 81 Hz, a bump at 93 Hz and a phase 

shift at 317 Hz. Then, by monitoring the 

phase of a single frequency, it was possi-

ble to see the effect of a bass trap and fine-

tune its position. 

Note: A while back, I made an imprecise 

generalization about MiniTraps. They are not 

a solid piece of 703 or 705 Fiberglas, but a 

multidensity sandwich. Still oversimplified, a 

true bass trap absorbs sonic energy through 

friction, and, while you may not believe this, 

heat is generated as a by-product. For more 

bass treatment solutions, see the sidebar. 

Starting with the 93Hz bump, I monitored 

the 'scope while positioning the MiniTrap 

until the Lissajous pattern changed from a 

less-than-45-degree oval to a diagonal line. 

The narrow end of the 2x4-foot traps was a 

few inches off the ceiling at a 45-degree an-

gle and very close to the listener's position. 

Not the most aesthetically desirable location, 

but the energy that transferred from the pan-

el to my hands was nothing short of amaz-

B886 Traos 811[1 REIBUEfl RCOUSUiC 
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SCIENCE FRICTION 

To control very low frequencies, a stubborn wave must be "tricked" into 

submission by using more space- and cost-effective solutions such as 

diaphragmatic or resonant absorbers. One of the fundamental mechanisms 

for sound absorption is friction, exactly what happens when sound trav-

els through air. Think of the air that is pushed and pulled through a speak-

er system's tuned bass port. Now, expand the surface area and the num-

ber of "ports" and you've got... 

THE HELMHOLTZ RESONATOR 

We've all blown over the top of a soda bottle to make them "toot" and 

this is exactly how a Helmholtz resonator works: a defined amount of air 

space behind a perforated panel (with holes of specific spacing and di-

ameter) made of hard board or some other rigid material. The idea is sim-

ple, but the implementation is not, as these units tend to be highly fre-

quency-selective. 

A simple closed box with holes resonates with so narrow a bandwidth, 

or Q, that it is only useful to "notch" out a single frequency. Like an 

equalizer, a trap's bandwidth performance can also be manipulated, in this 

case by how much the cavity is "broken up" using "batts" of high-densi-

ty Fiberglas. More Fiberglas equals wider bandwidth. Other factors affect-

ing performance are cavity depth and construction materials. 

Spaced slats can be substituted for the perforated panels, but again, 

there is considerable calculation required because the slat thickness, 

width and space in between all conspire against or contribute toward the 

ing! Most bass traps are intended for comer 

applications. This single sine wave technique 

is helpful when trying to localize problems. 

Just place some acoustic panels and you be-

gin discovering some things you may not 

have thought of. 

THE DOORS 

Once satisfied that the X-Y test had poten-

tial, I moved from acoustic panels to the 

space itself; specifically, the doors. Slowly 

opening and closing the entrance door 

turned out to be an effective phase manip-

ulator at 81 Hz and 93 Hz. (I placed tape on 

the floor beneath the door for repeatabili-

ty.) At the opposite side of the room, the 

door to the under-stairway computer closet 

also had an effect, with both items behav-

ing as a Helmholtz resonator. (See sidebar.) 

THAT DIRTY LOW DOWN 

I hope this technique proves useful to 

those struggling with low-frequency issues. 

Taking the time to investigate your control 

room acoustic issues will pay off, some-

times instantaneously; other times, it is af-

ter giving the matter much thought. 

Visit Eddie Ciletti at www.tangible-technology 

.com for more fun. 

final result. Although equations are available to determine the resonant 

frequency of Helmholtz units, the results must be looked upon as merely 

guidelines, because any number of factors can shift the results to un-

known values, a potentially expensive failure. For the amateur, it is best 

to investigate one of the following solutions. 

LE LOUVRE ET LE MEMBRANE 

A variation on the Helmholtz theme is to replace the holes with adjustable 
"louvers" that can be fine-tuned after the fact—an obvious advantage. 

The louvers serve a dual purpose as diffusers, allowing the room to retain 

its liveliness. 

Another solution is the so-called membrane "trap" that uses thin sheets 

of 'A- or 'h-inch plywood placed on boxes that are mounted on surfaces 

around a room. The airspace between the membrane and wall is packed with 

damping materials designed to broaden the bandwidth of low-frequency ab-

sorption. The full-sized Real Traps work on the same principle. 

Combining a membrane trap with a curved surface adds diffusion of mid-

to high frequencies to the low-frequency solution. Such curved units are 

called poly-cylindrical or functional traps, such as those made by Acoustic 

Science Corporation under the trade name Tube Traps. Although their LF ef-

fectiveness is limited by size, the ability to treat two almost inseparable 

problems at once—low-frequency modal buildups and the lack of diffusion 

inherent in small rooms—makes them a remarkably efficient solution. • 

Eddie Ciletti adapted and condensed this sidebar from a longer 

piece written by D. T Hazelrig, www.diyacoustics.com. 
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The Black Eyed Peas strut their stuff while onstage (I.-R): apl.de.ap, Fergie, william and Taboo 
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By Blair Jackson 

To paraphrase the opening of their infectious song 

"Let's Get Retarded," LA's Black Eyed Peas "keep 

runnin', runnin', runnin', runnin'..." They've touted 

virtually nonstop for the past couple of years, me-

thodically building a large, multiracial following for 

their funky, eclectic, good-vibes hip hop. So it's not 

too surprising that the only time I can get group mas-

termind/lead rapper/producer will.i.am (Will Adam) 

on the phone, he's in a limo on the way to a gig at 

The joint in las Vegas' Hard Rock Hotel. I can't tell 

if it's his band or posse sharing the car with him, but 

whoever they are, they're loud, and our conversation 

is punctuated with william's asides to them, asking 

questions like, "Hey, how do we get to the dressing 

room?" "It's a little crazy in here," he says apologeti-

cally. And after seeing the band tear up the Warfield 

Theater in San Francisco two nights later with one of 

the most mesmerizing, kinetic and uplifting shows 

I've seen in years, I can well imagine that a wild 

scene probably follows this group everywhere. You 

can double that on a Friday night in Vegas. 

I'll confess up front that I'm not somebody who's 

been diggin' the Peas for years. Truth be told, like a 

lot of people, I came in with -Where Is the Love," 

their socially conscious, Grammy--nominated single. 

Now that I know how great this band is, however, I 

wish that I'd been around 15 years ago in L.A. when 

will.i.am and his Filipino schoolmate apl.de.ap (Allen 

Pineda) were break dancing and rapping 

their way to forming a group called the At-

ban Klann. Later, they added a Mexican 

American rapper who goes by the name 

Taboo (Jaime Gomez) and became the Black 

Eyed Peas, part of the progressive, non-

gangsta wing of rap/hip hop from the line-

age of great groups like De La Soul, A Tribe 

Called Quest, Digable Planets and various 

others. With nods to Latin music, jazz, '70s 

funk, rock and anything else that struck them, 

Black Eyed Peas distinguished themselves 

not just for the fast-rapping and dance moves 

of their three MCs, but because they fronted 

a real band, stil/ a relative rarity in the hip 

hop world. They were signed by Interscope, 

put out their first album, Behind the Front, in 

mid-1998 and immediately hit the road, play-

ing anywhere and everywhere they could— 

but, ironically, not that many hip hop clubs, 

because most could not accommodate a full 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 142 
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11EllY MEIN 
FOLKLORE WITH A POP INFUSION 

By Gaby Alter 

The words "pregnancy" and "birth" are of-

ten used to describe the process of creat-
ing and finishing a work of art. However, 

in the case of Folklore, the latest album by 

Canadian pop star Nelly Furtado, there 
were more than mere metaphors involved. 

"We did it in three or four months because 
we had the greatest deadline of all: We had 
nature's deadline—she was giving birth," 

says Brian West, who co-produced the 

record. "We didn't really know if her voice 
would give out or how she'd be feeling. 

Quite amazingly, she was able to sing up 

to the week that she was actually due to 

deliver." 
Furtado was only 20 when she finished 

her 2000 debut album, the multi-Platinum 
Whoa, Nelly. Co-produced by West and 

Gerald Eaton (aka Track and Field), the al-
bum differentiated Furtado from other 

young pop divas with an eclectic and in-

ternational sound: Her songs interlaced el-

ements of Latin, R&B and reggae with dub 
and hip hop beats and ebullient pop 

melodies. Whoa, Nelly proved that the 
young singer/songwriter could get a dance 
floor moving and craft an inescapable 

hook. She won a Grammy for lier hit sin-
gle "I'm Like a Bird." 

While pregnancy might seem like a com-

plicating factor, Furtado says it actually 

helped the recording of her second album 

go better. "I was way more relaxed about 

things," she says. "I think when you've got 
something so huge going on in your life, 

music is kind of like an afterthought. And 

that's what it should be, because music 

should be fun." 

This new perspective, coupled with the 

approaching delivery date for her baby, 
made writing and recording Folklore a much 
faster and more spontaneous process than 

on her first record. "The first album, we 
would spend probably five or six days pro-

ducing a track," Furtado says. "We wouldn't 
even touch vocals. By the time I got to my 

vocals, you kind cf lose the inspiration of 

the song a little, so it made it very challeng-

ing to do the vocals. They would sometimes 

take three days to get the right mood, and 

sometimes the melody would have to 

change because the music had gone so far 

ahead and didn't suit it anymore. We didn't 

want that for Folklore—we did the opposite. 
We really pushed each other. We went, 
Okay, let's throw out all the ways we've 

been working and just kind of do something 
new.' Some days we'd record a song the 
same day we wrote it." 

Unusual for a young pop star, Furtado 
co-produced both of her records. "I've al-

ways liked producing vocals," she says. 

"I've always known what kind of harmonies 

I want to hear. Arrangements, things like 

that—that stuff interests me. I grew up play-

ing a lot of instruments. I grew up playing 

the trombone; I played jazz band, concert 

band, marching band. As a young kid, my 

first instrument was a ukulele. I remember 
even at that age I would listen to art old 

Portuguese song on tape and transpose it 

onto my ukulele so I could perform it live. 
So I always liked the idea of reinterpreting 

music." 

Reinterpretation was a central idea be-
hind Folklore. It began when Furtado says 

she "got obsessed with this idea of folk. 
What is folk? The simplicity of that idealistic 

folk music of the '60s, a sort of lyrical weight. 

But I also wanted to do an update: How do 
I translate folk to me in the year 2004? I grew 

up with a lot of folk music—Portuguese folk 

music in church songs—and I started think-

ing, Wow, I'm technically a world pop artist 
or international pop artist, and every coun-

try has their own folk music, every place has 

their own version.' So I thought, Well, I 

could definitely do my own update.'" 
Furtado discussed the idea with Eaton 

and West, and they began to actualize it as 
they composed the album together in the 
studio. Their first track started simply as a 

breakbeat wedded to a banjo. "We talked 

about combining something hip hop-y and 
folk-y; there's nothing more folkloric than a 

banjo," says Eaton. "The instrument itself 

has so much history. It's really one of the 

most uplifting sounds." The experiment 

evolved into the album's opening song, 

"One Trick Pony." "We kept coming back to 

that first song as the balance that we wanted 

to strike between old and new, between 

folk and hip hop, between fresh and tradi-

tional," Eaton says. 

Folklore combines an impressive range of 
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 144 
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By Rick Clark 

Nineteen eighty-two was a time when predictions 

of the death of album rock and the tandem as-

cendance of MW and CHR (Contemporary Hits 

Radio format) seemed to be supported by a crush 

of video-ready pop songs such as "Der Komrnis-

sar," "She Blinded Me With Science" and "Who Can 

It Be Now." It was a time when some 70s acts with 

any track record at all (who hadn't faded under the 

pressure of new wave and punk) went to awkward 

lengths to keep up with the plastic futurism of 

Flock of Seagulls and the playfully disposable pop 

of Toni Basil. 

Roxy Music didn't have that problem. Many of 

the best from the new crop of arty pop bands from 

that era owed a lot to Roxy's earlier incarnations, 

from the playfully quirky theatrical apparel to the 

emotionally detached, affected cool of some of their best mu-

sic. Even though Roxy Music's influence (along with David 

Bowie's) could be spotted in some of the talent that arrived 

with the British and Australian Invasion of the '80s, the band 

had already grown up and evolved into a sophisticated, finely 

tuned ensemble that was largely the vision of lead 

singer/songwriter Bryan Ferry. 

Beginning with the transitional 1975 release Siren, through 
Manifesto (1979) and Flesh + Blood (1980), Roxy Music began 

moving away from the dense, artful chaos of earlier creative 

peaks (like Country Life and Stranded) and started fashioning 

a sleek, elegant sound that possessed an exotically atmos-

pheric sensuality, culminating in their 1982 swan song, Avalon. 

From the longing opener, "More Than This," and the 

Track shoot for 'Avalon' (top) and "The Main Thing' 

classic tracks 

From L to it Phil Manzanera, Bryan Ferry and Andy Mackay 

coolly funky "The Space Between," to the aching beauty of 

"To Turn You On," Avalon earned a reputation for being one 

of the most romantic records ever made in the rock era. It 

also became, over time, Roxy Music's most commercially suc-

cessful album, landing at the top reaches of the English charts 

and producing three hit singles: "More Than This," "Take a 

Chance With Me" and the title track. 

The album was recorded and mixed in 1981 and 1982 at 

Compass Point (Nassau, The Bahamas), the Power Station 
(New York City) and Roxy guitarist Phil Manzanera's Gallery 

Studios (London). It was engineered by producer Rhett Davies 

and Bob Clearmountain. 

When asked in 1982 about the concept of Avalon, Ferry 

responded, "I've often thought I should do an album where 

the songs are all bound together in the style of 

West Side Story, but it's always seemed like too 

much bother to work that way. So instead, I have 

these 10 poems, or short stories, that could, with 

a bit more work, be fashioned into a novel. 

"Avalon is part of the King Arthur legend and 

is a very romantic thing," Ferry added. "When King 

Arthur dies, the Queens ferry him off to Avalon, 

which is sort of an enchanted island. It's the ulti-

mate romantic fantasy place." 

Regardless, the entire album sustains a cohe-

sive mood that isn't just a product of Ferry's lyri-

cal thematic vision. It was a product of the process 

that Davies and the band employed in laying 

down grooves and having players interact with 

them, and then shaping those performances in a 

way that would ultimately inspire Ferry to articu-

late his melodies and words. 

"We were creating tracks back then," Davies 

says. "We didn't have the songs. The songs were 

virtually the last things to go on there. We were 

very much creating a musical atmosphere that 

we wanted the musicians to respond to. 

"In those days, Bryan and ROXy would have a 

musician in for a day or two and they would want 
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that musician to play on all the songs and see 

what came out of that," Davies continues. "I 

would have to be able to throw the tracks up 

pretty quickly and they had to sound the 

same every time. Rather than spending half-

an-hour putting the track up and then an-

other half-an-hour getting the bass sound, 

we wanted to work fast. In the initial stage 

of throwing a track at somebody, it was al-

ways that first response that you got when 

someone was fresh that was very important. 

Then we would spend days and weeks ag-

onizing over it and fiddling around with it," 

he adds with a laugh. "But the initial process 

we wanted to keep fast. 

"We kept everything and we would comp 

like crazy. We were looking for anything that 

fit, and if it added atmosphere and it worked, 

we used it—even little half-notes. When you 

hear the guitar parts soloed, they just don't 

make sense until you put it all together and 

you realize that guitar part worked with the 

fivaiminsurrourn The Best Gets Mer 
When Roxy Music's Avalon was released in 1982, it was almost immediately 

embraced among audiophiles as a landmark of sound production, in large 

part due to producer Rhett Davies and mixer Bob Clearmountain's elegantly 

spacious sound. Now, more than 20 years later, the twosome have revis-

ited Avalon for SACO 5.1 surround and created one of the finest-sounding 

releases of the format. The new SACO version also includes "Always Un-

knowing," which was one of Clearmountain's favorite tracks from the ses-

sion but was omitted from the original album. 

The choice to do Avalon as a 5.1 event was a natural choice for Clear-

mountain, who imagined the album being done in surround during the orig-

inal stereo mixes. "At the time, I remember wishing I had more places to pan 

things. I pictured it being wider than it was," says Clearmountain, who first 

approached Davies and Roxy singer Bryan Ferry in 2002 during the band's 

first tour in many years. "When surround started to happen, I thought, 'I 

have to be able to do a surround mix of Avalon, because that is the way it 

should of been mixed in the first place: I think we all felt that way." 

The undertaking wasn't without its travails, however. In 1995, EG 

Records was sold to Virgin, which decided to make digital safeties of the 

Roxy catalog. The original Ampex analog tapes were practically unptayable 

and were baked and copied to a modified Sony PCM 3324 24-track recorder 

with Apogee filters. Along the way, the analog multis were lost. Not only 

were Clearmountain and Davies stuck with working off of 16- bit safeties, 

but they also discovered that the tapes were copied with the machine set 

12 percent faster. 

"I'm guessing what might of happened is that the varispeed was left 

in, because the guy doing the transfer didn't really know how to work the 

machine and didn't realize the varispeed was left on. When we mixed it, 

we had to crank the varispeed all the way in on my 3348. So that was an 

interesting thing that happened, and as the sample rate was set to 48 kHz, 

the increased 12- percent speed/clock rate gave the transfer an effective 

sample rate of 53.760 kHz, which obviously gave us higher- resolution 

safeties once we duplicated the tape speed 'error' upon playback. It ended 

up sounding fantastic. 

"The audiophiles out there reading this are going to be appalled to think 

that we mixed something like this from 16- bit tapes. But I A/B'd it all the 

way through the mixing process to the original half-inch master that I mixed 

to, and they generally sounded better. The generation lost from the half-

inch analog mix was worse than anything we lost from the 16- bit, believe 

it or not," Clearmountain says with a laugh. "I think that if you A/B the 

mixes, you will find these to sound clearer and with more presence." 

For this project, Clearmountain used his Sony PCM 3348HR 48-track 

recorder, which has six ultrahigh-quality Apogee AD 8000SE 24-bit con-

verters attached ( replacing its original ones) and mixed through an SSL 4000 

G+ console. " Even though both the original and the new versions were mixed 

on Solid State Logic 4000 consoles, SSL had made many audible improve-

bass part, which lit in with the keyboard pad 

and it all created a balance. It's a combina-

tion of things that makes that phrase work." 

One of Avalons highlights was the 

dream-like title track, which opens up with 

shimmering guitar punctuations over a gen-

tly sensual groove, while Ferry sounds 

spent, yet hopeful, longing for release. 

Had "Avalon" continued in the direction 

of its earlier stages of evolution, it would've 

been a much different song: " It was really 

ments between the 4000 E Series used on the original and the 4000 G+ ver-

sion that I'm using now," states Clearmountain. 

Concerning the surround mix of the title track, Clearmountain notes, 

"The most striking thing on that mix is that Andy Mackay's sax is on the 

right rear and Yannick is in the left rear, and they're playing off of each 

other. The band is in the front. It's kind of like you are sitting in the mid-

dle of the stage. Andy is usually on the right side of the stage facing the 

band and the singer is over on the left, and I kind of imagined it that way. 

It's interesting hearing those two featured elements in the back like that. 

I usually don't like to put featured things in the back, but it just seemed 

to work quite well that way." 

To create ambient spaces in surround, Clearmountain eschews dedicated 

surround reverbs in favor of combinations of stereo reverbs. "I have these 

two short Motown-ish live, acoustic chambers in my studio that are placed 

left and right in the front. Then I have a Yamaha Pro R3 on a concert hall 

setting, which goes sort of in the middle—it's stereo—but halfway be-

tween the front and the back. And then I have two Lexicon PCM 70s, which 

are stereo: One of them is front and rear left and the other is front and rear 

right. I also have another Yamaha 990, which is left and right in the back, 

set on a custom dark, ambient room setting. So between those, I have a 

lot of different places to put things and it gives me a lot of versatility and 

makes things very interesting. 

"It was such an amazing experience mixing that record [ originally]. 

I loved going into work during those couple of weeks, where I was liter-

ally living inside the album," remembers Clearmountain. "It was a pleas-

ure to do, and it was such a great thing that it became almost a signa-

ture for me. I've had more comments on that record, by far, than any 

other thing that I have done in my life." — Rick Clark 
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fast, twice the tempo, even though it was 

the same chord sequence," says Davies, 

"but it never really developed into any-

thing. I can vaguely remember the rhythm 
box on there and the feeling that it was 
very pop tune-sounding, but [Ferry] could-

n't exactly get a handle on it in a way that 

fit the album." 
What became "Avalon" was originally 

penciled in as "New Scatter," a name that re-
ferred to the process with which Ferry cre-

ated lyrics at the time. "Bryan would lay 
down four or five scat vocals. We would 

spend quite a lot of time doing that, and we 
would actually comp the scat vocals as if 

they were final vocals with lyrics," says 

Davies. "It might seem stupid that we were 

comping mumblings, but that is basically 
what we were doing. I think it gave Bryan 

a clue to the actual shape of the sound of 

the lyrics, be it an `e' or an 'o' sound or what-

ever, so that they sounded right with the 

mood of the music. If you put the scat vo-
cal tracks up and really listen to them next 

to the finished vocal, it wouldn't sound that 
much different than the finished vocal. He 

was using identical shapes! 
"Over the months, he would work on the 

verses and choruses and slowly get ideas on 

what the song was about," Davies continues. 
"He would come in and say, 'I think I've got 

a first verse' and he would try it. Then he 
might come in later and say, 'I think I have 

a second verse,' or 'I think I've got a cho-
rus.' It was pieced together, along with the 
rest of the music, over the period." 

While much of the album's elements 

were recorded at Gallery Studio and Com-

pass Point, "Avalon" came about one week-

end in a flush of last-minute inspiration as 

the band was getting into mix mode with 
Clearmountain at the Power Station. Sud-

denly, Ferry visualized the essence of "New 
Scatter" as a much slower song and came up 

with the new version. 

"Bob had previously been booked over 
the weekend on another project," says 

Davies. "We were away from home and at 
the Power Station anyway, so Bryan said, 

'Let's go in there over the weekend,' and we 
basically re-cut the entire thing, from start to 

finish, over the weekend. It was the last 

track that we finished for the record." 

Ferry had stayed up that Saturday night 

and composed what would be the lyrics to 
"Avalon." Then, happenstance would pro-
vide "Avalon" with one of its most memo-

rable elements: the interpretive vocal contri-
butions of Yanick Etienne. Sunday was 

usually a down day at the Power Station, so 

the studio would let local Haitian bands 
come in to do demos when there wasn't 

much happening. It was then that Davies 
and Ferry, on a coffee break in the hallway, 

heard Etienne singing. 
"Bryan and I could hear this girl from the 

Haitian band next door singing, and we 
thought, Wow! What a voice! We've got to 

get her singing some backing vocals on 

"Avalon." That was Yankk Etienne, who did-

n't speak a word of English. She came in with 

her boyfriend/manager and we described to 
him what we wanted and she sort of sang 

the choruses and the (word] 'Avalon'—the 

great sound that is on there. Then we said, 
'Can she try and do something free at the 

end?' and we ran the end of the track and 

she did absolutely nothing. So I said, No, we 

want her to sing anything that she would 

want to sing, totally free.' So the second time 
we ran the tape, she sang exactly what you 

hear on the record at the end. 

"Bryan then went straight out and re-

sang his vocal properly, because he was so 

inspired by Yanick's singing. I remember 
Bryan's manager walked in the room and 

Bryan was just finishing his vocal. We were 

doing the playback and I'd never seen the 
look on his eyes before. He went, 'Jesus 
f  Christ! That is incredible!' Well, we 

knew it was a really high point of the 
evening. I remember going, 'Wow! We have 

really created something special here.' That 
is how I felt. Then we mixed it the next day 
with Bob. 

"It was one of those turnaround things, 

where the original track was just about to be 
thrown in the can. And then suddenly, we 

did a completely different version of the song 
that just made the record for me," Davies 

concludes. "I thought, 'That's it. That com-

pletes the record!' I remember we had din-

ner a couple nights later, and I asked Bryan, 

'What are you going to call the album?' and 
he said, 'I'm going to call it Avalon,' and I 

thought, 'Yeah. Of course." 

WEI» DOD 
THE EYED PEN 
FROM PAGE 138 

band. By the time of their second album, 

the 2000 Bridging the Gap, word was defi-
nitely starting to get around about the Peas 

and their great live performances. They 

earned spots on a succession of big tours— 
traveling festivals like Smoldn' Grooves and 

the Vans Warped Tour, and opening for the 
likes of OutKast, Macy Gray (who appeared 

on Bridging the Gap) and No Doubt. 
But it's been their third, and most recent, 

album—Ekphunk, released in the summer 
of 2003—that has launched the band into 

the stratosphere, with more than a million 
albums sold in the U.S. alone (compared to 

just over 200,000 for Bridging the Gap, ac-

cording to Nielsen SoundScan), propelled 
by "Where Is the Love," featuring guest 

artist Justin Timberlake. Another song from 

the album, "Hey Mama," with its infectious 

mixture of dance hall riddirns' and rhyrnin' 

and the hypnotic wailing of the newest 
member of the BEPs—the gorgeous lithe 

siren, Stacy Ferguson (aka Fergie) has 
been making waves on radio and on MTV. 

And there seems to be no end to the po-

tential hits from this exceptional disc: their 
hard-rocking collaboration with Papa 

Roach (they were on the Warped tour to-
gether) called "Anxiety"; william and Fer-

gie's verbal joust, "Shut Up"; the smooth, 

pleasant groove of "Latin Girls"; the group's 
exultant anthem, "Hands Up" (which con-

tains the horn vamp from an old Yma 
Sumac record!); and funkiest of all, "Let's 

Get Retarded," which has recently been re-
tooled as the more PC "Let's Get It Started." 

You've got to love an album that features 
Sergio Mendes playing piano on one song, 

another that boasts a chorus sung in Taga-
log (apl.de.ap's native tongue) and all sorts 

of old analog synths (william's great love) 
and even a guitatron. 

"We don't put any boundaries on our 
music," william says, "and that may be 

one reason people all over the world like 
the Black Eyed Peas." He's not bragging, 
exactly, just stating the facts: "We're triple-

Platinum in Switzerland, Sweden, Ger-

many, the UK, Australia, New Zealand, 

Canada, Singapore. We've played Japan, 

Vietnam—we were the first group to play 

there since Joan Baez in 1972. That was in-
credible, man! It's been a whirlwind." 

will.i.am produced or co-produced all 

of the tracks on Elephunk (the name, he 

says, is "to conjure a big, deep funk 

sound") and he even did a fair amount of 
engineering on the disc, much of which 

was recorded at his own studio known as 
The Stewchia in the Los Feliz section of L.A. 

A fine keyboardist and drummer, william 

has picked up his engineering and pro-

duction chops by osmosis, working on the 

three BEP albums and a pair of solo 
"soundtracks." (More on that in a minute.) 

"I wouldn't say I'm naturally technical," he 

offers, "but I've always been interested, you 
know what I mean? I've had a whole bunch 
of people helping me in the studio: Dave 

Pensado taught me a lot of stuff. Rhett 

Lawrence is the one that taught me Pro 
Tools. Dylan Dresdow taught me a lot of 
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problem-solving on Pro Tools—he was 

Dave Pensado's assistant and now he does 

a lot of the engineering for us. Tony Maserati 

did a lot of the mixes on the [latest] album 

and he's taught me a lot, too. He's great! So 

I've been taught by some of the best." 
Like so many current artists, will.i.am is 

a total devotee of Pro Tools. "I do everything 

in Pro Tools now," he says. "I used to pro-

gram my drums on the Akai MPC 3000, but 

now I just do it in Pro Tools." His studio is 
based around "a full-blown Pro Tools I HD 

rig. I've got the Mac G5 with the new [Pro 
Tools] 6.1 system, and I've still got the old 

[OS] 9.0 system with the slot cards. I've gotta 

have both. I like the new and I like the old." 

Y1 1#)1 

1 the world like the Black Eyed Peas. * 

He also has the ProControl 24, "but I'm in-
terested in getting that new Pro Tools con-

sole [the ICON] I've been hearing about. 
That's gonna change the world! 

"I hate it when someone runs the Pro 

Tools and it's slow," he adds with a laugh. 

"I gotta get behind the controls. I like to 

do the recording and punching in, editing, 

cleaning up, doing the rough mix. I like to 

make a reference mix for Tony Maserati. 

Then he comes in and he'll do his thing, 

cleaning up the frequencies and working 

on this part or that part, to where it can 
play on every radio and CD and Walkman 
and car." 

Black Eyed Peas songs have sprung from 

many different sources: sequenced parts, 

samples, drum loops, even real instruments 
on occasion. "It depends," will.i.am says. "A 

lot of times, what I'll do is I'll have a mic and 
I'll play a beat with my hands on a table and 

get a tempo. I'll loop that, make a grid on 

Pro Tools and then start importing sounds. 

I'll put a kick wherever the kick should go, 

a snare wherever that lands. Then I'll go in 

and put a hi-hat over that programmed beat 

that was derived from me playing drums on 
the table. The thing about a real drum kit, 
though, is that it's the sound traveling from 
here to there—it's air moving. So what I 

sometimes do is turn up my system really 
loud, put a record on the turntable and then 
record the turntable in a stereo track onto 
Pro Tools. The vibration from the speakers 

hits the needle of the turntable and I get the 

vibration of the kick and the snare through 

the needle. I'll record that and put it into 

[Line 6] Amp Farm to give it distortion and 

then it sounds like a real drum kit. I like 

messing around with stuff like that." 

will.i.am is also an aficionado of vintage 

keyboards, a big part of the Peas' sound: 

"There was a point in time when I collected 

Moogs and clavinets and old synthesizers 
and VP'urlitzers, Rhodes, Hammond organs, 

those little old Yamaha portable acoustic pi-

ano things—whatever I could find. But after 
I found the sounds I liked and was com-

fortable with, I stopped getting new ones. 

The Moog is fine, the clay is fine, the clay 

We don't put any boundaries on our music, 

and that may be one reason people all over 

—will.i.am 

with the Rhodes is fine; I've got my clus-

ter?". I've messed with some digital synths, 
too. I've used the [Korg] Triton a bit, but that 

sound is out there too much—it seems like 

every song's got it, and I like the older ana-

log sounds better for what I do." 

Elephunk was a long time in the making, 

will.i.am says. "First we went out to a house 

in Bodega Bay [north of San Francisco] and 

recorded a whole bunch of songs. Our last 
day up there was September 11 [2001], and 

then we had to go on tour September 12. 

That was a weird time, as you can imagine. 
Then, right after the tour was over in Octo-
ber, we went into my studio and recorded 

some more. Then from there, I thought, 'I 
don't really know how to produce my own 

vocals,' so we went into Glenwood [Place 

Studios, Burbank, Calif.] to record the vocals 

there. After that, we waited a while, the 

record company digested the songs and 

they weren't really that excited with them. 
We were like, 'Whaaat?' We already had 

'Where Is the Love,' Shut Up' and some oth-

ers. So at that point, I went back to my stu-

dio and recorded a whole bunch of new 
songs. This tizne, though, I decided to try 

doing the vocals there, so I put a Neumann 

mic right next to my Pro Tools rig and my 
keyboard and I recorded my vocals myself. 
So I adopted a routine: I don't write any of 

my lyrics down anymore; I just record them 
straight onto Pro Tools myself. I don't even 

need a second engineer." 
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It must be noted, however, that Black 

Eyed Peas albums are extremely collabora-

tive affairs. Most songs have multiple writ-

ers, with apl.de.ap and Taboo often con-

tributing their own raps, of course, but also 

lots of input from guitarists J. Curtis and 

George Pajon Jr. (who tears it up as part of 

the live band, too), bassist Mike Fratantuno, 

keyboardist/arranger Printz Board and oth-

ers. Mixer Pensado had a big footprint on 
the first two albums and to a lesser degree 

on Elephunk. This time around, Maserati 
was the primary mixer. 

Maserati says that he was such a fan of 

the band that he sought them out to work 

on Elephunk, traveling from New York to 
L.A.'s Record Plant, carrying his own Pro 

Tools rig and mixing on Studio 3's SSL 9000 

J through Tannoy DMT and ProAc Studio 
100 monitors. He recalls, "I would spend six 

to eight hours going through the sounds and 
then william would come in and he would 

feed off what I was doing and do a bunch 
of edits, maybe change an arrangement part 

here and there, and then I'd work on it some 

more. Most of the songs took a day-and-a-
half to two days to mix." 

"I would always do a mix internally [in 
Pro Tools] before I'd hand it over to Tony," 

william adds. "Most of the sounds are de-
veloped during the writing process and then 
I put in what I'm looking for using plug-ins. 

Tony then would either keep the sound I 

had from the plug-in or change it by using 
outboard gear: 'Will, do you really want this 

much compression on the kick?' So he'll fix 

it if I've got it wrong." 

"One of the things I love about Will," 

Maserati elaborates, "is he knows what he 
wants, which is always the sign of a good 

producer. But he's also willing to try other 

things. I'll always respect what he's got in his 
head. So we'll go back and forth between 
the sound that he was using and one I might 
come up with; see which one works better. 

That was a lot of fun because Will likes to 

experiment. He's not locked into an idea just 

because it's his idea." 
And william is fairly brimming with 

ideas. He's also put out two albums under 

his own name in recent years: Lost Change 

is the soundtrack for an Internet-only film 

and features a blend of hip hop tunes and 

diverse instrumental pieces; and Must B 21 
was created for an ad campaign for Coors' 

Zima beverage and includes collaborations 
with KRS-One, Planet Asia, Johnny Legend 

and others. "I did Lost Change in two weeks 
and Must B 21 in a week," he comments. 

"There's something to be said for a project 

that you don't put too much thought be-
hind—you just get your ideas down quickly 

and work on them when they're fresh." 

More recently, william contributed a 
track to the Dirty Dancing: Havana Nights 

soundtrack and did a couple of remixes 

(with Maserati) for Sting. He's started his own 

clothing line—Lam—which will no doubt re-

flect his eclectic fashion taste: At the Warfield 

concert, he was dressed in baggy layers, with 

a vest and sniped shirts and a Rasta cap over 

his dreads—sort of an Abercrombie & Mar-

ley effect. He's cutting a "hip hop bossa 

nova" album with Mendes ("I used to sam-
ple his Brasil '66 albums when I was start-

ing out 10 years ago," william says) and is 
deep in the planning for the next Black Eyed 

Peas disc, which he hopes will be out in the 

late fall. 

It will once again be a highly diverse af-
fair, capitalizing on the band's and rappers' 

development during the past year of tour-

ing, the further integration of Fergie (who 

joined toward the end of making Elephunk) 

and william's maturation as a producer. 

"The driving instrument I'm thinking of us-
ing is an accordion," he muses as he wan-

ders toward his dressing room at The Joint, 
cell phone in hand. "Accordions, oboes, 

trombones—it's gonna be different. Instead 
of a Rhodes, I want to have an accordion." 
Why accordion? "Italy, man. I've been trav-

eling the world a lot and there's something 
about an accordion that gives you a sense 
of traveling. We've been traveling around 

the world on this Elephunk thing and now I 

want that story to be told." 

DEILY NERO 
FROM PAGE 139 

traditional instruments with Furtado's and 
Track and Field's signature hip hop and 

dance rhythms: Besides the banjo, its songs 
feature a mandolin, harp, Portuguese 

ukulele, tabla, harmonium and church or-

gan. "A lot of times, we just want to hear 
something interesting," says West. "What 

would be a crazy idea to combine with this? 

If it makes us laugh, then it's something we 

want to try to accomplish." 

Several well-known artists lent their tal-

ents to the album. The fascination with 

banjos led to a guest appearance by Béla 

Fleck on the anthemic "Força." Brazilian 
superstar Gaetano Veloso added his vocal 
to "Island of Wonder." And the Kronos 

Quartet supplied a string arrangement for 
"One Trick Pony" via the Internet. "They 

did it up at Skywalker Ranch outside of San 
Francisco. We literally posted our song on 

a Website and they downloaded it, added 
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their stuff and sent it back to us," West says. 
One of the high points of making the al-

bum was the closing track, "Childhood 

Dreams," a 3/4-time ballad that was 

recorded in the First Congregational Church 

of Los Angeles using the church's giant or-
gan. "I think it's the biggest oigan in North 

America. It's this massive instrument with 

64-foot-long pipes," recalls West. "Luckily, 

this is one of the cases where Brad Haehnel, 
the guy who mixes our stuff, is pretty adept 
at doing church recordings because he has 

a really big background in film music and 
that sort of thing; he's recorded organs in 

The Gymnasium, Track and Field's laid-back, 

loft-style studio near the beach in Santa Mon-
ica, Calif., and MetalWorks, located near Fur-

tado's home in Toronto, which they used 

when the singer was no longer able to fly to 
Los Angeles. Most of the album was recorded 

onto a Titanium PowerBook equipped with 
Pro Tools, using Neve 1073 mic pre's for the 

inputs. 
West notes that the pregnancy had an ef-

fect on Furtado's vocals: "She definitely was 
singing lower and more from her di-

aphragm. And we also discovered this mic 
on this record: We used a Sennheiser 451, 

I found that when someone else played 

the music and I would just have to be 

responsible for the melody and lyrics, I felt 

really free and I felt like I was growing. 

—Nelly Furtado 

churches all over the world." Haehnel miked 

the organ with a pair of M-50s. 

Although the creative team was the same, 

the process of writing Folklore was signifi-
candy different than on Whoa, Nelly. "I wrote 

most of the songs on my guitar for the last 

album, the more straight-ahead stuff like 'I'm 

Like a Bird,' and "rum off the Light,'" Furtado 
explains. On her new album, almost every-

thing was written collaboratively with Eaton 

and West in the studio. Songs often evolved 
from jam sessions where the producers 

played guitar and harmonium while Fur-
tado improvised melodies. "I found that 

when someone else played the music and 
I would just have to be responsible for the 

melody and lyrics, I felt really free and I felt 

like I was growing," she says. "It set me free 

to dig deeper into the intent of the song 

and the emotion of the song." 

Furtado's improvisational style reached 
an impressive extreme on "Força," which she 

wrote during a publicity shoot for her record 

label. "She had this whole camera crew come 
in and interview us," West recalls. "And she 

just decided to start singing to give them 

some stuff—to get some footage of her in the 
vocal booth singing. We just started to roll 
tape and she started singing, and basically 

(she] wrote the entire song within the first 
two takes while the camera crew was film-

ing. It was pretty insane." 
To accommodate Furtado's pregnancy, 

the recording took place at two locations: 

which is usually a tom mic or quite often it's 

used on horns. We did a ink shoot-out with 

Telefunken and Sony, and it ended up that 
this mic just sounded really good. It had a 

nice little notch of compression right around 

where the real aggressive tones in her voice 

are, and it just fit her like a shoe. So she was 

really inspired; I think it was the first time 

that she was able to really sing and belt and 

go anywhere without worrying about blow-

ing up a microphone." 

Engineer Haehnel mixed Folklore on an 
SSLJ 9000 board at MetalWorIcs during the fi-
nal month of recording and found the mix-
ing fairly straightforward. "[The vocals] were 

pretty much done by the time I got them, so 
that was actually an easier part," he explains. 
'We spent a lot of time on each vocal—mak-

ing sure that we had the right path, the right 

sound—by the time that I got it. That was 
one major timesaver that we did institute 

early on." 

After the toil of touring to promote her 

first album, Furtado found that recording 
Folklore was a rejuvenating experience. "It's 

funny," she says. "I finished this album a 

week before I gave birth to my daughter, and 

I remember sitting on a chair and listening to 
the final mix of the album for the first time, 
sitting with my CD player. After I finished lis-
tening to it, I just felt really excited about mu-

sic again. I remembered what I liked about 
making music, which I think I totally forgot 

after I got off the road from the first one." IM 
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L.A. GRAPEVINE 

by Maureen Droney 

How's this for a great gig? You get to work 

with top LA. session cats recording trés cool 

hit tunes from the '60s with some of today's 

top artists on vocals. Add a budget that al-

lows time for researching and reproducing 

the original sounds of those records.The job: 

(1.-R) American Dreams comprises drummer Gregg Bissonette, bassist Tim Landers, producer Danny Pelfrey, 

engineer Greg Townley, keyboardist Jim Cox and guitarist Tim Pierce. 

recording songs for cameo performances on 

NBC's Emmy-winning American Dreams, 

the Sunday night program that follows a 

Philadelphia family through the turbulent 

(and music-rich) 1960s. 

Producer Danny Pelfrey and engineer 

Greg Townley have recorded songs with 

artists such as Chris Isaak, Jason Mraz, Richie 

Sambora, LeAnn Rimes, Lit Kim, Usher, Liz 

Phair, Macy Gray and Alicia Keys, among 

many others. On the afternoon that I 

stopped in Capitol Records' Studio B, they 

had two tracks in the can: Curtis Mayfield's 

"Woman's Got Soul" and The Velvelettes' 

"He Was Really Sayin' Somethin'" with 

Wyclef Jean and supermodel Tyra Banks, re-

spectively, scheduled for vocals that 

evening. 

The band, comprising drummer Greg 

Bissonette, keyboardist Jim Cox, bassist Tim 

Landers and guitarist Tim Pierce, was set up 

live in the studio for tracks. (Pierce was in 

the control room with amps in the studio.) 

The venerable Studio B hasn't changed 

much during the years, so with RCA BX44s, 

DX77s and other classic mics everywhere, it 

looked pretty authentic. "We've done the 

sessions here, at Ocean Way or at Cello Stu-

dios," comments Townley. "They've got the 

right vibe. We pay attention to the stereo im-

aging in the original track and set up the 

band as close as we can to how they were 

on the original date." 

Research revealed little hard information 

available about specific recordings, so re-

creating sounds became a process of trial 

and error. "People expect that we'll be work-

ing with minimal miking, but we actually set 

up multiple mics because we have to be 

able to tailor the sound," Townley says. 

"Some of the tracks were recorded at Stax, 

some at Motown, some in Los Angeles at 

Universal or Capitol. Except for Motown, 

where we have pictures from the book 

Standing in the Shadows of Motown, we 

don't know much about the acoustics of the 

original rooms. Sometimes we'll open the 

room up and mostly use room mics, and 

sometimes we'll close it way down with 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 149 

NASHVILLE 

by Rick Clark 

SKYLINE 

One of Nashville's most unusual studio com-

plexes is situated south of town at 2465 Old 

Charlotte Pike on the way to Franklin or 

Leiper's Fork. With its many gables, covered 

outdoor walkways and dramatic lookout 

tower all positioned in a pastoral setting, Dark 

Horse Recording is as photogenic as it is 

unique. 

Conceived and owned by Robin Crow, 

Dark Horse (www.darIchorserecording.com) 

has been in business since 1992 and boasts 

a client list that has included Dolly Parton, 

Jewel, Ricky Skaggs, Rick Trevino, John 

Hiatt, Larry Carlton, Neil Diamond, Alison 

Krauss, Béla Fleck, Amy Grant, Michael Mc-

Donald, Wynonna, Jars of Clay, Michael W. 

Smith and Jon Anderson of Yes, among 

many others. 

The facility comprises four studios: The 

largest, called The Lodge, features Genelec 

1039A monitors and a 48-input Bud Wyatt-

modified Trident Series 80 desk married to a 

Martin Sound AOC 24-channel sidecar for a 

total of 72 channels of AMS Neve Flying 

Faders automation. The Lodge's three track-

ing spaces are substantial: 18x20x22, 

9x12x12 and 12x20x17 feet. 

The second-largest studio is The Cabin, 

which boasts the identical console setup as 

The Lodge. The smaller Barefoot Studio and 

a dedicated Pro Tools room round out the 

recording options. 

I dropped by Dark Horse to check out 

the facility and connect with producer Chris 

Mara, who was working there. Mara's work 

has included projects with the Gin Blos-

soms, Juvenile and Anderson, for labels such 

as Arista, Sony, Capitol and Universal, and 

publishing companies like EMI and Warner 

Chappell. At Dark Horse, Mara was working 

with the Alabama-based hard rock trio Triple 

40 (guitarist/singer Brandon White, bassist 

Nic Carroll and drummer/singer Kyle Mc-

Carter) on their upcoming album, From 

Where I Stand. There's definitely a buzz on 

the band, as a track titled "Run to Me" was 

featured on a prominent SXSW music sam-

pler. From Where ¡ Stand began as a devel-
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opment project at Boss Studios in Foley, 
Ala., with producer Eddie Moore, until 
Mara became involved and signed on as a 

co-producer. 

"Eddie called me and asked me to cut 

Triple 40 at Boss, which had a great room 
with a 56-frame Amek Mozart and a MCI 
JH-24 2-inch machine," explains Mara. As it 

turned out, Boss Studios shut down to relo-
cate to a new address, so Mara decided to 

move the project to The Cabin. 

"I do a lot of work at Dark Horse," Mara 
continues. "I know that whether I'm work-

ing on a label project or an indic rock band, 
they will treat me and my clients with the 

same care. [Studio manager] Bill Elder and 

his staff are great at tending to all of the de-
tails associated with clients who are from 

out-of-state, including having guest quarters 
right at the studio. This helps me to con-

centrate on producing and engineering in-

stead of worrying about all the peripherals." 
Once at Dark Horse, they made the 

transformation from 2-inch to RADAR. "This 

is rock 'n' roll," says Mara. "It should be on 

2-inch, but sometimes the budget doesn't al-

low for it and keeping multiple takes costs 

money. RADAR sounds really good, espe-

cially when your front end is a great-sound-
-CONT/NUED ON PAGE 151 

From where they stand in Dark Horse Recording Studios, it seems that 

Alabama-based hard rock trio Triple 40 (L-R: guitarist/singer Brandon White, 

bassist Nic Carroll, drummer/singer Kyle McCarter with engineer Chris Mara) 

have everything to look forward to. 

NEW YORK 

by David Weiss 

METRO 

Are you capable of fighting a 

heated battle for survival with 
a smile on your face? If so, 

then the audio post industry 

for commercials, TV shows, 
film and radio in New York 

City wants you. In this city 

packed tight with competi-
tion, a shakeout has been go-

ing on since 9/11 and contin-

ues to this day, spurred by ad 
agencies increasingly moving 
their business in-house, video 

editing facilities that have 
added audio and shrinking 

budgets, among other factors. 

The New York City facilities that will get 

ahead or stay afloat in the increasingly com-

plex business of audio post believe that 

they'll make it based on their talent, first and 

foremost. "People who don't treat their em-

ployees right are the ones who will go out 

of business," observes Howard Schwartz, 

founder/CEO of bar/ny (www.hsmy.com), 

one of Manhattan's largest audio post facili-

ties. "I've been saying for 25 years that it's 
all about the peo-
ple. People are at-

tracted to creative 
talent." 

According to 

Rex Recker, post-

production mixer/ 

owner of down-

town's audioEngine 

(www.audioengine 

.net), there are rea-

sons why quality 

people and services 

are particularly im-
portant in post. "In 

this age of the In-
ternet and doing 
things remotely, it's 

still an old-fashioned 

process where every-
one—composer, 

editor, writer, direc-

e 
5 

From left, Creative Group's Troy Krueger, Doug DiFranco, Charlie 

Suydan and David Jaunai 

tor—comes into a room and works on a 

mix," he points out. "Client services and a 

comfortable facility are still very important 

because we're still dealing with human be-

ings—clients that are on the premises. 

Everyone has Digidesign Pro Tools, so it's 

not about the hardware anymore, it's about 
knowing how to run a session, the concerns 

your clients have and just being able to in-
teract with people." 

For the post industry's ad agency clients 

like Peter Greco, executive music producer/ 
senior partner of Young & Rubicam New 

York, that assessment rings true. "I can't 

stress enough that it's really the person be-

hind the console—their instincts and ears," 
he says. "Having another great pair of ears 

is tremendously valuable, and when it's 

someone who knows what you and your 
agency are looking for, it's great to have a 

co-pilot. The film mix is the final make-or-

break step in the production chain. I've seen 

really great commercial films with great mu-

sic and sound design completely die with a 
terrible film mix. That's a calamity." 

Young & Rubicam is not one of them, but 

several ad agencies have eroded New York 
City's core post business by building their 
own in-house facilities. There are a number 

of large advertising agencies that have decid-

ed to do a lot of their test commercials and 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 153 
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SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 

NORTHEAST 

Avatar Studios (NYC) had Alanis Morissette, 

Norah Jones and Blondie in for tracking Ses-

sions@ AOL. Engineers Greg Thompson and 

Anthony Ruotolo were at the board. Mean-

while, Nathan Lane and the rest of the cast of 

The Producers were in to record the final 

episode of this season's Curb Your Enthusi-

asm...Angel Mountain (Bethlehem, PA) mixed 

some of the best of Bob Marley's concerts to 

5.1 on the release entitled, Burnin' Deluxe, a 

project done with Universal Music Group and 

producer Jeff Glbcman. Keep an eye out for the 

re-release on SACD...Sony Music Studios Mas-

tering (NYC) had Grammy-winner Joe Pal-

maccio and Bruce McDaniel and Perry Gartner 

(otherwise known as Nine Mens Monis) to put 

the final touches on their forthcoming release, 

It's a Wonderful Le...Dubway Studios (NYC) 

tracked the star-studded Live at VH1.com at the 

VII1 set, featuring Dave Matthews, Nelly Fur-

tado, Avril lavigne and more. 

SOUTHEAST 

At Cartee Day Studios (Nashville), Willie Nel-

son was in to sing with country vocalist B.J. 

Thomas; Chips Moman produced and Steve 

New artist Maryanne Marino (Lava Records) was in The Cutting Room (NYC) to finish mixing her first album 

and worked with engineer Kevin Killen (left), producer Peter Zizzo (in glasses) and assistant Steve Pakidzioski. 

Crowder engineered. Meanwhile, gui-

tarist/vocalist Joe Nichols was in track-

ing with producer/songwriting partner 

Brent Rowan and engineer Gary Pac-

zosa...The Sound Lab (Atlanta) wel-

comed Sony artist Big Floatie, who was 

in tracking his debut with producers 

Pretty Ken, Big Jimmy and Fourth Gen-

eration Music. Meanwhile, local Atlanta 

group Mandorico were in working on a 

new release of their hip hop/slca 'n' sal-

sa/rock 'n' roll sound. Jan Nerud was in 

as producer/recorder/mixer, Jonathan 

Cantrell shared recording duties and 

Mike Philips assisted. 

SOUTHWEST 

SugarHill Recording Studios (Houston, 

TX) played host to several hot sessions 

this past month, including one for Chris-

tian artist Shannon Cutts, who was in 

tracking Dreams of the Fotgotten People, 

a benefit album for the Costa Rica Hu-

manitarian Foundation; the effort was 

engineered by John Griffin and produced 

by MD Thompson. Country singer Dean-

na Kaye was in recording and mixing a 

new song that will be part of a General 

Motors credit card compilation CD, which al-

so features Kenny Chesney, Keith Urban and 

other well-known country performers. 

COAST 

Rap producer RZA (pictured) was in Scream Studios 

(Studio City, Calif.) recording and mixing the 

soundtrack to Soul Plane, coming out soon from MGM. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Supa Crucial Recordings/New Line 

Records electronica artist The Angel mas-

tered her new album, Covert Movements, 

at Bernie Grundman Mastering (Holly-

wood)...In at Scream were Sara Overall, 

Anna Nalick and Michael Tolcher, all new-

comers working with producer/engineer 

Mark Endert ...Granada Studios (El Grana-

da) just mastered the compilation entitled 

Virtuosos of Voice, which features the tal-

ents of Sarah Brightman, Yo-Yo Ma, Bobby 

McFerrin and Charlotte Church, among 

others. Guitarist Aliéksey Manna, winner of 

the San Francisco International Guitar Com-

petition, was in to record Jobim's classic 

Corcovado...At House of Blues Studios West 

(Encino), producer Don Was and engineer 

ICrish Sharma worked with the talented, 

free-spirited singer Paula Cole and Aus-

tralian singer Nessa Morgan on their latest. 

Producer Stuart Levine and engineer Rik 

Pekkonen were in recording and mixing Dr. 

John's upcoming New Orleans record. • 

Send your session news to blingle@pri 

mediabusiness.com. High-resolution photos 

encouraged! 
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massive baffling. It gets especially challeng-

ing when we do multiple songs in a day, like 

a Motown song in the morning and a Phil 

Spector track in the afternoon!" 

For "Woman's Got Soul," drums were 

miked with two RCA BX44 ribbons for over-

heads, with a Neumann U67 on hi-hat. RCA 

44 ribbons were also on Cox's piano. 

Recording was to Pro Tools, where Townley 
favors Filterbank and Analog Channel for 

frequency manipulation. "I use original ana-

log Fairchild compressors on the room 

mies," he notes. "When that's not enough, 

I'll subgroup drums and the band on sepa-

rate channels and then use some massive 

Wave C4 multiband compression for old-

school punch. I also find that the GRM Tools 

bandpass filter is indispensable for stripping 

out some bottom end when I need to make 

the tracks really crisp." 

Townley points out that many of the orig-

inal versions are mixed with individual parts 

and are, by today's standards, way out of bal-

ance. "A little guitar or a massively com-

pressed brass will dominate," he says. "But 

that gives them character. Their idea of im-

agery was so much different than ours today, 

it really gives you pause." 

The original song gets lined up in Pro 

Tools and then while the band runs it down, 

Townley and Pelfrey A/B for sounds. A se-

cret weapon is an 11-channel Universal Audio 

console circa 1950. "The book Temples of 

Sound led us to it," reveals Townley. "As 

soon as we plugged it in, it sounded great. 

The integrity of the low end is amazing, and 

overall, it's just magic." 

Each singer gets an old and a new mic 

set up side-by-side. Both are recorded; later, 

one is selected or a combination is used. All 

of the vocalists have earned high marks for 

their efforts. "LeAnn Rimes, for example, 

sang a childhood favorite of hers, [Connie 

Francis'] Where the Boys Are,'" Townley re-

marks. "She came in knowing it perfectly 

and gave the most amazing performance. Ja-

son Mraz did an incredible job on Dion's 

'Ruby Baby,' and Alicia Keys blew us all 

away on [Fontella Bass'] 'Rescue Me.'" 

"The songs are intended to complement 

and accommodate the vision of the artist 

who's playing the role," explains Pelfrey. 

"It's an acting job, too. For example, Wyclef 

will be portraying Curtis Mayfield with peri-

od wardrobe, hair and makeup. They go all-

out on the set and we do here, also. It's def-

initely all about the detail." 

"It's been a labor of love," adds music 

supervisor Greg Sill, who's produced mu-

sic for such shows as ER and Friends. "It 

grew out of an idea from [show producer] 

Jonathan Prince. At first, we were creating 

synthesized tracks. As time went on, we 

decided to use more and more live per-

formers. We go through tons of CDs [to se-

lect songs]. Jonathan is very particular, an 

admitted sound geek. He's a musician and 

technically savvy; he comes to every mix 

with very specific notes. We're lucky. Usu-

ally remakes sound pretty cheesy, but 

we've had the kind of creative direction 

that's allowed us to pursue it authentically." 

"It really is a dream job," Townley con-

cludes. "We've made a lot of them sound 

amazingly close to the originals. The inter-

esting thing is that we do it with a process 

of blending both old and new technology." 

Popular culture these days may be domi-

nated by the outrageous contests of realityTV, 

but when it comes to success, none of them 

holds a candle to that American classic (and 

world's longest-running broadcast game 

show), The Price Is Rigbt. Now in its 32nd 

year, Price and host Bob Barker together 

have racked up 15 Daytime Emmy Awards. 

This year, they're nominated for five more, 

including Best Sound. Intrigued, and invited 

by production mixer Dirk Sciarrotta, I took 

a drive to the Fairfax District for a look be-

hind the scenes. 

It was an hour-and-a-half before show-

time when I arrived at CBS Television City, 

but the crowd waiting to get in for Prices 

6,000th show was already beside itself, 

pumped to the max. That's right, 32 years 

UI 
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and 6,000 shows, every one of them helmed 

by the now 80-year-old Barker. What a gig 

that man has: Surrounded by gorgeous 

"Barker Beauties," every work day he gives 

stuff away—sports cars, tropical vacations, 

speedboats, electric guitars, hot tubs; close 

to half-a-billion dollar's worth so far. All the 

while, he's receiving the kind of adulation 

(and crowd SPLO normally awarded to a 

rock star while remaining suavely calm, cool 

and in control. 

I made my way through the CBS labyrinth 

to the sound booth of Studio 33 (the Bob 
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Barker Studio!) for a chat with its 

denizens: Scianotta, music direc-

tor Stan Slits, music mixer 

Maryann Jorgenson and Jack 

Beller, who handles audience 

sweetening. In the hour before 

taping, amid constant intercom 

chatter, Sciarrotta gave me a run-

down on the setup and the rest 

of the crew: sound effects mixer 

Denise Palm Stones, PA. mixer 

Nancy Perry, and floor A2s Bar-

ney Neeley and Deedra Bebout 

"It's choreography out 

there," explains Sciarrotta, who 

is the same age as Price and 

The Price Is Right's miracle-makers at the console in CBS 

Television City's Studio 33: (L-R) Jack Beller, Maryann Jorgenson 

and Dirk Sciarrotta 
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says he grew up watching it. "Cameras shoot 

the show from all angles, including from on-

stage toward the audience. Anything can be 

in the shot. It's pretty tricky for the director, 

Bart Eslcander." 

Pretty tricky for the mixer, too, who's 

running up to 19 mics: for Barker, the an-

nouncer, contestants, audience and onstage 

game sound effects. Also coming up on Scia-

rrotta's 64-input (56 mono/eight stereo) SSL 

6000 G console are stereo music cues, audi-

ence sweetening, miscellaneous tracks such 

as video playback, pre-fade ISO record 

sends and sound effects (added on the fly 

by Palm Stones, stationed on the floor near 

the stage and producers). 

Neumann KM140s get a workout for the 

contestant mics and, with a custom lightweight 

shaft, for Barker. It's the only mic Barker uses; 

he has three of the same. There's no backup 

lavalier or boom, and he uses it with a 60-foot 

cable, manned with great skill by one of the 

A2s. The all-important announce mic is an 

AKG 535 and the audience is covered with 

eight Countryman Isomax II Hypers. 

Scianotta uses a 2-channel CEDAR noise-

reduction unit to get rid of air conditioning 

and room noise: one channel on Barker's 

mic and the other on a bus combining the 

contestant mics. The PA. is fed through two 

)ŒA Electronics DP200 2-in/4-out digital 

processors for EQ and delays. 

Sciarrotta mixes for six of the seven fold-

back monitors, with Perry responsible for one 

strategically placed "sweet spot" speaker for 

Barker. Barker does not use in-ears, just flown 

EAW FR153z monitors. The onstage announc-

er uses a pair of Sony 7506 headphones. 

Music is complicated. Jorgenson follows 

scripts, mixing cues from eight Digicarts, 

which hold more than 20 hours' worth of 

music. On the Price crew for more than 10 

years, Jorgenson laughs and says, "Believe it 

or not, there are 50 to 60 music cues. Most 

people think there's only one: the theme. 

Our favorite comment is, 'There's music in 

that show?'" 

5 
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Music director Blits gets a week's worth 

of scripts a week prior to taping and then 

tailors music from existing cues from com-

panies including Killer Tracks and OGM, 

along with independent producers. One of 

those sports cars, for example, may get 

some up-tempo driving music with lots of 

brass. If it's a diamond ring, well, some soft, 

glamorous new age might do the trick. And 

then there are the special scores; for exam-

ple, Nits has his work cut out for him for 

the next Price prime-time special, dubbed 

The Prizenator—well, you can imagine. 

Price tapes five shows a week: two on 

Monday with Fridays off. Frequently, other 

shows tape in Studio 33 on Prices off-days. 

The stage and control room are completely 

struck, and as Jorgenson explains, "The 

crew of Hollywood Squares will be in at 3:30 

Friday morning to set up for a 9 a.m. start." 

The biggest mixing challenge? Without 

hesitation, Sciarrotta says, "The audience. 

Sometimes, there's more audience in Bob's 

mic than there is Bob. The show is all about 

audience reaction—sometimes getting the 

balance is almost impossible. Most contest-

ants have no idea how to work a micro-

phone. What saves us is that Bob is absolutely 

the best in the business at working the mic. 

When a contestant is onstage and the audi-

ence is screaming, he knows right when to 

shoot it out at a contestant to get their emo-

tional reaction. The energy is truly unsur-

passable, and we all work really hard to-

gether as a team to get the balance right."• 

Got LA. stories? E-mail maureendroneye 

aoLcom. 

NASHVILLE SKYLINE FROM PAGE 147 

ing Trident 80 Series like the one here." 

On the last day of each session, Mara trans-

feted the tracks from RADAR to Pro Tools I HD. 

The album is slated to be mixed by Russ Zav-

itson on Nuendo in early April and will be re-

leased on the ElectiK Records label. 

After hanging out with Mara andTriple 40 

at The Cabin, I walked over to The Lodge to 

see Elder in session producing 19-year-old 

Oregon-based singer/songwriter Debra Ariyn, 

who's tracking with some of Nashville's finest 

session aces.The project is being done for El-

der and engineer Michael Modesto's Burning 

Building Productions. 

Elder first came to Nashville a few years 

ago after playing and recording in Texas and 

Colorado with a band called Ezra's Pound-

cake. He took the gig at Dark Horse two 

years ago and formed its production com-

pany with Modesto last October. 

When I arrived, Arlyn and the band 

were laying down a rather sultry Norah 

Jones-like number. Most of her material, 
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however, is geared more to the pop area 

inhabited by artists such as Alicia Keys, 

Vanessa Carlton or John Mayer. "The pop 

market is our primary focus on these sides. 

There is a fun, yet mature sensibility to 

what Deb is doing that would work nicely 

there or even in the Norah Jones world," 

says Elder. 

For Arlyn's piano, Modesto employed a 

spaced pair of Geffel UM 92s on the ballads 

and a C 24 on the more up-tempo songs. "I 

love the sound of the C 24, but it doesn't 

give me the wide stereo image that a spaced 

pair does. And the piano is a main focus 

along with the vocal," he says. 

Oregon-based vocalist Debra Arlyn (center) works 

on her debut album at Dark Horse's The Lodge 

with engineer Michael Modesto, right, and studio 

manager Bill Elder. 

Arlyn's vocal was captured with a 

Brauner VM1 with a Universal Audio 6176 

pre. "I used the Brauner because it is rela-

tively flat and transparent," says Modesto. 

"When combined with the UA pre, the sound 

is nice and round and yet in-your-face." The 

mic collection that Modesto used to achieve 

Steve Brewster's drum sound included a 

D112, M147, SM57, 451 and the C 24. 

"The sessions were tracked on a Pro 

Tools HI) rig instead of 2-inch analog be-

cause I didn't want the musicians to be lim-

ited by tracks," Modesto points out. "If they 

had an idea, I wanted them to be able to lay 

it down. We mixed 24 channels through a 

Trident 80B using both plug-ins and out-

board gear—namely Distressors, Tube-

Techs and an Eventide DSP 4000." 

Arlyn was clearly pleased with her Dark 

Horse experience with Elder and Modesto: 

"I chose to work with Bill Elder because of 

his passion and energy for creating original 

music," she confirms. "Michael worked real-

ly hard with our ideas and changes. I've re-

ally enjoyed the work atmosphere at Dark 

Horse, and I think all the songs have come 

out great." 

At the time of the session, Arlyn had fin-
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ished tracking four sides. "The flexibility and 

wide range of resources at Dark Horse make 

it really a wonderful place to create," says 

Elder. "This project is testimony to the fact 

that we are accessible to independent artists 

as well as major labels." 

Send your Nashville news to MrBlurge@ 

rnac.com. 

NEW YORK METRO FROM PAGE 147 

presentations in-house," says Schwartz. "They 

can buy similar technology to what we have, 

but they certainly don't have the expertise 

that our mixers or mixers from other promi-

nent facilities have. One ad agency used to 

do about $800,000 worth of work in-house, 

and now the $12 million they do in-house 

came out of the supply side, which is us. Do 

they have the best editors? They have good, 

comfortable editors, and at some point, they 

may become stagnant creatively because 

there's no reason for them to excel. They're 

not competing—they're just in normal jobs." 

Depending on who you ask, another 

great threat in New York City to dedicated 

audio post houses is the growing number 

of video editing facilities that add audio 

services to give their time-starved clients 

an "everything-under-one-roof" solution. 

While sometimes that might mean a spare 

office stocked with Pro Tools and last 

week's intern, it could also be something 

that advances the field. That was the case 

at Creative Group (www.creativegroup.tv), 

a video editing company that brought in 

mixer/sound designer Troy Krueger in 

1999 to supplement its visual services and 

ended up getting much more than they 

bargained for. 

Today, Krueger, with sound mixers 

David Jaunai and Doug DiFranco, share 

three 5.1 studios—networked to the teeth 

with each other and multiple SD and HD 

video editing suites—in a new facility built 

from the ground up by chief engineer Char-

lie Suydan to maximize audio and video 

synergy. "It's New York City: Time is mon-

ey," Krueger explains. "Here, ESPN can be 

on the Flame, and then I can put those vi-

suals to Digibeta and move it to Flamebox. 

At 10 a.m., David can do a voice-over and 

dump it to Smoke through our Intranet. 

Now they can cut their picture against our 

VO, and they can download all the music 

cuts from our database, which is approach-

ing 400,000 cuts of music from libraries all 

on a hard drive. So they come up with a 

great cut of video, add the audio—boom— 

done. People are blown away by the audio 

rooms; these are the jewels of the facility. 

Video is just as strong in terms of booking, 

but these are more pleasing aesthetically 
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and the most instantly gratifying." 
Capabilities like that are just the tip of the 

iceberg in an industry that has come to mean 

much more than just mixing to picture. "Be-

fore you come in to do the mix," says 
Schwartz, "we do voice casting. We have a 

gigantic stock music library, the largest in 

New York City, from mSoft, with 15 ter-
abytes of audio and 900,000 MP3s available 
online 24 hours a day. We have sound de-

sign, and we are all involved in your project 
from beginning to end." 

hsr/ny CEO/founder Howard Schwartz agrees that a 

talented and creative staff is what it takes to stay in 

business. 

For straight-up mixing, however, the 

stakes are getting higher, as evidenced by 

the recent completion of audioEngine's Stu-

dio D, a ground-up 5.1 room that is 100-per-

cent Dolby-approved. "The whole thing 
about how to deliver your advertising mes-

sage is taking off in the theaters," says Reck-
er. "That's a captive audience that's expand-
ing, so we needed to build a room that sim-

ulates theater-style mixing. This is a hybrid 
room, like a mini-theater, and the speakers 

are JBL, which are the ones actually used in 

small theaters. So the majority of stuff I'm 

doing right now in 5.1 is commercial cine-

ma stuff, but HDTV is a trend that eventual-

ly will happen. Right now, the HDTV pro-

grams are in 5.1 but the commercials are 

mostly in stereo. For audioEngine, stereo 

commercials are our focus. It's expensive to 

work here, so the advertising budgets can 
support the price points of the rooms." 

Creative Group's Jaunai attaches even 

more importance to surround. "The way the 

industry is going, surround mixing is going 
to be the key to a lot of facilities because the 

consumer is becoming more aware of it and 
DVDs are becoming so cheap. People are 

expecting to hear what they hear in theaters, 

so the production facility to service that end 
of the business needs to be up, running and 

understanding it. Surround used to just be for 
film; it's not anymore." 

Whether he wants stereo or surround, 

Greco is an example of a client with high 

expectations of the mixer and the mix. "It's 

the person behind the console who can 

make it or break it," he reiterates. "One of 

my pet peeves when I hear stuff on the air 
is that I find there are a lot of very, very 

dense film mixes without a lot of clarity. 

Where I find the 'A Team' separates them-
selves is that they take mixes with a lot of 

different elements and broad frequen-

cy ranges and you can hear everything. 
Everything has a place. That's one of 
the things the young guys don't un-

derstand: finding a place for everything 

in the mix." 

In the search for the next generation 

of audio post pros, Krueger acknowl-
edges that traditional standards of quality 

are changing. "It's getting to be a rarity 
that up-and-coming designers and mixers 
have experience with acoustic any-
thing—be it acoustic bands, voice, et 

cetera," he says. "It has helped me a great 
deal to have studied at a conservatory of 

music, understand how to count bars and 
that things have pace. The current gener-
ation is very good with technology but 

not good with listening. They can run the 

computer, but that doesn't mean they can 
mix well." 

For Schwartz, there are two kinds of 
people ideally suited to do post at his facili-

ty. "Someone with a million dollars' worth of 
a following or someone with a great attitude 

and we show them what to do—those are 

the two ends of the spectrum," he says 

franldy. "We develop from within, and we 

have mixers here that started out as messen-
gers. They come with street smarts, and we 

hire people with great attitudes and 
then train them to be great mixers." 

Between hiring the right people and giv-
ing them the right tools, the real trick to mak-

ing it in this tough, crowded town may be 

having exactly the right amount of each. 

"There's been a lot of turnover in the last cou-

ple of years," Recker admits. "The trend is that 

the independents are surviving and the giant 

'we-can-do-it-all' companies, like Tape House 

that had nine divisions, went out of business 

because they couldn't survive any downturn 
in demand. You have to be lean and mean 

now, so if business dips, you can hunker 
down and glide through it." 

Send your Metro news to david@ 

dwords.com. His growing loop library can be 

found at www.meetyourbeatcom. 
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gives you control over the backlight color 

so you can match your car (or mood). But 

best of all is a button that you push when 

you hear a song that you like and the title 

and artist info is saved so that you can buy 

or steal the song later. Much better than 

driving off the road while attempting to 

write "Yanni" on a Kleenex. $125 U.S. mop 

elsewhere. 

BEST COMMERCIAL-ELIMINATION 

DEVICE (VIDEO) 

A technology takes first place in this cate-

gory rather than a device: TiVo. And it is safe 

to say that this gen-2 technology will change 

the way you watch TV, forever. 

The following is for those of you who 

have been holding out. 

Have you ever felt a small twinge of anx-

iety as you glanced down at your watch to 

discover that your favorite show is begin-

ning while you were: 

A) rolling your tenth take on a singer 

who will never hit it, 

B) caught in traffic after (see "A" above), 

C) finally taking your mate out for a nice 

dinner? 

Well, that doesn't happen to us TiVo 

owners. We don't have that stress in our 

lives. We don't care when the hell a show 

is on because TiVo automatically gets every 

one we want, and we watch them when 

we want. We are liberated, we are free. We 

can sit on the beach with our loved ones 

and watch the sun set, even in daylight 

savings time, without the stress of missing 

our stupid shows, or worse—caving in and 

revealing to that loved one that any TV 

show is important enough to cause anxiety 

at all. 

It is a fact that if you fidget or change 

your demeanor in any way, your date or 

mate will sense this and confront you as to 

the cause. If you tell the truth (dumb but 

necessary), said companion will immedi-

ately point out that you are in effect plac-

ing higher importance on a TV show than 

on them. This is both good and bad. Bad 

because you will find yourself alone. Good 

because you will find yourself alone (and 

therefore able to speed home and catch 

the rest of your show). More bad: You 

might get a ticket while speeding home 

and end up missing the whole damned 

thing... alone. 

But for the price of that ticket you can 

buy a TiVo and avoid this scenario. Yes, 

TiVos not only save marriages, they make 

them pefflible. And, if used properly, they 

can totally hide your TV nerdity. 

Call comes in when the best part starts? 

Freeze it, take the call, show no anxiety, im-

press the caller. Show them that, no, you 

don't care who gets kicked off no stupid is-

land. After the call, hit Play and the buffered 

live feed starts right up where you stopped. 

Nobody is the wiser. 

My old Sony SAT-60 is geeked up to 180 

gigs, I think. That's somewhere near 70 years 

of television. I can watch a show from disk 

while recording two more at the same time. 

It has two DirecTV tuners that record raw 

data without any DIA and AID. Very nice. 

And remember the category? Well, skip-

ping commercials is easy. I haven't watched 

one in two years (unless I wanted to). I 

mean this literally. I watch only the shows I 

want, when I want, commercial-free. Period. 

In fact, I—like many TiVo owners—no 

longer watch shows as they are broadcast 

even if I happen to be there. 1 let TiVo get 

it while I watch something off disk. You 

never know, you might want to stop for a 

sunset. 

And there you have it, four things to 

think about while you are opening your tax 

refund. 

Too...Busy...Playing... 
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there to be no long pauses between num-
bers, so everything in each half of the con-

cert had to be preset. Meanwhile, each of 
the players' music stands needed a light 

(and a fresh bulb and an extension cord) 

because the stage lights would be dimmed 

to allow the audience to see the projections; 
all of the players needed a clear sighdine to 

the conductor; and every single instrument 

was miked for house amplification and to 
feed a recording crew from BBC Radio. 

And I haven't even gotten to the elec-

tronic performers' setups, which stayed on 
through the whole concert. Squarepusher's 
was simple: a computer tower underneath 

a table, with the keyboard, a glass of wine 

and a Victorian lamp on top. But Lidell's rig 

had a laptop computer, a vintage Mini-
moog, an ancient Korg analog synth, a cou-

ple of scratching devices of some kind, a 
mixer, a couple of guitar amps and a rack 

of processing gear. In addition, he had an 

onstage video artist with him who goes by 

the name of Pablo Fiasco. He had his own 

computer and video mixer, plus a camera 
on a stand, another one on his shoulder 
and a third mounted at the end of a long 

elephant trunk-like pipe attached to a mu-
tant football helmet. When Lidell put the 
helmet on, this "chin-cam" provided a dis-
orienting close-up view of his constantly 

moving mouth. 

It's hard enough to get all this to work 
in one space, but taking it on the road 

made things exponentially more compli-

cated. Every venue, of course, was com-
pletely different in terms of the stage's size 

and shape, backstage space, lighting sys-

tem, sound system, lighting and sound 

crews, projection systems and catering sys-

tems. In other words, it was just like a large 
rock 'n' roll tour. The plan was that the 
crew started loading in at each location (in-

cluding the Royal Festival Hall) at 9 a.m. the 
day of the show, and by 2 p.m., a run-

through of the London Sinfonietta's parts of 

the concert was supposed to be under way. 
Of course, it never worked out that way; 

inevitably, something went wrong. 

The first day, the video projector—a 

massive, noisy piece of gear the size of a 

filing cabinet—turned out to be so bright 

that the musicians couldn't see anything 

and so had to be jacked up to get it out of 
their eyes. But then they found out it was-

n't bright enough for one of the films to be 

shown on the hall's enormous screen, so 
they brought in a second one that was just 
as big, and spent a great deal of time lin-

ing them up so they would reinforce each 
other. The second day there was trouble 

with the video feed from Squarepusher's 

onstage computer: It was making it into his 

monitor and into the projector, but not both 

at the same time. That took awhile to track 

down. 

My time was mostly spent sitting in the 
dark waiting for the Ballet Mécanique re-

hearsals to begin and repeating to myself, 

"Stay calm, you have no responsibility for 

any of this." And when the rehearsal finally 

started, I did my best to justify my presence 

by jumping up to tell Ian to change the bal-
ance between the samplers or bring the 

siren level up a little, and then I sat back to 

enjoy the music as best I could. 

The downside to all of this, along with 
numerous bitten-down fingernails, was that 

the audience was kept out in the lobby 
both nights for a good half-an-hour after 

the halls were supposed to open. Pop au-

diences, who are used to being abused by 

Each faction of the audience 

had come to hear what 

they already knew about, 

but they couldn't 

help but learn something, 

and when they left, 

they were aware of a whole 

different kind of music. 

promoters, take this sort of thing in stride, 

but it is never done at a classical music con-
cert. But this being England, everyone was 

amazingly polite, despite the pressure. 

All of the waiting, the work and the ten-
sion were worth it. Despite the chaos and 

seeming disorganization, the concerts were 
absolutely brilliant. Jurjen Hempel, a young 

conductor from Holland, masterfully 
guided the players through all of the 

pieces. The Ballet Mécanique was as gut-

wrenchingly loud and energetic as I've ever 
heard it, and watching the film on the halls' 

huge screens was a revelation. 

Besides being the most complex, Ballet 
Mécanique is usually the loudest piece on 

any program. But again, that wasn't true 

here. That honor belonged to the two elec-
tronic performers. Squarepusher's set was 

largely drum 'n' bass with choral pads in 
the background—reminiscent of early Pink 
Floyd and a lot of what a friend referred to 

as "nasty HF distorted stuff' punctuating. 

the proceedings. On record, Jenkinson's 

strength is filling rhythmic spaces with un-

expected, ear-catching, semi-coherent sam-

ples and synth sounds, and he used that 

technique for much of his performance, as 

well. Thankfully, he left out the obscenities 

he often screams at the audience. A simple 

but effective computer display dancing 

along with the music was projected on the 

screen. A few audience members danced, 

too, but most were happy to sit in their 
seats to groove and gape. His levels hit 

some near-ear-splitting peaks, and I was 

glad I brought my musician's ear plugs. 
Lidell's set went much further in com-

plexity, length and even volume. Possess-

ing a formidable vocal instrument that 
evokes, at times, Bobby McFerrin, David 

Crosby and Otis Redding, Lidell fabricated 

his own rhythmic backing on the spot by 
looping percussive vocal sounds on top of 

each other into a complex bed and then 

harmonizing on top of that. Adding little 

melodic squiggles from his analog synths 

into the mix and pulling up other sampled 

sounds from his computer, he created im-

pressively complex, dynamic riffs that 
never sat still, theatrically ebbing and flow-

ing. He finally ended his brealdess set by 
slipping into an extended R&B/gospel tune 
with words you couldn't quite make out, 
but with unmistakable energy and enthusi-

asm. The guy is good, a virtuoso with his 

tools, both new and old, and he has a great 
sense of dramatic arc and timing in his im-

provising. He also does everything with 
great joy. 

He was accompanied by live video that 

mixed industrial, architectural and abstract 

images with his own face from many an-

gles, while his partner, Fiasco, dressed in a 

mad scientist's lab coat, darted in and out 
of the spotlight. Because it was so inter-

woven with what Lidell was doing, the 
video, for a change, enhanced his per-

formance rather than distracted from it. 
Best of all, on the two nights I was there, 

Lidell's sets were substantially different. 

They combined DJ'ing, vocal improvs, 

looping and instrumental performance, and 

took them all to a very, very high level. 

Obviously, it was a kick for me to be in-

volved in a tour with such luminaries and 

at such prestigious venues. But these con-
certs meant more than that. At both shows 

I attended, the audience was incredibly var-

ied: Older avant-garde fans of Cage and Re-
ich were rubbing elbows with club-going 

followers of the Warp artists. One reason 

for this is that tickets (at least until they 
were sold out, which at the Royal Festival 
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Hall happened a week before the show) 

were easy to buy. You could get seats at 

some of the concerts for as little as £10 
($18), and even the highest-priced tickets 

on opening night were only £22.50 ($40). 

Compare that to the $75 it costs to get good 

seats to a symphony concert in this coun-
try or the $150 or more to get within binoc-

ular range of a top-tier rock band. How is 

this possible? Simple: In England, the gov-

ernment actively promotes and subsidizes 
culture. Fully 40 percent of the funding for 

the concert series came from national and 

local government agencies. 
Each faction of the audience had come 

to hear what they already knew about, but 
they couldn't help but learn something, and 

when they left, they were aware of a whole 
different kind of music. The old folks (like 

me) could see the art, craft and virtuosity 
that can be part of the new electronic mu-

sic, a medium we're (okay, at least I'm) of-
ten guilty of dismissing as music to stop 

thinking by. This stuff made you think. 
The young folks learned that modern 

electronica didn't spring fully grown from 

the heads of Kraftwerk or Brian Eno, but 

that it grew out of a century of musical ex-
perimentation. Varèse was searching for, 

and finding, new sounds long before elec-

tronics could provide them. Cage had in-
vented the art of industrial music, using real 

industrial objects. Reich could induce 
trances in a thousand listeners without a 

synthesizer or sequencer in sight. And An-

theil and Léger were attempting a new kind 

of multisensory art form that could poten-
tially be greater than the sum of its parts— 

that elusive thing called multimedia. 
It's been a long time since we in the 

United States have been exposed to this 
kind of cross-pollination on a large scale. 

The market-driven record and radio in-
dustries are uncomfortable with crossing 

boundaries and would much rather stick 
their music, and their audience, in easily 

identifiable categories. But we need more 
category-busting events if we are to 

evolve a new music that is both artful and 
speaks to audiences. Leonard Bernstein's 

Young People's Concerts introduced a 
generation to Bach, Sibelius and Stravin-

sky, and showed their parents the con-

nections between classical music and jazz 

The London Sinfonietta's Ether concerts 
bridge the gap between yesterday's avant-

garde and tomorrow's. More power to 
them—and to us. 

Paul Lehrman lives in Barton, one of the 

few American cities where you can fly to 
London without seeing the sun come up. 

smoothest 
top end 

of any near-field 
monitor I've ever 

heard!" 
Randy Ezratty, Effane! Music 

Distributed in the United States 

by ADAM Audio USA (805) 413-1133 

Come meet the entire ADAM family at www.adam-audio.com 
AD  A M 
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You Do Without Your 
Hearing? 

Monitor Your 

Decibels for a 

Lifetime of Sound 

A Hearing 

Conservation Tip from 

Sound PartnersTM 
...Bringing You Choices that Make Sound Sense 

Sound Partners is an educational program of 

I louse Ear Inst itute 

Advancing Hearing Science 

www.hei.org 
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SO CLOSE TO 

PERFECT 
You are so close to creating that perfect recording environment, 
illbruck's SONEX and PROSPEC products make it easy to control 
reflections and standing waves that are keeping you from it. We fave 
a wide variety of attractive, effective acoustic products and solutions 
that are safe to use and easy to install. Learn how studio engineers 
have turned bad spaces into great creative environments. 
Call 800-662-0032, or visit vimivillbruck-sonex.com/mix 

SO\ EX • illbruck 

FIRST IN VISION, INNOVATION 

DESIGN AND DURABILITY 

The makers of the Custom Console and Isobox'm 

SOUND CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY, INC. 
WWW.CUSTCM-CONSOLES.COM 

• ntroducing our third generation High Resolution Control Room Amplifiers... 

1  the most transparent, lowest distortion, highest fidelity 

bullet- uLea. esf esskmalstudio peers ever built. 

y differential from input to output, our 
on extraordinary advancements in intellig 
enabling us to lower distortion to 
near inurteasumbility, yikling dramatic 

I ign cap 
tecb 

Fieto. 1-14.4.#44À, 
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professional audio 

More music... delitered more accurately and reliably than ever before. 
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'BIGGER this, 
Better that... 

the BEST???' 

Hold the 

BULL! 

Just honest VALUE, great SELECTION 

and friendly, professional SUPPORT. 

MIDI warehouse! 
888-567-2311 

Shop online at MIDIWarehouse.com 

OMNIRAK  SUPPORTING Ou'Anvor WITH 
freaomnoni AND STYL6 

Synergy XL Series profeçsiorial c•,,nsol.• funialin• 

Synergy S6DX8 XL 

Synergy S6DXB XL 
Mr the Mackie DXB 

wwnsotaairaLsont 
R O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607 

pictured with optiond 
mehtwany 'cheeks" 

The Synergy XL series is designed to 
provide beautiful and ergonomic 
console housings for all the popular 
mixers, providing you with optimum 
functionality to accommodate these 
mixers and associated peripherals. 
Synergy's surprising affordability gives 
you the opportunity to add "WOW 
FACTOR!" to your studio right now. 

intrearanirax.com 

Built specifically for 

the demands of 
multitrack recording 

Oxfor19 n 
Ffré*irei Dees 

It's a little known fact that all 911 chipsets are not created equal. 

We found the fastest. 
It's a well known fact that studios do not need another noisy box. 

We have no fans. 
It is also known that some drives have better reputations than others. 

We use the best 

80 gig $ 199 00 

120 gig $259.00 

See web site 

for current pricing, 

specs and models 

cpacific (pro 74tcfio 
800-932-7524 www.pacificproaudio.com 

MULTILOOPS 
The original " Naked Drums" multi-track drum loop sample libraries 

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING   

"Naked Drums are an amazingly powerful songwriting tool...Wth the variety of 

beats and tempos, you can create infinite musical combinations in almost any 

genre." David Franz, author - Producing in the Home Studio with Pro Tools 

"Naked 'ums are the drum tracks you would record if you had an expensive 

studio and a rock-solid drummer at your disposal every time you wanted to write 

a song." David Darlington, Home Recording Magazine - March 2002 

"Awesome loops! Since I am not a sequencing and MIDI guy, composing drum 

tracks has been a nightmare Until now. Naked Drums have come to the rescue. 

How can something so simple to use sound so great? Even my musician friends 

can't tell I using .clops and not live drums! Thanks so much!" B. D., Washington 

"I use Rock Voi. I just about every day. These loops have changed how I create 

music," C. B., TN 

"Great product! Love the Pro Tools integration which, for me, beats the 

competition hands down. Keep up the great work!" A.W., U.K. 

"I think I have at the acoustic rock drum loop CDs available ( and then some!) 

... but today Mu!tiLoops came in with a bullet! Also great ease of use; I already 

finished programming a complete drum track for a song of which the original 

demo was too sloppy to use. This is going to make all the difference!" 

M.S., Netherlands 

Visit our site for expedited delivery • www.multiloops.com 

groovin' since 2001 615-331-5148 
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CLEARSONIC PANEL 

SORBER 
Abl-orploon Baffles 

NEW' or.  
SYSTEM 

AX12 Height Extenders 
Cost Effective 

Free Standing 

Portable 

NEED CDs? 
the choice is 

CRYSTALCLEAR* 
DISC & TAPE 

Trusted evperiente for over BO years. 

EtAPOSI 
GET -414RTS 
ENO II» 

1000 CDs • $999! (Complete. Retail Ready) 
1000 Promo CD Pack • $5991 

1000 DVDs • $1899! (Comolee, Retail Ready) 

11 •, 11311:114 CIO 7 3 
www. c rys lc I estercd . co rrl 

we got your back 
06. 

Drealuh i rc 

Dreamhire L. Ali 

R84 

"I've used one of your (R84 
ribbon) mics on almost all of the 
tracks we've taken, and always 

on jazz acoustic guitar. wow. 
Doubie wow. This thing's got 
high-end like I don't remember." 

George Massenburg 
producer/ engineer 

siaoo.00 www.wesdooley.com 800-798-9127 

FACULTY POSITION 
Tisch School of the Arts 

Clive Davis Department of Recorded Music 

The Clive Davis Department of Recorded Music is searching to fill a full-time 
faculty appointment for the 2004/2005 academic year. This position is available 
at either the junior or senior level for Arts Professor, open rank (1-5 year 
contract), or on a one-year visiting basis for a senior faculty applicant or far a 
professional in the industry. 

"Ile department seeks a world-class audio professional/producer with a 
minimum of 12 years experience and achievement in contemporary music 
recording and production. Candidates should have an impressive discography, be 
internationally recognized in the recording industry, with substantial contacts, 
and have extensive experience in teaching and developing young talent 

The department's new studio complex is a state-of-the-art audio production 
and teaching facility, which includes an SSL K series console, Pro-Tools 
HD and Studer multitrack analogue tape machine. 

Faculty will teach five courses per year, advise undergraduate students, and 
participate in departmental and school-wide committees. On-going profes-
sional work while teaching is encouraged and expected. Salary to be 
negotiated; excellent benefits package. 

Please send a letter stating your qualifications, teaching pedagogy. cumculunt 
vitae and list of references by June 15, 2004 to: (live Davis Department of 
Recorded Musk Search Committee, Attn; Jeffrey 'tang, Administrative 
Director, Clive Davis Department of Recorded Music, Tisch School of 
the Arts, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, 194 Mercer Street 5th Floor, 
New York, NY 10012-1502. Finalist will be asked to submit creative portfOlut 

NYU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 
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Any who has heard it knows 

VT-2 Dual-Channel Vacuum Tube Microphone Preamplifier 

D.W. FEARN 610-793-2526 

West Chester, PA • U S.A 

n11 under one noon, 
deal direct & JOUE 

FREE CATALOG or 
CUSTOM QUOTE 

croil www.CandCmusic.com 
MUSIC Price OUTSIDE THE US CALL 631 244 OHO 

eonvaact Visc Matalication 

eaàsatta Pure,-t;on 

emnindete. Packars 

Digital Mastering 

gm/a/tics and Aintiny 

You'll Hear & Feel 000./09er9155 
the Difference 

CDS FAST! 

telephone number 80 0 - 9 64- DISC 

fa, number 714-704-1733 newsongmedia.com 
• Limited time offer. Please call for derails. 

Quartet II Four Element Tube 
Mercenary Edition Recording Channel 

_ ..*••••• 

eT.7% 

e...(5 -I • 

- - 

l',11Julum Audio • 
rn. 0 

" Quartet II 
0.111.m4.11dmilhe* ••••••• 

e 

• Dual Transformer 
Mic/DI Preamp 

• Passive/Aggressive 
Inductor EQ 

• Ali Compressor/Limiter 

• JFET/MOSFET 
Peak Limiter 

Pendulum Audio www.Pendulumaudi°e°111 (908)665-9333 

diclic,ou audio wor4-aiDion5, 

p 

make music Now . 

AudioBox 1/2-Rackspace, 2 8GHz Pentium 4, 80GB System Drive w/ XP Pro 
512MB RAM, 160GB Audio Drive, DVD-ROM/CD-RW combo $1299.95 
Options include 2nd optical drive, 3 monitor support, audio cards from M-Audio and RME 

AudioStation Quiet Mid-Tower, AMO Athlon64 :34004, 160GB System Drive 
w/ XP Pro 1GB RAM, '320GB Audio Drives(2), DVD-ROM/CD-RW $2149.95 
Options up to 2 optical drives, 3 monitor support. 2 audio cards (choose from M-Audio 

and RME, or send us your own) All turnkey systems are cu,:tomized for your music! 

www.xleratedaudio.com 

Can you hear what's 
really going on in your mix? 

"The DAC1 lets me hear what's really going on in my mix. " 
Michael Wagener 
Recording Engineer for Ozzy Osbourne, Metallica„lanet 
Jackson, etc. 

, • 

"I found the Benchmark DACI incredibly transparent sounding. It 
made my mastered 16-bit CDs sound more Ike the original 24-bit 
master recordings full of rich detail, wide stable stereo imaging and a 
clear high end" 
Barry Rudolph 
Recording engineer/mixer for Pat Benatar, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Hall 
and Oates, BB Mak, The Corro and Rod Stewart. 

The DAC1 is a 2-channel, 24- bit, 192kHz capable 
D-to-A converter that is unveiling digital audio all over 
the world! At $975, it's probably the studio's smartest 
investment. You too can produce better music by using 
a DAC1! 

Call or write Benchmark Media Systems today for 
your FREE catalog: 800-262-4675 
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Introducing the PEQ1 mic pre/EQ module that replaces 
the 1073. 512.338-6777 • wunderaudio.com 

Hill Acoustic r 

ANCHOR Your Speakers 
With 

Sound Anchor Stands 

SOUND ANCHORS is your first choice when it 
comes fo speaker stands for your studio. We have a 
complete range of designs to fill any speaker stand 
requirements. 
The Large Adjustable Stand in this picture fea-
tures adjustable height and tilt. It is designed to 
support mid to large sized monitors safely. There is 
also a special version of this ' land designed to sup-
port video monitors 

Sound Anchors Inc. 

Phone/Fax (321)724-1237 www.soundanchors.cum 

Finally. Acoustic panels and absorbers with out 
the same old look. Now you can have 

any image digitally printed in 600 dpi 

color on acoustically transparent fabric. 

Imagine your company logo, 
slogan, or virtually anything 

you can dream of. 

Our bass absorbers ship flat. What a concept. 

No more shipping air. 

Hill Acoustic Design Inc. 

321 Market Place Suite 344 

San Ramon, CA 94583 

510.490.9200 
www.hillacousticdesign.com 

infoo'hillacousticdesign.com 

2004 something wunderful 
is about to happen. 

wunder audio 

I1 

There's a reason we've been here 27 YEARS! 
„.„,„„••••••iis„,„..„ 

> 
Progressive 

Media & Music 

Avail: ‘ ATq 
Master Card  

2116 Southview Ave. 

Tampa, FL 33606 

progressivecds.com 
Toll Fret: (800) 421-TAPE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

CD. DVD & Cassette 
Retail Ready Packages 

State of the Art A/V Facilities 

Mastering•Editing•Authoring 

Award Winning Art Dept. 

The Best Customer Service 

PL/AY- IT 
PRODUCTIONS 

GROWING TO SERVE YOU BETTER 

All-under-one-roof media solutions with expanded staff, 
services and the high quality products you deserve. 

• CD/DVD/Cassette/VHS/Printing/Packaging. 

• Newly designed and built state-of-the-art mastering room and vocal booth 

• Multimedia facility offering video capture and compression, editing, authoring. 
programming, and web site design. 

• Integrated graphic arts facility for print and multimedia. 

212-695-6530 TOLL FREE 1-800-815-3444 
www.play-itproductions.net 

PRESS RELEASE 7 
PLAY IT PRODUCTIONS 
AQUIRES Dll RM 
.SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

Full Package with no hidden costs! 
Includes: Full Color Sleeve. 3 Colol Disk, Films. UPC. 

Distribution with CD Baby s Same Day Online Proofing. 

IIIEDIA Call 1-888-891-9091 lor a FREE catalog. 

MIMIlleiti IV/ 11059 l St Omaha, NE 68137 wwwmediaomaha.com 
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CLASS:HEDS 
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 

for your product or service. The classified pages ofMix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marizeailac,e. We suggest you buy wisebe; mail-order con-

sumers have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Dude Commission, 

as well as various state laws. Mix shall not be liable for the contents of advertise-

ments. For complete information on prices and deadlines, call(800) 544-5530. 

\ 
rrr  

SI teNT 
Nonoluck St. NorMarnpOl. MA01042 

INFO (413) 584-7944 . FAX (413) 584-2377 

ORDER (800) 583-7174 
info@silentsource.com • WRAY. silentsOurCe.COM  
Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 

Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • WhisperWedge 
Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • Sound Quilt 

STEVEN KLEIN 
Acoustic products for less. 

SHOP ONLINE AT 
WWIMOundcontrolroom.com 

SILENCE CASES 
Record Edit Mix Master... 

HINK 
in PEACE. 

Attenuation cases keep your PC gear 
QUIET and COOL 

Multiple designs available 
starting at $429 

510-655-3440 
www silencecases corn 

STUDIO TRAPS 
INCREDIBLY 

VERSATILE 

SOUND SCULPTING 

TOOLS 

A SC 01151 
-800- ASC - TlIBF www.TubeTrap.com 

VIBRANT TECHNOLOGIES 

DIFFUSER PANELS 
WAVE-FORMS " ACOUSTIC PANELS 

800-449-0845 
www.vibrantech.com 

RPG DIFFUSOR SYSTEMS, INC*.  

Absorption, 

Diffusion and 

Total Room 

Solutions. 
wU 

www.rpginc.com 

"Our control room at Le Crib Studios needed serious help. After installing MiniTraps 
the room sounds better than we believed possible, with clear, round bottom and 
vastly improved imaging. Fantastic product, great company. " —Nile Rodgers 

Call us toll-free: 866-REALTRAPS (866-732-5872) www.realtraps.com  

When you call a classified advertiser, let them 
know you saw their ad in MIX! 

VocalBooth.com 
MODULAR SOUND REDUCTION SYSTEMS 

Listen to your dreams 

Follow your heart 
Don't ever stop 

- Calvin Mann 

541-330-6045 
VVWW.VOCALBOOTH.COM 

INC 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

(elchrating over 13 years of 

reducing sound to a Iihisper! 

Recording, Broadcaqing, Practicing 

MIX 102126S 

(11.5)(10.8) 
19 Sixes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 

New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non- parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 

www.whisperroom.com 

Pli: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-583 1 

SoundSuckers.com 
'ssional Buy the best 

'Buy Soundproofing Products Direci 
'Full line of Sound Isolation Booths 
1 -888-833-1554 
Salesesoundsuckers.com 

Alpha-DST Roominators 
Complete Acoustical Control Kit 

„ps 
Acoustical Panel Systems 

Mfg. of absorber and diffuser panels 
for all Sound reduction applications. 

1-800-277-7978 
www.aopansys.net 

Control the Power of Sound 
• Improve Acoustics • Noise Control 

ECHOW 
BUSTE 
DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS 

1-888 324 6287 mod echobeters com 

18.4.12:3:11.4,702,-:•10 T "IC oi:3 01R33m $ T1 S9t4d9 .4.9FI(K9 k 

D,Husers ; Ilk In NO lb ti Comm, , OF •Mdmi 

• *cow. le be. 
nKordees  

FLAME 

RETARDANT 

Nast& 
Pine. 

hsfacoustics.com 

AcousticsFirst 
888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound 

control and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.a c LIStiC sfi rst. c om 
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Batteries El 
Cables 

JirehSu lies 
\Iola louo 

MAY wansuppl 

Call today rn quote' 

1-800-478-2591 
salesejirehsupplies.com 

MUSIC EDUCRTIOP 
THE DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY 

RESOURCE FOR MUSIC EDUCATORS 

To place a classified ad in MET's 
NEW quarterly publication, 

please call our sales associates at 

800-544-5530 
or email at 

metelass@prImedlabusIness.com 

"Mix Classifieds have been 
pretty much the only place 
we've advertised for the last 
13 years. Seems to have 
worked, we're doing better 
than eyed!" 

—Fletcher 
Mercenary Audio 

111 Cases & Covers 

ATA Protection 
Affordably Priced 

ATA KEYBOARD 
FLIGHT CASES 

MSRP STARTING S $ 199.99 

II RECESSED LOCKABLE LATCHES 
• E-Z ROLLING BUILT-IN W HEELS 
• ADJUSTABLE INTERIOR 
• INCREDIBLY LIGHTWEIGHT 

ax: 813. 
for all your case needs: torcases.com 

UNDER COVER 
Custom Covers and Bags 

Speaker Cabinets / Consoles 
Anything! 

www.undercovernyc.com 
917 237 1535 

Get mar gear Finder Cover! 

CASE SPECIALISTS 
www.discount-distributors.com 

Custom and 
stock cases! 

Call Is at 

800-346-4638 

Strut your stuff and watch 
the projects come a knocking. Mix 
Studio Showcase found monthly in 
Coast-To-Coast (800) 544-5530 

1/1(10H DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATIONS FIC COMPUTERS FOR MUSIC 
Professional Audio PC's nu, „al We sweat the details, you make the music! 

m se cases 
shock racks 
console racks 
speaker bags 
_8 more! 

Computer Products 

SO dur toll 1-888-50 SOUND EiLADE 

Rack-Mount PC's for Live and Studio si 499 
www.sonirpiade.com 

PCs engineered for the professional studio 
s Turnkey professional audio workstations 
> Short 2U/3U rackmount chassis 
s Whisper quiet operation 
s Custom system configurations 

... CREATING DIGITAL TOOLS FOR ARTISTS 

call 800.326.9994 or find us online at www.VisionDAW.com 

Also - NEW! the SonicCube 7x8x12" small call for latest price! 

ift PCs and MACs optimized for 
Pro Tools, Steinberg, Sonar, 

MOTU and Emagic. 

Call 1-866-WAVEDIGI 

www.wavedigital.com 
, 88AA 
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Employment 

-411111111 

Sweetwater 
inun le( hi 

11111.1. 
Wanted: 
itiMUL MUM 
Attention! We are seeking highly motivated gearheads 
who are willing to go over the top to provide world-class 
customer service to a demanding clientele. Your mission: 
work in a fast-paced environment that demands excellence 
at every station. Your responsibility: maintain the reputation 
of the most-respected "brand" in the music retail world. 
The work is hard but the rewards are incredible. Beyond 
the most generous commissions in the industry, you'll 
have the opportunity to earn tens of thousands of bonus 
dollars - our Sales Engineers earned hundreds of thousands 
of dollars in promotions in 2003... and 2004 looks to be 

even better! Want to 
consider enlisting? 
Take action now! 

Call or email us, or 
write to the address 
below. 

Kristine Haas Ext. 1050 
www.sweetwater.comicareers 

5335 Bass Road 
Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

(800) 222-4700 

• 
uoted media technology recruitment 

Facing Change? 

We can help. 
Tenn., Saks Post Prcelimen. Fie A.*, US South West 
Name Sam Manaçer • Pm-Ana° Petrone, US Wen West 
Direct Sales, Western Reg« 0o -A US Sc. Wee 

internatkinal Sam Sound Renton ensent.Prokneio. US • Soon west 
beacon Suomit Tecnnui Saks Brokkaseen ituao, US - East 

USID 80 120. • 
USO MAO> 
V5D 70 100s 
USO /Oka, 
USO itS•60k 

Wake.] Vet Me weave ana contact, to Me at mew sake hop se can tie 

Experienced industry profess...one's helping to develop 
careers and finding the nght faces fu the yob 

web: wwwinterfacio.com 
email mixInprogressenterfacio.com 
telephone USA 310 980 0090 Intl. + 44 29 7093 2999 

Check Out mixonline.com 

A/V E I UIPMENT FINANCING 
*6100000 Tax Write-Off in 2004 

*$99 Payments For The First 6 Months 
Specializing in Audio-Video Visit Our Web Site 

No Financials Required For Application & Qualifications 

New & Used Equipment 

New Businesses 
(With Clean Personal Credit) 

LFCI www.lfci.net 
Call: 800 626 LFCI 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL 

HAVE TO MAKE' 

Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818) 222-2248 

www.socalproaudio.com 

Instructor in Sound 
Technology 

South Plains College 
Level land, TX 

www.southplainscollege.com 
(806) 894-9611 ext - 2177 

e 
SOUTH PLAINS 

COLLEGE 

Equipment 

For Sale 

64 Channel Analog 
Five Console Mixer 

S32.500 
for complete info visit: 
wvvvv.tomlaune.com 

t 

A 

mix well... 

ii 717.852.7700 
www.atrseryice.com 

ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS 

GET PHAT ON THE BEST ALL-TUBE e 
-•I 

845-255-4695 www.anthonydemarialabs.com 300-G 

THE NEXT GENERATION IN POWER CONOTITIONING TECHNOLOGY 

SERIES II POWER CONDITIONERS 
• 

• = 

- ar-
UN ii 

PIA 11111111.1 

AVAILABLE Now AT 

LEARN MORE AT 

WWW.FURMANSOUND.COM music technology direct 
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TEL ( 508) 543-0069 

www.mercenary.com open 24 his 

NEVE`" 1272 COMPONENTS 
www.vintech-audio.com 

call toll free: 1-877-4-mic-pre 

atlasproauclio_com 

Neumann - Mytek - Empirical labs 

Soundelux - Vintech - Millennia 

Crane Song - Benchmark - Great River 

Bryston PMC - Chandler - Daking 

ADK - Pendulum - DPA - Royer... 

Toll Free 1.866.235.0953 

Equipment For Sale 91.1111111M 

FOR SALE 

SSL 9000J Series 

console 

646-831-0426 

usedeoptonline.net 

Serious inquiries 
only 

THE RETURN OF URSA MAJOR! 

- 

l he new Space Station 
SST-206 comb,nes the 

ressue of the Ursa Major 
Space Station a classic 

verb and effects unit with a 
rful modern reverberation 
system sn a case smaller 

than a typical; paperback book 

yallable now from Mintage King Audio 

vintagekingaudio 
www. vintageking.com 

TEL: 248.591.9276 
Largest vintage/used nventory in the cosmos 

New gear dealer for Neve API Chandler Ku by GNIL Helios Prism Sound 1 many more 

VINTECH AUDIO 
CLASS A MIC PREAMPS MADE WITH 

THE MIC SHOP 
TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 
Mic Power Supplies & Cables 
Bill Bradley: (615) 595-1717 

Fax: (615) 595-1718 

WWW.rnicshop.com 

411CA, P4o, 4etceo. 

o 
• 

o 
Upgrade Your Vocals 

with 

Variable Acoustic C.-compression' 

Pop filters that adjust for the best 
combination of pop protection and 
sonic transparency BEFORE the 
sound reaches the microphone. 

Get professional sounding vocals 
and protect your microphones. 

ORDER TODAY! 
WWW.popfiltercom 
Popless Voice Screens 

Tel : 1(800) 252-1503 email: info@popfilter.com 

CALISTRO MUSIC 

L j All The Best fe 

%IF Recording Gear 
(203) 891-8918 

www.CalistroMusic.com 

T-2 ‘ aeuum rube NIk. Preamp 

www.dwfearn.com 

D.W. FEARN 

Nashville Audio Connection 

Professional Audio Broker 
SSL • Neve • Studer 

www.nashvilleaudio.com 
(615)847-3798 

SoundBroker 
Linking buyers & sellers together 

for all your studio needs 

(702)736-3003 
www.SoundBrokencom 

CLASSIC MICS 
FROM RUSSIA 

VINTAGE TUBE & FET 
Telefunken, NEUMANN 

AKG, LOMO, OKTAVA, etc. 
TEL/FAX: 011-7-095-250-4200 
E-mail: aeg210268@mtu-net.ru 

www.valvemics.webzone.ru/ 

Check Out mixonline.com 

VOLUME 
discounts. 

From microphones to turnkey 
studio systems, we have a 
huge stock of new, used and 
vintage equipment from over 
100 manufacturers. Including 
pre-owned SSL consoles. All 
serviced and warranted by 
our technical experts. Call, fax 
or stop by. And hear why our 
deals are better. 

Professional 
Audio 
Design 
Inc. 

ALWAYS A SOUND DECISION 

Tel: 781.982.2600 Fax: 781.982.2610 
infoeproaudiodesign.com www.proaudiodesign.com 

Exclusive SSL Factory Authorized Reseller www.UsedSSL.com 
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Eidys 

Introducing the Vintech X731! 
We put this piece head to head with vintage 
Neve 1073s at this year's AES show. It is 100% 
guaranteed to meet your expectations and is an 
incredible value. List price $1595 Special $1375 

E 
pro spun rilA 

The outlet for the finest new & pre-owned 

recording equipment anywhere. , 
dier " 

www.odysseyprosound.com 
1 - 8 0 - 2 4 9 - 1 8 2 1 

Phone: 978 744-2001 Fax: 978 744-7224 

VINTAGE EQUIPMENT:SSL4100G+w/ULT*DDA DMR12 32/24w/eg$13.51e 
NeyeVR72w/FF/MadLabs$110k*Neye8068MK I l*Neye812832in/auto $24.5k* 
TridentTSM w/Uptown990* Harrison5632w/Uptown* 
AmekEinsteinSuperE*(8)Neye 31102 mic-pre/eg's* ( 12)FocusritelSA115 blue 
series remote mic-pre's*Sennheiser1046 touring system $40k' 
DolbySRXP racks' Lexicon960L/480L/PCM90/PCM80/PCM70/60* 
Studer a-827/820/800/80*OtariMTR9018,11*Sony APR24/JH24* Sony3348/ 
StuderD827 

WE BUY: Neve1073/1066/1081/1084*PulteeTelefunken* NeumannU47/M49/ 
U87/AKGC12* 

NEW EQUIPMENT: VINTECH*DEMETER*CRANESONG'UNIVERSAL 
AUDIO*DPA*TC*TUBE-TECH'EVENTIDE QUESTED.LEXICON* 
SOUNDELUX*DRAVVMER*DW FEARN*MILLENNIA* HHI3*DYNAUDIO* 

LIST FOR SALE ITEMS FREE * MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

HimBORSCIUNI) 
www.harborsound.com 

Phone: (781) 231-0095 Fax: (781) 231-0295 

NEW • USED • DEMO 

DIGIDESIGN, APPLE, MANLEY, API, SCHOEPS, NEUMANN, 
AKG, DPA, GENELEC, ADAM, YAMAHA, DOLBY, AVALON, 
ROYER, EMAGIC, FOCUSRITE, LEXICON, TC ELECTRONICS, 
AVID, ROLAND, AJRALEX, RPG, GLYPH, LACIE, SONY, MOTU 

LARGEST SELECTION OF SOFTWARE PLUG-INS 

TURNKEY SYSTEM DESIGN • INSTALLATION 
LEASE FINANCING 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
(800) 473-6914 
VVWW.EAR.NET 

Check Out mixonline.com 

The Vintech X73 
Custom hand wired concentric style switches 
with gold plated pins. Swiss made military grade 
attenuator switch. List price $1995 Special $ 1795 

BAE REPRO 1272 PREAMPS with D.I. 

$989 Single w/p.s. $1659 Two channel 

BAE REPRO 1073 $2350 Single w/PS 

gu44 A40.4;,11 
ilElliti.F4.51ES 

14300 Hortense Street • Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 
818 784.2046 FAX 818 784.0750 

www.brentaverIll.corn 

EXCLUSIVE FACTORY AUTHORIZED RESELLER 

www.UsedSSI-com 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DESIGN, INC. 
(781)982-2600 

CONSOLES FOR SALE 
SSL 9080 J, 80 Series Neves 
60- & 72-channel Neve VRs 

Flying Faders or GML 
Contact Gary Belz 

House of Blues Studios 
(818) 990-1296 

NN St NN.1)(.11(IIIII1111111(110.00111 

NIr  
CIRCUS 

A SOUND ALTERNATIVE, 

6 7 . 6 9 6 . 9 3 6 o 
soniccircus.com 

79 piece vintage 
microphone collection. 

Includes RCA (43), Altec (2) 
Western Electric (26), 
Shure (6) & Sony (2). 

Audiophonic Corporation 
(719) 687-6357 

SINGERS!Valil 
Unlimited Free Backgrounds 
horn Original Standard Record mg s' 
Thompson Vocal Eliminator"- , 
VE-4 Free Brochure & -- Derroo r .. ..,, 24 Hour Demo Info Line - 
(770)4822485•Ed 8 ...ad . 
LTSound Dept MX.I ri60 LT Parkway Leone. GA X1058 
www.VocalElernittator.cornig../114X 
Better Than Karaoke for Over 25 Years: 

"I found the Stedman pop filter to be far 

superior to the traditional variety " 

Larry Crane - TapeOp 

-There was a 

noticeable 

improvement in 

clarity on the 

tracks cut with 

the Proscreen -

Stephen Murphy 

ProAudio Review 

"This one works!' 
George Petersen 

Mix 

STEDMAN 
PROSCREEN PS101 

888-629-5960 

www.stedmancorp.com 

Made 

in 

U.S.A. 

Email your Mix 
classified ad to: 

mixclass@ 
primediabusiness.com 

• 
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AUDI 

Equipment Rentals 

"RENTALS AND SERVICE" 
Providing The Pro Audio Industry with: 

NI* Rentals - Pro Audio Rentals 

* Systems - Pro-Tools Rentals 

Remote Recording Services 

Service Center - Pro Audio Repairs 

O * TransFer House - Multi-Format Transfers 

818.843.6555 www.dfxaudio.com 800.441.4415 

r Equipment Wanted 1111 

SoundBroker 
Linking buyers & sellers together 

for all your studio needs 

(702) 736-3003 
www.SoundBrokencom 

• 

Furniture 

DREAM 

70 Series 
for Control 24 

S1,1:149.9° 

STUDIO 

rnudels ararlabler 

studio furnishings by 

ARGOSY 
WWW.ARGOSYCONSOLE.COM 

• I • a a 573.340.3333 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(321) 724-1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE SOUND 
PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 

STANdARd I& ° ATOM ModtLs 

www cniindanr.hnrs corn  

ONINIPM« 
STUDIO FURNITURE 

CODA DB 

with Sidecars 

CilVII\i/RA X  ROO 332 3393 415 332 3392 

F.415 332 2807 

www.omnirax.com 

When you call a classified 

advertiser, let them know 

you saw their ad in MIX! 

Llin.struction 

BE 
4 

H.: I tie  
,k TRAIN AT HOME 
Easy Home- Study practical raining in 

Multi-track Recording. Jorn our sue cessle 

working graduates or build your own studio. 

areer gurdancerDrploma/Registerec School. 

FREE INFORMATION: 

ludio Institute of ‘11111•EICH 

• Or visit us at www.audioinstitute.cœn 

• 814 48111 Ave. Sulte AL Sal Fran.. CA 94127 

IIIIIP"rr Audio Recording 
4# Technology Institute 

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 

• Extensive Hands•On Training 

• Music, SFX Design, Audio Post 

• Low Student/Teacher Ratio 

• Placement Assistance 

• Financing to Qualified Applicants 

• Accredited by ACCSCT 

FEATURING MIX THEATER 

-I X 
prin3 

888-543•ARTI • ardlocareenœns 

[ —"lumeltrisic 
Mastering 

 e 

LMG Mastering Lab 
Want world-class mastering? 

From slammin', in-your-face 

rock and hip hop, to pristine 
jazz and classical. 315.492.6854 

You will hove the fat, slammin' 
1110i0f-iabel sound that sells discs. 

Or the work is free... 
Custom gear. 1st-class results. Free broch 
800-884-2576 wom.drtmastering.com 

MASTERING 
Guaranteed to give you 
that "Big Label" sound. 

$475 ,„„,„,‘„ 
1-800-692-1210 

wwwmusichousemastering.com 

Music Products/Software 

Killer "Real" Drum Tracks from Chet McCracken 

Send or bring me your songs. 
All formats and affordable! 

For credits, rates, equipment 
and info call Chet: 

818-888-6687 

Email: ddrruumm@aol.com 

Web: www.chetmccracken.com 

imari Tapes CD Services 

• .C_TKAGING 

STALCLEAR 
DISC & TAPE 

Trusted experience for over 30 years. 

-1300-1390-11:11:273 

lnesor Media 
Stand Alone Duplicators, Printer & CD/DVD Retail Replication Services 

200-S1.25, 500-$1.05, 1000-SO.555 

2000-$0.45, 5000-$0.295 

(all prices include 5-dr. & mastering) 

Toll Free ( 866) 943-8551 • www.inesormedia.com 

CDs, IDVDs, VHS mere 
CD • CD-ROM • DVD • Enhanced CDs • DVD Authoring 

Video Editing • Mastering • Web Development • Tape Duplication 

Design • Printing/Packaging 

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE MONEY $5! 

1000 CDs $499 
Bulk 3 color Silkscreen CD on Spindle! 

100 CDs $299 
Includes FULL COLOR Insert,Traycard, 
direct-on-disc printing, jewel case and shrinkwrap 

okra. 

Call for FREE 
COLOR CATALOG 

'rir,jnT the II Id Since 1985 www.eastcomultimedia.corn 

• 1 \''''' \11 " 1\111)1\ 1-800-365-8273 
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C-10  .18/ea. 
C-20  .22 / ea. 
C-30  .28 / ea. 

For Mix 
Classified 
Rates Call 

(800) 544-5530 

1000 Bulk CDs 

Your 1-sto. sho. for CD AUDIO & VIDEO cassette sro'ects! 

www.TrackmasterAV.com 
Toll Free: 888-374-8877 

1 
We take manufacturing your CD as 
seriously as you take your music. 

Complete retail ready CD pressing 
including all types of packaging, bar 
codes, graphic design and film services, 
enhanced CD creation, with super pricing 
and customer service reps specialized in 
all types of music. 

Also vinyl pressing, cassette duplication, 
mastering, short run CD, DVD pressing 
and authoring. 

We've been doing it for 16 years. 

This is what we call 

MARI 
É
C
E
E
E
I
M
É
E
 

OF MANUFACTURING MUSIC 

d ie M USIC 
M ANUFACTURING 
SERVICES 

1.800.MMS 4CDS • mmsdirect.com S
3
(
1
1
8
 

It
 
Z
Z
t
r
f
 

Check Out mixonline.com 

Musicians-Bands-Studios 
HIGH BIAS BULK/BLANK 

AUDIO CASSMES 
BASF MaX2ii *TDK 

PERFECT 
DEMO 

LENGTHS 

CHROME Cr02 C-94 .50 / ea. 

Clear Norelco Box/Round Edge .12 ea. 

AI Lengths Available From 1 to 126 uninulies 

Cluantegy, Mandl 
- - BASFor Sony 

124 94 64 48 34 15 
55.40 54.75 S4.20 54.00 53.60 53.10 

*TDK oft MITSUI BLANK FACE WITH JEWEL BOX 
10-99  .78 100-499  .73 500+  .68 

1 1 1 1 1 I 1111 BULK / SPPOLES I 111111 I. 
Diamond/Silver  .30/ ea. Mitsui  .60/ ea. 
Generic 25/ ea. TDK  40/ ea. 
Taiyo `Arden 30/ ". Volume Discounts 

CD Jewel Boxes Wrth Trays 15 / ea. 

2" ANALOG 
QUANTEGY 499 5145 
QUANTEGY GP9 $148 
BASF SM-900 $145 

WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED 
CR CATALOG PRICE! 

All Formats and Brands Available. 
Please Contact our Sales Department For the Lowest Prices!!! 

fli OUANTEGY  $8.96 
$8.50 

SONY $8 50 
HHB $7.00 

Brooklyn, New York 11232   RS CONTACT US FOR A FREE 764 5th Avenue, 

In NY: (718) 369-8273   FULL LINE RECORDING 
24 Hour Fax: (718) 369-8275 National Recording Supplies Inc. SUPPLIES CATALOG 

as Ir 
Distributors 

of: 

Q4•-
QUANTEGY 

maxell 
* DK 
BASF 

SONY 
soya Yuden  

MITSUI 

II IRI 

IIICHELEX 

eNIELLEN 
ate 

SKC 
m 0 A601013DARDS 

RIMAGE -

http://www.TAPES.com e-mail: sales@NRSTAPES.com 

TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 (Outside NY Only) 
PRINCO 

TELEX 

WE BEAT AN, RICE! 
t 
e 

deg 

-Highest 
Quality 

• Reliable 
Servia 
•CD's 
Cassettes 
Videol 
Posters, etc. 

NÓ BULL 
TOTAL TAPE SERVICES 

(727) 44687,3 
www.tataltapeservite—s.com 

GITAL 
MAIN' Mastering 

CD Manufacturing 
Booklet Printing 
Graphic Design 

Unsurpassed mastering quality 
by Bob Katz 

CD Mastering is an art 
The Definitive, Award-Winning 
CD Mastering Website 
http://www.digido.com 
(800) 344-4361 in Orlando 

In the 
Studi 
FREE Guide 

Saves You Time and Money! 
Contact us Today: 

1-800-468-9353 
www.discmakers.com 
Info@discmakers.com 

DISC MAKERS 

Our CDs. DVDs & Cass's are 

BETTER CHEAPER! 
(800) 421-8273 

www.progressivecds.com 
Progressive Media & Music 

I CD Duplication I 

FREE DESIGN 
RETAIL READY CDs 

MANUFACTURING not CD R 
SAME AS CAPITOL RECOFC'S 

PRINTED BOOKL FT 
INSERT IN BACA TRAS 
2 COLORS ON DISC 

SHRINK WRAFPED we, FAR 000E 
IN-FICUSE t',RAPHIC DESIGN 
use:g 51*' lies mages pholo, 

ONE PRICE ALL INCLUDED 

1000@ $1099 
Call Free 888-565-8882 

dbselupecation.corn 
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Records Tapes CD Services 

AMERICA'S BEST CD PACKAIES HANDS 001111 
1000 CD's Only S1,099.00 Includes: 

• Full color booklets • design • film • glass master 
• Shrinkvirap • 2 colors on disc • phority proofs 

• Free barcode • fast turnaround! 
• Manufactured by SONY for the very best quality! 

100 CD's Only S299.00 Includes: 

• Full color booklets • color on disc • design 
• Shrinkvaap • priority proofs • free barcode 
• Ready in 5 days! 

ELECIBM 
800-3674084 
www.electrIcrecords.con 

tape 
+0151 
services 

1.888.655.2272 
have to pay for it. Now get 1,000 bulk 

discs for only $490.001 

For mor- tapeanddisc.com 

digit duplication 

EUROPADISK,LLC 
CD Realication • Vinyl Records • Mastering • Graphics Design•Printing 

COMPLETE CD PACKAGES 
Molded, commercial quality CDs, with 
finest quality computer-to- plate printing 
- no film needed! Full-color silk screen 
CD label, no extra cost! 

VINYL RECORDS 
Curiplete Packages with Direct Metal 
Mastering, labels and jackets. BB 
charted hits produced in our DMM 
Mastering Studio every week! O 

No in ddleman - all manufacturing in our plant. 

Free Color Catalog for One-Stop Audio Manufacturing: 

www.europadisk.com 
email: info@europacisk.com 800 455-8555 

Let our 26 years experience work for you .. 

AAEROPADISL(31-1-C-u-
24-02 Queens Plaza South, LIC, NY 11101 • 718 407-7303 

beedWpaii ands - lia MaelauffMa ÇAERRIA 

" 

II II 

2 PACE co PACKAGE 
11:10 8189 

6875 
Of•fr $91110 

GET FREE CATALOG 

WWW.LONELYRECORDS.COM 

1.800.409.8513 

Retailerse 46 PRODUCTIONS 
25 CD-Rs - $45 50 CD-Rs - $88 
100 CD-Rs - $150...200 CD-Rs - $290 

ASK ABOUT OUR DISCOUNT 

FOR ASCAP MEMBERS 

From CD or CD-R master. Includes 
CD-R in jewel box with text printing on 
CD label. Add $35 for other digital 
master, $55 for analog master. Orders 
must be pm-past. Shipping not included. 

42 W. 557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
Phone: (800) 850-5423 
E-mail: info@46p.com 

Visit our web page at: 
www.46p.com 

For the best pore in CD Replication 

there is only one number you'll need! 

1.888.891.9091 
e melad PIWW.MEDIAOMAHA.COM 

Lowest Price 
Period! 

CD Audio / CD Rom / DVD Replication 

Video Duplication / Graphic Design 

Printing / Packaging / Pre-Press 

g „ 888.256.3472 
www.ballmedia.com 

r.".17.1.11ffel=r1IMMTV:r111 

in) ,31> 
¡ED BASICŒW§e) $549 

€C12MaZeâ 10 

190 FUL 
p 1000 FUL 
• 

COLOR 5799 

MANY Of OUR 

OCIMPETITORII TALL MAMA 

YOU UP TO 30% MORE FOR 

TEE SAME PRCICAREIII 

LONELY RECORDS AMATO% 

PRICE OURRMITIE_ 

WHY PAY WOW? 

VHS-OVO TRANSFERS 
MAKE A MUSIC VIDEO! 
1000 BULK OVO 81080 

THE MOST COMPLETE 
MUSIC AND PRO 

AUDIO STORE IN THE 
WORLD, PERIOD. 

WWW.ALTOMUSIC.001 
845 - 692 - 6922 

Studios 

ILD 
RECORDI,NG 

STsu DI OS 

AND ALL Thi'PES OF 

SOU NIS/ROOMS 

25 YEARS 
EXPERIENCE 

(805) 493-5794 

tircellaneous) 
SoundBroker 
Linking buyers & sellers together 

for all your studio needs 

(702) 736-3003 
www.SoundBroker.com 
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motu studio premium processing 
the latest processing. the purest signal path. 

digital performer and your motu studio 

deliver world-class sound. 
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Apple 
17-inch PowerBook 
Display 36 Digital Performer faders 

on its stunning, megawide display. 

Load plenty of virtual instruments 

with bandwidth to burn. Slide your 

entire studio into your backpack. 

Apple 
Power Mac G5 
The ultimate audio processing 

powerhouse. The dual-processor 

2 GHz G5 more than doubles the 

performance of Digital Performer 

on the fastest G4. Plays over 100 

tracks, with dozens of plug-ins. 

MOTU 
896HD FireWire I/O 
The ultimate FireWire audio 

interface. 8 mic inputs. 192kHz 

recording. Ultra-clean preamps. 

18 channels expandable to 72. 

10-segment programable metering. 

Portable, plug-&-play convenience. 

Grace Design 
m904 high-fidelity 
monitor system 
The ultimate high fidelity monitor 

system for your MOTU studio. 

Includes multiple analog and 

digital inputs, a 24- bit 192kHz 

reference DAC and multiple 

speaker set outputs. Delivers a 

new level of accuracy, flexibility 

and Grace Design sonic purity. 

call sweetwater today for your music technology direct-



Spectrasonics Atmosphere TM 
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A breakthrough virtual instrument for DP4 from renowned developer 

Spectrasonics. Integrates a massive 3.7GB arsenal of lush pads. 

ambient textures and powerhouse synths with a " powerfully simple" 

user interface for shaping and creating your own sounds. Features 

over 1,000 cutting-edge sounds n acclaimed producer Eric Persing. 
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SONY 
Oxford' series 
Legendary SONY Oxford E0 and 

dynamics processing modeled from 

the OXF-R3 console. This IC 

Electronic Powereore plug-in brings 

worki class SONY processing to 

your Digital Performer mixes. 

IK Multimedia 
AmplitubeTM 
THE guitar amp plug-in to own for 

Digtal Performer. Over 1200 classic, 

award-winning guitar amps, stomp 

boxes and other FX. Make your 

tracis rock with the amazing tones 

only AmpIrtube delivers. 

Native Instruments KornpleteTM 2 LTO 
For DP4 users who want it all: the legendary sound of the 134 

Organ, the endless possibilities of REAKTOR 4, the incredibly 

unique ABSYNTH. the futuristic power of FM7 — KOMPLETE 2 

delivers an infinite universe of sound, uniting nearly every essential 

type of instrument and synthesis in your DPI desktop studio. 

(09 

o 

Special Limited lime Otter! 
May 3-31 20040NLY: Complete 2 is available 

.•egistered ouners of ONE Native Instrument 

for $579! Call Sweetwter for details. 

'We/ 11 lllll pli SE /11 1 

11111 11 11111111 11111 

motu studio consultation 800-222-4700 



"Best reverb ever." 
— Resolution Magazine, March 20043 

motu studio premium processing 

Altiverb TM v4 
Since it debuted as a MAS plug-in exclusively for Digital Performer, 

Altiverb has reigned for over two years as the only convolution reverb 

plug-in available — in any plug-in format. Today, Altiverb Version 4 

cortinues to lead the way with superb impulse responses, tail lengths 

of 15 seconds and more, multi-channel strround processing, ultra-low 

latency and most importantly, an 3x increase in G5 processor efficiency. 

Choosing the right acoustic space for your project is critical. That's why 

Altiverb delivers the widest selection of acoustic spaces by far, plus 

more choices within each space. And new world-class Impulse Responses 

are available for free download every month. The quality of the concert 

halls, studios and churches we visit, together with our unmatched 

sampling experience, ensures the highest quality samples available. 

This quality shows in every detail, tram the many choices for mic 

placement to the OuickTime VR movies of each location, which help 

you feel the very presence of the space. 

Altiverb Version 4 has been heavily optimized for the G5 Power Mac. 

In a 48 kHz session on a single processor 65. you can instantiate 8 full 

stereo Altiverbs with 6-second reverb tails. Other convolution reverbs 

don't make it past two similar instances. 

Altiverb is still the only true, 4-channel surround convolution reverb, 

and it otters the longest tails by far. For example, St. Ouen Cathedral 

in Rouen, France requires 15 seconds to de out, so Altiverb gives you 

all 15 authentic seconds, with no artificial truncation or scaling. 

Additional advantages include: the lowest :atency among convolution 

reverbs, parameter automation, snapshot automation, immediate 

audible feedback as you adjust parameters and easy instructions for 

making your own high quality Impulse Responses. Add it all up and the 

choice is easy: Altiverb. 
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Focusrite ISA430mk11 Producer PackTM 
The most fully-featured channel strip on the planet. Renown Focusrite transformer-based Class-A mic pre and enhanced ISA110 ED. 

New tri-mode VCA Compressor/Opts-Compressor/Opto-Limiter section, Expander-Gate, De-esser, Soft-Limit and 192 kHz A-D option. 

The ultimate premium front-end for hacking. Also the perlect "swiss-army-knite" toollor "fixing din the mix". Always musical, always Focusrite! 

Tascam US-2400TM 
The first control surface for DP4 with enough faders to feel ¡like a real mixing console. 25 touch-sensitive 10- bit 100mm automated faders. 

Separate dedicated master fader. Select, solo and mute switches for each channel. 24 rotary encoders with ring LEDs for channel pan, send levels 

or even plug-in parameters. Rock-solid transport buttons, shuttle wheel and a joystick far surround panning. By tar the most control far the money. 

music technology direct 
Your personal Sweetwater sales engineer otters much, much more 

than just a great price. They do the research, day in and day out, to 

ensure that you'll fine-tune your MOTU system to tit your exact needs. 

www.sweetwater.com 
infoesweetwater.com 

BIAS SoundSoap ProTM 
Unparalleled noise reduction and audio restoration for any 

problematic audio in DP4. from imported vinyl to analog hiss to 

troublesome live recordings. Combines Broadband, Click & Crackle, 

and Hum & Rumble — plus a sophisticated Noise Gate — in one 

plug-in. Greal results with minimal tweaking. Nearly half the price 

of competing solutions. Scrub yox audio until it's sparkling clean. 

111231111=111 ZID 1113 KID MID 

motu studio consultation 800-222-4700 



BY EDDIE CILElai 

Neutrik Test Instruments Minilyzer ML1 

Test/Analysis in a Palm-Sized Package 

A
fter reviewing NTI's Minilyzer ML1 
(Mix, January 2001), I knew it was 

a welcome addition to my bench 

and control room. This handheld package 

has a feature set that starts where most spe-

cialized AC voltmeters end: measuring dis-

tortion, spectral analysis, frequency count-

ing, signal visualization "scope" and more. 

Used with the companion MR1 Minirator 

multifunction tone generator, the ML1 can 

determine absolute polarity (useful for mics 

and speakers) and log measurements (fre-

quency response, noise and impedance) 

over time. A MiniLINK USB upgrade stores 

results and graphics to a PC. A MiniSPL op-

tion adds a calibrated mic for sound pressure 

LEUEL LA T 'SETUP! tIEU I 

313.3 H2 2 

-105 dBr 
Cl, R REF: 19.5 dBu FIRM i  

18in PII elRee'llTII  

Figure 1: Measuring signal-to-noise using Relative 

Level mode. Set the reference (+ 19.5 dBu max ouf) 

with signal applied and then replace the signal 

generator with an input terminator ( ISO ohms for 

mic preamps) and— voila- 105 dB SN. Note: The 

ML I reports the degree to which a balanced signal 

lives up to its name. 
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Figure 2: On the top, spectral analysis reveals the 

respective fundamental and harmonics of 60Hz 

power supply hum and a lkHz test signal. The 

contribution of hum and its components to total 

harmonic distortion plus noise (THD÷N) is detailed 

below left and absent (below right). The ML1 re-

ports the signal as unbalanced. 

level (SPL) measurements and a 

Wavefile Generator is a free down-

load. A -10dB attenuator (pad) ex-

pands the ML1's input range to ac-

commodate the higher levels that 

old tube and discrete transistor gear 

can easily deliver—about +25 to +32 

dBm. It's $56 or you can build your 

own. The complete M11 package 

with all options costs around 

$1,500. 

Kit with ML I , MR?, SPI. mic and MiniLINK PC interface 

IT'S ALL RELATIVE 

In the audio world, volts and millivolts (mV) 

are unwieldy absolutes, making an AC voh-

meter a cantankerous tool for measuring an 

audio signal. In contrast, the dB is a ratio be-

tween two voltages—the reference and the 

signal being measured—so you'll appreciate 

that the ML1 can display signal level as volts, 

dBV or dBu. For dBu, the reference is 0.775 

volts; for dBV, the reference is 1 volt, both 

RMS. Older gear is referenced to 0 dBm = 1 

mW, the amount of power dissipated by a 600-

ohm load when 0.775 volts is impressed up-

on it. 

The ML1's Relative mode is useful for 

comparative analysis. For stereo outputs, 

connect the ML-1 to the left output, move the 

cursor to Reference, click Enter, connect to 

the right output and the Minilyzer will show 

the difference. Once the signals are con-

firmed, mechanical VU meters and LED/plas-

ma displays can be assessed and calibrated 

if necessary. 

To measure signal-to-noise/dynamic 

range, choose a filter. There are many dif-

ferent "weighting" options or turn the filter 

off for a flat/linear reading. Published specs 

are often A-weighted, yielding a more-im-

pressive number by using EQ that resembles 

the ear's reduced sensitivity to extreme 

LF/HF signals. Choose Flat unless you have 

reason to apply any of the options. (See Fig. 

1 for procedure and screen capture.) 

OVER TO THE RAINBOW 

Gear with 16-bit resolution should deliver a 

96dB dynamic range. With old tube and 

transistor gear, 80 dB will be typical. (See 

Fig. 2.) A quick visit to the ML1's spectrum 

analyzer could reveal a hidden problem like 

hum. (Look for power supply, grounding or 

simple wiring issues.) This combo of meter-

ing and spectral analysis is a much better 

way to look at (and for) noise as compared 

to jacking up the gain and then accidentally 

blowing up monitors. 

Relative mode is also useful when ques-

tioning the amount of signal processing be-

ing done by any compressor/limiter, espe-

cially a vintage optical, Van-Mu or FE'!" box. 

Start by establishing a reference level with 

no gain reduction and then set the thresh-

old. Note the relative change on the ML1 and 

then compare that with the gain reduction 

meter. Even if you're afraid to make any in-

ternal adjustments, it's good to know what's 

working and what's not. 

Many of the FET-based dynamics pi  

sors (UREI 1176/1178, A&D Compex Limiter 

and the Trident Stereo Limiter Compressor) 

have anti-distortion circuitry (some adjustable). 

Measuring distortion is easy enough, though 

rather frightening if you're not familiar with 

what dynamics processors do to a signal. 

SPL 

You need a mic to measure the SPL of am-

bient noise or to calibrate monitors, which 

requires the optional MiniSPL accessory or 

a rnic/extemal preamp of your choice. For 

the latter, you must recalibrate the ML1 to a 

reference SPL meter. For calibrating a 5.1 

system, it's okay if your reference isn't 

traceable back to NIST (www.nist.gov)—it's 

the relationship from speaker to speaker 

that is of primary importance. 

Other useful apps: When doing acoustic 

tests of my control room, using slowly swept 

sine waves, the ML1 is indispensable as a 

frequency counter as only the sweep range 

was specified. 
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"Twenty years 

keeee ago an American 

producer introduced 

me to an API Lunchbox and 

it changed my vision of sound 

forever! Suddenly, I heard the punch, 

and fatness and warmth that I had always 

dreamed of. Now my 'vision' has become an unbelievable 

reality with API's all discrete surround production console. 

It's the sound of the future!" 

Ronald Prent , Galaxy Studios, Belgium, 

www.galaxystudios.com 
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API 80 Channel Vision Surround 

Recording and Mixing Console 

www.apiaudio.com 

api 301-776-7879 
An ATI Group Company 
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